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Introduction

“If you want to understand (the Truth of) Falun Gong,
give up your PhD!”

I began this PhD on Falun Gong in September 2006. I was fascinated by Falun
Gong’s Chi exercises (Qigong) and by Master Li’s Buddhist-Taoist teachings and
practices suggesting that, through aligning the body and self to the Buddha Law
moral principles of truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance, practitioners can
attain extraordinary abilities, physical health, and potentially enlightenment as
well. I became even more curious about Falun Gong due to the fact that it was
openly practiced by millions of people in China until 1999, before the Chinese
communist state declared it illegal and labeled it a fake and dangerous ‘evil cult’.
How could Falun Gong be both a health and moral practice for reaching
enlightenment and a dangerous evil cult? For my PhD research at the Department
of Social and Cultural Anthropology at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, I
planned to collect data about Falun Gong practices, and through interviews learn
more about Falun Gong practitioners. I would adopt a ‘sensing participation’
methodology, using my own bodily and sensorial experiences of the exercises as
a means of facilitating my anthropological fieldwork. Furthermore, I planned to
investigate how and why people became incorporated into the movement and its
related contestations with the Chinese state in New York City, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan.
I began fieldwork in New York in 2007, and then in Hong Kong at the
beginning of 2008. In the beginning, I sought to gain access to Falun Gong at
‘practice sites’, namely parks where practitioners collectively practice the Falun
Gong exercises. With eyes closed, they ritually move or hold their bodies in
unison, following the instructions of Master Li, whose voice, synchronized with
traditional Chinese music, coordinates the two hour practice session. The
practitioners I met at various practice sites seemed to reveal similar stories: since
initially encountering Falun Gong and becoming more and more engaged in the
practice, they had become committed Buddha Law disciples (dafadizi), dedicating
their time and lives to engaging with people to clarify the truth about the Chinese
state’s persecution of the movement. But I was curious to know what had
transformed their lives so profoundly and convinced them to commit themselves
to Master Li and the movement.
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Fieldwork was not easy. I was often disappointed with the data I collected
and generally it was difficult and awkward being an anthropologist collecting data
on the Falun Gong practitioners I met. Most days I felt that they were critical of
my research and my questions were often diverted by suggestions that I would do
better to read and study Master Li’s teachings, which could answer all my
questions. I was constantly forced to check myself in terms of my own limited
understandings and abilities relative to the practice and the practitioners I sought
to understand. Related to my struggles was the fact that exercise practice sites
were the only reliable places where I could come into contact and interact with
practitioners in the beginning phases of the research, and some of the exercise
postures caused me great discomfort and pain. This was particularly the case with
the final exercise, when one is required to sit on the ground with legs crossed in
the full lotus position for one hour. I just couldn’t do it! I could not stand the pain;
in fact, I could not even get my legs into the full lotus position and usually gave
up after a short time. My inability to form the posture and tolerate the pain it
produced was something I dreaded every day and felt embarrassed about. And
yet, like other practitioners struggling with their own pain, every day I sought to
improve, to overcome my impulses to give up.
In 2008 I met someone whom I will call Wang, a 40-year-old Chinese
woman born in South China who had migrated to Hong Kong. Through spending
time with Wang, I learnt more about her extraordinary story and life. She began
practicing Falun Gong in 1996 after it had helped cure her mother’s life threatening
illness. When the Chinese communist state made the practice illegal and classified
Falun Gong a dangerous evil cult, Wang and her family didn’t believe it and were
among those who publicly appealed to the government to lift the ban. Wang’s aunt
was one of many practitioners who were apprehended and imprisoned. Because
of her continuing refusal to give up her practice she was beaten and tortured by
the police, and was ultimately injected with harmful chemicals. As a result, Wang
told me, her aunt went insane and threw herself from the fifth floor of an
apartment block. Following this horrific incident, Wang’s family insisted that she
leave China and sent her to Hong Kong. It hadn’t been easy for Wang to move to
Hong Kong, leaving her home, job, family, and friends behind, but she had done
it in part because of her refusal to give up her practice as well as to ease her family’s
burden of worry.
Wang became an important informant and would advise me on how to
improve in the exercises. She would often say “Don’t give up! Pain is good!” One
time she asked me: “Why are you so attached to your body? You can’t take it with
you in your next life!” Wang recommended reading and re-reading Master Li’s
teachings in order to better understand pain. I followed her advice. In Master Li’s
teachings, karma is described as black matter accumulated in the body, the result
of moral transgressions either in this life or in previous lives. It is claimed that
one’s karma can be eliminated through the exercises, and especially the cultivation
practice. In better studying Master Li’s teachings, Wang also claimed that I would
come to see the profound purpose of Falun Gong: cultivation, an arduous physical
and mental practice of giving up human attachments, transforming one’s body
and character, and eventually reaching enlightenment. Through her own
2

cultivation practice, Wang had uncovered supernormal abilities (Gongneng) and
could remember many of her previous lives. In some of these past lives she had
apparently also known me! One day she said to me, shaking her head with
surprise: “You still don’t remember me do you Deiyashan?1 That’s maybe because
the last time we met I wasn’t Chinese.” Wang and I had apparently met before, for
example in Medieval France, and even further back in history during the Tang
Dynasty in China. Wang also claimed that I had a predestined relationship with
Falun Gong, one reaching back across the ages and forming a bridge to the present;
for, long ago, like her and other practitioners, I was an enlightened being who had
vowed to make the risky journey to descend down to earth. This was a risk since,
over many lives and by living in the human world of delusion and immorality, we
would accumulate karma upon karma and so forget who we really were and why
we had come here. Wang said that our aim is to help ‘clarify the truth’ and save
sentient beings in this present era of immorality and illusion, before the immanent
end of times. For Wang, my research was just a doorway that had brought me into
contact with Falun Gong, so that I could enlighten to the truth and fulfill the sacred
vow, eventually returning to my True self, aligned with the Buddha Law.
Even with Wang as a key informant, I continued to struggle through my
fieldwork and eventually hit a major obstacle that greatly impacted my
understanding of Falun Gong and this PhD thesis. Although I had initially
managed to advance in the exercises – I could sit for 30 minutes – I reached a point
where I ceased to progress any further and still could not form my legs into the
full lotus position. In fact, every day seemed more painful than the last. But still I
continued. I had become more immersed in Falun Gong’s practices and life-world;
I had given up drinking alcohol, smoking, and other sentiments and behaviors
described by Master Li as attachments; I had also become engaged in many of the
public campaigns organized in Hong Kong. Yet as my fieldwork continued, I
became increasingly disillusioned about my research. Every day I felt a growing
conflict between Scott Dalby, the anthropologist collecting data, and Deiyashan,
the cultivator engaged in refining his body and character in relation to Falun
Gong’s moral principles. Despite my efforts and advances, after nearly three
months of fieldwork in Hong Kong, Wang revealed that she still couldn’t
understand why I hadn’t improved further in my exercise practice or become
enlightened to the true meaning of cultivation.
Late one evening in March 2008, a few days before I was due to leave Hong
Kong, I was awoken by my mobile phone. In a serious tone Wang explained how
during her meditation she had suddenly realized that something was interfering
with me, preventing me from enlightening to Master Li’s teachings. She enquired,
“Do you have any Qigong books in your apartment?” Slowly awakening, I
answered “No,” but then turning on my light and blinking at my desk I noticed
my copy of David Palmer’s Qigong Fever.2 I decided to tell Wang about the book.
Without hesitation she said, “That’s it! That’s the problem!” My heart began to
pound. Wang reminded me how in the Zhuan Falun Master Li specifies that
1
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Deiyashan is my Chinese name. It means virtuous mountain.
David Palmer is a prominent academic writing about Chinese religion and Qigong.
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practitioners must not read other Qigong books and even suggests that they
remove them from their homes. All other Qigong books are said by Master Li to
be of a low level, and even to have spirits and demons behind them that will
interfere with the practice and prevent Master Li’s Law bodies (fashen) from
entering a practitioner’s home so as to assist and protect in his/her cultivation.
Wang explained to me that the book was preventing me from cultivating. She
added, however, that with her help it would be okay. With urgency she quickly
instructed me to put the book in the far corner of my room and to place on top of
it an object that she had made and recently given to me.3 Wang explained that it
would help protect me from the book’s interference. Finally, she instructed me to
perform a cleansing ritual that Master Li calls ‘sending forth righteous thoughts’
so as to clean my apartment and ensure that the book no longer interfered with
me. I did as she instructed.
A few days later, Wang called me again to ask if we could meet to talk. As
we walked around a park the next day, she described how she wanted to help me
understand what Falun Gong was all about, and how she could see that I would
soon leave Hong Kong and write about it from my “low level” scientific
understanding. She said that misrepresenting Falun Gong to others would have
serious consequences and could lead to me acquiring more karma and suffering,
maybe even “cosmic extinction,” by which I think she meant not merely death –
bad as that would be – but the utter extinguishing of my cycle of reincarnations.
Seeing my worried expression, Wang described how she and other practitioners
had noticed how I would participate and ask questions at practice sites and other
events so as to collect data for my PhD. For her, it was clear that I was collecting
data out of a misunderstanding that I could understand Falun Gong and write
about it from the outside, so that I could return home to the Netherlands and get
a nice job as an anthropologist in a university. However, in focusing on the other
practitioners and collecting data for the PhD, she insisted, I had completely missed
the entire point of Falun Gong and what they were doing. She explained that what
they were doing was “sacred,” something that cannot be explained from the
outside with low level scientific theories and the mind, but rather must be
practiced and experienced personally with the heart. “We are cultivators! We give
up attachments!” she exclaimed with wide eyes and urgency. “If you want to
understand [the truth of Falun Gong], you need to give up your PhD!”

This thesis concerns the practice of Falun Gong cultivation, a practice based on Qigong
and the Chinese religious traditions of Daoist longevity and immortality and Buddhist
conceptions of transcendence and reincarnation. Evident in my encounters with Falun
Gong was the central presence of various practices and also artifacts that make Falun
Gong’s practices, such as the Qigong exercises, possible: the music instruction, MP3
players, books, the object made by Wang, etc. All of these practices and objects serve a
Falun Gong process called self-cultivation, an arduous self-disciplinary process of giving
The object was a small broach made of silk thread, which Wang had plaited together around a plastic
badge that read “SOS! Please help Falun Gong” on one side, and on the other “Falun Dafa is Good.”
3
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up attachments and aligning to the universal Buddha Law moral principles of
truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance, which are believed to lead to enlightenment.
Wang was a cultivator, someone engaged in learning, practicing, and attempting
to live by the Buddha Law in her daily life. She was someone who had accepted Master
Li as her master, and was a Dafa Disciple (dafa dizi), or what I refer to as a disciple of the
Buddha Law. Wang’s life as a disciple of the Buddha Law was extraordinary, and was
concerned with a lived reality of human origin and purpose very different from the
dominant understandings that define secular modernity; a Falun Gong life-world where
practitioners face and overcome their pain and suffering, develop supernormal powers,
uncover knowledge of their incarnations in past lives, and seek to save sentient beings
before the end of times. This was the ethical practice and sacred life-world that engrossed
many national Chinese, overseas Chinese, and non-Chinese persons alike – myself
included.
Wang’s lesson was that in order to understand Falun Gong I needed to give up
the PhD. Addressed to the British born anthropologist, someone relatively new to the
practice, unable to tolerate pain and understood as not genuinely engaging in cultivation
in Hong Kong, Wang might be understood as saying, in essence: “Who do you think you
are, trying to understand something as profound and sacred as this!? Come on! Let’s give
up the arrogance and pretensions. Practice as we do or go away!” Speaking simply but
forcefully, she seemed so confident, so certain, while I felt so insecure and unsure,
vacillating between my different roles and identities, seemingly unable to fully commit to
anything. Reflecting on her words and her judgment, it has taken me years to even
articulate my conflicts as questions. I have become grateful for her intervention, since it
has put me acutely in touch with the core issues I faced intellectually and personally in
carrying out research on Falun Gong. How can the anthropologist confront this kind of
epistemological understanding of sacred practice? What does Wang’s appeal do to a
discipline – anthropology – with its roots in the relativistic idea that all peoples and
cultures can somehow be explained and understood by us – the anthropologists? How do
we know what we claim to know? Where does authority lie? And, in studying Falun Gong
as an anthropologist, how could I understand something when that something can only
be understood by giving up my predetermined theory and methodology, by giving up
anthropology?
Of course, the problem of research and representation is not new to anthropology.
Anthropology has a complex and problematic relationship with imperialism and
domination, including the often forgotten or denied atrocities caused to non-Europeans
(Abu-Lughod 1991: 154-7, Asad 1993, Chakrabarty 2000, Chatterjee 1991, Keyes 2002,
Narayan 1993, Palmie 2002, Said 1978, Van der Veer 2014). Anthropology is historically
embedded in processes that seek to reproduce the non-West as a mirror image of the West,
often as part of Western domination and self-constitution (Baumann and Gingrich 2006,
5

Fabian 1983, Said 1978). Anthropologists have therefore highlighted the need to confront
the postcolonial politics of representation, especially the tendency to objectify diverse
cultures and peoples through the practice of writing (Clifford and Marcus 1986, Fabian
1983). Johannes Fabian (1983) has focused on anthropology’s division between fieldwork
and writing as an innate rupture that enables both a claim of coevalness and its denial;
here, the anthropologist claims to have shared time with and thus comprehended his/her
research subjects during fieldwork, and yet this coevalness is simultaneously denied
through scientific writing, a process that places ‘them’ (often non-European societies and
peoples) in another time safely outside of ‘our’ (predominantly European/North
American) anthropology and societies (Fabian 1983). How could I write a PhD
dissertation without denying this coevalness?
Wang’s critique resonates with anthropology’s post-colonial self-criticism, but
what I find particularly remarkable is how what she said had the power to touch and
convince me in a deeply physical and moral sense; something that I found difficult to
deny during fieldwork and very challenging to write about. Wang’s critique was
articulated with such unwavering conviction, and I experienced it with such an emotional
force of truth, that it penetrated to the core of who I was and invoked in me a profound
urge and ethical dilemma. Contemplating giving up the PhD, something that had never
previously occurred to me, I could more fully sense the emergence of Deiyashan; the
healthy, powerful, and moral cultivator, someone who understood the truth and wanted
more than anything to break out, tear open from inside the skin of Scott Dalby and break
free from his limiting research. As if stepping into a powerful river, I was overcome with
the immediacy and force of Falun Gong cultivation and the potential of Deiyashan; how
he was connected across the ages to an ancient past and how, in choosing to give up this
one attachment, he could grow in strength, wisdom, and power so as to embark on an
unlimited voyage into the future, uncovering new ways of being virtuous and certain,
and more immediately aligned to the transcendent Buddha Law.
In the intense immanence of this moment, however, I also froze in fear and pain.
Wang’s words managed to reach through me and touch my spiritual yearnings for
knowledge, certainty, and truth. Yet I also sensed the complexity of my predicament and
feared that all this would be taken away from me if I continued my research. But I also
had doubts about committing to Falun Gong and pursuing a spiritual path as a devotee.
Would I lose control and become a disciple of Master Li? Did I want this? Did I trust
Master Li? What about the security of my future? As my mind somersaulted through
these questions, I tried to push away what Wang had said by defending my
anthropological methodology and intentions. However, in this context, anthropology had
no legitimacy or power. Instead, Wang confronted me even more directly by asking what
I was so afraid of. Wang belittled my attachment to the PhD and my fear of giving it up
by comparing it to the fatal test confronted and overcome by her aunt and other
practitioners in China who had been tortured and killed. This comparison made me doubt
6

myself even more. Wang was right: I was deeply attached to the PhD research and I could
not give it up. But I did not know how to continue my research, since Wang’s judgment
of anthropology provoked doubts in me about my own motivations, and about the
tradition I was embracing as an anthropologist.
It turns out that my conflicts and struggles placed me in good company. Many
anthropologists have wrestled with their modes of enquiry during fieldwork, leading
them to face profound dilemmas and impossible positions (Ewing 1994, 1997, Harding
2000, Palmie 2002, Rosaldo 1993{1989}, Stoller and Olkes 1987, Van de Port 2004, 2005,
2011a). While pointing at the impossibility of fully capturing the life-worlds of the people
they wished to understand, this body of research also offers suggestions for how to
continue and develop anthropology. For example, Susan Harding’s research on Christian
Fundamentalism in the United States in the 1980s suggests that it is possible to occupy a
position in the gap between conscious belief and willful disbelief (2000: xii). Renato
Rosaldo used his tragic personal bereavement to critique cultural relativism, but it also
helped to pave the way for an anthropology willing to confront the cultural force of
emotion (1993{1989}). In his research on Candomblé, Van de Port (2004, 2005, 2011a)
highlights his fieldwork struggles and invites anthropological writing that confronts the
limits of cultural relativism while focusing on how claims of the “Really Real” are being
made and contested by elites and stakeholders. And in her research on Sufi mysticism in
Pakistan, Kathleen Ewing (1994, 1997) experienced various paranormal phenomena and
dilemmas during her fieldwork, ultimately recommending that anthropologists should
share their struggles with those whom they wish to understand.
Following my emotionally charged experience, I eventually shared the complexity
of my position with other practitioners, only to discover that many of them had been
touched by similar conflicts related to giving up attachments. These struggles most
frequently concerned their motivations, their loyalties to other practices and social
relations, and to aspects of self, habit, and sociality, which they struggled to detach from
and give up as part of their commitment to the Falun Gong practice. These struggles were
understood by Master Li as the ‘issue of pursuit’ and ‘cultivation tests’, which, although
difficult, should be confronted and overcome through further study of teachings and
commitment to the practice. Although all of their experiences and tests were uniquely
personal and profound, my findings revealed that Wang’s appeal was not only aimed at
nosy anthropologists engaged in research, but was a centrally important component of
what is entailed in practicing Falun Gong cultivation. Indeed, Wang was making me
experience cultivation and its consequences in a deeply personal and social sense, which
was relevant to who I was, my daily life during fieldwork, and my future, in a way
previously not captured in my role as an anthropological researcher. Wang was making
me sense what it meant to engage in the cultivation practice, which felt very
uncomfortable, but she was also exposing to me the important notion of the ethics of pain
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and truth that lies at the heart of cultivation, and is related to the process through which
people become disciples of the Buddha Law.
This thesis seeks to better comprehend Wang’s appeal and what it did to me
during fieldwork. More importantly, it aims to better understand the similar experiences
of Falun Gong cultivation that were eventually shared with me by practitioners; people
with their own desires, confronting their own cultivation tests, and who through
committing to Falun Gong’s teachings and practices became disciples of the Buddha Law,
immersed in the Falun Gong movement. This thesis aims to explore practitioners’
changing aspirations and experiences with Falun Gong practices and media, and
especially with cultivation, so as to understand how they are incorporated into the Falun
Gong movement.
To tackle these issues, this thesis seeks to analyze Falun Gong cultivation through
tracing similar practices in history and through (mainly) anthropological theory that will
enable me to set the Falun Gong practice and media into better analytical motion. This
anthropological theory is concerned with discussions about the politics and place of
religion in the contemporary post-colonial globalized world, but also concerns questions
related to how religion is organized and how religious collectives are formed through
practices and media. Before discussing this theory in more detail, I wish to begin by more
adequately describing what Falun Gong cultivation is and how is it organized through
practices and media.

Introducing Fa lun Gong cultiv a tion
The word ‘Falun’ is derived from Buddhism and means ‘wheel of the Buddha Law’ and/or
Dharma Wheel. Composed alongside the word Gong, Falun Gong can be translated as
‘the Practice of the Wheel of the Dharma/Law’ (cf. Penny 2012a: 5, Ter Haar n.d). In Master
Li’s lectures, cultivation (xiulian) is said to involve an individual’s active engagement in
an arduous process of overcoming hardships and giving up attachments (zhizhuo)4 so as
to accumulate cultivation energy (Gong), but most importantly to raise one’s character
level (xinxing)5 towards the moral standards of the Buddha Law. The Buddha Law is
understood as a universal and unchanging law comprising three moral principles:
truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance (zhen, shan, ren). The Buddha Law is said to be
a universal moral and material reality, the violations of which lead to all hardships and

Giving up attachments is a Buddhist conception whereby one seeks to give up habits, actions, and relations
that are understood as limiting or immoral, as part of the process of improvement and transformation (see
Penny 2012a, Chapter 5, for more specific details).
5 Xinxing can be most directly translated as ‘heart/mind nature’ or ‘character’.
4
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suffering, and by which all people will ultimately be judged at the end of this cycle of time
(kalpa).6
In Master Li’s conception of cultivation practice, tolerating pain and giving up
attachments can eliminate one’s karma (the black substance that accumulates in the body
through moral transgressions in this and other lives) (Li 2000: 147-148). If one performs a
good deed, one is rewarded with virtue (de), a white substance, while bad deeds bring
more black karma. People with lots of karma have a poor inborn quality, they suffer more
hardships, and are said to find it harder to enlighten to the profound truth of Falun Gong
(Ibid. 149, 362-363). However, through cultivation practitioners can eliminate karma and
replace it with virtue, for example by withstanding pain in the exercises (Ibid. 150) and
especially by coming to terms with the mental suffering resulting from conflicts or tests
in one’s relations with others in everyday life (Ibid. 151-153). It is especially this later
endurance of mental suffering that is understood as the essence of cultivation, and which
results in an increase in a practitioner’s character level (xinxing). Master Li emphasizes ‘no
loss, no gain’, the idea being that it is only through the painful process of losing human
attachments that one relinquishes one’s karma and raises one’s level towards the
principles of Buddha Law, towards consummation. Master Li emphasizes that while he
guides and protects practitioners in their cultivation, and while he is the one who can
reward practitioners’ efforts with Gong energy, cultivation depends on a practitioner’s
individual efforts (Ibid. 159). In this sense, practitioners must choose to enact cultivation
over their own bodies, persons, and lives, even though they will encounter and experience
difficulties and suffering.
The historian Benjamin Penny (2012a) has described in detail how Falun Gong
cultivation is conceptualized by Master Li in his teachings. Penny remarks that in Falun
Gong, cultivation, “literally to cultivate and refine, has connotations of the material
transformation of substance; and in Falun Gong, as in many of the traditions in which
cultivation occurs, it is believed to physically alter the constitution of the body in some
way” (Ibid. 153). Although it is physical, cultivation particularly targets the tempering of
the mind and character, one’s xinxing. Thus when referring to cultivating the character,
Falun Gong is about practitioners “refining behavior and improving their morality” (Ibid.
169). Unlike other Buddhist practices where one seeks to renounce the self, in Falun Gong
the self is preserved and transformed (ibid.).
Penny goes on to discuss and contextualize the moral principles of Buddha Law
in relation to their genealogy. For example, truthfulness (zhen) is described by Master Li
in various ways as being true to one’s words and actions and becoming a ‘true person’;
this derives from Taoist conceptions of the True Person (zhenren), someone who realizes
Master Li seems to adopt a Chinese Buddhist-Taoist eschatology in relation to the ending of this cycle of
time (the end of this kalpa), which will bring apocalypse when all beings will be judged. It is said that
because the end is near, the teaching of Falun Gong is special and a practitioner’s time is limited. Master Li
does not name a particular date for the end of this time.
6
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and perfects him-/herself into a heavenly being. Compassion (shan) is described by Master
Li as a characteristic of an enlightened being who takes pity on those who are suffering
and lost in earthly delusion and helps to save them; this is derived mainly from the
Buddhist tradition. Finally, forbearance (ren) is described by Master Li in terms of
enduring one’s own tribulations and suffering as a moral virtue; something that Penny
argues derives partly from Confucianism but predominantly from Christianity (2012a:
170-172, see also ter Haar 2002). Penny highlights Falun Gong’s conception of forbearance
as “the endurance of suffering – tempering your xinxing and aiding in the transformation
of your body” (Ibid. 172).
Although scholars like Penny help to describe how cultivation and the moral
principles are understood by the movement, and provide important historical
information about their genealogy (which is addressed in greater depth in Chapter One
of this thesis), we still know very little about why and how practitioners are attracted to
and begin the cultivation practice. We know very little about how they actually cultivate
themselves in their daily lives, and indeed how they experience it in the context of the
persecution of the movement, and with what effects. This thesis intends to shed light on
these issues.
In order to have a clearer sense of how and why practitioners engage in
cultivation, it is useful to describe the practices and media that organize and make Falun
Gong cultivation possible. Master Li specifies that practitioners of Falun Gong engage in
the following: 1) they practice Falun Gong’s exercises; 2) since 1995, they regularly study
his teachings (Law study) and share experiences with other practitioners; 3) since 1999,
when Falun Gong was criminalized in China, Master Li has instructed practitioners in
new teachings to initiate various public campaigns aiming to ‘clarify the truth’ and
‘validate the Law’ to the world’s peoples so as to ‘save sentient beings’ now that the ‘Law
rectification’ period has begun; and 4) they practice a meditative cleansing ritual four
times a day, called ‘sending forth righteous thoughts’. I will introduce each of these
practices in more detail below and describe how they are organized through media,
guidelines, and rules, as specified by Master Li.

The Falun Gong exercises
Falun Gong practitioners engage in a system of Qigong exercises, which are part of the
wider practice of cultivation. There are five different sets of exercises that make up the
whole Falun Gong exercise practice, which takes two hours to complete. The first four
exercises are standing postures. Practitioners are instructed to stand with their feet spread
shoulder width apart and rooted to the ground, knees slightly bent. The first four standing
exercises involve stretching, fixed postures, and fluid movements. The final exercise
involves sitting on the ground in the crossed legged full lotus position. In all five exercises,
10

people are instructed to prepare themselves by tucking in their lower jaw, placing the
tongue on the roof of the mouth, and, keeping the teeth apart, closing the lips and relaxing
the face. A practitioner is also requested to close the eyes and stay alert. In this sense, all
exercises are intended to be meditative, although some may cause discomfort and pain.
In Master Li’s book Falun Gong (2002) – an introductory text to the Falun Gong
exercises – the exercises are described as functioning to strengthen the body and promote
longevity. Various energy mechanisms (qiji) facilitate living beings and Gong potency in
a practitioner’s body, and promote supernormal abilities (shentong or gongneng) (Ibid. 8384). The exercises open up the body’s meridians and purify the body by absorbing energy
from the universe (Ibid. 88). Through long-term practice of the exercises, the body is said
to be gradually transformed into a new body made of high energy matter from other
dimensions (Ibid. 87).
Practitioners are instructed to enact specific movements or fixed postures, each
with its particular name and function. Also clear is how particular parts of the body and
sense acts are targeted by the exercises, as described by practices of mediation. In Falun
Gong, the arms and hands are targeted, with hearing and touch being emphasized, while
seeing is seemingly tuned out through the closing of the eyes. Potential experiences one
may expect from the practice are also described, for example that one may sense flows of
energy and the turning of the Law Wheel (falun), as well as discomfort. Finally, in Master
Li’s description of the exercises in his books, there is a blurring of the boundaries between
discourses, symbols, and physical movement. For example, the second and third exercises
are discussed in relation to the Law Wheel (falun), which practitioners are instructed to
physically form with their arms and even rotate with their hands in front of their
abdomens during the exercise practice.
The Falun Gong exercises would not be possible if it were not for various media
and technologies, such as the music instruction, books, CDs, DVDs, and the Internet.
Because the eyes are closed and because it is practiced with others as a group, the exercises
are orchestrated by a pre-recorded music instruction. The music instruction is composed
of traditional Chinese musical instruments, with variations in intensity and ambiance in
relation to the specific body techniques adopted, while instructions are given in Mandarin
Chinese by Master Li himself, whose voice directs when each posture should be adopted
and changed. The music instruction orchestrates the entire two hour exercise session and
is available in various formats: originally only on cassette tape, later on CD and DVD, and
now via links on the Internet and as a download. The music instruction is usually played
on a portable stereo, boom box, CD player, and most recently MP3 players. Despite the
diversity of ways in which the music instruction can be played, most often Falun Gong
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practitioners use a particular MP3 player, sometimes referred to as a box player or
bumblebee player (because of its round shape).7

Figure 1. Bumblebee’ MP3 player

Figure 2. Falun Gong CD music instruction

Figure 3. Falun Gong book (left) and exercise instruction DVD

Falun Gong’s main website (www.falundafa.org) also provides images and
detailed descriptions of the exercises, their functions and effects (as described above), and
all of Master Li’s teachings, which can be viewed and downloaded for free. Below I have
included a number of freeze frames8 from the Falun Gong website, showing the possibility
of viewing and downloading Falun Gong materials, including digitalized photo and
video images of Master Li performing the exercises, with written and oral descriptions of
the positions and their functions. The digital videos of Master Li performing the exercises
are set against the backdrop of various well known monuments and symbols of Chinese
heritage (such as the Great Wall of China). The videos can be watched in real time online
or are available for download, and they incorporate the sounds of the music instruction
with moving images of Master Li’s body and oral descriptions of each exercise.

Following images taken from www.tiantibooks.org and http://www.falundafa.org/bul/audiovideo/audiovideo.html (April 27, 2010).
8 http://www.falundafa.org/eng/exercises.html (April 27, 2010) and http://www.falundafa.org/bul/audiovideo/audiovideo_video.html (April 27, 2010).
7
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Figure 4. Master Li’s performance of exercises on the Internet in digital images (left) and video (right)

Figure 5. Falun Gong website with exercise descriptions

The questions that I pursued for this thesis concern the following: How are the
exercises actually organized and practiced in public spaces? How do practitioners
experience the exercises and discipline themselves? When and why are specific media
implemented and with what effects on conceptions of authority, immediacy, and
authenticity? How are these media used, handled, and experienced as part of the practice?
How are the exercises related to the incorporation of practitioners into the Falun Gong
movement and its aspirations to communicate with and include others?
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Law study and experience sharing
It would be impossible to describe the vast and varying assortment of Master Li’s Buddha
Law teachings here. Such teachings can be found for free on the Internet and are greatly
diverse in subject and content. They concern how practitioners should approach the
practice, how they should manage relations with others, and how they should interpret
the Chinese state’s post-1999 persecution. They also extend into philosophical, scientific,
and religious teachings concerning the human body, multiple dimensions, supernormal
abilities and phenomena, aliens, reincarnation, paranormal science, and the nature of
truth, reality, destiny, and divinity. Often Master Li seeks to point out the limits of other
religious and scientific paradigms and emphasizes the moral dimension and aims of
Falun Gong as a practice. Master Li articulates and conceives of a human origin and
purpose quite different from dominant secular and religious views. For example, as in
other religious traditions that emerged in Asia, especially the non-deistic or non-dualistic
ones, in Falun Gong’s cosmology, humans do not descend from apes nor from the original
sin of Adam and Eve; rather, humans were once divine, but after descending to earth and
being reincarnated over many lives, they have sunk deeper and deeper into illusion and
have forgotten who they are and where they came from. Now, through Master Li’s
Buddha Law teachings and by engaging in cultivation, it is said that humans can return
home and become divine again.
The practice of Law study (Fa study, as English speaking practitioners often refer
to it, or in Chinese xuefa), is governed by a number of rules authorized by Master Li; for
example, that when studying one should read the book from beginning to end with a clear
mind and an open heart. Similar to the long-term training of the body in order to perfect
the exercises, learning and understanding the teachings takes regular and repeated
practice, which is said to transform the body and mind to a higher level of
accomplishment. Master Li’s teachings are often described and understood as immediate
and material manifestations of the Buddha Law to which practitioners must align
themselves step by step. And Master Li also instructs practitioners to regularly meet
together so as to share their experiences with the practice. I was interested to know more
about the contexts in which this practice is organized, how sharing is stylized in relation
to Falun Gong discipline and the moral principles, and with what effects.
Master Li’s teachings and the Law study practice are made possible through
official Falun Gong media in the form of books, CDs, DVDs, and websites, among others.
Master Li’s lectures at conferences and his commentaries are often transcribed into text
formats and made available on the Internet. On official Falun Gong websites (mainly
www.falundafa.org and www.clearwisdom.org), teachings can be read and downloaded
in various formats (e.g. PDF and MS Word). Although not all of Master Li’s teachings
have been translated from the original Mandarin into other languages, they can be
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downloaded on the Internet for free. Books, CDs, and DVDs can also be bought from
Tianti books.

Figure 6. The Zhuan Falun, English version (blue) and Chinese version (gold)

Master Li emphasizes the central importance of his teachings even more than the
exercises. Benjamin Penny argues that “Falun Gong is, after all, a movement that sets great
store on the written word… Li’s teachings make Falun Gong the movement it is; they hold
it together, and give guidance to practitioners” (2012a: 34). The Zhuan Falun book in
particular is the central text emphasized by Master Li and used by practitioners; it is “the
primary scripture of the movement” (Ibid. 93). In relation to this, key questions that I
pursued in my research relate to how Law study is organized as a collective practice in
New York and Hong Kong, and how practitioners individually and collectively interact
with, handle, and experience books like the Zhuan Falun. We need to know more about
how Law study is experienced by individuals in order to understand its function in
facilitating relationships between practitioners and Master Li, and in forming a
transnational Falun Gong movement.

Clarif ying the truth and validating the Buddha Law
Since the Chinese state began its campaign of persecution against Falun Gong in 1999,
Master Li has called on practitioners to engage in ‘clarifying the truth’ (also sometimes
translated as ‘clarifying the facts’) and ‘validating the Law’. Here, jiang means to talk,
speak, or explain, while qing means clear or pure. Taken together, jiangqing can be
translated as making clear or to make clear. Zhen means true, real, or genuine, yet when
used in combination with xiang, zhenxiang can be translated as truth, fact, or the real
situation. In this sense, ‘clarifying the truth’ means ‘to make clear the true or real
situation’. In ‘validating the Law’, zheng means certificate or proof, shi means really or
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solid, and Fa means Buddha Law. Taken together, zhengshi means to confirm or verify the
Law. Although often translated as ‘validating the Law’, it can also be translated as
confirming, proving, or verifying the Buddha Law.
These post-1999 politicized practices appeal to conceptions of authenticity and
truth, and especially to a process of communicating with non-practitioners about Falun
Gong and the Buddha Law. As we will see, these practices have become part of the Falun
Gong practice and what it means to be a Falun Gong practitioner. Such practices are
conceived of by Master Li as part of the process through which the Buddha Law becomes
manifest in the world, what he calls ‘Fa rectification’, or Dharma/Law rectification. The
Law rectification era refers to a period of time – which began following the state’s
campaign – when all being will be judged relative to their practice of and alignment to the
Buddha Law principles. Clarifying the truth and validating the Law are articulated by
Master Li as being part of an immanently urgent necessity to save sentient beings before
the end of times and as part of a practitioner’s individual cultivation.
I became particularly interested in how clarifying the truth practices are organized
by practitioners in the form of campaigns that take place in specific locations in New York
and Hong Kong. How are these practices organized and made convincing through media
and strategies of authentication in public spaces? How are they understood and
experienced by practitioners? How are they related to a practitioner’s cultivation of the
Buddha Law moral principles of truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance? How do they
function in terms of the ongoing formation of the Falun Gong movement? Of what use
here are the theoretical concepts of disciplinary practice and mediation?

Sending Forth Righteous Tho ughts
In the post-1999 era, Master Li has also specified that practitioners should engage in a
cleansing ritual called ‘Sending forth righteous thoughts’. For example, at a Falun Gong
experience sharing conference in Florida on January 7, 2002, and in a commentary posted
online entitled ‘In Righteous Thoughts’ published October 13, 2002, Master Li called on
practitioners to send forth righteous thoughts so as to use their Gong (cultivation energy)
to eliminate evil forces and interference. This new cleansing ritual is supposed to be used
by practitioners as a way of eliminating any evil that tries to interfere with their cultivation
and with their attempts to clarify the truth and validate the Buddha Law. Although it can
be used whenever needed, ideally practitioners should perform this ritual four times a
day, for a period of 15 minutes each time, in sync with other practitioners around the
world. So as to organize this as a collective effort, online timetables can be found on the
Clearwisdom website, showing the time at which the ritual should be performed in each
country. To perform this ritual, practitioners should sit in the full lotus meditation
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position on the ground, and while performing a series of hand postures should focus their
attention and repeat the following sentences:
The Buddha Law (Fa) rectifies (zheng) the Cosmos (qian kun); the evil (xie e) is
completely (quan) eliminated (mie). The Buddha Law (Fa) rectifies (zheng) Heaven
(tian) and Earth (di); immediate (xian... xian) retribution (bao) in this lifetime (shi).

Introducing theory from the a nthropology of religion
Talal Asad (1993) critiques Geertz’s theory of religion as a system of cultural symbols,
thus rejecting the idea of forming a universal category of religion in the discipline of
anthropology. Instead, Asad (1993, 2003) has emphasized that ‘religion’ as a category is
derived from situated discursive practices that attempt to separate it from politics and
science, thus giving it space as a privatized belief, part of the constitution of secular
modernity.
Since defining Falun Gong as an ‘evil cult’, it is quite clear that the Chinese state
does not consider it to be a religion, in either the Chinese (zongjiao) or Western/English
language sense. As I discuss in more detail in Chapters One and Two, the dismissal of the
Chinese category of religion can be explained by the fact that the space afforded to official
religion (zongjiao) in China is largely controlled by the Chinese state and understood as
limited to the major religions. It is also clear that Master Li and Falun Gong practitioners
themselves do not conceive of it as such (Kipnis 2001: 38-39, Penny 2012a: 5-6). For
example, Master Li claims that Falun Gong is not identifiable with what is understood as
religion, for example Christianity or even according to the popular contemporary
understanding of Buddhism as a non-deistic religion. The English language category of
religion is often dismissed by the Falun Gong movement, with claims that practitioners
do not attend church or worship a god, and do not have rituals and members. Such claims
reveal a particularly Christian or Western conception of religion. Instead of adopting the
category of religion, therefore, Falun Gong is officially described by Master Li and its
practitioners as xiulian, which translates into English as either ‘cultivation practice’ or
‘spiritual discipline’.
Despite the Chinese state’s and the movement’s insistence on Falun Gong not
being a religion in the Chinese or English sense of the word, most scholars seem to suggest
that Falun Gong is a religion or at least should be approached analytically as one (Kipnis
2001, Ownby 2008a, Penny 2012a, Weller 2003). This is illustrated, for instance, by the title
of Benjamin Penny’s recent book, The Religion of Falun Gong (2012a: 6-7, 151), and in David
Ownby’s assertion that Falun Gong (and indeed popular Qigong in China more generally)
can be understood as ‘popular religion’ (2008a: 6-9). Andrew Kipnis has also argued that
Falun Gong can be understood through anthropological categories of religion (2001: 40).
There are also a number of scholars who approach Falun Gong as a New Religious
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Movement (NRM) (Chen 2005, Ownby 2005) or a new age movement outside of China
(Ackerman 2005, Chen 2003b).
What is remarkable about academic discussions concerning Falun Gong is the
general tendency to avoid analyzing it as a form of ‘spirituality’, which would resonate
with the movement’s own emphasis on not being a religion but rather a spiritual
discipline. One exception to this is Peter van der Veer’s recent book on spirituality in India
and China (2014). As Van der Veer argues, although the concept of spirituality is vague
and often delegated to the margins of the New Age, the non-political, and non-secular, it
is also central to the cultural and political project of secular modernity (ibid.: 35-36).
Spirituality often comprises a critique of imperialism, materialism, and established
religion. It emerged as a modern Western concept in the second half of the nineteenth
century and, like ‘religion’ and the ‘secular’, became universalized in the age of
imperialism. For Van der Veer, the concept provides an important window for
understanding how ancient religious traditions have been translated through China’s
(and India’s) interactions with Western imperialism and the projects of secularism that
followed them. Here, spirituality concerns translating different conceptual universes to
make meaningful communication and even non-violence possible on national and
increasingly global scales (ibid.).
In this thesis I try as far as possible to avoid assigning Falun Gong to a particular
conceptual label but indeed to make analytical space so as to approach Falun Gong as an
experience, a practice and a process. I approach Falun Gong as a transforming Chinese
religion and spiritual practice. Falun Gong translates ancient Chinese traditions in a postMaoist age of intensifying globalization into more universal frames of spirituality.
Although I agree with Asad’s critique of a universal definition of religion and follow Van
der Veer’s interesting emphasis on spirituality as translated religious traditions, it is also
clear that adopting the concept of religion for analytical purposes has proven useful for
allowing comparison with other historical examples of Chinese traditions. Arguably,
defining Falun Gong as a religion has enabled scholars to claim that it is a modern
expression of various historical examples of religious groups that have always been
regulated and suppressed by the Chinese imperial and modern state. The concept of
religion also allows comparison to anthropological research on other religious
phenomena in a variety of cultural contexts (cf. Meyer 2009). I utilize research and theory
from the anthropology of religion so as to better understand, comparatively speaking,
how Falun Gong is organized through practices, authority, and media, and indeed how it
works in the formation of experiences, subjectivities, and collectives. Below I introduce a
number of relevant theories relating to these processes.
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Globalizing religio n, media, and the public sphere
The anthropology of religion has sought to understand the changing relations between
religion and the nation state in an era of intensifying globalization. Anthropologists
working on transnational religion and religious social movements seek to grapple with
how migration and media are transforming religion in terms of its relationship to nation
states, its practices and membership base, and its presence in the public sphere. Research
on transnational religion shows that migration facilitates transnational connections and
networks, which extend religion beyond the limits of the nation state, stimulating new
opportunities for missionization and expanding membership (Guest 2003, Hepner 2003,
Levitt 2003, Nyíri 2003, Salemink 2011, Vasquez and Marquardt 2000, Vertovec 2000,
Weller 2001). Often religion follows ethnic lines of migration and forms part of the modern
state’s desires to keep overseas subjects identified with and connected to the homeland
(Nyíri 2010, Ong and Nonini 1997, Sunier, van der Linden, van de Bovenkamp 2016, Van
Der Veer 2004). However, research conducted mainly in the US reveals that some
transnational religions imitate Christian and Western formats and have begun to include
people of multi-ethnic identities as part of their survival and universal aspirations
(Komjathy 2004, McLagen 2002, 2006, Reed 2001, Seigler 2006, Yang and Ebaugh 2001).
Research on social movements also highlights a similar tendency towards global
orientations and transformations in organization. Some have called for a rethinking of the
concept of ‘social movement’ as it is rooted in sociological assumptions limited to the
nation state; it should be replaced by the concept of ‘global movements’ (McDonald 2006).
For McDonald, global movements also invite us to shift attention away from concerns
with organization, motivation, shared beliefs, and ideologies, and instead focus on
experiential senses like healing, touch, moving, and hearing to explain why people
participate (Ibid. 33, 214). In an era of intensifying globalization, global religious
movements like Jihad have experienced dilemmas related to maintaining authority and
control over the outcomes of violent actions (Devji 2004). In the absence of authority, the
Internet has become central for creating senses of identity and belonging, through an
emphasis on individual ethics, purity, and authenticity (Devji 2004, Verkaaik 2004) and
through the circulation of images of martyrs (Axel 2005).
There can be little doubt that various new media forms have greatly facilitated
religion’s presence in the public arena (Meyer and Moors 2006, Meyer 2009, Salemink
2011). However, new forms of media also entail new dilemmas for religious groups in the
form of conflicts with nation states, which often seek to restrict religious influence in the
dominated national public sphere (Eisenlohr 2012, Ginsburg 1991, Meyer 2009) and
transnationally (Salemink 2011). Media transform religion and facilitate new concerns
over losing control over religious distinctiveness and authority (De Witte 2008, McLagen
2002, 2006, Meyer 2009, Salemink 2011, Van de Port 2004, 2005, 2006, 2011a). Scholars have
therefore sought to understand how religious groups skillfully and creatively negotiate
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state pressures and present themselves to others through frames and registers appropriate
and legitimate in secular public spaces, for example through ‘human rights’ discourses or
‘legitimate’ secular and popular media formats (Ginsburg 1991, McLagen 2002, 2006,
Salemink 2011, Van de Port 2005, 2006).
In this thesis I seek to locate and interpret Falun Gong in a wider conceptual and
analytical framework relating to the globalization and universalization of Chinese
traditions and religion. How have processes of globalization, made possible by migration
and new media, impacted Falun Gong in China, and how do they help explain Falun
Gong’s conflict with the Chinese state? How has the organization of the movement, its
practices, and its membership base been transformed? What dilemmas does the
movement face in the public spaces and secular contexts of New York and Hong Kong?
How has the movement sought to frame itself and include others?

M ediatio n and immediacy
There has been a recent call within the anthropology of religion to focus on the materiality
of religion, especially in relation to new media and the practices of mediation they enable
(De Vries 2001, Meyer 2006, 2008, Zito 2008). Broadly speaking, mediation can be
understood as a social and cultural process (cf. Ginsburg 1991, Zito 2008); it is a
‘materializing process’ that makes sociality and cultural worlds manifest, the invisible
visible, and the intangible tangible, through objects, books, words, bodies, buildings, and
other media (Zito 2008). Here media is therefore spoken of not in terms of ‘the media’ (as
in the mass media we usually think of when we hear the term), but rather in terms of
anything that acts as a medium and is organized in relation to other media through
human agencies, and which involves connecting in some sense, especially to the unseen
or transcendent. Religious practices of mediation connect practitioners to the
transcendent by appealing to and training their senses, provoking experiences which bind
followers together in the formation of religious communities (De Abreu 2008, De Witte
2008, Meyer 2006, 2008, 2009, Morgen 2008, Stolow 2005). They are often based on
particular “theologies of mediation” (Eisenlohr 2012: 46), which favor particular media,
senses, and styles of invoking the divine. This includes Ghanaian Pentecostals adopting
video technologies favoring vision (Meyer 2006a), and Islamic cassette sermons in Cairo
disciplining the ears (Hirschkind 2001, 2006). And yet even though particular senses may
be favored, the whole body is often trained for acts of listening (Hirchkind 2001, 2006),
looking (Stengs 2008, Morgan 2008, Zarrilli 2000), breathing (De Abreu 2008), and
touching (Stolow 2006, 2010). Jeremy Stolow’s research, for example, focuses on how
religious texts often have an important material dimension in the form of the weight and
design of books that appeal to a wider range of senses, including vision, smell, and touch
(2006, 2010). In his research on men wrestling in darkened mud pits in Kerala, India,
Zarrilli describes how practitioners aim for an embodied experience understood as a
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moment when the body becomes all eyes (2000), which also alludes to this kind of totality
of the body and senses coming together into greater immediacy.
It is especially when new media are adopted into already established practices of
mediation that new dilemmas are raised; religious practices are – and have long been –
organized through media, and yet religious elites and adherents often seem to need to
claim that their religious/sacred authority and experiences are the product of an
immediate or real connection to the transcendent and divine (De Witte 2008, Meyer 2006,
2009). Marleen De Witte highlights, for example, how those in positions of religious
authority often deny the work of media in the connecting process, exposing a tension
between mediation and immediacy, fabrication and the divine, format and flow (2008: 1920, 88-89). Such research points to the need to better investigate the processes through
which religious mediations are both denied by, but also become convincing to, religious
adepts. Emphasis is often placed on how religious groups make use of miraculous claims
and objects, which are rendered convincing to others through processes of revealing and
concealing (Badiou 2003, Latour 2004, Taussig 1999, 2003, Van de Port 2004, 2005,
2011a/b). For example, miraculous claims often become conveyors of truth through
processes of declaration; such ‘events’ or ‘truth processes’ are made possible through
people’s commitments to their truth claims despite the potentially harmful consequences
(Badiou 2003, Badiou and Žižek 2009, Eagleton 2009). In other instances, examples of
acheiropoiete9 or ‘spontaneous icons’ work by denying the role of the human hand in their
making and intention (Latour 2004, Van de Port 2011b). These claims are described as
attempts to uphold religious fantasies of the dream of immediacy; to mediate immediacy
through, for example, ‘divine mediums’ (i.e. Jesus and the bible) (Van de Port 2011b). They
are the Nature that is appealed to and used to authenticate constructed culture and
convince people that they are (or were) living facts and not fictions (Taussig 1993). In some
instances, truth claims are actually reinforced rather than weakened by revealing the work
of the human hand and media; for example in scientific discoveries (Latour 2004), in magic
and sorcery (Taussig 1999, 2003), and even classical musical practice sessions before
audiences (Van de Port 2011b).
It should be pointed out that not all scholars agree with theories of mediation, even
those whose work relates to the use of media. Charles Hirschkind (2011) criticizes theories
of mediation for assuming a Christian understanding of religion as mediatic and for
reproducing liberal secular assumptions about distinctions between internal and external,
private and public. As such, theories of mediation are said to not be compatible with all
Archeiropoiete is a Greek word used to describe artifacts and media that seemingly could not have been
made by human beings and which are used as a means of authenticating religion; for example, miraculous
objects like the Image of Edessa and the Shroud of Turin. Today, similar examples of acheiropoiete can be
found plastered across the Internet by various religious groups; for example, in photos of the miraculous
discovery of Allah’s name inside of a tomato, or captured in aerial photos of tsunami waves, and appearing
in telescopic video footage of the surface of the sun. See for example:
http://islamgreatreligion.wordpress.com/2009/04/23/allah-name-on-sun (last accessed December 6, 2015).
9
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religions (ibid.). While I agree that one should not uncritically adopt theories of mediation
for all religions, in this thesis I use theories of mediation aid to better conceptualize how
Falun Gong is organized as a mediated practice and how practitioners are incorporated
through their experiences and senses. In chapter two, for example, I explore how media
have transformed Falun Gong as a practice and movement. In chapter five, mediation
theories help me to understand how the exercises and other practices like Buddha Law
study are made possible through media, which connect practitioners across the world to
the spatially transcendent Master Li so as to form the Falun Gong movement. I also
formulate how the Buddha Law is mediated by Master Li, someone who claims to
transmit the Buddha Law immediately in its pure form. I use such theories therefore to
explore when and how denials of mediation take place.
Theories that emphasize how religions mediate immediacy and construct
authenticity are highly relevant for Falun Gong. Such theories help to formulate the
processes through which practitioners’ extraordinary experiences of immediacy with
their bodies, selves, others, Master Li, China, the Buddha Law, etc., are organized. In
carrying out my research, I was especially interested in the processes through which
claims to immediacy and truth are made, a subject that is also highly relevant for
understanding why and how practitioners become convinced and seek to convince other
people in the public sphere about Falun Gong. What Falun Gong calls ‘clarifying the truth’
and ‘validating the Buddha Law’ to others can be approached through theories of
mediation, immediacy and authentication. I therefore investigated the strategies of
authentication that Falun Gong mobilizes in the public sphere. In so doing, I explored
when, where, and how extraordinary and miraculous claims are made by Master Li and
the movement’s practitioners.

Aesthetics
Birgit Meyer has suggested that the concept of aesthetics can be used to better
demonstrate how the process of convincing others is made productive, and indeed how
religious communities are formed in a more general sense. Aesthetics is not approached
here in its colloquial sense, in terms of beauty or the sublime; instead, it is understood in
the Aristotelian sense of the word aisthesis, meaning our “total sensorial experience of the
world and our sensitive knowledge of it” (Meyer and Verrips 2008: 21, Meyer 2009: 6,
Meyer 2010: 756). As Meyer suggests, this embodied conception of aesthetics opens up
space to better capture how media and texts have an effective power on religious
followers (Meyer 2009: 6), which can persuade followers of the immediacy and truth of
their connections to the transcendent through an ‘aesthetics of persuasion’ (Meyer 2010).
Meyer also argues for the deployment of the concept of aesthetics to understand religious
collectives more generally. Thus instead of relying on Benedict Anderson’s notion of
‘imagined communities’ (1983), Meyer invites scholars of religion to focus more on how
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shared styles of sensing are induced in the making of religious collectives, something that
she calls ‘aesthetic formations’ (Meyer 2009).
This particular emphasis on aesthetics has also inspired a number of publications
concerning the aesthetics of religious authority, investigating how relations between
religious authorities and followers are forged and sustained through the aesthetics of
performance and styles of sensing (De Witte, De Koning and Sunier 2015). Since aesthetics
pertains to the reality effects of media and people’s total sense of being and belonging in
the world, it can be understood as a political process, often involving a competition over
media and people’s bodies between religious and political actors (Ranciere 2006, Meyer
2010).
Theories of aesthetics are of great importance for this thesis. In addition to theories
of mediation, they enable me to more accurately identify Falun Gong’s shared styles of
sensing so that we may understand how Falun Gong practitioners become convinced,
how they become connected to Master Li, and through such processes how the movement
is formed. Theoretical approaches to aesthetics help me to understand therefore how
Master Li’s authority is organized through a particular Falun Gong aesthetics of authority
and how practitioners become persuaded about their connection to the sacred Buddha
Law. I use Meyer’s conception of ‘aesthetic formations’ (2009) to understand the
continuous sensorial processes through which a collective of practitioners has been
formed in New York and Hong Kong, and also across the world, and how they have been
incorporated into what I refer to as Falun Gong movement-formations.

Ascesis, asceticism, and disciplinary practices
Foucault explores in his work the implications of askesis or ascesis, an ancient Greek
technique of self-mastery used for shaping the self in relation to a new ethical standard of
being (Foucault 1983, 1984, 1988, Halperin 1997, McGushin 2007, Pearson 2001). Through
training in such ‘spiritual exercises’, a person aimed to partake in self-care and establish
a particular relationship between the self and truth – even if this meant risking his social
position and possibly life – in order to train and prepare as an individual to confront the
world ethically.
Foucault argues that this ancient Greek understanding of ascesis was appropriated
and transformed into asceticism through Christianity and, with the rise of the nation state,
being dominantly replaced by Biopower. Related to his research on ascesis was an
emphasis on how Christian asceticism involved practitioners in an active form of selfdiscipline, what he called ‘technologies of the self’ (1988). For Foucault, technologies of
self “permit(ed) individuals to effect… [a]) number of operations on their own bodies and
souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to
attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” (1988: 18).
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Foucault suggests that these Christian operations differ from ascesis in the sense that they
lacked autonomy from authority (1983) and created docility “because your self is part of
the reality you must renounce in order to get access to another level of reality” (1988: 35).
For Foucault, asceticism was also followed by the advent of what he referred to as
Biopower. Biopower is a form of knowledge and power that seeks access to and
governance over human beings’ bodies and lives. Biopower forms disciplinary
technologies of health, medicine, rehabilitation, government, state sovereignty, etc. that
create docile bodies and mediate existence (Rabinow 1984: 17-24). Despite the
contemporary dominance of Biopower, Foucault argued that the ancient form of ancient
spiritual exercises (ascesis) could be reinvented in modern societies for reshaping the self
and creating new manners of being in the world; for example, he understood his study of
history and philosophy as creating a new way of being a knowledgeable subject
(McGushin 2007) and his life as a homosexual as creating new manners of being (Halperin
1997).
In building on and yet critically departing from Foucault’s conception of Christian
self-discipline as renunciation of the self, Asad (1993) has sought to emphasize how the
practices of medieval Christianity actually encouraged adepts to cultivate potentialities
and reform themselves through what Asad calls disciplinary practices. Asad defines
‘disciplinary practices’ as “programs for forming or reforming moral dispositions (that is,
for organizing the physical and verbal practices that constitute the virtuous Christian self),
in particular, the disposition to true obedience” (1993: 130). Asad draws attention to the
particularity and historicity of Medieval Christianity, and how it concerned the discipline
of the body, for example through embodied practices, inflictions of pain, and confessions.
These were authorized self-disciplinary practices, means through which people molded
particular kinds of bodily capacities and moral subjectivities upheld and valued by a
particular religious tradition (Asad 1993, 1998, 2003, see also Hirschkind 2001, 2006, and
Mahmood 2001, 2005).
Moving away from symbolic anthropological approaches to the body, Asad
invites us to place an active body at the center of our analysis of religion and secularism.
For example, in an essay on the anthropology of the body (1998), he emphasizes that the
body should not be a presumed natural body that symbolizes boundaries and represents
meanings, as in the work of Mary Douglas (1996{1970}, 2002{1966}). Rather, he speaks of
a body in terms similar to Marcel Mauss (1979{1935}), namely as a technical object for
attaining various aims and objectives, from styles of walking to mystical states.
As we have already seen, Falun Gong practitioners can be understood as engaging
in spiritual exercises and self-disciplinary practices in ways similar to those theorized by
Foucault and Asad. Practitioners enact painful postures with their bodies in what is
conceived of as self-improvement and an alignment to the Buddha Law. Similar to Asad’s
emphasis on disciplinary practices for forming moral dispositions in everyday life, in the
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Falun Gong practice of self-cultivation there is an arduous process of giving up
attachments as part of an alignment to the Buddha Law principles of truthfulness,
compassion, and forbearance. In Chapter One, I will use Foucault ideas about the
transformation of ascesis to begin exploring how, especially through China’s encounters
with foreign imperialism, ancient Chinese techniques of self-mastery were impacted by
Christianity and the rise of secular projects of nation formation. In Chapter Six, in
particular, I investigate how through pain, suffering and risk, practitioners discipline and
mold themselves in relation to Falun Gong’s Buddha Law moral principles. I analyze how
such processes are experienced by practitioners and how they are related to their
incorporation into mediation practices and movement-formations.

M ethodology
I first came to learn of Falun Gong during my study of anthropology at the Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam. I was engaged in a pre-Master’s education in 2003 and needed
to decide what subject to focus on for my dissertation. I was prompted by my supervisor
Prof. Oscar Salemink to choose a subject that meant something to me; in fact, Oscar asked
me what place had captured my imagination as a child; the place I would dream of as a
child. My answer was China. In my daily existence, I lived in the mundane world of a
crowded and struggling middle class household in the Little Hill estate in Wigston,
Leicester, England, under the individualistic neoliberal policies of Thatcherism. It was in
the lounge – the collective meeting space of the family – that my first conceptions of China
were shaped. Despite my parents’ humble earnings, the lounge’s décor exhibited a
number of objects from Chinese antiquity. Around the room were paintings – one was of
roaming mountain lions amongst beautifully foliaged summits and waterfalls – as well as
vases decorated with dragons and Chinese warriors, and a sword hung on the wall.
Standing against a black stone mantel above our 1970s electric fireplace rested a
beautifully painted and crafted bone China figurine of a wise sage. Although beautiful
and delicate, the old bearded man sat powerfully and thoughtfully on his stone throne
and my father would burn incense sticks from it on special occasions. My father had
developed a passion for Kung Fu (Gongfu). He was a Kung Fu practitioner and we
watched many Bruce Lee films together (Bruce Lee was my father’s hero). We also
watched a BBC TV series called ‘Monkey’, based on the classic novel Journey to the West, a
story of the transmission of Buddhism from India to China set against a cosmic battle
among warriors using magic and violence. I often imagined that I too had special powers;
in a frequently occurring dream I would propel my body vertically from our house, and
while watching the house and the rooftops of our Little Hill estate shrink beneath my feet,
I felt both the fear and exhilaration of leaving behind the mundane and sensing the
unknown. It was then, in my family home, that my earliest (rather essentialist and
romantic) understandings of China and experiences of the sacred took shape.
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Having written a successful Master’s dissertation on the Falun Gong movement
in Holland and London, I was given the possibility to further develop my research on
Falun Gong in the form of a PhD. As a result of the preliminary research conducted in the
first year of my PhD, I learnt that New York, Hong Kong, and Taipei would be particularly
significant and interesting locations for further research. New York tended to be described
by practitioners as a fundamentally important location for cultivation and clarifying the
truth about Falun Gong. Master Li resides in New York, from where he organizes the
movement, and many official websites and media organizations have been established
and operate there. I also expected that there would be many non-Chinese practitioners in
New York. Hong Kong was chosen based on its proximity to mainland China.
Furthermore, despite the fact that it has been part of the People’s Republic of China since
1997, in Hong Kong Falun Gong practitioners can organize themselves legally and
publically. It was expected that Hong Kong would be a significant location in relation to
the movement’s desire to contest the Chinese state’s official stance towards Falun Gong,
in particular with people from mainland China. Taipei was chosen because it has a large
number of practitioners, and Falun Gong is well known and accepted as one of an
assortment of Chinese syncretic movements in Taiwan. Fieldwork research was
conducted between 2007 and 2008 in all three locations: in New York for three months in
2007 and again in 2008, in Hong Kong two separate trips in 2008. Although some research
was carried out during various short term trips to Taipei, during the difficult process of
writing up chapters and because of time constraints, I decided not to write a chapter about
the movement there.
To facilitate the collection of data, I used observation methods and my camera to
collect detailed notes and photos of public Falun Gong activities. I also used participant
observation to provide a more natural context for observations and in order to gain access
to Falun Gong spaces and practices. I assumed that my access to these practices and spaces
would facilitate informal and formal interviews with the practitioners I hoped to learn
about and get to know. Furthermore, in an attempt to overcome the ocular-centric
assumptions implied by the anthropological conception of participant observation, I was
drawn to research that spoke of ‘experiencing participation’ or ‘sensing participation’ (De
Witte 2008, Ots 1994: 134, Schipper 1993{1982}, Stoller and Olkes 1987, Zarrilli 1998). Such
an experiencing and sensing methodology allows the researcher to gain personal
embodied experiences of practices on the whole corpus of his or her senses and persona.
Together with the multi-sited methodology, this attempt to capture diverging ways of
sensing would comprise a multi-si(gh)ted research approach. I hoped that this would
facilitate the collection of rich and ‘personal’ data about the diverging motivations for and
experiences of Falun Gong practice.
This method did help to facilitate access to spaces otherwise inaccessible to
outsiders and to intense relationships with practitioners. It also provided personal insight
into the unspoken experiences of pain and the dilemmas of cultivation. The main
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disadvantage I experienced with the method related to my struggles to maintain control
over my position as a researcher, which raised various dilemmas in terms of my purpose
and objectivity. I have sought to triangulate my experiences with other observation and
interview data, while also adopting a reflexive style of writing as a means of being
transparent about how my findings were produced.
In this research I did conduct both informal and formal (structured, semistructured, and open-ended) interviews with practitioners, as planned. Interviewing as a
methodology did, however, often conflict with my sensing participation approach, in
terms of making explicit my sudden transition into a ‘researcher’ – a conflict that repeated
itself during my research in all of the locations. Some practitioners were cagey about being
interviewed or were reluctant to spend time talking about their personal motivations and
experiences, and instead directed me to Master Li’s teachings or suggested I focus my
research on the persecution of Falun Gong. Such complications meant that no formal and
recorded interviews were conducted in New York. In Hong Kong, similar problems
meant that I conducted only eight recorded interviews. In general, I have therefore relied
heavily on personal and informal interviews as well as daily conversations with
practitioners. Although I have a basic level of Chinese language training, all recorded
interviews took place in English.
Looking back at my fieldwork notes and remembering the Scott Dalby back then
in 2007-2008, it is clear that I found fieldwork research captivating but also very
challenging. Conducting research on Falun Gong involved entering a highly politicized
daily regime of practice and ethics quite different from my own. During fieldwork I was
followed by people, approached and questioned, and sometimes even video recorded.
Within Falun Gong, such people were referred to as spies, and I presume that such people
worked for the Chinese state. I also met practitioners who had been victims of state abuse
and torture. My biggest dilemma related to my decision to experience Falun Gong’s
practices as a methodological device, a choice that resulted in my own transformation and
incorporation into the movement. Because of the long-term nature of my research and the
intensity of the practice, I became more and more immersed in the movement. At times I
felt elated by the practice, with sensations of peacefulness, ethics, and power that were
very profound and touching; at other times there was pain and suffering that induced
emotional and ethical reflection. During fieldwork I gave up drinking alcohol and
smoking, and many other behaviors identified as immoral in Falun Gong. I became aware
of my own physical and moral struggles and my own longings for health, certainty, and
spiritual wholeness.
At other times my involvement in Falun Gong practices provoked feelings of
inadequacy; for example, the pain I experienced in the exercises exposed the limited
abilities of my body in public and challenged me. I was also frequently humbled by my
lack of ability and knowledge and understanding of the teachings relative to those around
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me. This included also the particular physical and ethical capacities valued by the
movement for attaining access to knowledge and senses of truth. Taken together, my
academic identity and scientific approach were regularly challenged. Like Wang, many
practitioners saw my research as part of an initial doorway to bring me into contact with
Falun Gong. For some practitioners, my identity and motivations were at times too
ambiguous and they appealed to me to identify myself as one thing or the other. I often
faced conflicting ethical dilemmas about my research in terms of its potential usefulness
for Falun Gong, Chinese spies, and anthropology. Following Wang’s appeal, I
increasingly sensed that she was right about the impossibility of understanding Falun
Gong through science and a PhD. I contemplated giving up the PhD on a daily basis.
Although my research still continued, I sought to give up my attachment to it and to
continue cultivating myself in the hope of finding clarity about my dilemma and about
Falun Gong, and even to discover new terrains of knowledge that could benefit
anthropology.
In short, I became engaged in an experiment with my own person, initially
experienced by me as taking sensing participation to new frontiers, but which also then
came into a dialogue with a similar process concerning clarifying the truth about Falun
Gong, self, and reality. Ironically, by sharing my experiences with other practitioners, for
example about my interactions with Wang, I began to participate in what Master Li
emphasizes as the necessity of ‘experience sharing’: sharing experiences with the practice.
Suddenly, many of my conversations and all of my interviews turned into experience
sharing sessions. While this led to interesting findings, in participating in this practice I
also ventured further into Falun Gong’s practices of self-discipline and became further
immersed in the movement. Towards the end of fieldwork, I was even interviewed about
my experiences with the practice by a practitioner working for the Epoch Times in Hong
Kong, a newspaper initiated and operated by the Falun Gong headquarters in New York.
Although a recording of the interview was made, the article was never published.
Writing has been almost as painful and challenging as fieldwork. I have struggled
greatly to write about Falun Gong, often feeling that I am violating Falun Gong’s and/or
my own ethics through anthropological writing. After returning to the Netherlands in
2008, I continued to practice the exercises for two months, then later abandoned them
altogether. At times, I have abandoned the PhD, at others I have abandoned spirituality,
and sometimes I abandoned both. However, I also immersed myself in theory and sought
out means to help myself understand what had happened to me and to interpret my data
in relation to how practitioners are incorporated into the movement.
In this final version of the thesis, the result of many drafts written over many years,
I strive to describe experiences as they happened in the field. I seek to focus on the
practitioners I came to know, their changing motivations, their stories and experiences
with the practice. For many practitioners, Falun Gong is a deeply spiritual and sacred
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practice, one that has liberated them from the imprisoning desires and illusions of modern
living, but which cannot be reduced to or captured within other forms of language and
culture outside of the practice. This includes anthropology. It would be better, many
claimed, for me to clarify the truth and tell the world’s people about the persecution of
Falun Gong. Writing an anthropological PhD about Falun Gong without violating emic
understandings and ethical codes seems like an impossibility to me. Although I make no
scientific claims to understand ‘the truth of’ or ‘the real’ Falun Gong, I have sought to
reveal how the movement is part of a process of translating ancient Chinese
understandings of the body and religion into the globalizing languages of human rights,
Chinese heritage, spirituality, and universal ethics. Through anthropological theory, I
have analyzed the processes through which claims of authority, immediacy, and
authenticity are made, how Falun Gong becomes convincing and sacred to practitioners,
and how the movement is formed in a cohesive sense.

Outline of cha pters
Chapter One focuses on a history of Chinese religion by focusing on relationships between
religion and the state in imperial and modern China. In particular, I focus on interactions
between the Chinese imperial state and religious societies in the context of foreign
imperialism (1500-1900), during the Republican era (1911-1949) and the Maoist era of
revolution (1949-1976), and in the post-Mao era of liberalization and Qigong Fever (19761996). Here I sketch how Chinese religious societies and state formations were
transformed and came into conflict through interactions with Western and Japanese
imperialism, and secular modernity. I especially focus on the role of state classification
and violence against religious societies or enemies of the state.
Chapter Two focuses specifically on Falun Gong, its emergence within the period
of Qigong Fever and its transformation, and ultimately seeks to explain its conflict with
the Chinese state in an era of intensifying globalization (1992-1999). I am interested in the
changes that have been made to Falun Gong in terms of the implementation of new media
and its increasing focus on expansion overseas. Here I explore how these developments
transformed the practice and its relationship to the Chinese state. I also discuss why and
how Falun Gong was suppressed in 1999. Together, Chapters One and Two outline Falun
Gong’s genealogical relationship to various diverse religious societies in the imperial and
modern era, groups that have always been subjected to labeling and violent suppression
by a Chinese state seeking to maintain its hegemony and sovereignty, but which in the
era of new media and intensifying globalization have successfully implanted themselves
overseas and forged transnational connections to China.
Chapters Three and Four focus on Falun Gong in New York and Hong Kong. I
seek to answer the question of how the movement has been organized and translated
in(to) the social, cultural, and political contexts of New York’s and Hong Kong’s public
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spheres. Both chapters function to provide an important ethnographic sketch of
practitioners and their stories – who they are and why and how they encountered Falun
Gong – as well as details about how the exercises and ‘truth clarification practices’ are
organized and given shape. Who are the practitioners of Falun Gong? How did they
become involved? Why do they practice Falun Gong? How has Falun Gong been
translated to the contexts of New York and Hong Kong? What challenges and problems
do they face? How has the movement impacted the public sphere in these locations? What
role do New York and Hong Kong play for the Falun Gong movement?
Chapter Five focuses on how practitioners interact with Master Li through Buddha
Law study practices and events. I delve into the dilemmas experienced by the movement
in New York in relation to media and publicity, and especially to claims that Master Li is
a divine transmitter of the Buddha Law, amidst Chinese state de-legitimization
campaigns and nosy journalists, spies, and anthropologists. Using the theories of
‘mediation’ and ‘aesthetics’, I examine how transcendental experiences and relations of
authority between Master Li and practitioners are provoked and organized through the
exercises, and especially at collective Buddha Law study meetings in practitioners’ homes
in Hong Kong and at large-scale gatherings in New York. I describe how I gained access
to the annual Falun Gong conference in New York in 2008, where Master Li spoke in
person, and how the event was followed by a controversy that exposed the challenges of
maintaining control over how Master Li – the divine medium – and his teachings are
accessed and mediated to the world. Specifically, this chapter unpacks Master Li’s role in
mediating the Buddha Law and for forming a global movement centered in New York.
Chapter Six examines the practice of cultivation in more detail, especially related
to the role of pain and ethics. Foucault’s conception of ascesis and Biopower (1984, 1988)
and Asad’s conception of ascetic ‘disciplinary practices’ (1993) enable a more detailed
analysis of relations between body, subjectivity, ethics, and truth, which are crucial for
capturing Falun Gong’s exercises, experience sharing, and truth clarification practices as
they are appropriated and used by practitioners in their individual engagements in giving
up attachments and self-transformation. In short, I identify an ascetic training in
commitment that lies at the heart of Falun Gong cultivation, and upon which Wang also
drew when she appealed to me to give up the PhD. I understand this as an active training
in commitment that is made by practitioners over their bodies and selves in their daily
social and political engagements. It is part of a self-transformative process that establishes
more immediate relationships between the self, Master Li, and the Falun Gong Buddha
Law. I conclude by showing how this ‘asceticism of commitment’ forges disciples of the
Buddha Law who are crucial for upholding Falun Gong movement-formations and
mobilizing contestations with the Chinese state.
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Chapter One

Enemies of the State:
A History of Chinese Religion and State
Transformations through Encounters with Western
and Japanese Imperialism

Introduction
Between 1992 and 1999, Falun Gong grew to be one of the largest and most popular
Qigong movements in China, boasting millions of adherents. This was until the Chinese
state initiated a violent campaign of suppression against Falun Gong, labeling it an ‘evil
cult’. In order to understand Falun Gong’s shift from national treasure to condemned
enemy of the state, it is necessary to trace a more general history of religion in China.
Indeed, the modern Chinese state’s sudden shift towards condemnation is reminiscent of
the Chinese political historical context in which many religious societies comparable to
Falun Gong have both flourished and been subject to state regulation and violence. In this
chapter, focus is given to the historic transformation of religion and state, and especially
relations between the two, following the encounter with foreign imperialism and leading
up to the post-Maoist era in which Qigong flourished. This chapter links with the next
chapter, which focuses specifically on Falun Gong’s emergence, popularization, and
globalization, and unpacks why and how the movement came to be suppressed. Both this
and the following chapter concern religion, state, nationalism, violence, and sovereign
power; they offer an important contextual framework through which my own fieldwork
findings on the Falun Gong movement in New York and Hong Kong can be interpreted
and analyzed.
In this chapter, I seek to describe and conceptualize the imperial and modern
Chinese state’s shifting discursive and administrative practices that have defined and
governed religion. Significant here is understanding the influence of Western and
Japanese imperialism, especially in terms of how such influences have transformed
religion and state, and especially the relationship between them. I am interested in how
these shifts have impacted the shape and influence of religion in China, but also how
religion has been regulated by the Chinese state in its own nationalist projects relating to
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anti-imperialism, nationalism, and sovereign power. I am interested in why and how the
Chinese state has labelled and used violence against religious groups.
Anthropological theories reveal that ‘religion’ is a modern category emerging
from a particular Western and Christian history in which religion became configured by
secularism as a non-political entity based on privatized belief (Asad 1993). The category
of religion must also be understood as emerging through imperial encounters between
the West and non-West and as part of the forming of the modern secular nation state
(Ashiwa and Wank 2009: 1-6, Dubois 2009, Salemink 2011, Van der Veer 2001, 2004, 2007,
2014). Although often not treated as such, spirituality can be understood, in a similar way
as religion, as a modern Western concept that emerged in the nineteenth century through
imperial encounters, and which functioned as an alternative modernity (Van der Veer
2014). As a response to Western-European imperialism, spirituality was given particular
shape by intellectuals in India and China through reference to indigenous traditions, and
as part of an anti-colonialist nationalist project for forming a more superior nation (ibid.).
Gandhi’s translation of Hindu (and Christian) asceticism and his experiments with truth
(Satyagraha), for instance, formed a unique anti-colonial spiritual nationalism (ibid.),
which, because it declared the inner spiritual domain to be its sovereign territory, could
exist beyond the interference of the British imperialists (Chatterjee 1991: 217). Ancient
cultural and civilizational traditions are often implicated in modern forms of state
nationalism, regularly backed by claims of authenticity and motivated by state concerns
to maintain territorial sovereignty. As Prasanjit Duara has argued, “(c)ultural – and
frequently, civilisational – traditions, institutions and even their human embodiments
(royalty, for example) are the markers and symbols of the authenticity of the nation;
together they form what I call a ‘regime of authenticity’ that authorises and guards the
nation’s sovereignty” (2003: 6).
Although the selective translation of ancient religious and cultural traditions has
been an important part of modern nationalist movements, especially spiritual ones,
violence has also been crucially important in the formation of state sovereign power. In
medieval times, political authority was based on the king’s two bodies – his natural body
and his transcendent body – which together formed the body politic of the kingdom
(Kantorowicz 1957). According to Giorgio Agamben (1998), this duality continues in
modern state formations: it has now become a modern condition for all citizens, and forms
the basis for sovereign power. The modern citizen has two bodies: a body of political
rights, but also a biological body that can be stripped of all forms of culture and humanity
to a ground zero of ‘bare life’ (ibid.). Building on Agamben’s work, Hansen and Stepputat
argue that although it is often represented as fixed and natural, political sovereignty is
always an aspiration, a tentative and unstable project dependent on the modern state’s
interventions in the question of life and death; most importantly, the use of violence
against a given population (2005: 1-3, 2006: 297). Modern sovereign power is therefore
formed through a performed willingness and ability of the state to publicly inflict violence
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on its citizens’ bodies, specifically on those criminalized as internal enemies of the nation
(ibid. 2005, 2006: 301).
Sovereignty can also be understood as being more subtly outsourced by the state
through ‘informal sovereignties’, whether these be local strongmen, gangs, or the market
(Hansen and Stepputat 2006: 305-309). Despite attempts by the modern state to assert itself
and monopolize power, whether formally or informally, sovereignty is also vulnerable to
the possibility of hunger strikes and martyrdom, mainly because sovereignty is rooted in
the body and premised on the power to decide over life and mortality (ibid.: 301).
Sovereignty can be understood as part of what Foucault would refer to as Biopower
(Foucault 1983, Mbembe 2003). According to Foucault’s history of Europe, ancient
techniques of self-mastery (ascesis) were annexed and replaced by Christian asceticism
and pastoral power, which were later replaced by Biopower. Biopower is concerned with
the governance of human life and death through micro-disciplinary technologies; it
operates through a whole range of knowledge discourses, practices, and institutions that
seek to control and discipline the human species through biology, health, and
punishment, and which intervene in and mediate life and death (Rabinow 1984).
In this chapter, I aim to provide a historical and political context that is essential
for beginning to locate the Falun Gong movement within discussions concerning religion,
nationalism, violence, and sovereignty. Below, I sketch out an introductory history to
imperial and modern China, leaning heavily on research conducted by historians and
sinologists. I begin this chapter by introducing and discussing the Chinese emperor’s
Confucian mandate to rule the Middle Kingdom from Peking, a mandate based on the
emperor’s body as a medium between Heaven and Earth. I then discuss how various
ancient Chinese religious techniques and traditions were impacted by Buddhism and how
flourishing religious societies were often interpreted as dangerous, and were thus labeled
and violently suppressed by imperial elites. Following this, I relate a historical narrative
concerning China’s encounter with foreign imperialism and the Christian mission,
outlining how this impacted and shaped the imperial state and religious societies and led
to the violent transition to modern China. Next, I discuss the differing interpretations of
territory and civilization that dominated the nationalist and religious projects of
intellectuals and flourishing religious societies in Republican China (1911-1949). I then
discuss Chairman Mao Zedong’s founding of the People’s Republic of China and the
Leninist-Marxist utopian and violent campaigns that followed (1949-1976). Finally, I
describe how religion flourished in post-Mao China. Focus is given to the post-Maoist
popularization of urban Qigong and to unpacking Chinese state attempts to regulate it as
part of the exercising of nationhood.
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The em peror as m edium of hea v enly power a nd im perial hegem ony
In imperial China, the emperor was conceived of as the Son of Heaven, and was claimed
to have a Confucian mandate to assimilate and civilize what was considered an endless
periphery of people (Duara 2003, Yahuda 2000: 25). The emperor was positioned in the
Forbidden Palace in Peking, an axis point connecting the heavenly and human realm, a
center to which the rest of the world was related and connected. Still to this day, this
conception of center and periphery is implicit in the Chinese language, for example in the
word zhongguo (China), which means ‘Middle Kingdom’. The term refers to a historic
conception of the center kingdoms in the Yellow River plain, which were surrounded by
barbarian states. Located in the supposed center of the world, the Chinese emperor was
authorized by divine right and heavenly mandate to function as a medium connecting
earth and heaven, the realm of humans and the transcendent. The emperor embodied
great virtues, which he sought to cultivate as part of his personal development but also to
maintain order in the wider social and political body (cf. Penny 2012). While the emperor’s
body vertically connected earth and heaven, it also functioned in the horizontal sense of
civilizing and uniting the social body or body politic (Palmer 2006). Here, the emperor
thus mediated a heavenly power (vertical) and established an earthly hegemony
(horizontal); his body established an imperial politico-religious model of mediation and
governance. It might be argued that similar to other Kings in Western medieval history
(Kantorowicz 1957), the emperor was both a person and embodied the political
community through a natural and a transcendental body.
It is important to understand that this Confucian model of mediation and
hegemony was not fixed but rather needed to be constantly reproduced. In this sense, the
Confucian model was part of ‘an idea’ that imperial elites sought to realize through the
ambitious design and material construction of the city of Peking (cf. Meyer 1991). The
cosmic and social orders were also maintained through the ritualized movements of the
emperor’s body (Palmer 2006: 149, Zito 1997). Building her argument on various
historically Chinese understandings of space, body, and ritual (li) and the poststructuralist philosophy of Michel Foucault, Angela Zito has described how the emperor’s
body was a site of performative and textual rituals related to his movements in space, his
dress, his handling of objects, and even the practices of his literati of recording such
activities. Taken together, they formed an interrelated system of micro-disciplines, which
functioned to establish Chinese imperial power and hegemony (Zito 1997: 216).
Nonetheless, the emperor’s mandate and hegemony was open to various contenders and
contestations, including peasants, foreign invaders from the north, Western European and
Japanese imperialists, and large-scale millenarian and militant uprisings. As Elizabeth
Perry (2001) has highlighted, since the Confucian philosopher Mencius (373-289 BCE), ‘the
mandate of heaven’ (Tianming) supports rebellion in the sense that it bestows legitimacy
on any rebellion able to seize the emperor’s throne. As we shall see below, the mandate
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of heaven meant that some religious groups were interpreted as dangerous and
suppressed, even if they did not intend to seize power.

M oral cultiv ation and B uddhist- Da oist religious societies
In his book The Religion of Falun Gong (2012), Benjamin Penny has sought to trace examples
of moral cultivation in Chinese history that are comparable to Falun Gong. According to
Penny, such examples can be found in documents concerning the conduct of rulers in
some of the earliest dynasties; it was from these examples that Confucius (551-479 BCE)
developed the principles of behavior of the perfect state, which were also intended for
society as a whole (ibid.: 156-157). For instance, we find examples of forbearance (ren)
being articulated by Confucius and Mencius, although their conceptions were limited to
the verb ‘to forbear’, and did not carry the moral weight that forbearance had in the Maoist
era or has in the Falun Gong movement of today (ibid.: 173). Some of the earliest examples
of what Penny refers to as ‘biospiritual cultivation’ can be found in practices of controlling
the breath and adopting bodily postures as drawn from the Daoist tradition in the last
few centuries before the Common Era (ibid.: 153). As Daoism developed, the aim of such
corporeal practices was to transform the physical body into an immortal body and return
to the Tao (ibid.: 153-155). For Penny, moral cultivation can also be found in historical
examples of Chinese Buddhism, especially its meditation practices, introduced in China
from the first century of the Common Era (ibid.: 157-158).
Throughout history, most religious societies in China were small-scale, diverse,
and informal. There were enormous numbers of varying local worship-based societies,
often with no clear boundaries or conception of membership. Most Chinese folk and
popular religions were rural and small-scale. For example, in the Ming and Qing
dynasties, popular sects ritually worshiped deities through ‘precious scrolls/volumes’
(pao-chuan), and were led by obscure and little-known religious leaders who were
generally peaceful in nature (Overmyer 1999: 8). A Buddhist-Daoist eschatology was
present in many expressions of local religiosity, but especially within the messianic and
millenarian movements. Buddhist-Daoist eschatology often emphasizes a particular
savior, such as the Eternal Venerable Mother, cosmic periods, or Buddhist kalpas and the
return of Maitreya, aspects that often signal the expectation of a radical transition from
one era to another marked by human misery and apocalypse.
The Buddhist-Daoist eschatology first emerged as a consequence of the encounter
between Buddhism and Daoism under particular historical circumstances. The passage of
Buddhism from India to China was facilitated by intellectual and religious exchanges
going back as far as the first century of the Common Era. While Buddhism was
popularized up until the eleventh century, it was eventually largely replaced by
Confucianism and Daoism. Following the fall of the Han Dynasty and the waning of
Confucianism, both Buddhism – brought in by increasing numbers of foreign invaders
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from the north – and Daoism came to be popularized (Ownby 1999). It was especially
through their mixing that the earliest records of self-harm asceticism (Eskildsen 1998) and
millenarian prophecies and rebellions can be identified (Ownby 1999), many of which
were violently suppressed by the imperial Chinese state and labeled using the term ‘White
Lotus’ (ter Haar 1999).
Like the Buddhist-Daoist eschatology, the White Lotus is often understood as “a
belief in the imminent advent of a savoir called Maitreya… and a tendency to rebel against
the state” (ter Haar 1999: 2). The White Lotus has come to be associated with a large-scale
rebellion against the Qing Dynasty that took place from the end of the eighteenth to the
beginning of the nineteenth century (ibid.). However, Barend ter Haar suggests exercising
scholarly caution when using the White Lotus as a concept, because it was a label utilized
by the Chinese imperial state and its literati to legitimate the suppression and persecution
of a whole range of religious societies, even those that were non-confrontational and nonviolent.10 Ter Haar (1999) provides important insights when it comes to conceptualizing
Chinese religious societies, especially in terms of how such groups, even peaceful ones,
have been interpreted and treated as dangerous by the imperial and modern Chinese
state. Although there have been cases of religiously inspired uprisings (as I will discuss
below), and although some groups – for example the Triads (ter Haar 2008) – may have
had alternative views about who the emperor should be, most religious societies were
non-aggressive in the sense that they did not seek to challenge the mandate to rule or
attempt to seize the throne. While the imperial state sought to control such groups
through labeling and violence so as to impose itself between the individual and the
transcendent – and thus maintain a monopoly over cosmological power – most groups
sought to bypass what was considered an irrelevant body politic so as to directly access
universal heavenly power for reasons relating to health, vitality, and individual
empowerment (Duara 2003: 4, 10).

The im pact of foreign im peria lism
The imperial encounter between China and the West intensified from the mid-1500s
onwards. Although there had already been a long history of Western explorers and
traders in China, it was around 1580 that Jesuit missionaries first ventured to the Middle
Kingdom. Missionary engagements were accompanied by wider economic and political
struggles between foreign imperialists and the Chinese state, which culminated in the
First Opium War (1839-1842). The Treaty of Nanjing (1842) effectively ended the war and
opened up Chinese ports to trade. By 1860, Britain, France, the United States, and Russia
Although the White Lotus Society (bailian she) was used as an autonym by individual lay Buddhist
preachers, it was only from 1535 on that the name was transformed into White Lotus Teachings (bailian jiao)
and became a negative label used by the Chinese state and its literati to suppress and persecute groups (ter
Haar 1999). Ter Haar goes on to argue that the concept was only taken up again as an autonym by religious
believers in the late Qing period (ibid.: 289-290).
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had acquired important economic and political advantages and rights in China. Following
a series of encroachments by most of the abovementioned foreign imperialists, China lost
important parts of its territory. This period was followed by the Sino-French War (18831885), which China eventually lost, and this was later followed by the First Sino-Japanese
War (1894-1895).
It was during this turbulent period, often described as the waning of the Qing
Dynasty, that the Western imperialist ‘scramble for China’ took place. This period of
Chinese history dealt a severe blow to the Confucian conception of the Middle Kingdom
being the center of the earth, from where the emperor civilized and encompassed the rest
of the world. Instead, the Europeans demonstrated their military might and humiliated
the Qing state. In this Western imperialist and weak state era, religious societies
flourished, some forming into large-scale millenarian movements and militant rebellions.
This marked an era of great upheaval, facilitating a devastating millenarian uprising
aimed at overthrowing the Qing, which was then followed by a militant uprising that
aimed to kill and expel the foreign colonists. I discuss each of these movements below in
more detail, since they were important in terms of shaping how the imperial and later the
modern Chinese state would interpret and regulate religion in China.
The Taiping Rebellion, which came to prominence in the 1850s and early 1860s,
was led by Hong Xiuqian (1814-1864). After repeatedly failing entrance exams that would
have allowed him to join the ranks of the Confucian elite, Hong was said to have had a
nervous breakdown that led to a number of extraordinary visions. In these visions, he
ascended to heaven and spoke to a man with a white beard and to another man. It appears
that after rereading a pamphlet written by the Chinese evangelist Liang Afa, Hong
interpreted these two men as God and Jesus and became convinced that he was the son
of God and that the world was reaching its apocalyptic end. In a context of severe
economic, social, and political conflict and uncertainty, Hong gained an alliance of
followers and violently clashed with the imperial militia. He later formed the Heavenly
Kingdom of Great Peace (Taiping Tianguo), a movement that became a large-scale rebellion
that would establish its own Taiping government in Nanjing with plans to overthrow the
Qing in Peking.
In many ways, the Taiping is an example of Chinese millenarianism, which –
fuelled by anxiety over economic marginalization, the Christian mission, and foreign
imperialism more generally – led to the loss of an estimated 20 million lives (Kuhn 1977,
Weller 1994).11 Hong Xiuqian was a messianic leader who planned to establish a Christian
kingdom in China, ruled from Peking; in so doing, he directly and violently challenged
the heavenly mandate and hegemony embodied by the emperor. Because of the
prominent role of Christianity in the Taiping Rebellion, anti-Christian sentiments
flourished among many Chinese in the aftermath, which had an important impact on the
11

For more details, I refer the reader to Kuhn (1977) and Weller (1994).
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anti-colonial Boxer uprising that would soon follow, as well as the atheist and secular
ideals of intellectuals.
Not long after the Taiping was violently suppressed, various groups of
disgruntled peasants, martial arts specialists, bandits, and smugglers from across rural
China formed themselves into a militant rebellion in 1900. What became known as the
Boxer Uprising – so called because of the unique invincibility body techniques that its
members enacted before going into battle – differed from the Taiping in the sense that the
Qing state was not the target; instead, the main targets were foreign imperialists and
especially Christian missionaries, who had assumed increasing religious, economic, and
political dominance in China. Foreigners became the new internal enemies and were held
partly responsible for China’s turmoil; their presence inside China was interpreted as a
demonic problem requiring a violent solution, and thousands were killed. Catching wind
of the staggering momentum of the uprising as it moved towards Peking, the imperial
Qing state backed the Boxers’ campaign in the hopes of expelling the foreign imperialists.
Eventually, the Boxers were suppressed in 1901, mainly by Western European, US, and
Japanese soldiers, many of whom went on to occupy and loot the Forbidden City.
The advent of the Taiping Rebellion and Boxer Uprising reveals that the most
widespread, violent, and disastrous cases of millenarianism and militancy were the
consequence of interactions with foreign missionaries and foreign imperialism (Van der
Veer 2006, 2007, 2014, cf. Worsley 1957).12 Especially the Taiping Rebellion revealed to the
state how Christianity needed to be either indigenized or nationalized (Van der Veer 2014:
111), and also showed the potential danger of religiously inspired rebellion more
generally, lending additional fuel to the arguments of secularist reformers keen on
removing Chinese ‘superstitions’ from China. Most nationalists blamed the backwardness
of Chinese society on Chinese traditions and claimed that progress could only be achieved
through embracing Western materialism based on science and secularism (ibid.: 56). The
two abovementioned uprisings had a profound impact on Chinese intellectuals’ and the
modern Chinese state’s perceptions of religion in Republican, Maoist, and post-Maoist
China.
It was following these two uprisings that the Western concept of religion was
imposed on China and new policies were implemented to form moral and loyal citizens
through moral cultivation. From 1901 onwards, a modern Western and Japanese concept
of religion was implemented, forming a new official neologism, zongjiao (China religion),
and a new rigid way of distinguishing between ‘acceptable’ and ‘condemned’ religions

For a general discussion of millenarianism based on cases in Melanesia, I refer the reader to Worsley’s The
Trumpet Shall Sound (1957), which argues that millenarianism emerged in Melanesia as part of a local reaction
to European colonialism and as an expression of economic and political demands. He also argues that a central
factor leading to the development of millenarianism was undoubtedly the Christian mission (ibid.: 245).
Although Chinese millenarian traditions predate the Christian mission and colonialism, they were
undoubtedly impacted by them.
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(Goossaert 2005). Although during the Qing Dynasty religious societies were
distinguished between ‘orthodox’ and ‘heterodox’ as a means of suppressing especially
voluntary participatory sects deemed dangerous by intellectuals and the emperor, the
new model contrasted zongjiao (acceptable) and mixin (backwards and condemned
superstition), which “shaped and motivated a brutal policy of destruction and repression”
throughout much of the modern era (ibid.: 14-15). In addition to this new distinction and
policy, the New Policies reforms of 1902-1911 attempted to implement new conceptions
of national citizenship, in which a Confucian cum secular conception of moral and selfcultivation was implemented (Goossaert and Palmer 2011). As we shall see, the new
categorical division between acceptable and condemned religion, combined with statedesigned regimes of moral cultivation, would have serious implications for shaping
regulatory and violent policies against religious societies in the Republican and especially
the Maoist era; they would also come to shape how the post-Maoist state would interpret
and regulate Qigong groups, including Falun Gong.

Redem ptiv e societies in Republica n China
The Republican era (1911-1949) was a period of uncertainty and eventual struggle
between the Nationalists and the Communists (and other political factions), all seeking to
establish a secular modern nation state. Japan also invaded China in 1931 and established
a puppet state in Manchuria, northeast China, before fighting its way to Nanking, where
the painful controversy of the Nanking Massacre commenced. At the end of World War
Two, the Japanese forces were forced to surrender and leave China.
In this section, I am particularly concerned with relations between religious
traditions and the state. Although there was increasing suspicion and suppression of
religion in the aftermath of violent uprisings and rebellions at the end of the nineteenth
century, it was not long until a renewed emphasis on religion was attempted through
experiments by mainly Buddhist and Daoist reformists. Peter van der Veer (2014: 56-57)
has discussed how in the early era of the modern Chinese state, some Chinese intellectuals
attempted to connect Western scientific thought with indigenous traditions such as
Buddhism, Confucianism, and Daoism, seeking to create new forms of spiritual
nationalism. There were figures such as the Chinese Buddhist reformer Taixu (1890-1947),
whose ideas were developed and spread beyond China – he even promoted Buddhism in
the US and worldwide – though they were never adopted as a spiritual nationalism in
China itself. Van der Veer also discusses how around the same period, Chen Yingning
(1880-1969) had more success at modernizing Daoism as part of a reinvigoration of the
Chinese national character and national tradition. This is in part because Daoism focuses
on experimentation and the body, which can be more easily connected to science and
medical ideas than Buddhism, but also because of the existence of desires to strengthen
the national body in the continuing struggle against foreign imperialists (ibid.: 59-60). Van
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der Veer argues that these examples reveal that although religion was equated to
feudalism – which needed to be violently suppressed – spirituality was not so easily
identified and regulated, especially because it was being used within nationalist quests
for authentic traditions and because it posed alternatives to imperialist Western
materialism (ibid.: 60-61).
The complicated encounter with imperialism and resulting transition to modern
China posed new problems, which played out in diverging opinions concerned with
nationalism and especially Chinese civilization. As Prasenjit Duara (2001: 112) describes,
in modern China there was ambiguity and debate amongst intellectuals as to whether
Chinese civilization could or should be distinguished from Eastern civilization,
something also complicated by Japanese imperialists. As Duara describes, “(w)hile the
(Chinese) nationalist impulse sought to conflate civilization with the territorial nation, the
spiritual impulses sustaining the formulation of civilization tended to seek a universal
sphere of application, viewing national boundaries as artificial walls… the modern
intellectualist construction of civilization tended towards the conflation, whereas the
more popular, social movements tended to view civilization more transnationally” (ibid.:
113). The problems and contradictions faced by intellectuals bent on nationalist conflation
related to the fact that “the absolutisation and homogenisation of state power within a
territory, was incommensurable with the ideas of ritual encompassment, multiple
sovereignties and other flexible arrangements covered by the Chinese imperial order”
(Duara 2003: 7). Duara (ibid.) describes how this incommensurability meant that it became
necessary to develop new ways of organizing and guarding sovereign power through
appeals to the immanence and authenticity of imperial China’s sacred myths and symbols
of nationhood.
Despite these nationalist impulses propagated mainly by intellectuals, popular
social movements were often more transnational and universal in their understandings
of Chinese civilization. This was especially the case with the widespread popularity of a
whole range of religious societies that boasted millions of members in the Republican era,
but which were later wiped out by state campaigns, especially Maoism. Duara (2001) was
the first to identify these large numbers of religious societies through archival research on
Japanese imperialist records; he was also the first to refer to them under the umbrella
concept of ‘redemptive societies’. According to Duara, redemptive societies “aimed to
save the world from strife, greed, and warfare… they ranged from ‘morality cultivating’
charitable/philanthropy organizations to occasionally violent, secret-society-like entities,
making them difficult to analyze within a single category” (ibid.: 117). These groups
combined an outer world dimension of their practice with inner moral cultivation of the
body and spirit; their practices therefore ranged “from practicing charity, to cultivating
the habit of close moral and spiritual introspection, to the exercise of a strict disciplinary
regimen” (ibid.: 121).
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Redemptive societies were generally non-confrontational and combined sectarian
and syncretic traditions such as Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, and even Christianity
and Islam. They sought to replace Western materialism with the spiritual civilization of
the East and to partake in transnational issues relevant to the modern twentieth century.
They were, therefore, in this sense transnational and often “defiantly universalist” (ibid.:
117-121). Like imperial sectarian movements and syncretic sects, redemptive societies
often faced strict controls, especially in the late Republican era. The Communists and
Nationalists and indeed the modern Chinese state were suspicious of and threatened by
redemptive societies because of their transnationalism, which could not be contained
within the state ideals of modernity and territory, and thus posed the question of loyalty.
In an era when the state sought to guard the cosmological authority of nation and science,
transnational redemptive societies emphasized the necessity for individuals to directly
access cosmological forces for reasons of personal empowerment and for saving the world
(Duara 2001, 2003: 12-13).

The cult of M a o
Although Peking had been abandoned since the fall of the Qing, Mao Zedong marched to
the city, dubbed it Beijing, and triumphantly inaugurated the People’s Republic of China
on October 1, 1949. Mao sought to transform the imperial capital and its urban planning;
although advised by his chief architects not to destroy significant parts of the imperial
city, Mao located the modern Communist government headquarters in the middle of
Beijing next to the imperial palace and began constructing the largest public square in the
world by expanding Tiananmen Square (Meyer 1991). It was a decision and project to
make possible a ‘political space’ that would work to symbolize the power of the Party and
mobilize the masses into socialist modernization (Wu 2005).
In the early stages of his rule, Mao appealed to and annexed popular Chinese
religious societies and concepts into his campaigns. For example, he appealed to religious
and secret societies that were previously part of the anti-Manchu revolutionary
movements of 1911, inviting them to join forces with the Communists (cf. Munro 1989:
99). Mao also later annexed a Chinese religious ‘demonological paradigm’, emphasizing
the necessity of violent struggle against the external enemy of capitalist imperialism (ter
Haar 1996). Mao went on, however, to label all forms of religion as backward and ‘counter
revolutionary’ (cf. Perry 2001: 169-170). Although ‘redemptive societies’ had a large-scale
influence on Chinese society in the Republican era, they were severely persecuted during
the Maoist era through the destruction of religious temples, books, and other objects, as
well as physical violence. The suppression was part of Mao’s plan to eradicate China’s
superstitious past in order to replace it with a superseding socialist equality, which would
translate into unquestioned loyalty to him and the revolution. During this revolutionary
era, secular conceptions of moral cultivation and the correct conduct of citizens were
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popularized. Individuals were expected to withstand hardships and sacrifice themselves
for the greater good of the collective (ter Haar n.d.). Mao also referred to the correct
enactment of principles such as the true, the good, and the beautiful (zhen, shan, mei), made
popular through official books; Falun Gong’s Buddha Law moral principles of
truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance (zhen, shan, ren) (Penny 2012: 174) are arguably
a stylistic echo of this.”
The Maoist era mobilized the Great Leap Forward and, following it, the Cultural
Revolution, which were violent and iconoclastic political campaigns resulting in a famine
that caused the deaths of between 18 and 45 million people, as well as widespread social
turmoil and upheaval. Under the auspices of a Marxist-Leninist modernist ideology, strict
national borders, and divisions between insiders and outsiders, Mao created one of the
most devastating forms of tyranny ever experienced in China (Tu 2004). Under the
exceptional circumstances of the socialist revolution, Mao eventually decentralized
violence by calling upon his Red Guards and the populous at large to engage in a violent
revolution, even inviting rebellion against the Party itself, so as to consolidate authority
under him. His famous words embody this era of violent revolution: “A revolution is not
a dinner party… A revolution is an insurrection, an act of violence” (quoted in Yua Hua
2012: 130). Although the Cultural Revolution is often understood as a period in which
Mao sought to eliminate religion through iconoclasm, Maoism was itself a form of
political sacralization, with roots in imperial Chinese political and religious culture mixed
with the utopian expectations of modernist revolution (Goossaert and Palmer 2011: 167,
168, 187-188, Kipnis 2001: 34-35, ter Haar 2002). The cult of Mao can be understood as a
form of ‘political religiosity’, which spread an intensified conception of moral cultivation
– as perhaps never before – to the entire population (Goossaert and Palmer 2011: 168, 172174). Mao therefore seized upon the imperial Confucian mandate and translated it to the
modern era so as to mobilize a national project of socialist revolution and citizen loyalty
on a scale never before witnessed in Chinese history. Here, religion was suppressed and
replaced with the notion of moral cultivation aimed at creating moral and loyal citizens
of the nation.
The violent policies against flourishing religions and the subsequent widespread
popularization of moral cultivation that dominated the Maoist era help us to understand
why Qigong and Falun Gong were considered potentially threatening to the post-Mao
Chinese state, but also why in the absence of Mao they became massively popular.

Flourishing religion a nd Qigong in post- M a o China
Following the death of Chairman Mao in 1976, the People’s Republic of China embarked
on a gradual process of market liberalization and the development of a new economic
reform policy. Mao’s death arguably resulted in a crisis of Marxism and socialism in
China, creating an ‘ideological vacuum’ (cf. Munro 1989, Xu 1999). In the absence of Mao,
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China entered a weak state period (cf. Ownby’s 2008a), in which various popular folk
religions flourished in rural areas and in urban areas a new national phenomenon was
being popularized – Qigong.
Robin Munro has described the post-Mao revival of Chinese folk religions and
what he calls “syncretic sects and secret societies” (1989: 6). Munro argues that this revival
should be considered as filling, in part, both the ideological and organizational vacuums
that resulted from the crisis of post-Mao Marxism and the Party’s increasing
disengagement from grassroots life in rural China (ibid.). In comparison to the official
orthodox ‘three religions’ (sanjiao) – Buddhism, Daoism, and Confucianism (and more
recently Christianity and Islam) – Chinese folk religions and syncretic sects were often
defined as ‘feudal superstition’ (fengjian mixin) that were potentially reactionary in nature
(ibid.: 8). Most suspicious of all, argues Munro, were those religious groups and syncretic
societies that demonstrated organizational complexity (ibid.).
In the post-Mao era, political elites have therefore continued to distinguish
between ‘official religion’ and ‘superstition’. As Peter van der Veer has argued, religion is
now understood as being confined to the institutionalized and scriptural traditions of
Buddhism, Daoism, Catholicism, Protestantism, and Islam – all required in order to
contribute to the morality of the state – while everything else is seen as ‘superstition’ and
considered detrimental to modern progress (Van der Veer 2009: 95). In his discussion of
religion in post-Mao China, Madsen (2010) has discussed how the Chinese state initially
implemented a rather unorganized policy on religion. Much like many secularization
theorists, the central leaders followed a policy based on the assumption that religion was
a false superstition that would eventually disappear with the advent of science and
modernity; for this reason, policies were fairly decentralized, often decided upon locally
on an ad hoc basis (ibid.). Partly for this reason, both official and especially unofficial
religions flourished in rural China and in the peripheries, including Chinese Buddhist and
folk religions, ethnic religions such as Tibetan Buddhism, and foreign religions such as
Christianity.
While religion flourished in the rural areas and peripheries, in urban areas
different kinds of social and cultural phenomena thrived in the post-Mao era.
Occidentalism and the increasing popularity of democratic and dissident movements
were of particular concern to the post-Mao state (Munro 1989: 6, cf. Xiaomei Chen 1995:
1-5). Such phenomena arguably reached their zenith in the student demonstrations of
1989, when students occupied Tiananmen Square until their violent suppression in the
Tiananmen Square massacre. It was during this transitional phase of Chinese history that
the practice of Qigong was popularized and became widespread in urban centers across
China.
Qigong is a term that can be translated as ‘exercises or skills of energy and breath’.
It was with the official inauguration of the Chinese Communist Party in 1949 that we can
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speak of the official emergence of Qigong as a category. David Palmer (2007) argues that
although ‘traditional Chinese body technologies’ can be found in religious texts dating as
far back as the Tang Dynasty, and were practiced in ancient shamanism, during the
Warring States and the Song Dynasty, and were used by Confucian literati and in the
invincibility rituals of the Boxer rebels, it was under the Communist government that they
became subsumed under a distinct secular category known as Qigong. Much of the early
Chinese Communist government’s categorization and institutionalization of Qigong
required the removal of such ‘body technologies’ from their indigenous, religious, and
‘superstitious’ histories (Palmer 2007, Utirarutan 2009). Although first appearing in 1949
and initially backed by Mao, Qigong was officially abandoned during the height of the
Cultural Revolution. While it was practiced informally in the meantime, Qigong then only
officially returned in the post-Mao era when it was translated into a modern, rationalized,
and secular technology of the nation (Palmer 2007: 12).
The popularization and flourishing of Qigong in the post-Mao era is often referred
to as the ‘Qigong Boom’ (Penny and Zhu 1994) or ‘Qigong Fever’ (Palmer 2007). The postMao Qigong Fever was facilitated by grassroots desires for cheap methods to maintain
health in response to changing state policies in an era of economic and political
liberalization (Chen 2003), and as a reaction to the (re)opening of China to external
cultural influences and economic markets (Xu 2001). David Palmer (2007) and David
Ownby (2008a) have noted that beyond this grassroots desire for Qigong, the Chinese
state also envisioned it as potentially improving the nation’s health, as well as in terms of
developing Chinese science. Because of the state’s investment in Qi research and the
adoption of numerous administrative and institutional (scientific, medical, legal)
arrangements to facilitate the Qigong craze, not only did Qigong become popularized but
Qi became objectified and sanctified as a scientifically provable form of energy. Qigong at
that time can be understood as exercises that were controlled and organized through a
system of scientific, medical, and legal discourses and institutions connected to the
Chinese state. The craze was therefore part of the post-Mao Chinese state’s construction
of Chinese nationalism and civilization (Ownby 2008a, Palmer 2007, Van der Veer
2007a/b, 2014). For Van der Veer (2014: 61), Qigong is part of a post-Maoist development
of neo-Confucian spirituality, in the spirit of the nation and as a contribution to global
humanism. Qigong can be seen as a cultivation practice promoted by the Chinese state
with the intention of forming moral citizens, and what Duara (2003) would refer to as
‘regimes of authenticity’ used to secure sovereign power. It might be understood in
Foucault’s terms as Biopower, where the state seeks to control regimes of health so as to
intervene in the disciplining and making of citizens’ bodies, minds, and lives.
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David Palmer (2007) has convincingly shown how Qigong provided space for the
emergence of Qigong masters (qigongshifu).13 This space allowed various ‘traditional’
specialists to connect themselves to Chinese government-organized scientific, sports, and
medical institutions, so that Qigong masters could legitimately create networks within the
CCP as well as more widespread followings in society (ibid.: 86). Palmer also describes
how as competition among the Qigong masters increased and continued into the late
1980s, it became increasingly important for a master’s success for him to network and gain
support from Party officials and the mass media in order to create a public persona and
celebrity status for himself; he thus needed to be exceptional and even to have miraculous
powers (ibid.: 97-98, 100-101). Qigong masters were perceived as saving China from the
turmoil and void (Xu 1999: 985) and became “supermen” (Palmer 2007: 97). They were
thought to compensate for the loss of national identity and provided spiritual hope for
the nation and the revival of morality (Zhu and Penny 1994: 43, 47). In the absence of Mao,
the great leader, Qigong masters thus occupied a powerful position of national leadership
and influence. Like the emperor of imperial China, Qigong masters were both persons
and embodiments of the transcendental body politic; as long as they were controlled and
worked within the confines of state projects, they were arguably part of the way in which
the nation was formed and sovereign power was informally distributed and outsourced
through Qi experiences.
Qigong would not stay within the neat confines of the Chinese state’s categorical
order for long. As numerous forms of Qigong flourished and as Qigong masters became
opportunistic entrepreneurs increasingly selling their practices as commodities for profit,
questions

of

authenticity

and

allegations

of

fakery

proliferated.

Qigong’s

commodification both inside China and increasingly through the formation of
transnational connections overseas (Chen 2003) would raise new dilemmas for the state
in terms of how to maintain control over the authentic symbols and regimes of Chinese
nationalism (Duara 2003). Although Qigong masters were well networked within state
institutions, they were also monitored, controlled, and discredited if they or their practices
deviated from the state’s official classification systems (Chen 1995, 2003) and realms of
national health and science (Zhu and Penny 1994). Indeed, the great popularity of Qigong
masters would become an important point of tension within an already uneasy marriage
between Qigong and Chinese Communism (Ownby 2008a). Between the two there were
divided opinions and tensions, which were repeatedly exposed in the concerns of some
intellectual and political elites about whether to support Qigong’s popularization or to
criticize it in relation to what was commonly understood as its superstitious and
heterodox history and tendencies (Ownby 2008a, Palmer 2007).14 Scientific and religious
Shifu is a Chinese term meaning both teacher (shi) and father (fu). The concept of shifu has been used
throughout Chinese history to refer to teachers of a range of traditional Chinese techniques, who instruct a
disciple or group.
14 For a detailed history of the public controversies surrounding famous Qigong masters and both the political
support and criticism of them, I refer the reader to David Palmer’s Qigong Fever (2007), especially chapter 6.
13
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elites were often against Qigong on the grounds that it contaminated Chinese science and
society with superstition and heterodoxy. Scientific experiments were conducted in
universities where Qigong masters were expected to provide evidence and proof of their
skills and powers. As far back as the late 1980s, some of the most popular Qigong masters
were tested on their claims of possessing healing and extraordinary abilities, both by
Chinese and overseas skeptics – such as Paul Kurtz from the US Skeptical Inquirer – often
leading to failed performances and criticism (cf. Ownby 2008a: 165-166, Palmer 2007: 161162).15
Following various public controversies and in the aftermath of the 1989
Tiananmen Square massacre, new regulations were set in place to control Qigong through
systems of qualifications and licenses. This signaled the state medical authorities’
transition from being promoters to “skeptical regulators” of Qigong (Palmer 2007: 162163). By 1995, various well-known scientific elites were publishing articles in newspapers
such as The People’s Daily comparing contemporary forms of Qigong to the Aum Shinrikyo
sect in Japan (Ownby 2008a: 166).16 Such scientific skeptics often made use of state-owned
media and increasingly appealed to government authorities to intervene. As a response,
more policy regulations were drawn up in 1996 and more arrests followed (Palmer 2007:
177-179).17 Between 1989 and 1996, science became increasingly central in determining the
validity and authenticity of Qigong and Qigong masters; those Qigong forms that
deviated from science and leant towards mysticism or religion were deemed suspicious
and criticized through the state-owned mass media.
This brief history of the changing political support for urban Qigong exposes the
prominent and yet uncertain position of Qigong and Qigong masters in Chinese society,
pivoting between nationalism and science, and religion and superstition. As suspicion
and hostility towards Qigong increased, some Qigong masters responded by networking
themselves better within the Party, while others either played along with the Chinese
state’s new regulations or disappeared. As we shall see, however, there were also some
Qigong masters such as Master Li who spent more and more time teaching overseas and
eventually settled there. Overseas-based Qigong masters were especially difficult to
regulate under the Chinese state’s new policy; indeed, two of the largest and fastest
growing Qigong groups in China at the time – Zhonggong and Falun Gong – largely
escaped state regulations (Palmer 2007: 181-182).

I refer the reader to the controversies surrounding various Qigong masters who were tested in universities,
and who often failed to prove their abilities under test situations. For example, the nationally popular Qigong
master Yan Xin was tested in 1988-1989 on whether he could destroy a kidney stone (gallstone) that had been
removed from a patient, or cure a heart attack patient who was attending one of his Qi emitting sessions
(Ownby 2008: 165-166, Palmer 2007: 162).
16 Aum Shinrikyo was a Japanese sect founded in 1984, and which carried out deadly sarin attacks in Tokyo
subways in the 1990s.
17 Palmer cites the example of a Qigong master called Zhang Xiaoping, famous for claiming to be a Bodhisattva
with miraculous powers.
15
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There is an apparent similarity between Republican era redemptive societies and
the Qigong era in which Falun Gong emerged. In fact, historian David Ownby (2008a: 24)
has sought to draw a line of relation between groups identified according to the lateimperial White Lotus label, redemptive societies in the Republican era, and Qigong
groups in the post-Maoist era, including Falun Gong. According to Ownby (2003, 2008a:
25-26), all of these groups can be linked because they share a number of common
characteristics: i) the presence of a charismatic leader distinguishing a fixed practice and
cultivation system; ii) a Buddhist-Daoist message based on a discourse of the body,
conceptions of exile and return, and the idea that the righteous will reach salvation; iii)
apocalyptic themes and expectations; and iv) a problematic relationship with the state.
Ownby (2008a: 26-27) emphasizes that it might be of heuristic value to identify the lateimperial White Lotus traditions, Qigong, and Falun Gong all as ‘redemptive societies’, as
all are engaged in the practice of cultivation. According to Ownby, this allows us to see
more clearly how redemptive societies have fluctuated in number and influence during
different dynasties and periods, largely dependent on how leniently and severely they
were treated by the Chinese imperial or modern state; for example, they flourished during
‘weak state’ periods and diminished during ‘strong state’ periods. Ownby suggests
therefore that “redemptive societies flourished in the late Qing/early republican/warlord
era, suffered under the unified Nationalist regime, thrived under the Japanese, were
suppressed – at least as organized groups – during the Maoist period, and returned in
reform era China” in the form of Qigong (ibid.: 40).

Conclusion
Goossaert and Palmer have argued that unlike the history of religion in the West,
throughout Chinese history “no single religious institution or tradition has ever claimed
the explicit and exclusive adherence of a majority of the population” (2011: 2); instead,
religion was always regulated by and encompassed into the religious-political state (ibid.:
3). They go on to suggest that when ‘religion’ appeared as a category in China, it also
became a question (zongjiao wenti), “an anomaly, whose very definition and whose place
in a new secular order have always been contested, and which, far from disappearing or
confining itself to the Western Church-style institutions established for it by the state, has
consistently responded in a bewildering variety of old and new forms” (ibid.: 4). This
chapter would seem to suggest that it would be fruitful to utilize Foucault’s (1983)
distinctions between ascesis, religious asceticism, and Biopower on the Chinese case.
However, in such a project, one must surely recognize that differing to the WesternEuropean case – in which ancient techniques of self-mastery were replaced by pastoral
power’s technologies of ascetic discipline, which were in turn replaced by the Biopower
regimes of the secular state and secularism – in the Chinese case, these three forms of
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discipline appear to remain prevalent, blurred, and even in continual competition with
one another.
This chapter has sketched a particular history of the imperial and modern Chinese
state attempts to translate and encompass ancient cultivation traditions and religion, and
tame or violently suppress religious anomalies. It has shown that Chinese cultivation
traditions and popular religion have been evident and prevalent in ancient, imperial, and
modern China, and how they either diminished or flourished depending on the severity
of state controls. The history described above shows that the imperial and modern
Chinese state have time and again identified and enacted violence over ‘China’s inner
demons’ (ter Haar 1996, 2002), especially in times of threat and disorder. These ‘enemies
of the state’ were often cultivation and religious societies labeled and violently suppressed
under the White Lotus moniker (ter Haar 1999), and more excessively and publicly as
‘counter-revolutionaries’ during the Maoist era (ter Haar 2002). Following Hansen and
Stepputat’s (2005, 2006) emphasis, these examples of violence against religious societies
labelled as enemies of the emperor or nation can be understood as important interventions
by the state in decisions over death, and were used for strengthening state hegemonies
and consolidating sovereign power, especially in times of weakness and uncertainty.
The history I have sketched in this chapter has shown the important influence of
Buddhism and especially the China’s encounter with Western and Japanese imperialism
for shaping this dynamic process. It was especially following two large-scale violent
uprisings resulting from foreign imperialism that an official category of Chinese religion,
and a distinction between acceptable and condemned, was adopted and rigidly enforced.
It was also following this turbulent era marked by the falling of China’s last dynasty that
the secular conception of moral cultivation for civilizing the entire nation into loyal
citizens was developed. It was particularly following the imperial encounter that some
reformists sought to translate religious traditions into new forms of spiritual nationalism
or appealed to the immanence and authenticity of territorialized forms of Chinese
nationalism. Furthermore, it was especially the new category of religion and its
condemned opposite that had a devastating impact on the level of excessive violence
waged by the state against religious groups, and in the shaping of government campaigns
of nation building that followed, especially during the Maoist era but also evident in the
post-Maoist state’s suppression of Falun Gong.
Especially in the early phases of the weak-state Republican era, religious groups
or redemptive societies – based on inner moral cultivation through outer civil and global
engagements in philanthropy and saving the world – boasted millions of followers, and
greatly impacted Chinese society. They were deemed dangerous by intellectuals and the
modern state based on their transnationalism and universalism, especially the question of
their loyalty to the nation and tendency to emphasize direct access to the transcendent.
Although most severely impacted by the iconoclasm and violence of Maoism, religious
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societies flourished again in similar and new ways in rural and peripheral parts of postMaoist China, at a time when religious policies were largely decentralized. I have focused
on discussing the flourishing of urban Qigong, something shown to be an important
technology for forming the Chinese nation in the post-Maoist era. Following Van der
Veer’s (2014) work on modern spirituality, I would suggest that Qigong be understood as
an example of spiritual nationalism, translating Daoist ideas regarding the body into state
projects, and seeking to uncouple these ideas from their ‘superstitious’ history. While the
state sought to regulate Qigong practices and masters in this process, I argue that Qigong
can be understood in terms of outsourced and distributed sovereign power, or what
Foucault would surely understand as a self-disciplinary technology allowing Biopower
access to people’s bodies and lives. Yet caught between intellectual arguments either for
or against, whether it is science or superstition, Qigong occupied a complicated and
ambiguous position in post-Maoist society. It was not long before the state’s plans for
Qigong were severely challenged by the emergence of several influential Qigong Masters
and groups, especially those that had become large-scale and transnational.
In the next chapter, I will focus on Falun Gong’s emergence as a unique form of
Qigong on the nationalist scene, and especially its transformation through media and
intensifying globalizing processes. As we shall see, similar to the tendency of imperial
traditions and especially Republican era redemptive societies, Falun Gong sought to
achieve direct access to the transcendent – understood as the Buddha Law – and also
became increasingly transnationally and globally orientated. It was not long until the
movement became the target of criticism from secular and Buddhist intellectuals, which
eventually led the Chinese state to initiate a violent campaign of suppression against it.
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Chapter Two

Globalizing Chinese Religion:
Falun Gong’s Emergence, Transformation, and Conflict
with the Chinese State

Introduction
This chapter focuses on Falun Gong’s emergence, transformation, and conflict with the
Chinese state, something that I suggest can only be adequately grasped by considering
the historical context described in the previous chapter and the fact that Falun Gong
flourished in an era of intensifying globalization. The previous chapter showed that the
post-Mao Chinese state adopted a decentralized policy towards the regulation of religion
and sought to promote Qigong in urban centers as part of a project of exercising
nationhood. The state sought to contain Qigong within the boundaries of a health practice
that could be scientifically validated, so that it would fit neatly into preconceived
categories. It is now time to extend our history of religion and Qigong by focusing on
Falun Gong between the years 1992 and 1999, so as to unpack how the movement was
first introduced, popularized, and transformed, and describe in more detail how it came
into direct conflict with the Chinese state.
This chapter concerns the politics of religion and media in China’s public sphere
in an era of globalization. Anthropological research has shown that the relationship
between religion, media, and the public sphere is of crucial importance. The politics of
religion and media concerns who controls representations of religious diversity in a given
society, and the issue of states seeking hegemony over mass media as they seek to regulate
the place of religion in the public sphere (Eisenlohr 2012: 49, Meyer 2009: 19, Salemink
2011). Indeed, in contemporary society, religion must have an ever greater presence in the
public sphere in order to secure its success, often leading to the blurring of distinctions
between religion, entertainment, and politics (Eisenlohr 2012: 41-42, Meyer 2009: 19).
Although the media does provide various possibilities, it also provokes concerns about
how to maintain control over religious messages without watering them down, and
distinctions between access and exclusion, insiders and outsiders (Meyer 2009: 19, 21). In
politicized contexts where multiple actors engage in public representations of religious
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phenomena, new strategies for maintaining authority over the authenticity of practices
are also mobilized (Van de Port 2005, 2011a).
While the effects of mass media on religion are crucially important, religion itself
must also be understood in a more general sense ‘as media’ (Stolow 2005), as a practice of
mediation (Eisenlohr 2012, Meyer 2006, 2008, 2009, Zito 2008). The concept of mediation
concerns the ‘materializing process’ (Zito 2008) through which the transcendent becomes
organized and experienced by people in their bodies and through their senses (Meyer
2006, 2008, 2009). Mediation practices often hinge on various material media – objects,
books, images, buildings, spaces, audio and visual technologies, etc. – which together
train the senses, a central aspect in the formation of religious communities (ibid.).
Practices of mediation often hinge on a denial that mediation is actually occurring and for
this reason they are prone to tensions between mediation and immediacy; for example,
the adoption of new media often raises people’s awareness of mediation processes,
provoking the need to (re)assert authority, authenticity, and claims of immediacy (De
Witte 2008, Meyer 2008, 2009, Van de Port 2005, 2011b).
I begin this chapter by describing how Falun Gong emerged in the nationalist state
backed Qigong scene in 1992 and how it became a distinctive Buddhist-Daoist practice.
Then I focus on how Master Li began using new mediums such as audio cassettes, videos,
books, DVDs, etc., and traveling and lecturing overseas. Next, I focus on the impact and
consequences of these new mediums and Master Li’s movements overseas. My interest is
in how they impacted the way in which Falun Gong was organized, the exercise of Master
Li’s authority, and how Falun Gong would be interpreted and criticized by scientific and
religious elites with great social and political influence. I contextualize and offer
explanations for why Falun Gong sought to contest these public criticisms, and, through
consideration of the historical context described in the previous chapter, unpack how the
post-Mao Communist state would have interpreted such contestations. After this, I focus
on discussing the question of why Falun Gong was suppressed. And finally, the focus
shifts to how Falun Gong was suppressed.
Throughout this chapter, I examine Falun Gong in relation to theories of
sovereignty (as discussed in the previous chapter) and the above mentioned theories
concerning religion and media. I show that Falun Gong was transformed through
globalizing processes, especially the adoption of media and the transnational orientation
of the movement as Master Li traveled and eventually settled overseas. These changes,
which occurred at a time when China was opening up to the world and when new media
were being popularized, meant that Falun Gong became a very different kind of practice
of mediation, leading to transformations that would impact how the Chinese state – itself
seeking to dominate the definition and presence of religion in public spaces and
transnationally as part of a means for securing sovereign power – would eventually
interpret and react to the movement.
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The em ergence of Fa lun Gong a s distinct from Qigong (1992- 1994)
In 1992, Master Li founded and introduced a new Qigong practice called Falun Gong
(Practice of the Law Wheel). Starting in Changchun (his hometown) and then moving on
to Beijing, Master Li began touring and giving nine-day lectures in China’s largest cities
until the end of 1994. In his lectures, which would later be transcribed and transformed
into the book Zhuan Falun,18 Master Li claimed that Qigong actually predated the
Communist Party (and Chinese civilization) and emphasized that the Qigong Fever
sweeping across China had become saturated with fake masters carrying harmful energy
(Qi) and possessed by animal spirits (Li 2000: 22).19 In Chinese versions of the Zhuan Falun,
Master Li opens the book with and frequently uses the word zhenzheng, a concept that is
usually translated as ‘genuine’ in English language versions.20 Zhenzheng is used in
various ways: in relation to Master Li being a genuine teacher of Qigong (Li 2000: 1, 8, 9),
in assertions that Falun Gong is a genuine practice (ibid.: 2, 6, 40), and with regard to the
intention of practitioners both to genuinely study Dafa (ibid.: 2) and to be genuine
practitioners (ibid.: 8).
Master Li claimed that Falun Gong was different from the mainland Qigong scene
because it was concerned with the genuine meaning and purpose of Qigong, namely the
salvation of humankind (ibid.: 2).21 In his lectures, Master Li often discussed science and
the limits of the current paradigm as compared to his Buddha Law teachings. He was also
critical of orthodox Chinese Buddhist practices. Through his criticism of science and
orthodox Chinese Buddhism as part of his articulation of Falun Gong as a genuine
practice, Master Li entered a highly divided and politicized public domain, where claims
for authenticity were being made by science and the Chinese state on the one hand, and
by influential Qigong masters like himself on the other.
Master Li also distinguished Falun Gong from other forms of Qigong through an
emphasis on a different form of energy that he called Gong (translated into English as
‘cultivation energy’). He claimed that through Falun Gong, a practitioner could
accumulate virtue, which he could then transform into Gong energy. While accumulating
The Zhuan Falun was published in 1995, and compiles the lectures that Master Li gave between 1992 and
1994. When referencing these lectures, I quote from the English language version of book, first published in
2000.
19 Words like fake, phony, or sham are often used in the English version, see (Li 2000: 22).
20 This concept can be translated as true, real, or genuine. In the Mandarin version of the Zhuan Falun, the
concept zhenzheng is used. Interestingly, this concept is composed of one of the three principles said to make
up the universe and is often translated as truth or truthfulness. In English language versions of the Zhuan
Falun, zhenzheng is translated as genuine or genuinely in the 1998 (translated by practitioners in Beijing) and
2000 (translated by US practitioners) versions, but in the most recent 2003 version (translated by North
American practitioners), genuinely has been replaced by truly and really, and genuine with true.
21 Master Li has also claimed that the Qigong Fever was in fact necessary to prepare the way for Falun Gong,
so that people would be able to understand the higher level way of Dafa (cf. Beijing lecture given on
November 1, 1996).
18
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virtue was said to be achieved through a practitioner’s own individual efforts in the
difficult practice of Falun Gong, the process of transforming this virtue into Gong could
only be undertaken by Master Li himself. Master Li claimed that as one progresses, a Gong
column is formed from a practitioner’s head, which – though unseen and invisible in this
dimension – extends into the sky. The height of this Gong column represents the
attainment level (or xinxing level) of the practitioner and potentially provides superordinary abilities.22 The ultimate aim of Falun Gong is to be rewarded with Gong and to
raise one’s character level (xinxing) in order to assimilate to the Buddha Law (Li 2000: 3941). Between 1992 and 1994, Master Li increasingly emphasized Gong (instead of Qi), and
in so doing he redefined energy and became the sole medium of its transference to
practitioners.
Related to this emphasis on Gong was a third important emphasis that
distinguished Falun Gong from the health-orientated Qigong scene, namely moral
cultivation (xiulian). This was conceived of as a Buddhist-Daoist cultivation practice said
to enable a practitioner to align to the Buddha Law moral principles of truthfulness,
compassion, and forbearance (zhen, shan, ren) (Li 2000: 39-41). Thus from around the
autumn of 1994, Master Li started to stress that Falun Gong was part of a higher cosmic
law, or Dharma (cf. Palmer 2007: 224). Master Li emphasized Daoist conceptions of the
body’s internal alchemy, coupled with Buddhist conceptions concerning karmic suffering
and enlightenment. He claimed that Qigong should not be limited to health improvement
but was rather a sacred ‘cultivation practice’ for refining body, mind, and character so as
to reach enlightenment before the end of this Dharma period. Cultivation practice was said
to require the forbearance of suffering and giving up attachments, a necessary process in
order to transform one’s bad karma (ke) into virtue (de), which Master Li would then
convert into Gong.
Far from being contained within the realms of national health and science, as
regulated and controlled by the Chinese state, Falun Gong was concerned with an ancient
tradition of cultivation that promised enlightenment and salvation, not only to the
Chinese nation but to humanity as a whole. Falun Gong was therefore increasingly
articulated by Master Li in a way similar to the redemptive societies of the late-Qing and
the Republican era (Ownby 2008a) and popular Chinese religion extending back to the
Ming Dynasty (Ownby 2003). Although there was no tension between Falun Gong and
the Chinese state during this early era of popularization, the movement was already being
distinguished from the nationalist Qigong Fever, becoming an unofficial Buddhist-Daoist
practice not containable within the state’s rigid definition of Chinese religion (zongjiao) or
Qigong.

The concept of Gong is therefore intimately related to one’s xinxing (mind, heart, character) level. The higher
the xinxing level/Gong column, the closer a practitioner is said to be to the principles of the Buddha Law,
eventually leading to completion, consummation, and the return to his/her true original being.
22
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New m edia a nd M aster Li’s orientation ov erseas (1993- 1996)
All of this occurred within a time period when Master Li began adopting new media as a
means of popularizing the practice of Falun Gong, and eventually began to teach it
overseas. Below I sketch these circumstances between 1993 and 1996.23 In the early years
(1992-1994), Master Li had travelled around major cities in China organizing nine-day
lectures, which he gave to thousands of Qigong enthusiasts crammed into sports stadiums
and conference halls. At these events, Master Li sought to introduce and teach his
particular and distinctive exercises, while claiming that he would purify the bodies of
those present and provide them with special energy mechanisms. For example, Master Li
said that he would implant a Falun (Law Wheel)24 into the audience members’ abdomens
so that they would be able to cultivate and develop Gong. As Master Li’s tours took him
around mainland China and as Falun Gong was popularized, practitioners set up
‘assistance centers’ in order to organize and continue to spread the practice.
As a means of maintaining a fixed collective practice, the Falun Gong exercises
were organized through audio recordings of verbal instructions given by Master Li, set to
a background of traditional Chinese music. This music was composed by one of his close
followers, with the intended function of carrying good energy and replacing the many
thoughts that might distract practitioners during the practice.25 In April 1993, Master Li’s
first book – China Falun Gong – was officially published by Yiwen Press. The book aimed
to introduce and describe the Falun Gong exercises. In the appendix of China Falun Gong,
Master Li lists his specifications for how the exercises should be taught and how assistance
centers should be organized, with a special emphasis on the need to obey his authority
and to be careful not to undermine the inner meaning of his teachings. In September 1994,
videotapes of the Falun Gong exercises were published by Beijing Television Art Center
Publishing House. In 1994, Master Li’s oral lectures were transcribed into the media
format of a single book called the Zhuan Falun (Turning the Law Wheel), first published
at the beginning of 1995.26 It was at this time that Master Li appears to have started
informing practitioners that they should read and reread his teachings, especially the
Zhuan Falun, in order to attain the necessary energy mechanisms, to receive guidance from
him, and to become enlightened to the Buddha Law.27 It is therefore with the publication
of videotapes and the Zhuan Falun in 1994, that we can see a prominent shift from Falun

I refer the reader to Table 2 at the end of this chapter, which shows a timeline of major events in the history
of Falun Gong.
24 The Falun is said to be a miniature of the universe and is materially implanted within the abdomens of true
practitioners by Master Li. It spins inside the abdomen at all times; sometimes clockwise (absorbing energy
from the universe) and at other times counter-clockwise (giving off energy to others).
25 See ‘Teaching the Fa and Answering Questions’ in Yanji (1994) and ‘Teaching the Fa at the Eastern US Fa
conference’ in New York (March 27-28, 1999).
26 The Zhuan Falun was originally published by the Radio & Television Broadcasting Press of China.
27 See, for example, ‘Seeking Discipleship with Teacher’ in Essentials for Further Advancement (Li 1995: 24).
23
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Gong as a set of exercises towards a video and particularly a textual tradition organized
through books and with an emphasis on Law study as a central aspect of the practice.
Like other research concerning the transformations caused by the implementation
of new media within already established practices of mediation (Meyer 2006, 2008, 2009),
Falun Gong was greatly impacted by its adoption of new media. The implementation and
use of this new media occurred in the same era in which emphasis was placed on Falun
Gong’s authenticity as a distinctive Buddhist-Daoist self-cultivation practice for aligning
to the Buddha Law (discussed above). Clearly, audio and visual technologies had become
increasingly central to how the practice was organized in China from 1993 onwards. Such
technologies arguably allowed Master Li the possibility to control how the exercises were
distributed and to maintain authority. The emphasis on studying his books and lectures
(as scripture in themselves) was particularly relevant. This emphasis, and indeed book
media more generally, was not alien to urban Qigong practitioners. Such people would
have also read Mao’s little red book during the height of the Maoist era. Mao’s book
became a magical and miraculous scripture (cf. Goossaert and Palmer 2011: 188). In the
post-Maoist era of economic liberalization, however, this shift towards a textual tradition
would also have had other meanings and implications that were crucial for spreading the
practice beyond the state controlled Qigong scene and beyond the national territory of
China. Indeed, in March 1995, just two months after the Zhuan Falun was first published,
Master Li left mainland China and began to tour overseas. As can be seen in Table 1 at the
end of this chapter, Master Li toured diverse countries and regions of the world; for
example, between March 1995 and November 1996, he lectured in France, Sweden,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, the US, and Australia (with a number of visits
back to Beijing as well).
In Master Li’s emphasis on practitioners studying his books as he travelled
overseas, it is possible to detect a Christian influence in his teachings. As Penny (2012b)
has discussed, Master Li increasingly included references to Christianity in his teachings,
saying for example that Jesus was one of many gods, comparable to Buddha and Laozi,
who neglected to talk about karma and that Christianity used to be a cultivation practice
before being watered down (ibid.: 35-39). Penny understands this emphasis as part of
Master Li adjusting to the new international environment and catering to overseas
audiences; more and more, Master Li sought to emphasize that his practice was relevant
for the whole world and could offer salvation for all humankind (ibid.: 36). We must
surely ask how this new Christian influence, especially after Master Li settled in the US
and in the post-1999 era of persecution, has shaped Master Li’s insistence that
practitioners engage in saving sentient beings before the end of times.
David Ownby (2008b) and David Palmer (2008) have emphasized the important
role of the Zhuan Falun book in enabling Master Li to travel overseas whilst maintaining
connections to mainland China. They suggest that Master Li’s overseas tours and his
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eventual settlement in the US in 1997 required the strategic development and extension
of a more flexible type of charisma that would allow him to maintain his enormous
following on the mainland. While Ownby suggests that this emphasis on books points
towards a seeming replacement of Master Li as the central figure and persona in the
charismatic relationship (2008b: 80), Palmer (2008) has referred to the seeming transfer of
Master Li’s aura from his body to the books. It is clear that there was an increasing
emphasis on the power of Master Li’s books to distribute his Buddha Law Bodies (fashen)
and the Law Wheel (falun). Practitioners were also prompted to engage in Buddha Law
study (faxue) through Master Li’s books, so as to be properly guided and to become
enlightened to the Buddha Law. Since this time, Master Li’s teachings and books have
increasingly become understood as being immediate manifestations of the Buddha Law
itself. This kind of emphasis arguably transformed Master Li’s books into ‘divine
mediums’ (Van de Port 2011b). As Van de Port argues, religious authorities often refer to
media as divine so as to deny the role of the human hand in the process of mediation and
in order to uphold the fantasy script that people can experience the sacred immediately
(ibid.). Arguably, Master Li’s emphasis could be seen as a denial of mediation facilitated
by the obvious fact that he was absent and needed media to make the practice possible.
In addition to the Buddhist-Daoist emphasis on moral cultivation, these
transformations not only functioned to allow Master Li to maintain authority and
transnational connections with his followers at home, but also produced a very different
practice of mediation; a practice that would enable Falun Gong to universalize and so
further distinguish itself from the body-centered practices popular in the Qigong scene in
China. As we shall see in the next section below, new media and Master Li’s overseas
orientation would also transform how Falun Gong was coordinated by practitioners in
China, posing new challenges to Master Li’s authority. Such transformations would
impact how religious and scientific elites would interpret and criticize Falun Gong, and
how practitioners would react in turn.

The im pact of new m edia and M a ster Li’s overseas trav els on Fa lun
Gong (1996- 1999)
Falun Gong’s early years of growth and flourishing on the mainland seem almost too
good to be true. Following Master Li’s networking efforts with the Chinese Qigong
Research Society (CQRS) and with Party members in major cities such as Beijing, as well
as the early lecture tours in major cities around the country and the successful publication
of his books, Falun Gong was being widely celebrated and distributed as a cheap,
authentic, and powerful Qigong practice. The Zhuan Falun had also been published by an
official publishing house, which could only have helped to legitimize the teachings and
enabled it to become a bestseller in Beijing (cf. Zhao 2003: 213). In a context where Qigong
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was facilitated by the Chinese state, Falun Gong attracted millions.28 Despite this success,
however, from 1996 various problems started to arise that refused to go away.
This section focuses first on organizational changes that came about as a
consequence of Falun Gong’s globalization. I refer to how changes in the mediation of
Falun Gong, which came about as a result of Master Li’s overseas travels, impacted the
practice and its organization in China. Indeed, as we shall see, these transformations led
to the emergence of a large-scale transnational Buddhist-Daoist society, connecting New
York and Beijing. The organizational changes that followed impacted the way in which
Falun Gong was interpreted by political elites, who would later criticize Falun Gong for
using official state categories and media. In this section, I highlight that in the context of
these organizational changes and a new emphasis on Master Li’s authority, the public
criticisms of Falun Gong would be interpreted as particularly offensive by practitioners.
Falun Gong practitioners’ responses to these public criticisms must therefore be
considered in emic terms as part of a reaction against a violation of authority and ethics
that lay at the heart of the practice.
As Master Li toured overseas, Falun Gong underwent some important shifts that
were greatly consequential for how authority within the movement was organized. After
Master Li first embarked on his overseas tours, the Beijing-based Falun Dafa Research
Society became an important center for organizing the movement on a nationwide scale
(cf. Tong 2002). In essence, the Falun Dafa Research Society consisted of Master Li (who
functioned as the head) and a dozen other people close to him. Those with direct contact
with Master Li at this time are thought to have included Wang Wenzhi, Li Chang, Yao Jie,
and Ji Liewu of Hong Kong (most of whom were eventually arrested and sentenced
following the 1999 crackdown). These people were often retired or active members of the
Chinese Communist Party, and included a retired political/military leader, an acting
municipality official, and a philosophy professor from the Central Party School. Other
chief disciples close to Master Li included Wang Zhiwen (also arrested and sentenced in
1999) and Ye Hao (former Minister of Public Security, but now acting leader of
minghui.net, an official Falun Gong website, based in Canada). The practitioners left
behind in China to run the Falun Dafa Research Society in Beijing were therefore political
and economic elites with access to various forms of political and financial capital.29

In these years, the Falun Gong movement claims to have had 100 million followers worldwide, with
between 2-40 million in the Chinese Communist Party. As a number of scholars have pointed out, estimating
the number of practitioners of Falun Gong was and is complicated, based on an ambiguous definition of
membership and the politics involved. David Palmer (2007: 256-61) suggests that the number was probably
closer to 10 million, and I refer the reader to him for a discussion about typology and number of practitioners.
29 Li Chang led a computer bureau in the national Ministry of Police; Wang Zhiwen owned a materials
company under the Ministry of Railways; Ji Liewu was a manager of the Hong Kong subsidiary of a state
metals company (source: the Standard newspaper, Hong Kong, December 27, 1999). See also (Deng and Fang
2000).
28
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Because these practitioners were well educated, financed, and networked within
the Party, they would be crucial for maintaining Falun Gong’s continuing support and
protection from Party officials, something increasingly necessary as scientific and political
support shifted as Falun Gong became more and more a target of public scrutiny.
Although he entrusted a number of elite practitioners to coordinate the Falun Dafa
Research Society, Master Li remained in frequent and often direct contact. This contact
took the form of frequent personal visits, and more regularly through telephone, fax, and
eventually (with the increasing use of the Internet from 1996) website bulletins. As Master
Li was teaching Falun Gong overseas and using the Zhuan Falun book to maintain
connections to his followers in China, he also continued to coordinate the Falun Dafa
Research Society in Beijing in a more organizational capacity.
Despite managing the Falun Dafa Research Society from overseas, Master Li also
emphasized new rules and regulations in his teachings and commented on various
problems that were emerging at an organizational level. In his books,30 it is suggested that
even though practitioners should teach the exercises and introduce others to Falun Gong,
they should always consider themselves his disciples and never masters of Falun Gong in
their own right. Practitioners were also warned to always clearly distinguish between
their own personal experiences and interpretations, which are considered imperfect and
only representative of the particular cultivation level achieved, and the authentic Falun
Dafa as taught by Master Li himself. Master Li even specified that practitioners should
refer new people directly to his books and DVDs.
In 1996, Master Li regularly intervened in various problems that occurred in the
movement in China, most relating to critical claims made about him, problematic relations
between practitioners, problems at the organizational level, etc. For example, in Essentials
for Further Advancement – a book listing all of Master Li’s short statements and pieces
composed over different months and years – it is clear that in every month of 1996 Master
Li sought to convey how all problems related to authority potentially undermine the
Buddha Law, while pointing out the potential dangers for practitioners who do not follow
his teachings and instructions. It becomes quite clear then that the adoption of new media
and Master Li’s overseas tours and eventual residence in the US resulted in new concerns
over how and by whom the practice was authorized. These new concerns mark the
beginning of a process that Palmer (2007) has referred to as ‘centralizing authority’.
In March 1996 (one year into his overseas tours), Master Li requested his assistants
and representatives in Beijing to withdraw Falun Gong from the Chinese Qigong Research
Society, the state institution responsible for governing Qigong. There is no clear way of
knowing for sure what prompted this withdrawal, but various scholars have speculated

See the section entitled ‘Regulations for Falun Dafa disciples in propagating Dafa and teaching the
exercises’,
as
published
in
Falun
Gong
(1994{2002}:
161,
available
at:
http://www.Falundafa.org/book/eng/dymf_4.htm#2) and in sections of the Zhuan Falun (2000: 140-144).
30
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that it resulted from Falun Gong’s violation of the CQRS’s regulations but also Master Li’s
own desires to maintain authority over Falun Gong in his absence (Ownby 2008a). After
withdrawing from the CQRS, Falun Gong practitioners tried to register with other stateadministered institutions on a number of occasions, but were denied every time. It seems
that Falun Gong did not and could not fit into the official institutions governing Qigong.
The official withdrawal of Falun Gong from the CQRS and its lack of further
affiliation is significant because it thereby became an autonomous practice and
organization not officially associated with a state institution. Within three months of the
CQRS withdrawal, in June 1996, the first public criticisms against Falun Gong were made
by Chinese Buddhist and scientific elites. The first such criticisms were made in the
national newspaper Enlightenment Daily (Guangming Ribao), in which Falun Gong was
labeled for the first time using the category xiejiao – a word often translated as ‘evil cult’
in the English language, but one equally offensive in Chinese, with connotations of it
being a backward, heterodox, and superstitious practice equated to the White Lotus and
Taiping Rebellion.31 Falun Gong came under increasing scrutiny, and the situation
worsened further when just one month later, in July 1996, the Zhuan Falun book went from
a bestseller to being banned by the China New Publishing Bureau, with the accusation
that it potentially spread superstition.32 It was at this time that Master Li began his tour of
the US and first filed for immigration (Tong 2002).33
The year 1996 marked the beginning of turbulent times, because Falun Gong had
become a large-scale, autonomous, and decentralized organization in China (cf. Tong
2002: 660). It was facing increasing public scrutiny in the country, while the movement’s
main authority was applying for a visa in the US. As can be seen in Table 1 at the end of
this chapter, between 1997 and 1998, Master Li toured in the US, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
Canada, travels that were followed by three important events that would only add to the
tensions. First, in February 1997, Master Li was granted a visa to live and reside in the
US.34 Second, China’s Public Security Bureau initiated an investigation into the question
of whether Falun Gong was a heretical sect (xiejiao). Third, and perhaps most importantly,
because of increasing criticisms by Buddhists and (especially) scientific elites through
official state media, from April 1998 onwards large numbers of Falun Gong practitioners

The Zhuan Falun was described in the newspaper as “a pseudo-scientific book propagating feudal
superstition” and Li Hongzhi was labeled “a swindler” (cf. Ownby 2008a: 168).
32 Although the book was banned, there was at this time little opposition from the Falun Gong movement
itself, and as various scholars have noted the book continued to be printed and sold by others and was
eventually republished by smaller-scale publishers not attached to the state (Zhao 2003, Palmer 2007: 247).
33 We can speculate that this decision to apply for a visa in the US was based on the turning tide against Falun
Gong as well as Master Li’s desire to spread the practice further afield. When questioned in interviews, Master
Li has suggested that the decision was based on his desire to send his daughter to a good school and was a
means of taking some stress off of practitioners on the mainland (see Porter 2001: 91).
34 While Tong (2002) and Porter (2001) maintain that the visa was granted in 1998, Penny (2001a,
http://www.nla.gov.au/benjamin-perry/the-past-present-and-future-of-falun-gong), Wong and Liu (1999),
and Carlyle maintain it was 1997.
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began approaching specific state media outlets to request the retraction of critical
comments and representations (Palmer 2007: 255).
As Buddhist and scientific elites criticized Falun Gong and adopted the xiejiao label
in various official media run by the Party, Falun Gong practitioners began to organize
various appeals, mainly localized to specific media outlets that were asked to retract their
negative representations. Practitioners often claimed that the comments were simply not
true. Although on many occasions various media outlets did comply with the requests of
the Falun Gong practitioners, over a one year period the appeals increased in number and
frequency, with some resulting in the arrest and imprisonment of practitioners. It should
be mentioned that Falun Gong practitioners were not necessarily challenging the Chinese
government, but rather sought to contest how the practice was being publicly defined and
described, with the accusation that representations were simply not true and should
therefore be retracted and even censored by the government (Zhao 2003: 220).35 In over
300 cases across numerous cities in China, it appears that various news articles were
indeed retracted. Each time new allegations and criticisms against Falun Gong came to
the fore, practitioners would organize appeals. Such appeals were seemingly tolerated
because they were indirect – i.e. they targeted specific people and media organizations
rather than the central leaders of the Party (cf. Perry 2001), and the fact that there were
seemingly high level political figures coming to the defense of Falun Gong (Ownby 2008:
169, 171).
It was following a series of comments made by the famous scientist He Zuoxiu in
Beijing (a member of the Beijing-based Chinese Academy of Sciences) that the situation
eventually escalated. In April 1998, He Zuoxiu suggested that Falun Gong could be
compared to the Boxer Rebellion, and then in July 1998 he said that Falun Gong was
dangerous for people’s health. Important to emphasize here is the fact that such criticisms
were made on the Beijing Television Station, a highly influential propaganda mouthpiece
for the government. Although he came under criticism for the evidence he used in his
arguments, He Zuoxiu returned again in 1999 with similar allegations in a magazine
article for the Tianjin Normal University in Beijing. Following a mass appeal by
practitioners to both the university and the Tianjin municipality, the local authorities
called riot police and a large number of practitioners were arrested and beaten. According
to Ownby (cf. 2008: 171), the practitioners were informed by the Tianjin authorities that
the arrests had been authorized by the central authorities in Beijing, which explains why
Falun Gong practitioners would in the following days appeal directly to central leaders
outside the Party’s central headquarters at Zhongnanhai, central Beijing.

As Yuezhi Zhao (2003: 220) has noted, Falun Gong practitioners were not only seeking to contest the media
criticisms but sought more generally to lobby for censorship of any opponents, a general theme that she
suggests shows that Falun Gong’s activism was not related to democracy in China.
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Shortly following the Tianjin incident, on April 25, 1999, 10,000 practitioners
gathered in the center of Beijing outside the Chinese Communist Party central
headquarters at Zhongnanhai. The surprising assembly of so many people took place on
an auspicious day in an auspicious year – close to both the fiftieth anniversary of Mao’s
founding of the People’s Republic of China, as well as the ten year anniversary of the
Tiananmen Square pro-democracy movement – and confronted the socialist leaders in the
heart of Beijing directly for the first time.36 Although thousands of people attended, there
were no banners used or slogans shouted and all demonstrated a quiet and disciplined
confidence that surprised the police, the Communist leaders, the foreign media, and
scholars.37 In photos shown on a Falun Gong website, it is clear that a large number of
those lining the street were performing the Falun Gong exercises and reading collectively
from Master Li’s book.38 This style of appeal could hardly be compared to a revolution in
China, or even to the democratic protests of Chinese students in 1989. Since this event, the
Falun Gong movement has always sought to emphasize that the assembly was not a
protest nor was it intended as a challenge to the government, and was especially not an
attempt to seize political power. Instead, the movement has emphasized that practitioners
simply organized themselves spontaneously seeking to make an appeal to the Communist
leaders in a way that was compatible with Chinese political culture.
Elizabeth Perry (2001, 2008) has shown how since the Confucian philosopher
Mencius’ emphasis on challenging the mandate of heaven, rebellion and resistance have
been inherent to Chinese political culture. Rural protests in China can be understood as
‘moral politics’, with villages using their own ethical standards to define their relationship
with the state, as well as what is fair and legitimate (Hok Bun Ku 2003: xix). In
contextualizing the word ‘protest’, some scholars have emphasized a conception of
‘rightful resistance’ based on observations of how villagers have claimed allegiance to
core values made available by the Communist Party (O’Brien and Li 2006: 3-6). In this
sense, protests in China are often more akin to ‘rights claims’ and authorized channels to
enhance national unity and guarantee individual prosperity (Perry 2001, 2008: 47). Such
studies remind us that forms of popular protest and resistance were tolerated and
sometimes even stimulated by the Chinese Communist Party. When viewed in the context
of Chinese political culture, the appeal of Falun Gong practitioners can therefore be
interpreted as rightful and justified. Reflecting on the increasingly turbulent period
around and following April 25th, Ownby (2008a) has also suggested that Falun Gong
Perry (2003) in particular has drawn attention to the impact that the 10,000 strong ‘protest’ had based on its
timing and the form of protest itself (i.e. addressing the leaders directly outside the Communist Party
compound).
37 Ownby (2008a), for example, discusses how the police were surprised that such a large number of people
could organize themselves with such discipline. Some of those gathered even picked up the huge number of
cigarette butts that the large number of police officers had discarded over the duration of the silent protest.
38 See for example: http://media.faluninfo.net/media/photo/2008/06/april25.jpg and
http://chinaview.wordpress.com/2009/04/24/video-china-april-25-1999-10000-falun-gong-practitionersappealed-in-beijing/ (both accessed October 25, 2011).
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practitioners could be forgiven for believing that their appeals between 1996 and 1999
were acceptable given their previous effectiveness and Falun Gong’s enjoyment of
political support. However, he also notes that the event of April 25th also marked an
important turning point and can be seen as a failed gamble because of how the Chinese
state would interpret it and react.
A number of scholars have speculated that Master Li likely had a direct role in
authorizing the April 25th appeal (Ownby 2008a: 173, 2008b: 109, Palmer 2007, Tong
2002a: 648). Tong (2002a: 648) notes, for example, that Chinese state sources claim that one
day before the appeal, Master Li made 20 telephone calls to main organizers in various
major cities from the territory of Hong Kong. Ownby (2008a) also describes Master Li’s
travels through Beijing and Hong Kong during the days before the controversial
assembly, which would seem to indicate that Master Li was in direct with those who
would organize and take part in the assembly. Ownby in particular has sought to
speculate on Master Li’s motivations by suggesting that it was “naivety,” “arrogance,”
and “letting power go to his head” that prompted him to authorize the “showdown,” and
for this reason he should be held accountable (ibid.: 164, 173, 189-193, 227). It should be
noted, however, that much of the information suggesting that Master Li was in contact
with practitioners in the days preceding the appeal are derived from Chinese newspapers
and official state reports; such sources of data are arguably far from objective and reliable,
especially considering the campaigns of de-legitimization and suppression that would
soon follow. In addition, there is an inherent assumption behind the abovementioned
scholarship that Master Li was able to directly influence and control what was happening
in Beijing in the days following the Tianjin incident.
Research concerning the globalization of religion reveals how globalization has
altered the field in which authority operates, creating “a new landscape of accidental
effects” where the actions of practitioners cannot be directly reduced to one form of
authority or intentionality (Devji 2005: 3, 6-8). Although focusing on contemporary forms
of militant Jihad, Devji shows that globalization and media create an increasingly
ambiguous and unpredictable arena of political intention and action, requiring new
conceptions of authority, responsibility and ethics. Devji’s analysis suggests that we
should critically reflect on how far Master Li could control the events that were taking
place in China at the time, as well as their consequences. It is interesting to review what
international journalists were saying about the April 25th appeal and leading up to the
commencement of the persecution of Falun Gong on July 22, 1999. The April 25th event
and others following it in other cities across China were identified by overseas journalists
(particularly the BBC) as ‘protests’, as a fight for religious rights in China, with some even
claiming that the Chinese government was ‘scared’.39 Other newspapers, notably The
See for example various BBC reporters’ comments and mediations of the events between April 26th and
July
21st:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/327958.stm,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asiapacific/330367.stm, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/400023.stm (accessed: December 1, 2014).
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New York Times, referred to sources from a highly politicized and controversial human
rights organization located in Hong Kong.40 Clearly the April 25th event and others like it
unfolding in China were being interpreted by these foreign media outlets in ways that
were at odds with how the politically sensitive discourses being employed by the Falun
Gong movement itself were intended and understood. Falun Gong’s appeal was being
interpreted in a widening global landscape of media representation that went beyond
Master Li’s control, and this likely influenced the Chinese government’s interpretation of
Falun Gong and the decision to ban and suppress it.
Given the different views of Falun Gong according to the international media, the
Chinese government, and the Falun Gong movement itself, it seems particularly relevant
to explain Falun Gong’s own emic conceptions of the practice related to the issues of
authority and ethics. With the advent of new media and overseas travel, Master Li had
positioned himself as the main authority teaching Falun Gong, with the claim that he was
transmitting the Buddha Law in a pure and immediate sense. He also instituted specific
rules on how Falun Gong should be disseminated so as to maintain the purity of the
teachings, thereby offering salvation to all sentient beings. Such measures helped to
centralize authority, but also arguably facilitated a practice of mediation hinging on an
ethics of remediation, a sacred process to be followed by all humans — except for Master
Li. For practitioners to undergo such a transformation, there was only one authority and
medium able to transmit the Buddha Law – Master Li – while all others (especially
powerful dissenting voices) were deemed violations of the sacred process of materializing
the Buddha Law in the world.
The political elites engaging in nationwide representations of Falun Gong and
using the xiejiao (evil cult) label were deeply offensive to practitioners and had the
potential to influence large numbers of people. Such labels were being used by voices in
the secular mass media organized outside of the movement, and thus conflicted with the
practice of mediation within Falun Gong, with its rules about representation and its claim
to be a direct transmission of the Buddha Law. Much more can be said about how these
claims must have not only greatly contradicted Master Li’s teachings but also the personal
understandings and experiences of practitioners. Nevertheless, they did not stop
practitioners such as my informant Wang and her family from greatly benefitting from
their engagement in the practice in terms of health and moral improvement. I met many
more practitioners who doubted the claims that they read in newspapers or saw broadcast
on television. From the perspectives of millions of Falun Gong practitioners such as these,
such claims were being made by people with no direct experience of the practice; they

Hong Kong's Information Center of Human Rights and Democratic Movement in China, more recently renamed
the
Information
Centre
for
Human
Rights
and
Democracy;
see:
http://www.hkhkhk.com/english/intro.html (accessed: December 1, 2014).
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were simply incomprehensible and greatly contradicted their own immediate
experiences.
This interpretation also helps to shed some light on why Wang was so critical of
my research, and thus pleaded with me to give up my PhD. Like these other ‘outsiders’, I
too planned to research and write about Falun Gong and therefore engage in representing
it to a potentially wide audience. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the movement has become
sensitive about non-practitioners engaging in research and writing about Falun Gong, a
sacred practice of mediation that can only be performed by Master Li through his sacred
media. In short, despite my more empathetic intentions, my own research was interpreted
in much the same way as the public criticisms of the movement made by elites in China,
namely as a violation of explicit rules related to an ethics of mediation that is integral to
the practice and the sacred process through which Falun Gong was becoming known to
the world.

Why the Chinese sta te suppressed Falun Gong
Despite some Communist leaders’ initial compliant attitudes and responses to the Falun
Gong practitioners’ April 25th appeal, Jiang Zemin in particular was shocked by both the
capacity and audacity of the illegal assembly, which he compared in seriousness to the
student demonstrations of 1989 (cf. Tong 2002b: 799). Arguably, the sudden congregation
of such a large number of people in the heart of the nation, and directly opposite the
Communist Party headquarters in Beijing, was interpreted as a direct challenge to the
Communist leaders and the Party. Moreover, this standoff was reported on by journalists
and media outlets across the world. As we shall see, in response to the April 25th event, a
new investigation into Falun Gong was requested (this time by the senior leaders of the
Party in Beijing), and then on July 22, 1999, under the direction of Jiang Zemin, a
widespread campaign to suppress and eradicate Falun Gong was launched.
The political scientist Elizabeth Perry (2001) has suggested that although popular
protests are often accepted by the Chinese state, Falun Gong’s April 25th appeal was
interpreted as a direct challenge because of its scale, composition, and timing. In this
sense, the appeal (and especially the investigation following it) revealed that Falun Gong
was a large-scale – potentially boasting millions of practitioners across China and
overseas – and flexible organization with a collective membership crossing state-defined
boundaries and even including senior Party officials and members of the military (Chen
2003b: 520, Perry 2001: 170-171, Tong 2002). As described above, the appeal also occurred
at an auspicious historical moment. More generally, the April 25th event differed from
Falun Gong’s smaller-scale appeals taking place around China and directed at specific
state media, in the sense that it was organized very close to Tiananmen Square, a ‘political
space’ that had been used to mystify and glorify the Party since the Maoist era (Wu 2005).
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It is widely agreed that Falun Gong was suppressed because of the Chinese
government’s historically informed suspicion of millenarianism and militancy (Chen
2003a, b: 517, Madsen 2000, Ownby 2000, 2003b, 2008a, Overmyer 2003: 310, Palmer 2006,
2007, Perry 2001, Ter Haar n.d.). The Chinese government has consistently referred to
Ming and Qing Dynasty heterodox groups, and used the White Lotus, in their attempts
to delegitimize Falun Gong and label it an evil cult (ter Haar n.d., 2006). In this context,
Palmer (2003) has argued that Falun Gong can be considered a contemporary
embodiment of a millenarian movement; Master Li’s “apocalyptic ideology” mixed with
the increasing “militancy” of Falun Gong’s appeals must have been important
determining factors in explaining the state’s decision to violently suppress the movement
(ibid. 2007). There does, however, seem to be some disagreement among academics about
this kind of reading. For example, Master Li does not name a particular date for the end
of times, and Falun Gong cannot be directly equated with millenarianism (ter Haar n.d).41
More recently Benjamin Penny (2012a) has also emphasized how millenarian themes only
became more central in Falun Gong discourses following the state’s campaign, for
example with an increasing emphasis on apocalypse and the Communist Party being
identified as an enemy. In this sense, rather than being a reason for Falun Gong’s
suppression, the apocalyptic emphasis was arguably caused by the Chinese state’s
suppression.
Clearly, some caution is required in equating Falun Gong with historical examples
of millenarianism in Chinese history. The use of words such as ‘apocalyptic ideology’ and
‘militancy’ by Palmer (2007), for instance, insinuate and conjure up interpretations similar
to Chinese state propaganda. Falun Gong’s teachings can be described and analyzed not
so much as an ‘apocalyptic ideology’ but more as part of the Buddhist-Daoist eschatology,
or even simply Buddhist conceptions, concerning the end of the current cycle (kalpa). The
concept of militancy, as also used by Tong (2002a), has a clear equation to violence,
something that Master Li condemns in his teachings and which practitioners have never
utilized in their campaigns in China.42 It should be made clear that my reason for
discussing the Taiping Rebellion and Boxer Uprising in the previous chapter is not to
suggest that Falun Gong is a contemporary version of such devastating movements, but
to demonstrate how such historic examples of millenarianism and rebellion have shaped
how the modern Chinese state came to interpret and use violence against Falun Gong.

I refer the reader to Barend ter Haar’s website for a discussion of millenarianism in which he suggests that
although the Chinese state interprets Falun Gong as part of a tradition going back to the White Lotus and/or
as
a
modern
sect,
scholars
should
interpret
it
more
critically:
http://website.leidenuniv.nl/~haarbjter/falun.htm (accessed October 28, 2011), recently relocated to
http://faculty.orinst.ox.ac.uk/terhaar/ (accessed: December 5, 2015).
42 It is true that at one stage Palmer refers to “the non-violence of falungong [sic] militancy” (2007: 295), but
surely this is a contradiction in terms and begs the question of why the word militancy is used at all and what
the connotation might be.
41
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The most likely reason for the state’s campaign of suppression is the fact that Falun
Gong had grown outside of the Qigong scene and thus posed a problem of definition and
classification. As we have seen in this chapter and earlier as well, Falun Gong underwent
many significant transformations since its emergence in 1992 and leading up to 1999; as a
practice, but also as a collective, Falun Gong was no longer identifiable under the Chinese
state’s rather rigid understandings of Qigong or its categories of official religion (zongjiao).
This ambiguity must have raised the immanent question of what it actually is. It was
therefore especially after the April 25th appeal that the question of correct definition
became an urgent issue for the central leadership. As we have seen, the Chinese state
responded to the ‘danger’ of this ambiguity through the imposition of the ‘evil cult’ label,
so as to position Falun Gong within a well-established system of categorizing religion in
terms of condemned and acceptable, threatening and non-threatening, as used historically
by the Chinese state to decide whether to tolerate or persecute religious groups and
figures.
The social anthropologist Mary Douglas (2002{1966}) has made an important
contribution to theorizing how societies seek to maintain control over a bounded social
order through rituals, categories, and the policing of boundaries. Douglas claims that
many societies interpret anomalies as dangerous ‘matter out of place’, which can only be
remedied through rituals of avoidance or purification so that they can be safely located
within clearly defined classification systems. Falun Gong’s suppression thus served the
same function as a ritual to correct an anomaly perceived as dangerous. Falun Gong was
not simply an anomaly in terms of its definition, however, but also in terms of its
organization and the national order of things.
James Tong (2002: 660) has emphasized how the organizational changes that the
Falun Gong movement underwent in the absence of Master Li meant that it had become
an autonomous organization, a situation that no doubt contributed to the increasing
activism of mainland practitioners and thus the Chinese state’s decision to suppress it.
Following Tong’s emphasis, Ownby (2008a: 21-22) asserts that the Chinese state’s decision
must have been based on Master Li’s departure from the mainland and its effects on the
movement’s organization. Other academics also agree that Falun Gong’s transnational
connections must have contributed to the Chinese state’s perceptions and suspicions (cf.
Chen 2003b: 520, Duara 2003, Perry 2001: 170-171, Perry and Selden 2003: 17-18). Such
perceptions relate to the Chinese government’s fear of any group or alliance with a large
membership that crosses class and regional divisions, and especially most recently, those
that also have international connections (Perry 2001, Perry and Selden 2003: 17-18). Noting
this transnational orientation and its effects on Falun Gong, Ownby (2008a: 164) specifies
that the spread of Falun Gong to the Chinese diaspora in the democratic West, the
development of enlightenment discourses, and the use of the Internet as a tool all make
the movement historically unique, and must have further complicated its relations with
the Chinese state.
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Falun Gong’s suppression must also be considered in relation to the important
role of media technology. The capacity of new media technology (books, but especially
the Internet) to cut across state boundaries and form alliances with overseas actors has no
doubt facilitated the capacity of transnational movements to criticize and put pressure on
the Chinese government (Pei 2003: 31). Bell and Boas (2003) have argued that Falun
Gong’s growth nationally but also globally coincides with the Internet’s growth and
popularization on the mainland. The role of the Internet is no doubt crucial for
understanding Falun Gong’s increasing contestations and appeal, and indeed the period
leading up to July 22, 1999, when the Chinese state would begin its campaign of
suppression. For example, earlier in 1999 Master Li was regularly communicating with
practitioners via the Internet. In May, practitioners in North America established an
official overseas Falun Gong website, minghui.net (minghui means clear wisdom); just two
days before the beginning of the state crackdown, urgent messages were also sent to
assistance centers in various cities across China, alerting practitioners of the looming ban
(cf. Tong 2002: 647).
As we shall see, the Internet has become increasingly central to Falun Gong in
terms of organizing the practice. Now one can find exercises (with images and video
recordings of Master Li performing them, electronic downloads of Falun Gong’s music
instruction, etc.), as well as Master Li’s books (all freely downloadable) and transcripts of
lectures given at conferences around the world. The Internet has also become central for
enabling practitioners to share their experiences across national boundaries and as a
means of reporting information concerning the persecution in China. It is clear that the
Chinese government was sensitive to Falun Gong’s use of the Internet and sought to shut
down its websites just before July 22nd and control access to overseas websites through a
firewall. In response, Falun Gong practitioners have sought to promote access to their
websites by developing new software in the US able to bypass the firewall, which they
distribute in the form of CDs in China.
Falun Gong was suppressed because it was interpreted by the Chinese state as
posing a serious threat to its means of defining and regulating Qigong, religion, and
political movements in China. But Falun Gong did not engage in a direct attempt to seize
political power. Rather, this chapter has highlighted a complicated assortment of factors
and transformations that led to Falun Gong being seen as uncontainable in categorical
and spatial terms. Indeed, Falun Gong seems to blur several boundaries between Qigong
and religion, Communists and practitioners, national and international. Most especially,
however, we have seen that the use of new media and the increasing transnationalism of
the movement have both facilitated the possibility and ability of Master Li and Falun
Gong practitioners in the US and China to question the way in which they were being
defined, which they considered inaccurate and offensive, not to mention incompatible
with the practice. Against a backdrop of historical millenarianism and militancy, and on
a new global stage of performance and legitimacy, the Falun Gong movement violated
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state definitions and regulations of Qigong and religion and was thus interpreted as a
direct threat to the Chinese Communist Party. Indeed, Falun Gong is an example of how
a Chinese religious tradition has been transformed in an era of intensifying globalization;
part of a translation of Chinese religious traditions in the age of media and migration
towards a more universal spiritual practice; a movement that did not (or perhaps could
not) ‘know its place’ within a nationally ordered framework dominated by the Chinese
Communist state.

How Fa lun Gong wa s suppressed from 1999 onwa rds
It is now time to describe how the Chinese state has responded to and suppressed Falun
Gong since 1999. Below, I will describe and analyze how from July 22, 1999, a widespread
and ruthless campaign of suppression was launched against the Falun Gong movement
in China. I will describe how the campaign focused on four strategies: i) the use of labels
and classification practices as a form of quasi-objective analysis; ii) the mobilization of
official state media campaigns aimed at discrediting and delegitimizing Falun Gong; iii)
iconoclasm against Falun Gong media; and iv) the punishment of and violence against
the movement’s main organizers and practitioners.
The Chinese state’s campaign of suppression utilized labels and classification
practices (Chen 2003b). These classification practices were made possible by the assigning
of discursive labels and dichotomies that distinguished between official religion and
superstition, orthodox and heterodox, scientific and unscientific, healthy and harmful,
legal and illegal, Chinese and anti-Chinese. Crucial here was the Chinese state’s
utilization of the xiejiao label (‘evil cult’ or ‘crooked teachings’) (cf. Ownby 2000: 14, ter
Haar n.d.).43 As the previous chapter demonstrated, this classification practice and label
stirred up memories and fears of millenarianism and militancy in Chinese history and
was similar to the way in which Qing and Republican elites used the label of the White
Lotus teachings (cf. Ownby 2008, ter Haar 1999, n.d.). Such classification practices were
also important for distinguishing between Falun Gong and Chinese Communism, as they
had become increasingly blurred. After discovering that Falun Gong was being practiced
by senior Communist cadres and members of the Party, on July 22, 1999 news broadcasts
listed the various Falun Gong activities that had become illegal, and prohibited all
Communist members from engaging in the practice.
Connected with the use of labels and classification practices, the Chinese state
initiated a huge number of media campaigns ‘pathologizing’ Falun Gong practitioners
(Chen 2003a: 182) and delegitimizing Master Li (Penny 2003). Such media campaigns
aimed to convince mainland Chinese, and subsequently also international audiences, of

The label xiejiao (evil cult) had great implications in both China and elsewhere (see ter Haar’s interesting
discussion, n.d. at http://faculty.orinst.ox.ac.uk/terhaar/falun.htm; accessed March 3, 2011).
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the danger posed by the Falun Gong cult to the Chinese social order and the world.
Related to this process were allegations that practitioners were harming themselves by
refusing to take medications or that they even went insane as a result of the practice.
Evidence, in the form of images and testimonies, were provided to try to prove that over
1,000 practitioners had killed themselves. Much of this pathologizing rested on the idea
that deluded Falun Gong practitioners needed urgent treatment rather than punishment
(cf. Munro 2000: 119-120). The self-harm aspect of Falun Gong pathology would later take
on more prominence and become even more convincing when on January 23, 2001 the
Chinese state released footage of a self-immolation incident at Tiananmen Square,
claiming that the immolators were Falun Gong practitioners. Although this claim has been
categorically denied and contested by the Falun Gong movement in the US, with the claim
that it was staged by the Chinese state,44 the event was used as part of a justification to
mainland Chinese and the world that Falun Gong is dangerous and thus needs to be
suppressed.
The Chinese state’s campaign has also sought to expose contradictions between
Master Li’s very ordinary childhood and his recent claims and status as a super-ordinary
Qigong master. Allegations were made that he was only an average child in terms of his
abilities at school, that he had fabricated Falun Gong after seeing Thai dancers while on
holiday and by stealing ideas from other Qigong masters, how he himself took various
medicines even though he instructed practitioners not to take them, and so on (cf. Penny
2003). It was also claimed that Master Li had acquired large profits from the sales of books,
CDs, and tapes, as well as through other enrichment schemes (cf. Tong 2002). It is
important to emphasize that the above claims were being made in official state media –
popular, official, and electronic – and were proliferated intensively. Comics and posters
(a popular and powerful form of media in state propaganda45) were widely used, but also
magazines and newspaper articles, television news broadcasts, and documentaries (Chen
2003a/b). The intensity and widespread proliferation of this media campaign cannot be
emphasized enough. Chiung Chen (2005) has shown that while only one Xinhua46 news
report between April 25 and July 22, 1999 mentioned Falun Gong, in the nine days
following the commencement of the state’s campaign of suppression Xinhua published
100 articles (and nearly the same number in August) all condemning Falun Gong.
The campaign also rested on a third focus: the destruction of Falun Gong media.
This campaign of iconoclasm targeted all Falun Gong media, including CDs, DVDs,
books, websites, etc. Falun Gong books were removed from shops and destroyed and over
See ‘False Fire’ http://www.falsefire.com/ (accessed December 29, 2014).
To get an idea of the kinds of posters used in the campaign against Falun Gong, see Stefan Landsberger’s
website: http://chineseposters.net/themes/falun-gong.php (accessed October 28, 2011). While the iconography
is fascinating, I offer here two examples of the additional discourses used: one reads “Uphold science,
eradicate superstition” and another “Firmly support the decision of the Central Committee to deal with the
illegal organization of ‘Falun Gong’.”
46 Xinhua News is the official press agency of the People's Republic of China.
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80 Internet websites were shut down. On some of Falun Gong’s remaining websites,
photographs are displayed depicting these powerful symbolic and material acts of
iconoclasm, for example the Chinese government’s disposal of piles of Falun Gong books
using large industrial diggers and fires.47 The removal and destruction of various Falun
Gong media demonstrate the Party leaders’ desire to banish Falun Gong from the
mainland, as this destruction would arguably enable the state to cut off important ties
between cities, between practitioners, and between China and the US-based Master Li; in
other words, they aimed to destroy everything that made the practice possible. This focus
on media iconoclasm would seem to reveal that the state understood the power of
material media in making Falun Gong possible and in mobilizing practitioners into (what
was interpreted as) continuing dissent and rebellion. Clearly, through de-legitimization
campaigns and iconoclasm, the state sought to maintain its hegemony over contents and
mass media formats so as to dominate the national media sphere.
The fourth strategy of the state’s campaign of suppression involved the arrest,
punishment, and torture of practitioners. As part of the crackdown, large numbers of
practitioners were arrested and sent to labor camps and prisons, where they could be reeducated and reformed into normal moral citizens. Initially, such campaigns of law
enforcement and punishment were aimed at those closest to Master Li, namely those at
the Beijing-based Falun Dafa Research Society and other main organizers in major cities.
But as the crackdown continued, this was broadened to other practitioners, especially
those who continued to publicly appeal to the government and contest the ban. The
campaign was severe and violent in its execution and numerous accounts of torture and
death at the hands of police and security forces were reported. It would seem that the
main organizers, and especially those refusing to accept the contestation and
criminalization of Falun Gong or give up the practice in custody, were treated most
harshly. Differing from other examples of redemptive societies of the past is the fact that
the state’s campaign took place in an era when China was internationally connected as
perhaps never before. Falun Gong practitioners were both inside and outside of China
and could draw attention to the severity of the state’s campaign. The Chinese state’s
campaign was therefore commented on by overseas governments such as those of the US
and Canada. For example, on July 22, 1999, the official date of the beginning of the
crackdown, the US government criticized and condemned China’s ‘heavy-handed’ tactics
and the violation of international human rights and freedoms.48 Some of the first reports
of harassment and torture also came from Human Rights organizations like Amnesty
International and through the investigative journalism of the Wall Street Journal.49

I refer the reader to James Tong (2002a, 2002b), who discusses in more detail the Chinese state’s campaign
against Falun Gong media.
48 ‘US condemns Chinese sect ban’ http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/401545.stm (accessed December 1,
47

2014).
For example, the Wall Street Journal’s Ian Johnson describes in articles and his book Wild Grass (2004) the
story of a 64-year-old Chinese woman who refused to stop her practice and continued to try to reach
49
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Since this time, the Falun Gong movement has also drawn on similar discourses
such as persecution, human rights violations, and claims of torture and genocide in its
campaigns. Narrated testimonies and images evidencing and proving abuse and torture
have been distributed by human rights organizations, but as I will describe in the next
chapters, increasingly by the movement’s own organizations and media; for example, on
Internet websites, in newspapers and flyers, on photos displayed on boards erected in
public spaces, etc. Such media reveal incidents of torture in the form of images depicting
the mangled and often destroyed bodies of mainland Chinese practitioners. The
abundance of evidence suggests that these claims are not made up, but have a strong basis
in fact.
This section has shown how the Chinese state has suppressed Falun Gong, starting
with the identification and labeling of the movement as a dangerous and illegal ‘evil cult’
bent on disrupting the social and political order of the Chinese nation. The state’s
campaign demonstrates a general struggle over the means – the authority, media, and
practitioners – through which the practice had become possible and could continue to
flourish in mainland China. The campaign also sought to drive a classificatory wedge
between ‘Falun Gong’ and ‘the Party’. Because Falun Gong was being practiced by
millions of people, including senior cadres and those well networked in the Party, the
state’s campaign demanded Falun Gong practitioners and ordinary Chinese to
demonstrate their loyalty to the Party. Clearly, much of the campaign has focused on a
struggle through media so as to appeal to national citizens’ loyalties in the continued
formation of a national body politic. Violence was also central to the state’s campaign,
evident in images showing the performance of violence over practitioners, those ‘enemies
of the nation’ who refused to obey the state and who had instead demonstrated loyalty to
Master Li.
Robin Munro (2000: 119-120) notes how in the era of liberalization, the post-Mao
Chinese state has fallen back on science, law, and psychiatry in its campaigns against its
enemies. Often the Chinese state claims to be offering treatment to ‘sick’ practitioners, in
an attempt to bolster its international image and as new forms of terror (ibid.). For Munro,
political-psychiatric abuse in particular has functioned as a new mechanisms of terror,
used to instill long-term fear in its ideological enemies within the Chinese nation (ibid.).
It is clear that since the commencement of the state’s campaign against Falun Gong,
practitioners have become particularly vulnerable to this kind of state abuse.
As we saw in the previous chapter, Agamben (1998) has emphasized that the two
bodies of the King – the natural human body and the transcendent body – have been
transferred to all citizens of the nation, something allowing the state the power to strip its
enemies to a biological ‘bare life’ and deny rights. Hansen and Stepputat (2005, 2006)

Tiananmen Square to publicly question the ban. She was threatened, arrested, tortured, and eventually killed
in custody.
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similarly emphasized how the state’s ritual practices of performing violence over the
bodies of its citizens can be understood as part of the means by which the modern state
secures sovereign power. States can strip its people of their citizenship rights and they
become ‘naked citizens’ (Appadurai 2013). In the Falun Gong case, the public
performance of violence was communicated indirectly, most often being reported on or
leaked not by the state but by other actors, often by overseas based human rights
organizations and the US based Falun Gong movement. The performance of violence also
took on a Biopower form of institutional treatment, where the state claims to be protecting
and curing practitioners from the dangerous and harmful Falun Gong practice. Through
this process, Falun Gong becomes the public performer of violence and the Chinese state
the legitimate guardian of the nation. While David Ownby (2008a) has highlighted the
importance of weak and strong state periods in explaining why ‘redemptive societies’
flourished or waned, the analysis presented here suggests that the modern Chinese state
is actually strengthened through the process of labeling and enacting violence over
‘deviant’ groups.

Conclusion
This chapter has described Falun Gong’s transformation and separation from the national
post-Mao Qigong Fever in an era of intensifying globalization. Through tracing how new
media were adopted and how Master Li traveled and eventually settled overseas, I have
shown how the movement was transformed in profound ways that would eventually
compromise the post-Maoist state’s regulation of Qigong and religion in the public
sphere. Falun Gong became a distinctive Buddhist-Daoist ‘cultivation practice’
increasingly organized through media and by a master based in the US. Through these
changes, Falun Gong became a different kind of practice, a transnational practice of
mediation, universalizing beyond the center of gravity in Beijing; something that would
have important implications for how authority was organized and how it would be
interpreted by political elites, and eventually the Chinese state.
Media and Master Li’s migration are central for explaining how and why Falun
Gong was able to grow and contest elite criticism, and why the movement was eventually
suppressed by the state. It could be argued that the use of new media and Master Li’s
overseas orientation, and even the transformations they incurred, were inevitable in an
era of intensifying globalization. It may be considered inevitable in the sense that it
occurred at a time when many Chinese migrants, businessmen, and Qigong masters were
teaching overseas, and when Internet usage was rapidly increasing on the mainland. In
short, Falun Gong was simply one part of a more widespread process of intensifying
globalization encountered not just by Falun Gong but by Chinese society more generally.
I argue that initially Falun Gong simply outgrew the Chinese state-backed Qigong scene
and sought only to claim and appeal for their own definition and mediation space; a space
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in which to define themselves as a ‘cultivation practice’ and to maintain authority over
how Falun Gong was publicly represented in a context dominated by political elites and
Chinese state mass media.
Much of Falun Gong’s conflict with the Chinese state can be analyzed in relation
to Chinese elites – orthodox Buddhist and scientific elites, and ultimately the Chinese
Communist Party itself – struggling to maintain control and power over Qigong as a state
defined form of spiritual nationalism and over unofficial expressions of Chinese
religiosity going global. Duara (2003) has suggested that the modern Chinese state is
struggling to maintain control over the ideologies and regimes of Chinese nationalism in
an era of intensified capitalist globalization, because redemptive societies such as Falun
Gong are able to contest its authenticity. This chapter demonstrates how the Chinese
state’s monopoly over defining and regulating Qigong and Chinese religion was
compromised by Falun Gong in a widening transnational space of media representation
and mediation. The state’s reaction to and campaign against Falun Gong is reminiscent of
the way in which Chinese political elites have interpreted religious societies of the past,
classifying and violently suppressing them, and involving the total erasure of such
religious societies and their replacement with a more encompassing imperial and modern
state.
Although the post-Mao state’s policy was based on the secularization premise that
religion was false and would eventually disappear (a view that meant that the regulation
of religion was disorganized and often decided upon locally), the state has now shifted
back to a position much like that of the emperor during imperial times (Madsen 2010).
Arguably, since 1999 the central state has asserted itself as the supreme authority in terms
of deciding between acceptable and condemned religion; the state is master and religion
the follower (ibid.). The Chinese state now engages in a nostalgic re-invention of the
imperial age in an attempt to become the hegemonic guardian of Chinese nationalism and
the sacred destiny of Chinese modernity (ibid.). This conforms to Peter Van der Veer’s
(2014) recent assertion that the post-Maoist Chinese state has resorted to a neo-Confucian
form of spiritual nationalism. In addition to the wielding of violence against its internal
enemies, the state’s engagement in mediating authentic Chinese heritage is now central
to its claims of legitimacy and sovereignty (Duara 2003).
As we shall see in the following chapters, from the new headquarters in New York
the Falun Gong movement continues to contest the Chinese state’s classification and
persecution of mainland practitioners from outside of China. As contesting claims and
representations collide and struggles over media continue in the widening spaces
connecting China and the US, mainland Chinese, overseas Chinese, and non-Chinese
people around the world are being exposed to radically contradictory and polarized truth
claims about Falun Gong as it becomes more and more difficult to decipher between
Qigong and religion, Chinese culture, and entertainment. The question of truth seems to
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dominate the movement’s concerns and projects. From New York and Hong Kong, the
Falun Gong movement has sought not only to criticize the state on the grounds of its harsh
persecution of Falun Gong, but they are also positioning themselves as guardians of
authentic Chinese heritage, a heritage that is exorcized of the polluting influence of the
‘foreign’ and ‘imposed’ Communist Party. In New York and Hong Kong, the movement
seems to be simultaneously universalizing while also maintaining its connections to the
mainland, pivoting between global spirituality and Chinese heritage.

Table 1: Timeline of Master Li’s travels overseas (1995-1999) 50
PLACE

DATE

Paris (France)

March 13-19, 1995

Gothenburg/Stockholm (Sweden)

April 6-20, 1995

Taiwan

April 1995

Hong Kong

May 13, 1995

Hong Kong

July 15, 1996

Singapore #51

July 28, 1996

Sydney (Australia) #

August 3, 1996

Bangkok (Thailand)

August 20, 1996

San Francisco Bay Area (US) #

October 5, 1996

Houston (US) #

October 12, 1996

New York (US)

October 20, 1996

Beijing (China) #

November 2 + 11, 1996

Sydney (Australia)

November 26, 1996

New York (US) #

March 22-23, 1997

San Francisco (US) #

April 6, 1997

Hong Kong

July 14, 1997

Taiwan

November 1997

New York (US) #

March 29-20, 1998

Toronto (Canada)

May 1998

Note that unless otherwise stated, much of this data is derived from Falun Gong sources:
http://www.faluninfo.net/topic/24 (accessed October 25, 2011) and http://www.pureinsight.org/node/2097
(accessed December 19, 2011).
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# indicates which lectures have been translated into English and placed as articles on the clearwisdom
website.
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Frankfurt (Germany) #

May 30-31, 1998

Changchun (China) #

July 26, 1998

Taiwan

July 29-30, 1998

Singapore #

August 22-23, 1998

Geneva (Switzerland) #

September 4-5, 1998

New York (US)

October 18, 1998

Los Angeles (US) #

February 21-22, 1999

New York (US) #

March 1999

Sydney (Australia) #

May 2-3, 1999

Auckland (New Zealand) #

May 8, 1999

Toronto (Canada) #

May 23, 1999

Chicago (US) #

June 26, 1999

Table 2: Timeline of major Falun Gong events (1992-1999)
1992 (May 13)

Master Li gives first public lecture in Changchun.

1992 (September)

Falun Gong officially recognized by CQRS.

1992 – 1993 (March)

Master Li lectures in Beijing.

1993 (April)

First book China Falun Gong published by Yiwen Press (emphasizes
Gong).

1993 – 1994

Master Li travels and lectures in major cities around China.

1994 (September)

Videotapes of exercise instructions published by the national Beijing
Television Art Center Publishing House.

1994 (December 31)

Master Li’s last public lecture in China given in Dalian.

1995 (January)

The Zhuan Falun book published by the national Radio & Television
Broadcasting Press of China.

1995 (March)

Master Li begins to lecture publically overseas (France, Sweden, etc.).

1996 (March)

Falun Gong withdraws from state-run CQRS and tries to register with
three other state administered organizations – all denied.

1996 (April 13)

First experience sharing conference.

1996 (June)

The first criticisms voiced by Buddhist elites through state-run media.
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1996 (July)

Zhuan Falun book banned by the China News Publishing Bureau for
‘spreading superstition’.52

1996 (autumn)

Master Li tours and files for immigration in the US (Tong 2001).

1996

Use of email, websites, and group discussions begins.

1996

Master Li begins coordinating Falun Gong mainly through telephone,
fax, email, and online bulletin boards.

1997

Investigations launched by China’s Public Security Bureau into Falun
Gong is a ‘heretical teaching’ or ‘evil cult’ (xiejiao).

1997 (December 25-31) Practitioners from the US, Europe, Australia, Hong Kong, and other
countries attend an international experience sharing conference in
Beijing.
1997/1998 (February)

Master Li’s visa granted in the US.53

1998 (April)

Beginning of regular Falun Gong demonstrations at various
newspaper and TV media outlets.54

1998 (July)

China’s Ministry of Public Security labels Falun Gong ‘xiejiao’ and
begins investigations.

1998

Zhuan Falun translated into English by the translation group Falun
Xiulian Dafa in Beijing.

1999 (May 30)

Minghui and clearwisdom websites launched abroad by overseas
practitioners.

1999 (April 24)

45 practitioners beaten outside Tianjing Public Security Bureau.

1999 (April 24)

Master Li has a stopover in Beijing, en route between the US and
Australia (Ownby 2008a).

1999 (April 25)

10,000 practitioners congregate in front of the Zhongnanhai
Communist Party compound in Beijing.

1999 (June 10)

6:10 Office established under the direction of Jiang Zemin.55

1999 (July 20)

A number of prominent Falun Gong representatives are arrested.

1999 (July 20)

Large numbers of practitioners travel to the Central Appeals Office in
Beijing.

Palmer (2007: 247) notes that although officially banned in 1996, the Zhuan Falun was published out of Hong
Kong between 1996 and 1997, and then from 1998-1999 various mainland publishers resumed mass
publication.
53 On Falun Gong’s ‘pure insight’ website it is claimed that Master Li immigrated to the US in 1996, see:
http://www.pureinsight.org/node/2097 (accessed December 19, 2011). In academic sources, Wong and Liu
(1999) and Carlyle (2002) claim that Master Li was granted a US visa in February 1997, while Tong (2002) and
Porter (2001) claim that the visa was granted in February 1998.
54 April 1998 is the date of the beginning of these investigations, according to Palmer (2007: 255), and they
continued until July 1999.
55 The 6:10 Office was an extrajudicial security apparatus set up to investigate, detain, try, and generally
persecute Falun Gong practitioners.
52
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1999 (July 22)

Falun Gong is officially banned, and the propaganda and persecution
begins.
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Chapter Three

Clarifying the Truth at the Global Headquarters:
Tracing the Falun Gong Movement in Public Spaces in
New York City

In September 2007, I began fieldwork on Falun Gong in New York with a mixture
of nervousness and excitement about investigating such a politically sensitive
movement. Since being criminalized and violently suppressed in China in 1999,
the Chinese state had extended its campaign of de-legitimization overseas, mainly
through Chinese language media reports and embassy websites, doing its best to
stamp out its influence and growth around the world. New York City holds a
special significance for the movement, since this is where Master Li resides, and
the city hosts a burgeoning assortment of politicized Falun Gong media; it is the
home base of the Epoch Times newspaper, New Tang Dynasty Television, and a
large-scale Chinese cultural show organized by Divine Performing Arts. The Falun
Gong movement based in New York is not only involved in actively contesting
how the movement has been defined and represented by the Chinese state, but is
also engaged in producing distinct views and mediations of Chinese history,
culture, and heritage. But New York is a special location for other reasons as well.
Consider the political and cultural place of New York City in the global imaginary,
its unique role as a hub of international finance, as a cultural capital and a Mecca
for moguls, as well as a city famous for figures that rose or reinvented themselves
there; not to mention the thriving Chinatowns in three of its five boroughs. It
would therefore seem to be an ideal backdrop for the exiled Chinese figurehead
Master Li and the Falun Gong movement to thrive. It also represents a stage where
several kinds of searches for ‘truth’ play out.
When I arrived in New York, I was a newcomer, both to Falun Gong and
to the city. Despite numerous fieldwork plans and proposals, preliminary
research, language and martial arts study, despite all my background and
preparation, I nevertheless felt concerned about how I would be viewed as an
anthropologist. How would my scientific research be interpreted? Would I be
accepted? How would I find a place among Falun Gong participants in this
sprawling metropolis? What scientific findings and truths might I be able to
discover about Falun Gong? How might my own understandings of spiritual truth
be challenged or developed? In the beginning, I conducted online research, first
on www.falundafa.org (the official and global Falun Gong website) before I found
www.falun-ny.net (a website dedicated to Falun Gong in New York), which
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showed me a list of ‘practice sites’ where people meet to engage in Falun Gong
exercises. Along with the locations and addresses of sites (in both Chinese and
English), the website provided contact names, telephone numbers, and email
addresses of the persons responsible for organizing the exercises.56 The exercises
were presented as being good for health and open to all. From the website, I made
a list of all the exercise practice sites and then stuck pins into a city map on my
wall. Looking at the list and map, it was obvious that the practice sites tended to
be organized in public parks and had been established widely across several
neighborhoods in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens (the boroughs with
Chinatowns and big Chinese and Asian-American populations).
The next day, I travelled across the city visiting various practice sites. In
the beginning, only cautiously observing and making notes from a safe distance.
This resulted in observations concerning the diversity of the neighborhoods and
park spaces in which practice sites had been established, but also initial
observations about practitioners. Most practice sites were organized and attended
by small clusters of late middle-aged and elderly women (Chinese and nonChinese); I observed elderly Chinese women in an urban park in Manhattan’s
Chinatown and late middle-aged and retired African-American women in a green
park in Brooklyn. There was also a group of middle-aged and elderly Eastern
European women who practiced the exercises at Brighton Beach in Brooklyn.
Other practice sites – those that took place on weekends or just once a week in the
evenings – were attended by larger numbers of people who were more diverse in
terms of ethnicity, age, and gender. Falun Gong exercises were thus being
organized at practice sites in public parks stretching across New York’s diverse
neighborhoods and being practiced by overseas Chinese and non-Chinese people.

Figure 7. Falun Gong exercises in Manhattan Chinatown and in Brooklyn

In addition to park practice sites, it wasn’t difficult to find traces of Falun
Gong in New York’s urban spaces, because the movement enjoys a strong public
presence, especially in Chinatown neighborhoods. Although my initial
56

http://falun-ny.net/falun-gong-new-york-schedule.htm (English) http://falun-ny.net/gb/schedule_gb.htm

(Chinese) (last accessed 05-03-2011).
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observations were fragmentary, over time I realized that Falun Gong practitioners
were engaged in a wide variety of campaigns in the city, evident in the form of
public parades, vigils, human rights events, the distribution of Epoch Times
newspapers at metro stops, posters advertising Chinese cultural performances,
and various ‘Quit the Party’ centers that seek to convince overseas Chinese to quit
their membership of the Chinese Communist Party.
After encountering Falun Gong exercises and campaigns in New York’s
public spaces, I wondered how best to introduce myself to practitioners. During
my early searches on the New York-based Falun Gong website, I noticed an
introductory exercise class at Columbia University taking place on a weekday
evening. This introduction class seemed appropriate for me as a beginner and took
place in a (university) context that I felt I could easily blend into. After cautiously
emailing the contact person organizing the class and explaining ambiguously that
I was interested to know more about Falun Gong for my PhD research, I received
an enthusiastic email inviting me to come along the following week. At Columbia
University, I met Zhang.
Zhang was a neatly dressed and attentive mainland China born man of
about 38. He had lived in Germany, where he had studied for his PhD in physics
and had first discovered Falun Gong. Several years before we met, Zhang had
been searching for information concerning physics and the paranormal, as part of
his personal lifelong “search for the truth.” On the Internet, he had stumbled
across Master Li’s Zhuan Falun book and discovered teachings that he believed
could explain clearly and convincingly paranormal phenomena in a way that
Western science could not. Zhang was gripped and hadn’t looked back since. After
completing his PhD, he moved to New York to work in the physics department at
Columbia University, organizing exercise classes as a means of introducing Falun
Gong to mainly overseas Chinese students studying there. Despite openly sharing
his story of how he had come into contact with Falun Gong, the tone of our
conversation changed drastically when I enquired more about the movement’s
activities in New York. He was immediately hesitant.57 Brushing aside his concern
with modesty over his limited knowledge of events in New York, Zhang referred
me to Carl, a coordinator of the Falun Dafa Association of New York. My hopes to
cautiously conduct research had been foiled at the very beginning of my
fieldwork, but perhaps it was better this way.
Through email, Carl suggested we meet for lunch in Manhattan’s financial
district – a curious location, I thought. I was surprised when a middle-aged white
American man in a business suit approached me with a hand and a smile. “Hi,
you must be Scott!” I had expected a coordinator of the New York Falun Dafa
Association to be Chinese. Carl was a tall, fair-haired, blue eyed, broad-framed,
and well composed man in his late 30s. As we crossed the road steering towards
a New York style sandwich deli, Carl made polite conversation, explaining how
he worked for a software development company in the financial district. In the
Zhang mentioned that there had been some controversial disputes at Columbia University between Falun
Gong practitioners, who regularly organized events at Columbia as a means of raising awareness of Falun
Gong, and a Columbia University Chinese student organization. The incident had been reported in various
newspapers and Zhang was concerned about being quoted on what he said in relation to Falun Gong. This
revealed a general concern he had about his individual role in the public mediation of Falun Gong.
57
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deli, we bought sandwiches and found seats. As we began eating, I casually
questioned Carl about how he had become involved with Falun Gong.
Carl had started a PhD in molecular biology, but eventually dropped out
because it didn’t cohere with his long-term desire to “search for the truth”; I had
stumbled upon yet another middle-aged, highly educated male scientist seeking
the truth! Carl explained that he was looking for something believable, but also a
way to live with dignity and morality. Previously he had dabbled in the ideas of
Carlos Castaneda and Tibetan Buddhism to try to help him deal with mainly
personal and moral struggles. Carl and the small group of non-Chinese people at
the software company where he worked had previously followed a Tibetan
Buddhist Master before he died. A new Chinese employee began working for
them in 1999 and had introduced them all to Falun Gong. In contrast with Zhang’s
immediate attraction to Falun Gong, Carl didn’t initially understand the Zhuan
Falun book, nor did he like the exercises. However, after practicing the exercises
and reading the Zhuan Falun three times (as was suggested by his Chinese
colleague), he became more interested and eventually decided to stick with it.
When the persecution started in mid-1999, Carl initially paid little attention to it,
not realizing how serious it was. But when he heard the stories of arrests, beatings,
and torture, he got more involved. Since this time, he has been using his skills as
a software developer and had become active in setting up and managing websites
about the persecution. He had travelled to Beijing in 2002 where, along with other
non-Chinese practitioners, he had unfurled banners on Tiananmen Square reading
‘Falun Gong is Good’ (Falun Dafa Hao) and ‘Truthfulness, Compassion, and
Forbearance’ (Zhen, Shan, Ren). Carl had also been selected by Master Li himself
to be a coordinator of the Falun Dafa Association in New York.

In many ways, Zhang and Carl were different. One was Chinese, the other nonChinese; one had migrated to the US, the other was born in the US; and they each came
to Falun Gong via different avenues, Zhang via the Internet and Carl via his new
colleague, a Falun Gong practitioner. But Zhang and Carl were similar in the sense that
their encounters with Falun Gong were made possible by the fact that practices and
teachings were available to them in the form of media (websites, books, etc.). They were
also both highly educated male scientists actively seeking answers to existential questions
in the form of a ‘search for the truth’; a truth they had now found in Falun Gong. Perhaps
the attraction for those with a hard scientific background lies in Falun Gong’s practical
appeal. It is often presented as eminently pragmatic: follow these steps, perform these
exercises, and sooner or later you will notice specific results that are identified, named,
and placed in a sort of hierarchy, or at least in terms of stages of progress that are claimed
to be closer to ‘the Truth’. In any case, Zhang and Carl in no way embodied naïve and
brainwashed Chinese zealots— the image that the Chinese government uses to portray
Falun Gong practitioners in their de-legitimization campaigns. They were, rather,
ethnically diverse and highly educated people with professional skills and knowledge,
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people who had become important in terms of initiating campaigns and setting up media
in New York.
This chapter focuses on introducing and describing how Falun Gong practitioners
have organized practices and campaigns in public spaces in New York. I provide an
ethnographic sketch of the Falun Gong practitioners who make up the movement in New
York, and particularly how they organized exercises and campaigns understood as
‘clarifying the truth’ in public spaces. Relevant issues concern how and why these
practitioners first encountered Falun Gong and became incorporated into the movement’s
campaigns, how the exercises and ‘truth clarification’ practices were being organized and
transformed in New York, and how these processes related to ongoing transnational
appeals and competitions with the Chinese state over truth claims about Falun Gong and
Chinese heritage. This chapter pairs with the following one on Hong Kong: both engage
with academic discussions concerning transnational religion, media, and the public
sphere.
Anthropological research has emphasized how nation states seek to develop
unbounded forms of nationalism so as to appeal to overseas subjects and incorporate
them into nation building processes back home (Ang 2004, Basch, Schiller and Blanc 1995,
Ong and Nonini 1997, Sunier, Van der Linden, Van de Bovenkamp 2016, Van Der Veer
2004, Wang 1993). Projects of transnationalism often appeal to ethnic identities and
national or political loyalties, and thus entail a competition with or a downplaying of
other governments and loyalties in the host and settlement nation (cf. Sunier, Van der
Linden, Van de Bovenkamp 2016, Van der Veer 2004: 6). Religion was largely ignored in
early debates about transnationalism (Levitt 2003), and most research on transnational
religions has focused on the important role of migration and ethnicity (such as in work
concerning diasporas) in the founding of religious organizations and the distribution of
religious practices, often through chains of remittance and networks (Guest 2003, Hepner
2003, Levitt 2003, Vasquez and Marquardt 2000, Vertovec 2000, Weller 2003). However, a
small body of research has also noted how transnational religions in the US are
undergoing processes of transformation in terms of their ethnic membership (through the
inclusion of multi-ethnic people), teachings, and styles of worship that bear similarity to
Christian formats, as part of the universalization of religion (Komjathy 2004, Reed 2001,
Seigler 2006, Yang and Ebaugh 2001).
In the specific case of Chinese transnationalism, Wang Gungwu (1993: 926-927)
argues that the concept of ‘overseas Chinese’ (huaqiao) is a construct of the Chinese state,
one used to refer to sojourners considered to be residing only temporarily abroad, and so
ignoring the fact that many become incorporated into the foreign nations in which they
reside. Others have focused more on the Chinese state’s development of Chinese
transnationalism to appeal to overseas Chinese based on national and ethnic identities
and loyalties (Ang 2004, Ong and Nonini 1997, Duara 2003). Duara (2003) has noted how
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the Chinese state has developed new ways of including and securing the loyalties of
overseas Chinese through an emphasis on the immanence and authenticity of Chinese
sacred myths of nationhood; he points out how the state’s claim to authority over this
process is central for maintaining sovereign power in China, but also shows how this is
now being contested from overseas by transnational groups such as Falun Gong.
This chapter concerns how Falun Gong is being organized and translated into the
public spaces of New York. I am interested to examine how this process relates to the
continuing spread and universalization of the movement. Below, in part one, I introduce
Falun Gong in New York in more detail, especially focusing on the politicized media
organizations and campaigns that have been initiated in the global city and are now found
all over the world. Part two focuses on Falun Gong practitioners in New York, providing
more details about their identities and motivations, how they first encountered Falun
Gong, and their role in the movement. In part three, Falun Gong’s Qigong exercises in
New York are the main focus. I introduce and describe the varying neighborhood park
spaces in which Falun Gong exercises were being organized and the stories of three
women whom I encountered in these spaces. In part four, I discuss how practices
understood by practitioners as ‘clarifying the truth’ were organized and took shape as
campaigns in New York’s public spaces. I compare two Falun Gong events, a ‘human
rights’ event in downtown Manhattan and a ‘Quit the Party’ event in Queens Chinatown.
Through this comparison, I show how New York has become the movement’s global city
headquarters for clarifying the truth about Falun Gong. From this base, an increasingly
diverse number of Falun Gong practitioners contest the Chinese state’s truth claims about
the movement and its authority to define authentic Chinese heritage, and they compete
for overseas Chinese and non-Chinese people’s loyalties in the neighborhood and urban
spaces that make up New York’s public sphere. I end by reflecting on some of the
dilemmas facing the movement related to the inclusion of non-Chinese people and the
framing of Falun Gong through human rights in New York.

Introducing Fa lun Gong in New York
Since Master Li’s move to New York, and especially since the persecution began, many
media organizations and campaigns have been launched. Falun Gong practitioners based
in New York have founded and operate the Falun Dafa Information Centre, the Epoch
Times newspaper, the New Tang Dynasty Television station, and the Divine Performing
Arts. Taken together, the movement thus owns and controls what could be called a
Chinese cultural media empire based in New York, though these organizations and
campaigns are often not clearly or overtly linked with Falun Gong. Over time,
practitioners connected to the New York movement have implanted the abovementioned
media organizations and campaigns in other countries all over the world. All of the
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following campaigns are understood by the movement as an important part of the process
of clarifying the truth about Falun Gong.
The Falun Dafa Information Centre is a website founded in New York in 2001 by
Gail Rachlin, Levi Browdi, and Scott Chinn, all non-Chinese US nationals who practice
Falun Gong. The website provides information resources about Falun Gong in China, and
particularly focuses on describing and analyzing the Chinese state’s persecution of
Chinese practitioners. On the website, one can find details of the names of people who
have been arrested, imprisoned, tortured, and killed, information about the Chinese
state’s campaign of persecution, and large volumes of evidence to support claims of
human rights violations. While the website is clearly and transparently identified with the
Falun Gong movement, many of the other media and campaigns that I discuss below were
set up by practitioners in New York but are not identified with the movement by name.
According to its website, the New Tang Dynasty Television station was first
established by Chinese Americans in 2001. Although its focus is on providing uncensored
news coverage as an alternative to Chinese state-run television, the TV station also claims
to potentially report to over 100 million viewers in over a dozen languages.58
First appearing on the Internet in 2003, the Epoch Times was established as a print
newspaper in August 2004 and is now available in over 19 different languages, but with
the highest circulation among Chinese speaking people.59 Outside of China and Taiwan,
the Epoch Times now claims to be the world’s largest Chinese language newspaper.
Although not officially and publically associated with the Falun Gong movement, until
recently the president of the newspaper was a relative of Master Li60 and, as far as could
ascertain, all people working there are practitioners of Falun Gong.
The Nine Commentaries on the Chinese Communist Party was first published in
special editions of the Epoch Times newspaper and later converted into a documentary
film and book format. It is currently published by the Epoch Times in New York and is
often re-printed and distributed from Taiwan. The Nine Commentaries is a historical
narrative of Mao’s Cultural Revolution, the Tiananmen Square massacre, and the
persecution of Falun Gong. Although there is some suggestion that the book was partly
written in China,61 it is likely that it was edited by senior staff of the Epoch Times in New

http://english.ntdtv.com/ntdtv_en/aboutus.html (accessed March 9, 2011).
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/about-us.html (accessed March 9, 2011).
60 For example, the Epoch Times’s vice president was, until recently, Li Jiguang – Master Li’s brother-in-law.
http://www.facts.org.cn/Reports/China/201210/t155067.htm (accessed November 22, 2012).
61 The exact author of the Nine Commentaries is not clearly identified. On the Epoch Times website, it is claimed
that the identity of the author(s) is being kept secret because of the political sensitivity of the book and the
need to protect them. Despite this, in 2005 Zheng Yichun – an ethnic Korean, former English professor, and
freelance cyber dissident based on the Chinese mainland – was sentenced to 7 years’ imprisonment by the
Chinese authorities based on the accusation of being one of the authors of the book:
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/content/view/14582/,
http://www.rsf.org/Appeal-court-upholdsprison.html, http://www.cpj.org/reports/2008/06/12iii-2.php (accessed November 22, 2012).
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York and even partly directed and written by the hand of Master Li himself (as one
practitioner claimed). All events are described as atrocities demonstrating the evil history
and nature of the Chinese Communist Party. The book claims that Chinese people have
been denied the right to know their true history and the true nature of the Party, which is
defined as an ‘evil cult’. It is also claimed that communism is an evil specter from the
West, which has been imposed on a previously rich and prosperous Chinese civilization.
Following the publication of the Nine Commentaries book, the global Quit the Party
(tuidang) campaign was initiated. This seems to be directed by the scientist and
controversial figure Wang Wenyi,62 and appeals to mainland Chinese people across the
world to join millions in quitting their membership of the Chinese Communist Party. On
websites and at special centers, overseas Chinese people are invited to fill in quit forms
(using pseudonyms) to renounce their membership.63 The Epoch Times website claims that
some millions of Chinese have quit the party since the campaign began. Along with
others, Wang Wenyi has also played a prominent role in researching cases of organ
harvesting in Chinese prisons, which led to the Canadian attorneys David Matas and
David Kilgour’s report, later published as ‘Bloody Harvest’, and various website
campaigns.64
On their website, the New York-based Divine Performing Arts is described as a
group of musicians, artists, and performers from the Chinese diaspora who are engaged
in a mission to revive traditional Chinese culture destroyed by the Chinese Communist
Party.65 Since being founded in 2006, the Divine Performing Arts has organized various
singing, arts, dancing, and martial arts competitions, mainly in New York but also
elsewhere (including Taiwan), seemingly as a way of recruiting young and skilled
Chinese people for the Divine Performing Arts’ various performances; these include the
‘Holiday Wonders’ (a show that takes place around Christmas time) and the ‘Chinese
Spectacular’ (for Chinese New Year), now known as Shenyun. Although initiated in New
York, these shows claim to demonstrate authentic Chinese culture to audiences in the US,
and now they also tour all over the world.
I have described how, starting in 2001, Falun Gong practitioners in New York have
established a wide variety of media organizations that engage in print journalism,
television, documentary film, entertainment, and the arts. This remarkable achievement
Wang Wenyi is a mainland China born Falun Gong practitioner with a PhD in biomedicine. She is a
prominent figure in the Falun Gong movement, active in various projects, works for the Epoch Times, and is
perhaps best known outside of the movement as the Falun Gong practitioner who drew widespread media
attention when she screamed at President Hu Jintao on a visit to Washington in April 2006.
63 It should be explained that there are approximately 75 million members of the Communist Party, as
officially recognized by the CCP. However, membership is understood in a more broad sense in the
movement’s campaign and can be considered to include most people born in mainland China since the
founding of the People’s Republic.
64 See for example: http://bloodyharvest.info/ and http://www.stoporganharvesting.org (last accessed June 30,
2016).
65 http://www.shenyunperformingarts.org/company/about-the-company (accessed March 9, 2011).
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has seemingly relied on attracting practitioners from outside of New York and the US
through an initiative launched in 2002 named the ‘Manhattan Project’.66 Through Falun
Gong websites, the Manhattan Project invited practitioners from all over the world to visit
or live in New York in order to help establish Falun Gong. These media ventures all aim
to influence public opinion about Falun Gong, the Chinese Communist Party and its
persecution of the movement, and to produce “uncensored” and “authentic” versions of
Chinese heritage and civilization. In New York, Chinese cultural heritage is distinguished
from Chinese Communism – often referred to as a “foreign ideology.” Although founded
in New York, these media are becoming increasingly global in their reach, as transnational
connections are forged and as they are organized by practitioners all around the world.
In the mediated cultural landscape of this global city – a major command post of the global
economy and new service industries with their global networks (Sassen 1991) –
boundaries between Chinese religion, politics, news, and entertainment all seem to merge,
blur, and globalize into a form of Chinese heritage divorced from the Party.
These findings resonate with other research on transnationalims, especially those
emphasizing how transnational religion functions to not only bind people to the state but
also other outcomes such as disengagement (Sunier, Van der Linden, Van de Bovenkamp
2016) and conflict (Duara 2003, Salemink 2011). These findings also bear similarities to
research on religion, media and the public sphere. Here, emphasis is often placed on how
states seek hegemony over mass media and regulate the place of religion in the public
sphere (Eisenlohr 2012: 49, Meyer 2009: 19), especially those with transnational
connections and emphasizing human rights (Salemink 2011). Other research similarly
shows how, in order to secure its success, religion must take an ever greater presence in
the public sphere, often blurring distinctions between religion, entertainment, and politics
(Eisenlohr 2012: 41-42, Meyer 2009: 19). Falun Gong appears to following a similar
trajectory. This blurring of boundaries is demonstrative of the movement’s desire to not
only contest the definition and persecution of Falun Gong, but increasingly the cultural
production of news, history, and Chinese culture. The movement’s focus on setting up
their own media is also crucially important here. Faye Ginsburg (1991) describes how
aboriginal people in Australia’s dominated public sphere have been setting up their own
media, which also connects to the US and globally; she interprets such ‘indigenous media’
as important cultural products and social processes – as cultural mediations – with the
power to transform cultural identities that have been greatly socially, economically, and
politically disrupted. Given the fact that the Chinese state actively deploys its own delegitimization campaigns against Falun Gong overseas and seeks to claim a hegemony on
transnational news (especially in the Chinese vernacular) and Chinese heritage more
The ‘Manhattan Project’ was also the code name given to the development of the atomic bomb, which was
headquartered in Manhattan because of its port connections, the presence of the military, the availability of
European scientists, and Columbia University. The instigators of the Falun Gong Manhattan Project must
surely have been aware of this earlier project, which led to the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.
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generally, from New York we can see that through mass media and entertainment
enterprises, the Falun Gong movement now contests on a transnational stage the Chinese
state’s authority to define and mediate authentic Chinese heritage. The movement can
now be seen to be increasingly representing itself to the world, based on its own truth
claims, and based on its own ideas about the sacred essence of Chinese civilization in
ways which were not possible for other Chinese spiritual nationalisms (Van der Veer
2014) or the almost forgotten redemptive societies of the Republican era (Duara 2001).
Michael Taussig (1993) has argued that cultural appropriation often takes place
through a process of mimesis and alterity: copying the behavior or culture of a dominating
Other so as to both create difference and perform a form of sympathetic magic or power
over the mimicked. I interpret Falun Gong’s definition of the Chinese state as an ‘evil cult’
and foreign imposter as a form of mimesis and alterity in a similar sense. From its New
York media headquarters, the Falun Gong movement is now also producing new forms
of Chinese heritage that are going global. They are in direct competition with and
divorced from the Party, and even appeal to people to quit the Party. As the Chinese state
has defined Falun Gong as an ‘evil cult’ and mobilizes its own sacred myths of nationhood
and transnationalism (Duara 2003), Falun Gong might be understood as engaging in a
process of mimesis and difference as a way of challenging Chinese state sovereign power.
The fact that most of these campaigns downplay and even cover up the role of Falun Gong
practitioners, and especially Master Li, in their production is also interesting here. Mattijs
van de Port (2011b) has described how the work of human production is often denied in
cultural artifacts that seek to establish themselves as immediate, authentic, or sacred, often
based on claims that they are ‘not made by [the] human hand’. Arguably, by denying the
role of Falun Gong’s hand, the movement seeks to remove its own intentions – and any
resulting suspicions – in a way that facilitates credibility for their claims and cultural
productions, as they proliferate in public and electronic spaces in New York, but also
increasingly around the world.
In section four of this chapter, I will explore in more detail how these campaigns
have been mobilized in New York’s public spaces. First, however, we need to better
understand who the practitioners are that make up the movement in New York.

Fa lun Gong pra ctitioners in New York
Most research has emphasized Falun Gong’s continuity and survival by reference to
overseas Chinese practitioners and the Chinese diaspora (Ackerman 2005, Burgdoff 2003,
Chen 2003a, McDonald 2006, Ownby 2003, Palmer 2005, ter Haar 2002). In South-East Asia
(Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia), Falun Gong also appears to be made up of an
almost entirely ethnic Chinese community (Ackerman 2005: 496). David Ownby’s
research in North America (in Montreal and Toronto in 2000) suggests that 90% of
practitioners were ethnic-Chinese (Ownby 2003a). In many locations, we have little
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knowledge about these Chinese practitioners and what their motivations are. According
to Barend ter Haar (2002: 13), transnational ethnic Chinese practitioners tend to be
students and well educated persons, and/or Chinese with a technical and science
background.67 In North America, practitioners identified by Ownby (2003a) were on
average 40 years of age and tended to have migrated from northern China from 1989
onwards. Rather than being from marginalized backgrounds, they were well educated,
often university graduates with high incomes (Burgdoff 2003, Ownby 2003a, Porter 2003).
Thus Shepherd (2005: 401) suggests that practitioners tend to be the winners of the global
game, namely overseas Chinese who have prospered (and are therefore socially
conservative and morally dogmatic and anti-communist). Kevin McDonald (2006) argues
that overseas Chinese practitioners can be best divided into two groups: people with a
scientific background, living in a world of science and technology, and marginalized older
people with health issues. Although there are some exceptions (Duara 2003, Palmer 2003,
Porter 2003: 114, 128-9), most research has tended to either ignore or downplay the
number and role of non-Chinese practitioners within the Falun Gong movement.
Shepherd, for example, goes no further than commenting that non-Chinese practitioners
are seeking an “Eastern fix” to their spiritual quest and are interpreted as socially liberal
and morally relativist “New Age romantics” (2005: 401). Ownby (2003a) and Chen (2003b)
seem to dismiss Western practitioners as a minority group searching for the truth and
answers, although Ownby does allude to their possible future role and significance
(2003a: 310).
According to an official at the New York Falun Dafa Association, there were
approximately 1000 Falun Gong practitioners in New York (in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and
Queens) in 2007 when I conducted my fieldwork. I was able to personally meet and speak
with a total of 85 practitioners. The majority of the practitioners I met were female (74%
were female and 26% male).68 The practitioners were diverse in age, with an average
estimated age of 46. In terms of years of experience with the practice, I found a great
diversity, ranging from a few days to over 10 years, and an average length of time of
practice of 6 years. In an interview with a practitioner who was an official coordinator and
representative of Falun Gong in New York – through the New York Falun Dafa
Association – it was claimed that 90% of the 1000 practitioners in New York were overseas
Chinese people, who had not been born in the US but had arrived at the end of the 1980s
and into the 1990s. This estimate makes sense in relation to the findings of other research
on Falun Gong (just discussed above) and the Chinese migrant population in the US.
Interestingly, the time period of migration mentioned also correlates with a general
increase in Chinese migration to the US, especially students and professional migrants
http://faculty.orinst.ox.ac.uk/terhaar/falun.htm (accessed November, 3 2015).
All of the statistics that I present for New York are based on a total sample size of 85 people. This number
represents those people I was able to meet and speak to, and is thus not representative of the total number
and diversity of practitioners in New York. As will be seen below, my data is slightly skewed because of my
specific interest in non-Chinese practitioners. Thus of these 85 practitioners, almost half were non-Chinese.
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who were offered Green Cards (which provide permanent residency and permission to
work) by the US government during and following the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre.
The earliest groups of Chinese migrants to the US and New York tended to be Cantonese
speakers from the south of China, and since being in the US they have become
increasingly critical of Chinese Communism and outspoken in favor of Taiwan
independence. Wang Gungwu (1993: 940-943) has also highlighted how in the 1980s and
1990s, overseas Chinese tended to be aging professionals and experts in science and
technology who maintained links to and identified with the mainland, while distancing
themselves from the Party and wanting more democracy and human rights in China.
Despite the dominance of these late 1980s/early 1990s migrants, during fieldwork
I encountered many younger and recently migrated overseas Chinese people practicing
Falun Gong in New York. They included overseas Chinese students and migrants with
one or two year visas who had become involved with the movement since being in the
US. Some were ‘illegal migrants’, either those who had ventured to the US through illegal
means or who had stayed on after their visas had expired. These practitioners are
arguably representative of the changing overseas Chinese population in the US as a
whole. Over the last ten to fifteen years, the overseas Chinese population has greatly
diversified. Many recent Chinese migrants tend to be engaged in chain migration, i.e.
family sponsored immigration to bring family members over to the US, and they now
make up an estimated half of the total Chinese population in the US.69 These more recent
Chinese migrants have less professional training, come from coastal areas like Fujian
province, and tend to be loyal to the Chinese Communist Party (cf. Guest 2003).
It became increasingly apparent to me during my research that many recently
migrated Chinese were becoming involved with Falun Gong because of visa problems, in
the hope that by being associated with a persecuted religious movement they could
receive asylum in the US. These overseas Chinese attended exercise practice sites in
Chinatown, and their relatives took photos of them during the exercise session so as to
have photographic evidence of their identity as Falun Gong practitioners. Other
practitioners in New York referred to such groups as ‘asylum practitioners’. While aware
of their intensions, practitioners discussed and tolerated the group because of their
potential usefulness for clarifying the truth to other Chinese in New York and China. They
also entertained the possibility that they might have a predestined relationship with Falun
Gong, the assumption being that through practicing the exercises, asylum practitioners
could potentially enlighten to the profound truth of Falun Gong and become genuine
practitioners; a conception reminiscent of how Wang in Hong Kong interpreted my PhD
research.

Department of Homeland Security Annual Flow Report (2006)
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/publications/IS-4496_LPRFlowReport_04vaccessible.pdf
(accessed November 12, 2014).
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Despite the prominence of overseas Chinese people practicing Falun Gong, my
research shows that there were also many non-Chinese practitioners in New York. During
my entire fieldwork time in New York (six months), I met approximately 40 non-Chinese
practitioners and collected data about them. Non-Chinese practitioners were either US
born or had migrated to the US from places like Europe, Australia, Asia, and elsewhere.

Table 3: Numbers of New York-based practitioners based on ethnic-national identity
Non-Chinese practitioners

No.

Taiwanese (migrants)

4

Russian and Ukrainian (migrants)

9

African-American (mostly US born)

9

European-North American (mostly US/Canadian born)

8

European (migrants)

2

New Zealand /Australian (migrants and visitors)

3

Southeast Asian (migrants)

2

Japanese (migrants)

3

South American (migrants)

1

In my interview with Carl, coordinator of the Falun Dafa Association of New York,
it was suggested that the number of non-Chinese practitioners was increasing. My
research shows that these non-Chinese practitioners play a crucial role in organizing and
translating Falun Gong in New York. Although Erping Zhang, an overseas Chinese man,
appears to be the most prominent organizer close to Master Li, other US born EuropeanAmerican practitioners now perform important positions within the New York
movement. Gail Rachlin is a non-Chinese American woman who functions as
Spokesperson and Director of Media and Communications for the Falun Dafa Information
Centre (which was formerly her own company called Rachlin Media Group until 2000).
There are other non-Chinese practitioners such as Levi Browde, Executive Director of the
Falun Dafa Information Centre, and Scott Chinn, Chief Coordinator of events in New
York. Other names could be added to this list, such as John Nania, an information
technology consultant from Minnesota and now Editor-in-Chief of the Epoch Times
newspaper.70 What these people all share is the fact that they are US born practitioners
Erping Zhang performs the role of Spokesperson and Director of Government and Advocacy (a position
involving political lobbying and speaking with journalists). He has a degree in English from Beijing
International Studies University and after migrating to the US in 1984 received a degree from the John F
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. Gail Rachlin, a practitioner of Falun Gong since 1998,
used her own company – Rachlin Media Group – to engage in press releases in 1999 before her company was
incorporated into the Falun Dafa Information Centre in 2000: http://www.faluninfo.net/topic/18/ (accessed
70
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who have practiced Falun Gong since 1998/1999; they are middle-aged non-Chinese
people (predominantly men) with specialized skills and knowledge of media and
technology in the US. These non-Chinese practitioners have been important in initiating
political and legal connections as well as in setting up Internet websites, campaigns, and
various Falun Gong-related media organizations in New York.
There were also a significant number of non-Chinese who had migrated to the US.
Although they occupied less central positions in the coordination and organization of the
movement, they had become involved in organizing practice sites in their local
neighborhoods and making transnational connections between New York and their
homelands. For example, some translated Falun Gong flyers, newspapers, Internet sites,
and Master Li’s teachings into new languages; they also built transnational bridges
between New York and their home countries by helping to organize conferences, online
reading groups, and experience sharing sessions in their native language and with people
resident in their home countries.
In all these aspects, non-Chinese practitioners provided important language skills,
helping to translate Master Li’s teachings, communicating with people in their
neighborhoods, and forming connections to other parts of the world. They were part of
the process through which the Falun Gong movement was being translated to the specific
context of New York, and for the formation of transnational connections. These results
highlight the prominent positioning and role of non-Chinese practitioners that has not
previously been revealed in other research on Falun Gong. The increasing prominence of
non-Chinese Falun Gong practitioners in New York would seem to correlate with other
research emphasizing that, although ethnic migration is important for the distribution of
transnational religion, there has been a more recent shift towards the inclusion of multiethnic members and processes of universalization in the US (Komjathy 2004, Reed 2001,
Seigler 2006, Yang and Ebaugh 2001). The transnational Falun Gong movement appears
to be following a similar line of transformation and universalization.
The non-Chinese practitioners I spoke to tended to be either US born or migrants
with visas or Green Cards. They were largely middle-class and educated, with
professional training and skills, a number being highly educated in the world of science
and technology. Many had been previously interested in either China, Buddhism, or
meditation techniques before coming into contact with Falun Gong. There were also those,

April 04, 2012). Rachlin also seems to be one of three directors of the Universal Communications Network,
which connects the Epoch Times and New Tang Dynasty Television. Levi Browde is a 39-year-old US born
man who first came into contact with Falun Gong in Spring 1999, when his colleague Kevin Wu (who had
himself been introduced to Falun Gong by his mother when on a trip back in China) gave him the Zhuan Falun
book. He was part of the investigation for the film ‘False Fire’, which contests Falun Gong’s role in a selfimmolation incident in 2001, and was arrested and detained in mainland China in 2002. Scott Chinn is a
California born man who works with Levi Browde at a software development company in the financial
district. Chinn is described as the Director of Community Affairs on the Falun Dafa Information Center
website, and set up and registered the New York Falun Gong website www.falun-ny.net on August 4, 1999.
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however, who had no previous connection with China or Buddhism, such as a group of
African-American women practitioners from Brooklyn who had previously been
members of a Metaphysical Church, and a group of middle-aged Jewish Russian women.
In general, non-Chinese practitioners described their health problems and in particular
their existential struggles with moral issues, uncertainties about life and purpose, and
their long-term ‘search for the truth’ as motives for beginning Falun Gong.
As was clear in the opening to this chapter, the motivation of ‘searching for the
truth’ was not only limited to non-Chinese but was also evident among highly educated
overseas Chinese practitioners such as Zhang. Overseas Chinese and non-Chinese alike
talked about their experiences of disappointment with the limited truth claims of religion,
science, and spirituality. Master Li’s teachings seemed to address such feelings and
provide a new conception of truth, which they found convincing and promising. In
addition to his own scientific theories of evolution, the paranormal, and the existence of
bodies in multiple dimensions, in the Zhuan Falun Master Li emphasizes that all human
understandings of truth are obscured by a person’s immorality and incurred karma. In
contrast, the pure and morally substantive Buddha Law never changes and is the only
reliable measure of Truth. Master Li claims that although all humans live in a world of
endless illusion and suffering, through the cultivation practice they can slowly eliminate
karma and raise their moral character level (xinxing) day by day, and thereby
transforming themselves step by step to the Truth of the Buddha Law. In this sense, truth
is always a partial human interpretation, but through Falun Gong self-cultivation and
moral self-transformation, one becomes more aligned and will eventually merge with
Truth.
For the practitioners I met in New York, Master Li’s teachings on truth made sense
relative to their previous painful disillusionments and struggles; the pain of their preFalun Gong lives proved that what they had interpreted as knowledge about themselves,
the world, and reality was always limited and illusive. Although challenging and
requiring great dedication, through Falun Gong practice they sensed that they were
progressing towards the substantive Truth that Master Li claimed existed and was able to
transmit to them. They seemed to have accepted that they needed Master Li and had to
transform themselves, to become physically and ethically able and worthy, to gain access
to higher levels of knowledge and truth that would eventually lead to the Truth. Some
explained that through their practice they experienced firsthand, with the personal
evidence of their own senses each day of their lives, the limits of scientific paradigms and
the veracity of this higher transcendent Falun Gong Truth. For many of the practitioners
I met, Falun Gong was not therefore a religious belief or a political ideology, but was more
closely aligned with a new truth or reality that could be proven personally and
scientifically. In the diverse and globally interconnected and technologically advanced
city of New York, these practitioners felt they had discovered a new moral economy of
truth; a very practical, deeply moral, and unlimited paradigm, which enabled them to
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determine for themselves the truth of Falun Gong, and of their lives and purpose, and to
traverse new frontiers of knowledge and existence.
In Chapter Five, I unpack in more detail how Falun Gong’s distinction between
human truth and the always transcendent Truth of the Buddha Law is crucial for
understanding how Falun Gong is organized as a practice of mediation; one hinging on a
conception of Master Li as a divine medium. In Chapter Six, I also unpack in more detail
practitioners’ experiences with self-cultivation, especially in their politicized campaigns
of contestation, and how they sought to give up attachments and transform themselves
relative to the Buddha Law. Indeed, as we shall see, through Falun Gong cultivation the
practitioners had become engaged in a deeply personal and perilous internal voyage of
self-inspection and excavation, which revealed painful insights into their moral
shortcomings and even placed them in mortal danger. In this chapter, however, and
indeed the next one concerning Hong Kong, I restrict myself to providing more detailed
information about Falun Gong practitioners – their motivations for beginning the practice,
how they first encountered and experienced Falun Gong practices (especially the
exercises), and their current roles and positions within the movement.

Fa lun Gong exercise practice sites in New York
I was interested to know more about how all of the practitioners I met in New York had
first come into contact with Falun Gong. We have already seen that the practitioners
Zhang and Carl came into contact with Falun Gong respectively through teachings found
on the Internet and by being introduced via an overseas Chinese work colleague. About
the other practitioners I met, I collected the following data.

Table 4: Percentage of practitioners who first encountered Falun Gong through
exercises or teachings
Exercises

Teachings

55%

45%

Table 5: How practitioners first encountered Falun Gong
Family

Friends &
colleagues

Park

Event

Advert /
Internet

Other

26%

38%

10%

12%

10%

4%

As shown in Table 4 above, when questioned about whether they first came into
contact with Falun Gong through either the exercises or the teachings, 55% of practitioners
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mentioned the exercises and 45% claimed to have been introduced through the teachings
in the form of websites or books given to them. During fieldwork, it was clear that the
exercises were more important in terms of explaining how non-Chinese first encountered
Falun Gong in New York, while the majority of overseas Chinese practitioners had first
encountered Falun Gong through teachings and books. Most (64%) overseas Chinese and
non-Chinese practitioners were introduced to Falun Gong by other practitioners: while
26% were introduced by a family member, 38% were introduced by friends and
colleagues. The numbers of people encountering Falun Gong in parks and at Falun Gong
public events (such as parades) or through the Internet tended to be less (32% in total).
Thus although the organization of practices and campaigns in public spaces in New York
and through Internet media were important, practitioners introducing Falun Gong to
family, friends, and colleagues was twice as significant in terms of explaining how people
who became part of the movement first encountered it. While I focus on books and
Buddha Law study practices in more detail in Chapter Five, in this section I explore how
the exercises were organized in practice sites in public spaces, and the stories of overseas
Chinese and non-Chinese practitioners first encountering them.
Falun Gong practice sites were organized by practitioners in various
neighborhood parks across New York. I sought to attend a number of diverse practice
sites on a regular basis so as to become acquainted with the exercise practices and the
practitioners engaged in them. It was through my attendance at practice sites that I learnt
more about the practitioners: how they had come into contact with Falun Gong, what their
motivations were, how they learnt, practiced, and experienced the exercises in parks, and
what their current roles were within the movement. I adopted a participant observation
and sensing participation methodology. After the two-hour exercise sessions ended, I
would try to ask questions before heading to a nearby café to make detailed notes listing
everything I had observed, heard, and been told. Below I will describe three different
practice sites and three of the women attending them.
One of the first practice sites I attended in New York was Seward Park in
Manhattan’s Chinatown. In this small urban park, concrete bricks formed the ground
surface and iron gates and a small number of trees created a boundary to the main road
nearby, giving the impression that the park was a somewhat hidden, protected dominion.
All around the park, middle-aged and elderly Chinese people (mainly women) practiced
a diverse range of Chinese exercises. In groups and accompanied by portable cassette
players (boom boxes), they danced with swords and fans or practiced taichichuan. Some
stood alone, swinging their arms side to side, just clapping their hands or rubbing
themselves against trees – often it was not clear to me what they were practicing.
Surrounded by this assortment of Chinese exercises, I found about four locally resident
middle-aged and elderly women – three mainland China born migrants and one
Taiwanese – who came together to practice the Falun Gong exercises.
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In the middle of the park, standing still, their legs slightly bent and rooted to the
ground, the women moved in unison. Their bodies moved in sync
with the sound of ambient music mixed with Master Li’s
instructions, informing them in Mandarin Chinese when and how
to move their bodies. Although surrounded by other Chinese
exercise practices in the park, through the adoption of Falun
Gong’s particular exercises and media the park was transformed
into a practice site. One of the women I met at this practice site was
an overseas Chinese woman I will call Mrs. Zhong. Mrs. Zhong was
70 years old. She had been born in Guangdong in mainland China,
and had migrated to the US in the 1970s. She was short and slender
Figure 8. Falun Gong in
Manhattan's Chinatown

with a disciplined, supple, and strong body for a woman of her
age. Along with her short cropped jet black hair, she always

wore traditional and conservatively cut and ironed linen clothing and sporty trainers. She
stood opposite me informing me to reflect and imitate her movements. As I learnt the
exercises, she verbally and physically corrected my body, helping to mold it in sync with
the prescribed positions and movements as taught by Master Li. The postures and
movements were fairly simple to learn but less easy to perfect and remember alone. She
suggested that I should consult Master Li’s performance of the exercises using CDs or the
Internet for the best (zuihaode) and most authentic (zhende) example.
Since arriving in New York, Mrs. Zhong had lived in Manhattan’s Chinatown and
had worked as a dinner lady in a school nearby. Although she had lived in the US for over
30 years, she spoke very little English. Like many other Chinese women of her age, she
had always been suspicious of Western medicine and feared expensive medical costs in
the US. In 1998, she had seen a group of women practicing Falun Gong in the park. After
talking with them and hearing more about Master Li’s teachings, she decided to try it out
and experience it herself. One of the women gave her Master Li’s Zhuan Falun book. She
described how during the exercises she regularly felt the turning of the Law wheel (falun)
in her arms and abdomen, and how she no longer suffered from health complaints. She
also saw the words in Master Li’s books glowing gold. Mrs. Zhong’s life had been
transformed through her practice of Falun Gong. At the time of fieldwork, she was getting
up at 6 am every day to practice the exercises in the park before handing out the Epoch
Times at a nearby metro stop, and later helping to run a Quit the Party booth in the heart
of Chinatown. At night she studied Master Li’s teachings.
Another practice site that I frequented was in Washington Square Park, a hub in
Greenwich Village famous since the nineteenth century as a Bohemian and eccentric site
where a diverse range of people congregate to participate in music, chess, bocci, political
rallies, and much more. Also known for its iconic arch (a replica of Paris’s Arc de
Triomphe) and as a symbol of 1960s counterculture, Washington Square Park hosted
Falun Gong practitioners from Japan, Ireland, Lithuania, Malaysia, and the US, where
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they seemed utterly inconspicuous. In contrast to the morning practice site in Chinatown,
this ethnically diverse group was organized on Wednesday evenings when the park was
crowded with local New York residents, commuting workers, musicians, students from
New York University, and tourists visiting the famous marble arch monument. High
quality color flyers advertising Falun Gong and explaining the persecution were also
placed in a small display stand on the ground. The group practiced the exercises in the
evening as part of their regular practice, but also as a collective way of communicating
with other people about Falun Gong.
Figure 9. Falun Gong in Washington Square Park

It was in Washington Square Park that I met Sofia, a small woman with a huge
presence, and dynamic energy and intensity. She helped to teach and correct me in the
exercises and would often describe Master Li’s teachings with such speed and
enthusiasm that she seemed to grow in size, her eyes opening wide and sometimes even
sparkling. After the exercise sessions she would regularly give me flyers, magazines,
and copies of the Epoch Times, or advertisements for the upcoming ‘Holiday Wonders’
performance of the Divine Performing Arts that she referred to as ‘the show’. Sofia told
me about various study groups organized in New York and often invited me to them.
Although I had explained clearly to Sofia about my research and plans to write my
thesis about Falun Gong, she often seemed to either ignore or dismiss the subject of my
thesis and instead would emphasize the necessity of continued practice of the exercises
and especially of reading the Zhuan Falun so as to become enlightened to my
predestined relationship with Falun Gong.
Through my regular attendance at this practice site, I learnt more about Sofia. She
was a 45-year-old woman from Malaysia. Because her mother had died when she was
young, she had been raised by her grandmother and later in a Catholic nunnery. As a
child, her grandmother had regularly taken her to see Chinese martial arts films in the
city. She was always fascinated by these films and wondered if the superhuman abilities
and powers displayed in them were real or just made up for entertainment. Sofia migrated
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to New York in 1987 after her uncle suggested she could earn more money in the US using
her managerial and English language skills. She had hoped to have a better and more
affluent life in the US, though her experience of migration was filled with years of
disappointment and suffering, long hours and exploitation at work, insecure and poor
quality housing, betrayal, and general estrangement from her family and country of birth.
Despite her struggles and suffering in the US, one day Sofia encountered a group
of overseas Chinese practitioners on a sidewalk in Manhattan. Before an audience of
passersby, they had performed the exercises and were surrounded by large colorful
display boards showing images of the tortured bodies of mainland Chinese practitioners.
Sofia was immediately mesmerized by the power of the performance. Sometime later, a
colleague also gave her a copy of Master Li’s Zhuan Falun book. She decided to find out
more and started attending a local practice site. Through her regular practice of the
exercises and study of Master Li’s book, Sofia’s skin became soft and smooth and streams
of energy flowed out from her hands. Master Li’s teachings also helped her to understand
her life of suffering – the loss of her mother and her horrible experience of migration to
and exploitation in New York – as part of one linear process that had been necessary to
bring her into contact with Master Li, who out of unlimited compassion had sought to
find and prepare her in order to join him and other practitioners in the fulfillment of a
special mission: to save people and cultivate herself before the end of the world. At the
time of fieldwork, Sofia worked for the New York-based Epoch Times newspaper, in which
capacity she applied her English, Mandarin, and Malay language skills. She was also
prominent in helping to organize ‘truth clarification’ events around Manhattan and acted
as a coordinator and liaison with practitioners in the country of her birth.
A third practice site that I regularly visited in New York was in Prospect Park, a
585 acre (237 hectare) public park that borders several large and diverse neighborhoods
in Brooklyn. Far from the busy streets of Manhattan, this large terrain is covered in lush
green grass and dotted with large trees, which are blown and shaken by the wind. The
park contains a zoo, a lake with a boathouse, baseball diamonds, a stage for concerts and
performances, and much more, but the layout nevertheless creates the impression that
one is in an open, rural atmosphere with rolling hills and small forests. Despite the odd
morning jogger or dog walker, few people could be seen or heard in the area where the
Falun Gong practice site was located. Unlike the parks in busy Chinatown and Greenwich
Village, here the soundtrack was the singing of birds, wind moving through the leaves of
the trees, and the curious sound of Chinese music mixed with Mandarin Chinese from an
MP3 player. It was in this park that a group of 4-8 African-American women, most
between the ages of 45 and 70, practiced the Falun Gong exercises. Among them was
Joyce.
Aged 67 and born in South Carolina, Joyce was a tall and large-framed woman,
who came to the park in the early hours of the morning to practice the exercises. I would
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observe her through half-opened eyes during the strenuous parts of the exercises, noting
the sweat on her brow and her twitching face as she struggled and fought with
determination against the pain she experienced. Like many other African-Americans of
her generation, in her younger years she had faced years of racial discrimination. At
school she was forced to eat in a separate room from ‘whites’ and to drink from water
fountains specially marked for ‘coloreds’. Later she marched as part of the civil rights
movement. Arriving in New York in the early 1960s, she had worked as a nurse first with
disabled people and later on night shifts in the psychiatric ward of a hospital in Brooklyn.
After 35 years of hard work and night shifts, she was offered a reasonable pension and
had retired with her husband. Joyce described how she and her husband had found it
difficult to adjust to their new lives as pensioners. Joyce had developed a knee injury,
which doctors told her required surgery, and her husband was diagnosed with prostate
cancer.
Joyce first came into contact with Falun Gong when she saw a young Chinese man
practicing the exercises in Prospect Park near her home. He had migrated from China to
New York in 1997 to follow a PhD in molecular biology. Yet another scientist! After
coming into contact with other overseas Chinese practitioners in New York, he had begun
practicing Falun Gong and in May 1999 (just following the movement’s large-scale
assembly in Beijing) had started his own practice site in Prospect Park. Although Joyce
had little previous knowledge of or interest in China, she was attracted to the exercises in
the hope that they would heal her knee injury. She was given a copy of Master Li’s book.
Joyce testified how through Falun Gong her knee had been healed and she had continued
to enjoy good health. Since this time, Joyce had introduced the exercises and Master Li’s
teachings to a group of African-American women she was friends with at a local
Metaphysics Church called Unity Church. Impressed by Joyce’s healing and Master Li’s
teachings, the women all discussed the profundity of the Zhuan Falun book. Master Li’s
collapsing of distinctions between body and mind, his emphasis on multiple dimensions,
and his suggestion that all religions are valid were familiar and appealing themes to the
women, resonating with the metaphysical ideas they had discovered in their church.
Especially because of Master Li’s specification, however, that it is necessary to stick to
only one practice to improve and reach consummation,71 the women had all been
convinced to leave the church and dedicate themselves to Falun Gong. At the time of
fieldwork, the women sought to keep the practice site running on a daily basis as a means
for their own regular collective practice, but also for introducing Falun Gong to others
who lived in the neighborhood. The women also organized an English language law
study group in one of their homes. With varying degrees of commitment and
In the Zhuan Falun, Master Li makes it clear that although all religions are valid, Falun Gong is a higher
level practice that leads directly to consummation. He argues that if people engage in many different practices
and mix them, they will mess up their bodies and not achieve anything. He suggests that people choose and
practice only one cultivation path. Speaking metaphorically, he states that “if you step on two boats at the
same time, and cultivate this and that, you cannot attain anything” (Li 2000: 102).
71
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responsibility, they were engaged in the distribution of the Epoch Times newspaper and
advertising the Divine Performing Arts show. One of the women had also been selected
by Master Li himself to become a coordinator for the New York Falun Dafa Association.
I have described three different parks in New York and the stories of three female
practitioners performing the Falun Gong exercises at them. Although all three parks
differed in terms of history, size, cultural space (the kinds of people and variety of
activities found there), environment (grass or concrete), and how quiet or busy they were,
they had all been transformed into Falun Gong practice sites. Practice sites were spaces
where people formed bodily postures and moved in coordination with music and Master
Li’s instructions mediated through portable cassette or MP3 players. The stories of the
women show that such practice sites also facilitated communication with nonpractitioners and included them into the exercise practice. The Manhattan Chinatown
practice site was attended by mainly overseas Chinese, Prospect Park was attended by
African-Americans, and Washington Square Park in the center of a cosmopolitan area in
Manhattan was attended by an ethnically diverse group. Just like in the three cases above,
most of the practice sites in New York’s diverse neighborhoods and urban spaces had
been set up by overseas Chinese practitioners (usually but not always mainland Chinese),
where they taught the exercises and introduced the teachings to non-Chinese people like
Sofia and Joyce. Non-Chinese practitioners had, however, since become principal
organizers who now taught and shared Falun Gong with other non-Chinese people in
their neighborhoods, Joyce being a good example.
The women I described had particular identities, histories, and motivations, which
were relevant for explaining how and why they had been attracted to Falun Gong.
Although they were similar in their gender identity and age, they were ethnically diverse
in terms of being overseas Chinese, Malaysian, and African-American. Health was an
important initial pragmatic motivation for these women, rather than a search for the truth
as was emphasized by the more highly educated male scientists I introduced earlier in the
chapter. For Mrs. Zhong, Falun Gong was first and foremost a familiar early morning
tradition of Chinese exercises for maintaining health. For Joyce, someone with little
previous interest in or knowledge of China or Qigong, she had seen Falun Gong as a way
to potentially heal her knee injury. Sofia’s motivations were different. For her, Falun Gong
appealed to her childhood interest in supernormal powers and later helped her
reinterpret her years of suffering in New York. Despite their non-politicized motivations,
it was apparent that since first encountering Falun Gong, all of the women had become
connected to and part of the movement’s campaigns organized in New York. The retired
Mrs. Zhong now dedicated herself to the daily distribution of the Epoch Times and to
organizing a Quit the Party table in Chinatown. Although she was a retired dinner lady
who did not speak English, the amount of spare time she had at her disposal and her
language skills (in Mandarin) were in fact important forms of capital for the effective
organization of projects connected to the wider movement. Sofia also had language skills
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and was in regular communication and dialogue with practitioners in her home country,
and so formed a transnational bridge between New York and Malaysia. The women had
in this sense become connected to and ‘useful’ for the wider movement, providing capital
in the form of time and language skills, which meant that Falun Gong’s practices and
campaigns were being spread in local public spaces as well as transnationally, connecting
the movement in New York to other parts of the world.
The question raised here is: How can we explain how these diverse middle-aged
to elderly women with pragmatic motivations became dedicated followers of Master Li
and actively engaged in Falun Gong’s highly politicized campaigns? Indeed, what is
remarkable about all of the women’s stories is the prominent role of extraordinary
experiences resulting from the practice: sensing the falun turning, experiencing physical
and personal healing, or feeling streams of energy, etc. I am interested in how these
experiences were produced and how they are related to processes of persuasion and
incorporation. In Chapter Five, I explore and analyze these transcendental experiences in
relation to theories of mediation and aesthetics, in order to explain how practitioners
became convinced of the truth of the practice, connected to Master Li, and incorporated
into the movement.

Fa lun Gong’s ‘truth cla rification’ cam pa igns in New York
Wandering around New York’s urban spaces, I frequently encountered campaigns that
were not always obviously identified (by name) with Falun Gong but were clearly
organized by Falun Gong practitioners. Falun Gong campaigns were being organized in
and inscribed into New York’s public spaces in the form of parades and human right
campaigns, Epoch Times newspaper distributions, advertisements for the Divine
Performing Arts shows, and Quit the Party campaigns. What characterized all of these
campaigns was their reliance on official media connected to the movement, in the form of
printed posters, banners, and newspapers, powerful amplified sound systems, TV
cameras, and so on. Below, I investigate how Falun Gong practices like ‘clarifying the
truth’ and ‘validating the Buddha Law’ have been given shape by practitioners in New
York’s public spaces. In particular, I focus on comparing two different examples of
campaigns: a human rights event organized in the center of Manhattan by mainly nonChinese practitioners and a Quit the Party event organized in Flushing Chinatown by
overseas Chinese practitioners.

Falun Gong’s human rights campaigns in New Yo rk’s public sphere
Many Falun Gong campaigns I witnessed in New York took the form of parades and
events organized in busy cosmopolitan spaces. For example, on October 27, 2007, an event
was organized by the Epoch Times entitled ‘A Tour of the East’. The event was clearly
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organized to promote the Epoch Times newspaper and the Divine Performing Arts’
upcoming Christmas show ‘Holiday Wonders’. At this event, media, entertainment, and
performance figured prominently. The event took place in Union Square, a small park
known for its political rallies and as a space for free expression, and featured various
Chinese dragon dances, lion dances, and marching bands, presented to an audience of
New York residents and workers as well as many tourists (see photos below). Also present
at the events were teams of sound engineers, and camera and video crews who sought to
record and capture the event so that it could be slotted into newspaper articles, television
broadcasts, and Internet websites. In this sense, the event was organized in a
cosmopolitan space as a means of communicating in English with mainly non-Chinese
people in Manhattan, but was also performed in terms of its compatibility with various
media formats in order to communicate with broader audiences outside of New York and
the US.

Figure 10. Photos of Epoch Times and New Tang Dynasty Television event in Union Square: dragon dance, lion dance, and
marching band

Similar to this event, in the lead-up to the Beijing Olympic Games, Falun Gong
practitioners (non-Chinese practitioners from Canada) organized the Human Rights
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Torch Relay (HRTR).72 The HRTR travelled around the world and organized one-day
public events critical of the Chinese Communist Party’s continuing violations of human
rights in China.73 The New York leg of the HRTR took place on April 13, 2008, in Union
Square. Practitioners wore white t-shirts, printed in and sent from Taiwan, showing an
emblem of a barbed wire map of China, a burning Olympic Torch, and a white dove.
Union Square is surrounded by large retail buildings, is encircled by passing buses, cars,
and taxis, and is host to swarms of people (tourists, commuters, and shoppers). I assisted
a team of practitioners (all non-Chinese males between the ages of 28 and 45) to construct
the stage, set up media, and act as security to manage the crowds that surrounded the
spectacle. Various other disgruntled political activists and groups were also invited to
speak, all criticizing the Chinese Communist Party in relation to its abuse of human rights.
The main speakers stood on the central stage before the crowds, New Tang
Dynasty Television video cameras, and Epoch Times photographers, making amplified
speeches critical of the Chinese Communist Party. Surrounded by overseas Tibetans
waving their national flags, Tsering Palding from the Tibetan Youth Congress held
placards reading ‘Human Rights in Tibet’ and spoke about the recent killing of Tibetans
in Lhasa who had simply wished to exercise their rights to demonstrate freedom of
speech.74 The African-American reverend brothers Oliver and Herbert Daughtry called
for “justice” against the Chinese regime’s support of atrocities in Darfur. New York State
Senator Eric Adams and Council member David Yassky gave speeches critical of China’s
“human rights abuses.” Overseas Chinese dissidents and political activists Pang Qing –
Chairman of the Liberal Democratic Party of China – and Hu Ping, called for political
reforms and “democracy” in China. Despite the fact that the event was organized and
controlled by Falun Gong and their media, the Falun Gong issue was only mentioned
once, when towards the end of the event an overseas Chinese Falun Gong practitioner
testified about the intensification of the persecution of practitioners in China in the leadup to the Beijing Olympics. Following the HRTR event, indeed already by 6:30 pm,
detailed descriptions and photos of the event could be found on both the English and
Chinese language versions of the websites of the Epoch Times and New Tang Dynasty
Television. The following day, practitioners distributed Epoch Times newspapers to
morning commuters in Flushing Chinatown, the front page of which bore an article about
the HRTR, with photos showing crowds of people supporting the event.
The HRTR was a Falun Gong initiated and controlled event organized by mainly
non-Chinese, which adopted a ‘human rights’ and ‘democracy’ discourse as a means to
convince mainly non-Chinese people about the ‘abuses’ of the Chinese Communist Party

The Human Rights Torch Relay organized by Falun Gong practitioners was meant to serve as an alternative
to the official Beijing Olympic Torch Relay, which also traversed the globe.
73 The Chinese regime’s bid to hold the 2008 Olympic Games had been granted based on its promise that the
games would allow for an improvement in human rights on the mainland.
74 This refers to the Tibetan uprising in Lhasa, which began on March 10, 2008.
72
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in the lead-up to the Beijing Olympics. Such events reveal how the Falun Gong movement
has forged alliances with other disgruntled and politicized groups also in conflict with
the Chinese state so as to engage in more widespread criticism and de-legitimization of
the Chinese state beyond the Falun Gong issue. The event was made possible by the media
infrastructure that Falun Gong now controls in New York. This particular public event
was organized in perhaps the busiest and most diverse urban space in New York, and
was captured and re-mediated through Internet, television, and newspaper formats as a
means of communicating with non-Chinese, not only in New York but also overseas. This
example shows that not only were Falun Gong practitioners reporting on issues related
to China through their own media, but they were also engaged in producing the content
for such media coverage.

Falun Gong’s Q uit the P arty campaign in New Yo rk’s Chinato w ns
Campaigns organized in New York’s Chinatowns were specifically directed at overseas
Chinese, a group of people that practitioners were particularly interested in targeting. It
was clear that practitioners were focused on the daily production and distribution of
Chinese language versions of the Epoch Times. As can be seen in the photos below, the
newspapers were distributed at the entrances to supermarkets and through newspaper
boxes permanently positioned near metro stops in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens
Chinatowns.

Figure 11. Chinese language Epoch Times newspapers and distribution boxes in New York’s Chinatowns

Ads for the Divine Performing Arts’ shows were also proliferous in New York’s
Chinatowns. For example, in the lead-up to the ‘Holiday Wonders’ in 2007, Falun Gong
practitioners promoted the event by handing out flyers, hanging up high quality posters
at subway stops and in restaurant windows, erecting large-scale signs on buildings on
main streets, and forming a line of boards visible to passing cars. Trucks decorated with
large posters or mounted with television screens advertising the event also drove around
Manhattan in the lead-up to the opening of the Christmas special. Designed in the colors
of blue, yellow, and red, all images depicted a young Chinese woman draped in ancient
Chinese clothing dancing in mid-stride through the air (see below).
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Figure 12. Divine Performing Arts ads for the Holiday Wonders show in Manhattan and Flushing
Chinatowns

In addition to these ads, Quit the Party (tuidang) was a slogan I regularly read and
even heard in New York’s Chinatowns. On a daily basis, Quit the Party centers could be
found on the sidewalks of Canal Street in Manhattan or Main Street in Flushing, Queens
(the heart of Queens Chinatown). These centers were temporarily erected spaces that
displayed banners reading ‘Heaven Destroys Chinese Communism’ and ‘Quit and be
Saved’. Television screens as well as piles of flyers, Epoch Times newspapers, CDs, DVDs,
etc. were displayed on tables, and were given out to passersby. While distributing these
media, overseas Chinese practitioners would talk to people, who were asked to renounce
their membership of the Party and to sign petitions. A particularly noteworthy Quit the
Party event was organized on May 17, 2008 in Flushing Chinatown. When I arrived on
Flushing’s Main Street, Falun Gong practitioners had already erected a stage, banners, a
microphone, and amplifier on one side of the street. The main banner read ‘Heaven
Destroys Chinese Communism’ (in Chinese characters), and was surrounded by boards
advertising the Nine Commentaries accompanied by graphic images of the Tiananmen
Square massacre and the persecution of Falun Gong. A number of guest speakers had
been invited from both inside and outside of the Falun Gong movement. Mandarin was
the dominant language used at the event. Speeches were given concerning organ
harvesting in China, one speaker detailed how many millions of brave Chinese people
had already stepped forward to quit the Party, and a speech was made by the overseas
Chinese Democracy Movement, calling itself an interim government. Although the event
aimed to engage in a broad criticism of Chinese Communism, at times the speakers
criticized the Chinese government over its specific handling of the Sichuan earthquake, a
catastrophe that had struck China only five days previously leading to an estimated 80,000
deaths. Claims were made that so many children in particular had been killed by the
deadly earthquake because of poorly built schools and corrupt government officials.
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Criticisms were also made of the government’s initial refusal to accept foreign aid to deal
with the casualties.

Figure 13. Falun Gong on Main Street in Flushing Chinatown. Banner reads ‘Heaven Destroys Chinese
Communism, Quit and be Saved’

Seemingly beginning when one man began shouting, a larger group of people
began to form themselves into a crowd on the other side of the street to oppose the event.
As the crowd grew into the hundreds, police arrived and constructed a barrier along the
opposite side of the street. After a short while, a number of bottles were thrown and
threats of violence were voiced from the growing angry crowd. At the end of the
scheduled event, I was surprised, however, when the police suddenly removed the
barriers and left. As a result, angry people rushed across the street shouting, “Shame on
you, you are not real Chinese!” Because I was standing with some of the Falun Gong
practitioners, a number of these people also surrounded and shouted at me. One Chinese
woman shouted angrily in English, “Shame on you. Why are you with them? You do not
know the truth about Falun Gong and how dangerous they are. They are just liars. They
lie about the CCP. Have you ever been to China? You don’t know what’s really happening
there.” A Chinese man also approached me and, standing very close in a confronting
manner, told me that Falun Gong practitioners were not “real” Chinese because they
criticized China and betrayed their country. Such displays of anger, and allegations of
lying and not being ‘real’ Chinese, continued in the days and weeks following the event.
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When I arrived in Flushing two days later, an anti-Falun Gong pro-nationalist
protest had been organized. As can be seen in the photos below, mainly young to middleaged overseas Chinese men raised their fists triumphantly in the air and shouted Chinese
nationalist slogans and insults against Falun Gong. They criticized and mocked the Falun
Gong practitioners positioned on the opposite side of the road. Chinese and American
flags were waved and mostly handwritten and makeshift signs were displayed, reading
‘Falun Gong you are liars’, ‘Master Li is an evil demon’, and ‘We love China’. Some of
these signs also ironically mimicked Falun Gong’s own signs; instead of proclaiming
‘Heaven Destroys Chinese Communism’, such signs read ‘Heaven Destroys Falun Gong’.
One person wore a high quality banner-vest that proclaimed ‘Falun Gong, evil cult,
betrays country’.75

Figure 14. Anti-Falun Gong demonstration in Flushing Chinatown

In the days following the initial event, and in response to the anti-Falun Gong
demonstration, Falun Gong members positioned themselves on the opposite side of the
road. Their style of protest was very different. The practitioners themselves could not be
seen because a barricade of large high quality signs had been erected. The signs
proclaimed in large Chinese characters, ‘Heaven Destroys Chinese Communism’,
‘Chinese Communism is Not China’, ‘No Chinese Communist Party, A New China’, ‘Nine
Commentaries on the Chinese Communist Party’, and a centrally placed sign read ‘Search
for the Truth, Awaken Your Conscience, Choose and Secure the Future’. Although they
were difficult to see, there were approximately 40 overseas Chinese and non-Chinese
practitioners from all over the world positioned behind the signboards. They could not
actually be seen or heard, because, hidden behind the signs they had erected, they sat

75

‘Falun Gong xie jiao maiguo cha’.
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cross- legged on the ground in meditation and performed the ‘sending forth righteous
thoughts’ cleansing ritual.

Figure 15. Falun Gong practitioners' use of boards opposite the anti-Falun Gong protest

Over the days and weeks that followed, media representations of both the initial
event and the ensuing conflict were split between Falun Gong’s Epoch Times and New
Tang Dynasty Television on the one hand, and those networks and journalists working
for media owned and controlled by the Chinese Communist Party, i.e. Xinhua and the
International Herald Leader, on the other. Again, it is notable how quickly Falun Gong
practitioners working for the Epoch Times and New Tang Dynasty Television station were
on the scene, and indeed how present they were throughout much of the conflict. Over
the days and weeks that followed, large numbers of detailed reports and photos were
featured on the front pages of the Epoch Times in New York but also overseas, for example
in Hong Kong and presumably many more cities hosting large ex-pat Chinese
communities. Typical news coverage sought to show that the anti-Falun Gong gathering
was not spontaneous but had been engineered by the Chinese embassy in New York. It
also described the violent and immoral cases of abuse waged by the mob against the Falun
Gong practitioners.76 In stark contrast, media controlled by the Chinese Communist Party
described and portrayed the event in terms of Falun Gong’s disrespect towards the
victims of the Sichuan earthquake disaster, with claims that practitioners had not donated
any money to the victims of the earthquake and had disrupted the collection process. It
was also claimed in the Xinhua newspaper that Falun Gong practitioners had displayed

See for example Epoch Times reports ‘Chinese Council Boasts He Rallied New York Mob’ (May 24, 2008)
http://www.theepochtimes.com/news/8-5-24/70954.html (accessed April 15, 2008), and ‘NYPD Arrest Three
More People For Assaulting Falun Gong Practitioners’ (May 27, 2008)
http://www.theepochtimes.com/news/8-5-27/71050.html (accessed April 15, 2008).
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signs reading ‘Heaven Destroys China’, and reports detailed how they had publicly
claimed that the earthquake was karmic retribution.77 Clearly, the event and conflict were
described and represented in very different and polarized ways, depending on whether
the reporting was being done by Falun Gong media or Chinese state media. Although the
anti-Falun Gong protest referred to religious discourses such as ‘evil’ and ‘heaven’ in an
ironic sense, in particular it sought to call into question the credibility of Falun Gong
practitioners’ claims, and especially their identities as Chinese and their loyalty to the
Chinese nation. Falun Gong in turn sought to appeal to forms of Chinese history and
culture that could be distinguished from the Party. In this sense, through the Nine
Commentaries and the Quit the Party campaign, Falun Gong was appealing to an
‘uncensored’ and ‘real’ Chinese history and culture divorced from the ‘foreign’
Communist Party. Practitioners also appealed to passersby through a religious and
redemptive discourse, pleading for them to search for the truth in order to secure a good
future.
The Flushing event and conflict also exposes the dilemmas of translating Falun
Gong’s practice of ‘clarifying the truth’ in a highly politicized transnational context of avid
pro-Beijing nationalism and a dominant and far-reaching Chinese state. My description
of the Flushing Chinatown event and the ensuing conflict shows that Falun Gong
campaigns in New York’s public spaces were sometimes met with resistance and anger.
It is important to consider that this was an especially sensitive and volatile time because
of nationalist sentiments leading up to the Beijing Olympics, and especially because of the
recent Sichuan earthquake disaster. The conflict reveals the dilemmas encountered in
terms of trying to translate and frame Falun Gong in recognizable registers that will be
convincing to overseas Chinese in New York and globally. The event itself became a
competition between the two opposing groups to convince overseas Chinese people in
Flushing and transnationally of their claims. Overseas Chinese media owned by the
Communist state and Falun Gong media were engaged in a struggle for overseas Chinese
people’s identifications and loyalties, through a competition over media and space in
Flushing Chinatown. This is an example of the Chinese state seeking to identify overseas
Chinese with the Chinese nation through ethnicity and Chinese transnationalism (Ang
2004, Ong and Nonini 1997, Duara 2003). In an era of intensifying globalization, the
Chinese state emphasizes the immanence and authenticity of its own authorized version
of Chinese transnationalism, a mechanism through which sovereign power is rooted in
mainland China. This is, however, being contested by newly emerging redemptive
societies such as Falun Gong (Duara 2003). Robert Weller (2003) has pointed to the
movement’s tendency to both universalize yet still remain connected to issues in China,
something that he has referred to as ‘rooted universalism’. Taking note of this double
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See, for example, Epoch Times report ‘Xinhua Continues to Distort Flushing Incident’ (May 28, 2008)

(http://en.epochtimes.com/211,160,,1.html (accessed April 15, 2008).
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tendency, I would argue that Falun Gong be understood as an example of a spiritual
nationalism, which, as was discussed in Chapter One, emphasizes a discourse on
civilization while positing an alternative or cosmopolitan modernity (cf. Van der Veer
2014). Ironically, Falun Gong’s post-1999, anticolonial impulse is directed not at Western
or Japanese imperialists but rather at the ‘foreign’ Chinese Communist Party.
I want to end this section by discussing the similarities and differences between
the HRTR event and the Quit the Party campaign events discussed above. The main
similarities concern the way in which the body, images, sound, orators, and various forms
of media technology were used. In both cases, Falun Gong sought to transform New
York’s public spaces into particular spaces of experience and belonging, spaces for
making local, national, and global appeals so as to persuade overseas Chinese and nonChinese through their bodies and senses.
The main differences between the two events relate to the fact that the Quit the
Party events were organized in Mandarin Chinese by mainly overseas Chinese
practitioners in New York’s various Chinatowns, while the HRTR event was organized in
English by non-Chinese in the cosmopolitan Union Square. Differing greatly from the
HRTR event’s framing of Falun Gong as a human rights issue, the Quit the Party event
drew on Chinese nationalist and redemptive discourses depicting the Party as an external
imposition and ideology soon to be eliminated by Heaven. Such slogans were never seen
or heard in the English language or human rights campaigns in non-Chinese
neighborhoods or cosmopolitan spaces in New York.
Susan Palmer (2003) has claimed that Falun Gong is a two-tiered new religious
movement divided between non-Chinese practitioners utilizing human rights and ethnic
Chinese practitioners driven by Master Li’s apocalyptic ideology. In some ways, my
research would seem to support the claim that Falun Gong practitioners in New York
organize public events based on a similar divide. However, just because Falun Gong
appears in these different registers of appeal and criticism in its public campaigns does
not necessarily support the claim that the movement itself is split in terms of ethnicity and
ideology. Non-Chinese and overseas Chinese practitioners do interact at large-scale
Buddha Law study groups and conferences in New York, places where they share similar
interpretations of the practice. For example, in the days following the HRTR event
described above, I was present at a large Buddha Law study group where overseas
Chinese and non-Chinese practitioners reflected on and shared their experiences. The
discussion began with concerns about how collaboration with other groups and human
rights campaigns was risky in terms of potentially leading to a loss of control over how
Falun Gong is interpreted and further communicated. Some were concerned of polluting
Falun Gong through the use of ‘low level’ discourses like human rights instead of the
‘higher level’ discourses and understandings emphasizing how the persecution was
organized by supernormal forces to test practitioners and enable to save sentient beings,
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as communicated by Master Li. The discussion soon shifted to an emphasis on how such
collaborations were also an effective means of communicating with people in New York
in a simple moral sense about how Falun Gong is good and the Party is bad. The
discussion ended with an agreement that such campaigns were effective ways of
following Master Li’s emphasis on the importance of ‘clarifying the truth’ and saving
sentient beings in ways that are understandable and convincing to the world. This shows
that practitioners of the Falun Gong movement in New York were not so much divided
and split, but were actively translating their practices into the languages they were able
to speak and recognizable frames that would be understandable to the city’s diverse
population and acceptable in the public sphere.
Meg McLagen’s research (2002, 2006) concerning the campaign for Free Tibet
shows how Tibetan activists were required to frame themselves using recognizable
cultural forms such as human rights discourses, and to slot themselves into Western
media frames such as documentary films, so as to be taken seriously politically and
interpreted as legitimate in the US (McLagen 2002, 2006). In addition to using human
rights discourses, it is clear that Falun Gong practitioners have adopted other legitimizing
measures in the form of news and current affairs, documentaries, performance,
entertainment, etc. — all styles of publicity that are familiar but seem to obscure and even
mystify Falun Gong. Perhaps most important to mention here is how practitioners
avoided reference to the name Falun Gong, and especially to Master Li, in their media and
campaigns in public spaces. As already discussed, the role of Falun Gong’s (and Master
Li’s) hand in the making of these public media and campaigns was concealed, removing
any potential concerns and suspicions about the political and religious intensions and
motivations of these public criticisms of the Chinese state and mediations of Chinese
heritage. Along with claims of being uncensored and authentic, such a concealment of the
hand of Falun Gong help to make mediations more acceptable and convincing to
audiences, and thereby include them in the movement.
There are of course important questions raised here relating to how far the
movement’s involvement in human rights and Chinese heritage in New York can be seen
as transforming Falun Gong beyond its own control. Falun Gong would certainly not be
alone in its concerns and struggles to maintain its boundaries and manage the dangers of
‘polluting’ religious messages – as other research on religion in the public sphere has
shown (Meyer 2009). At a more transnational level of publicity, Oscar Salemink (2011) has
described how various expressions of religiosity in Vietnam (local mediumship,
Buddhism, and Christianity) have sought legitimacy through appeals to secular human
rights. Although he demonstrates how this framing is a useful way of contesting the
authority of the Vietnamese state, Salemink suggests that this process also transforms
these various forms of religiosity into the ‘religion’ category of secular modernity, with
its particular presumptions about organization, hierarchy, and doctrine.
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Although Falun Gong in New York adopts human rights as a necessity and an
opportunity to communicate with people in legitimate terms, we should also question
how this framing might itself transform Falun Gong into preconceived secular
understandings and categories of religion dominant in the West. There are important
questions concerning if and how the movement is aware of and even seeking to prevent
such processes. As Falun Gong continues to be translated into secular registers and to
universalize, and as more non-Chinese practitioners take up the practice in places like
New York, performing exercises and Chinese dragon and lion dances, how will the
movement sustain claims of being authentic Chinese heritage? Perhaps this is another
reason why the movement continues to downplay the role of Falun Gong’s hand in the
production of authentic Chinese heritage and on the public stage?

Conclusion
This chapter has focused on describing Falun Gong practitioners and the organization of
practices in New York, particularly in relation to how the exercises and truth clarification
practices have been given shape and translated through campaigns and media in public
spaces. In particular, I have analyzed the activities and campaigns aimed at ‘clarifying the
truth’, which inscribe Falun Gong practices or Falun Gong produced claims and media
into New York’s public spaces and beyond. But I have also sought to show that clarifying
the truth also concerns the processes whereby people who were initially seeking out truth
had somehow grasped a more substantive sense of a Truth through the practice.
Although based on a limited sample size, the average practitioner had a
background relationship to or interest in either China, Christianity, science, or spirituality.
We saw that these practitioners, whether overseas Chinese or non-Chinese, were not
politically motivated but rather were disenchanted with religion, the New Age, and
science, and wanted to heal themselves from their physical health problems and address
their moral and existential longings, their searches for the truth. Such people had found a
sense of truth and possibility for self-transformation in Falun Gong, something that was
previously sorely missing in their lives.
Overseas Chinese practitioners were comprised of mainly middle-aged educated
and professional people who had migrated to the US in the 1980s and early 1990s; people
living with health problems and moral concerns who lived in worlds of technology and
science. This finding is similar to other research conducted on Falun Gong. However,
there was also a growing number of recently migrated overseas Chinese – mainly students
and lower educated – who tended to be younger, and some of whom were illegal and
sought to secure visas in the US through their association with the persecuted movement.
There was also a growing number of non-Chinese practitioners, US born people and
migrants, with technical skills and knowledge of politics and media in the US, language
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skills, and connections useful for the movement in terms of translating teachings,
introducing the exercises to others in their neighborhoods, and forging transnational
connections with their countries of origin. I have shown that these practitioners initially
encountered Falun Gong through seeing the exercises practiced in neighborhood parks
(especially non-Chinese) and through Master Li’s teachings (especially overseas Chinese),
mostly introduced to them by family, friends, and colleagues who were themselves
practitioners. These findings concur with other research concerning the inclusion of multiethnic members of transnational and universalizing ethnic religions (Komjathy 2004, Reed
2001, Seigler 2006, Yang and Ebaugh 2001). My findings provide more details about this
process in terms of who these non-Chinese practitioners were, their motivations, their
encounters with Falun Gong practice sites organized by overseas Chinese, and the fact
that these non-Chinese went on to perform important roles within the movement’s
ongoing processes of translation and universalization.
We saw that from New York practitioners operated a diverse number of media
organizations producing and distributing representations of the Falun Gong issue, but
also Chinese history, current events, entertainment, and culture; transnational forms of
Chinese heritage not formally identified with the Falun Gong movement and said to be
uncensored and authentic. The Falun Gong movement sought to frame its practices and
campaigns through familiar and convincing idioms that were legitimate and persuasive
in New York’s diverse public spaces. In particular, the Quit the Party campaign event in
Flushing Chinatown and the conflict that followed reveal how practitioners were
competing with the Chinese state over authentic Chinese transnationalism, a struggle
targeting people’s bodies, identifications, and loyalties. Through bodily performance and
the organization of media in New York’s public parks and urban spaces, the Falun Gong
movement was arguably creating powerful spaces of experience and sensing, spaces to
incorporate and convince people about their own truth claims. This chapter has shown
the important dimension of the body, media, and space for understanding the political
dimension of contested religious and political forms of transnationalism.
This chapter has shown that the New York global city has become the Falun Gong
movement’s new headquarters for clarifying the truth in both local and global arenas of
influence. In line with other theories investigating the changing relations between
religion, media, and the public sphere (Eisenlohr 2012, Meyer 2009, Van de Port 2006), the
Falun Gong movement seemed to confuse distinctions between religion, politics, and
entertainment in a public sphere that is not simply a neutral democratic space. New York
is a crucially important national political safe haven under the protection of US
sovereignty. It is a global city: an economic, cultural, and social command post
interconnected and networked across the world (Sassen 1991). New York was a critically
important headquarters for the establishment of Falun Gong’s mass media enterprises,
facilitating access to diverse people and human capital so as to realize the movement’s
universalizing and nationalist ambitions; namely to communicate with and convince
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overseas Chinese and non-Chinese of their own truth claims about Falun Gong and to
compete with the Chinese state over Chinese heritage in local, national, and global arenas.
New York, it could be argued, functions as a stage of innovation, technology, and
interconnectivity, which is compliant with the frontiers of truth and liberation often
promised by Master Li and by spirituality more generally. The case of Falun Gong in New
York provokes further questions concerning the coinciding of global cities, media
technology, and the production of scientific and sacred truths. Questions remain about
how Master Li’s teachings have been shaped since his move to New York and following
the state’s suppression campaign, especially the proselytizing rhetoric and practices
emphasizing truth, saving people, and the coming apocalypse. Although discourses on
saving and apocalypse can be found ancient and modern Chinese religion, might this
increasing emphasis be explained as consequent of the particular shape of the US public
sphere, where similar Christian Fundamentalist discourses hold sway (cf. Harding 2000)?
Are they important for helping account for the fact that many Christians are becoming
involved in the movement in the US (and, as we shall see in the next chapter, Hong Kong
also)?
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Chapter Four

Clarifying the Truth at the Frontier:
Tracing the Falun Gong Movement in Hong Kong’s
Public Sphere

After three months of research in New York, I ventured on to my next site, Hong
Kong. Before arriving I had searched on the Internet, initially using a Google
search with the words ‘Falun Gong in Hong Kong’ (in English). The first sites to
appear were Wikipedia.org pages followed by a large number of newspaper
articles concerning the various ways in which the Chinese state had sought to
control Falun Gong in Hong Kong (also all in English).78 I had also looked at the
official and global Falun Gong website (www.falundafa.org), from where it was
easy to find the movement’s Hong Kong website (http://falundafa.org.hk/), along
with links to information about Falun Gong, the exercises, and Master Li’s books;
moreover, the addresses of regular practice sites were listed, with times and days
and the names and numbers of contact persons (in Mandarin).
Arriving at the beginning of January 2008, I felt anxious and wondered
how best to begin fieldwork. Though Hong Kong is a Special Administrative
Region (SAR) with a certain degree of political and legal autonomy from the
People’s Republic of China, I wondered how politically sensitive Falun Gong
would be there and how open the movement would be to my research. As I had
done when I first arrived in New York, I drew up a list of the exercise practice sites
scattered around the territory and marked them on a map. The practice sites were
spread out in many parks and usually took place in the early hours of the morning.
Before going to sleep on my first night, I resolved to get up early and visit one of
the practice sites. Although it was a cold and windy night outside, in bed I sweated
and slept uneasily. In the depths of the night, Master Li visited me.
Adorned in a shiny golden martial arts suit (like the one he wears in
popular images), he looked upon me disappointedly before quickly flying out of
the window. In the morning, I was surprised and oddly pleased by the experience,
since both the appearance of Master Li and his ostensible expression of

I actually tried this in both English and Chinese and both led to articles about how Falun Gong was being
controlled in Hong Kong. In the English language search, these articles were from news sources such as the
BBC, the New York Times, etc., although one article from the Epoch Times also appeared on the first page of
search results (last accessed September 9, 2011).
78
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disapproval seemed to confirm for me both the sincerity and the ambiguity of my
commitments as an anthropologist as well as a practitioner. I was still wrestling
with myself over what I believed to be the ‘truth’ of my pursuits, and I would
continue to face doubts in both of these roles. But that morning, and from then on,
I started getting up early to visit the practice sites.
All of the parks I’ve seen in Hong Kong were home to seemingly endless
assortment of other Chinese practices, including taichi, Qigong, and fan dancing.
The numbers and diversity of Chinese practices were more than what I had seen
in New York, and indeed the parks themselves were busier and more popular
public spaces. But now the smells and voices, the landscape and the people, the
legal and cultural ambience, never let me forget that I was steeped in the
complexities of Hong Kong, where I was becoming oriented. In the first bustling
practice site I visited, I somehow detected and followed the high strings of the
ambient music and Master Li’s commanding voice through the swarms of bodies
and the din of echoing sounds. Pushed by my curiosity and drawn by the Falun
Gong music instruction, I identified the group by the cluster of bodies, only four
in number, and standing in a circle. After surveying a wide number of practice
sites, I selected four and began to introduce myself as a PhD social scientist from
Amsterdam. I also began to attend the exercise practice sites on a daily basis,
taking part in the morning exercise practices, and collecting small fragments of
data concerning practitioners’ personal histories, how they had first encountered
Falun Gong, and a little about their activities and lives as ‘dafa disciples’.
One of the first people I met was Mrs. Chen, a confident middle-aged
woman with short hair and glasses. She had been born in Hong Kong and had
heard about Falun Gong through her mother and sisters, all practitioners who had
given her a copy of Master Li’s book the Zhuan Falun to help with her personal
health problems. Impressed by their own clearly observable transformations in
health, she was curious about Falun Gong and keen to try it. Later, I learned from
her in an interview that she had never practiced Qigong before and had found the
exercises strange and alien to her body. After her second attempt at practicing,
however, she had a number of strange experiences, including a sudden bout of
green diarrhea, which she claims helped to clean and purify her body. She had no
shame in admitting this to me; indeed, she described this and other changes she
had undergone with wonder, as they were confirmation that the practices were
working. By the time I met Mrs. Chen, she was involved in organizing various
Falun Gong campaigns in Hong Kong.
Another practitioner I met was Jenny. Jenny was a 38-year-old mainland
China born woman who had migrated to Hong Kong in 1994. She had received a
Christian upbringing and had attended university. In her early 20s, Jenny had
developed acute anxiety and later much more serious health problems including
blindness in one eye and severe depression. Jenny’s life only started to turn around
when her aunt came on a family visit from New York to Hong Kong carrying
Master Li’s book and CDs. Jenny’s aunt told her that Master Li’s teachings would
solve all of her problems and were more important than anything else, even eating
or sleeping. Out of desperation and the fact that she trusted her aunt and could
see that she had transformed herself, Jenny decided to read the teachings and
played the lecture CDs at night as she slept. Very quickly and with amazement,
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she had felt a clean light moving through and purifying her apartment, and that
same night she had a vivid and profound dream that convinced her of Falun
Gong’s authenticity. The next day she felt lighter and each day her health
improved. When I met her, Jenny would regularly distribute Falun Gong-related
newspapers to Hong Kong commuters and helped organize various campaigns
connected to the New York-based Divine Performing Arts.
Falun Gong practitioners like Mrs. Chen and Jenny were also busy
organizing campaigns in Hong Kong’s urban spaces and at popular tourist sites.
Across Hong Kong, I found practitioners standing at metro stops in the mornings
distributing the Epoch Times to commuters. At tourist sites, I saw banners – almost
identical to those I had observed many times in New York – hung over railings
reading ‘Falun Gong Is Good’ and ‘Heaven Destroys Chinese Communism’; there
were also large boards depicting images of practitioners performing the exercises
all over the world along with textual testimonies of how the practice had healed
illnesses. Other images mounted on cardboard signs showed the devastation of
the Cultural Revolution, the Tiananmen Square massacre, and the persecution and
torture of Falun Gong practitioners. Television screens played DVDs and CDs, and
flyers and hundreds of newspapers were stacked on tables, free for the taking. In
short, it was clear that Falun Gong practitioners were using busy public spaces
and various media to try to communicate with people about Falun Gong and the
violent history of Chinese Communism; they were targeting morning commuters
and especially mainland Chinese migrants and tourists visiting the territory. Such
campaigns and media had increased the movement’s public presence and
influence in Hong Kong, a territory understood as a frontier to mainland China.
As a practitioner working for Falun Gong’s Epoch Times newspaper explained:
“Now we have newspapers and media, they [the CCP] have to watch what they’re
doing! [In Hong Kong] we have the most exposure to people from the mainland
and of course this is a very serious responsibility. We have to do well because this
is the frontier!”

This chapter describes the practices and media organized by Falun Gong practitioners in
Hong Kong’s public sphere. It provides contextual information that sets the stage for later
chapters that explore in more detail how practitioners become incorporated into the
movement. Below, I describe the practitioners I met in Hong Kong and how they had first
encountered Falun Gong. I also seek to understand how the practices and campaigns
initiated by Master Li and the movement in New York were being appropriated and
transformed in the particular social and political setting of Hong Kong. As in the previous
chapter focusing on New York, I will be asking how practitioners organized various
practices and campaigns in public spaces across the territory. I also aim to understand
how the Chinese government’s extension of its campaign against Falun Gong into the
Hong Kong territory impacted the movement there and its ability to mobilize public
campaigns. Finally, this chapter aims to identify the similarities and differences between
Falun Gong in Hong Kong and New York, while identifying transnational connections
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that make the territory a frontier to mainland China for the New York-based Falun Gong
movement.
This chapter shows that the Falun Gong movement in Hong Kong faced a large
number of limitations and dilemmas related to its organization of practices, media, and
campaigns in the public sphere. Most of these limitations derived from the Chinese state’s
extension of its de-legitimization campaign into the territory and its general political
influence in Hong Kong. Despite these restrictions, I will show that practitioners had
successfully organized exercise practice sites in several parks and had mobilized
particular campaigns that sought to include and engage people through various media,
registers, and strategies of authentication in order to convince them of their own truth
claims regarding history and the inevitable collapse of the Chinese Communist Party. I
show that Hong Kong was being transformed into the New York-based movement’s
geographical frontier to mainland China. At the end of the chapter, I reflect on how the
Falun Gong movement has sought to transform public places in New York and Hong
Kong into spaces of incorporation and convincing, so as to include others and contest the
Chinese state’s authority over Chinese transnationalism and sovereign power.
Adherents tended to describe ‘the frontier’ in a standard, straightforward, and
geographical manner, as in my interview with the reporter from the Epoch Times. Hong
Kong is vital to Falun Gong because it is on the frontier of the battle of influence, and is
engaged in a struggle for survival against the Chinese state’s continuing efforts against it.
Physically, Hong Kong directly abuts mainland China, and this location defines the
nominally independent territory legally, culturally, politically, as well as in myriad subtle
and psychological ways. But there is another sense of the frontier: that of the outer limits
of understanding, as in the frontier of experience, perception, and knowledge, or (per Star
Trek) ‘space: the final frontier’. To devote oneself to Master Li’s teachings, to fully embrace
Falun Gong, demands that one expand the boundaries of what mainstream society deems
respectable, acceptable, and even what is considered possible. In some ways, this notion
of the frontier lies at the heart of what is meant by ‘clarifying the truth’, and gets at deep
rooted epistemological questions. After all, what are the limits of knowledge?
In today’s world, science and religion have conflicting validity in many people’s
belief systems; governments and charismatic figures often claim authority to define the
truth; many people, including many anthropologists, dispute the notion that ‘truth’ even
exists, or else contend that there are always multiple or partial truths. Whatever Falun
Gong understands as ‘the Truth’, the Chinese state seeks to wipe it out. It clearly does
whatever it can to censor, curtail, and disparage the movement. For China (like other
countries), the frontier ends where, when, and how the state says it ends. As we have
already seen, many of my informants came from scientific fields such as physics or
biology, yet felt constricted by the limits of scientific knowledge and had been drawn to
Falun Gong because it seemed to them to extend the limits of knowledge and possibility
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for individuals as well as society. As an ethnographer immersed in Falun Gong,
embracing my dual pursuits as both an anthropologist and a spiritual seeker, I struggled
always to remain critical while also maintaining an open mind; something that in many
ways required me to extend the frontier of what I believed.

Introducing Fa lun Gong in Hong Kong
Hong Kong is a complicated city, with a traumatic and turbulent history of adaptation
and transformation; it has been occupied by Japanese and Western imperialists, has
experienced riots in 1968, which were followed by the Communist takeover, the Korean
War, and US embargos (Abbas 1997). Hong Kong was a British colonial territory until
1997, when it was returned to the People’s Republic of China. Since then, Hong Kong has
been officially governed and administered by the independent and democratically elected
Legislative Council of Hong Kong and has its own legal system referred to as the Basic
Law. Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region (SAR), based on a model of
political autonomy, except in matters of related to defense and foreign affairs. However,
the Communist government in Beijing has sought to exert its influence over the territory
and to assimilate it into the People’s Republic of China. The Chinese state has attempted
to extend its political sovereignty into and over the territory through appeals to the
national sentiments and loyalties of ‘Chinese’ living in Hong Kong, even resorting to
arrests and kidnappings of those deemed dangerous. At the same time, however, Hong
Kong is a global city and legal space seeking democracy, a territory where people have
been able to publicly criticize the Chinese Communist Party while being protected by
various political and legal rights. Hong Kong has become home to various Chinese
dissident and pro-democracy movements, which organize annual rallies and
demonstrations. There is therefore a seeming tension between the Beijing-based Chinese
Communist state’s secession and assimilation of Hong Kong into the People’s Republic of
China, and Hong Kong’s autonomous democratic laws, institutions, and movements.
This tension is important for understanding Falun Gong in the territory. Since
Falun Gong was made illegal, it has been heavily suppressed on the mainland, and the
campaign has also been extended into Hong Kong by applying pressure on the Legislative
Council, conducting de-legitimization campaigns in Hong Kong newspapers and media,
and through attempts to limit Falun Gong practitioners’ access to spaces and their
movement across borders. Since 1999, the Hong Kong Buddhist Association followed
their mainland counterparts and publicly supported Beijing’s ban of the movement. Many
Hong Kong journalists and media outlets have also uncritically reproduced the Chinese
state’s ‘evil cult’ label and political stance. Hong Kong’s political leaders and the
legislative council initially came under significant pressure to criticize, exercise controls
over, and ban the practice in the territory.
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In January 2001, there was a self-immolation incident on Tiananmen Square,
which the Chinese state claimed was initiated by the Falun Gong movement, though to
this day this is vehemently denied, with counter-claims that it was staged by the state to
further delegitimize the movement in China and overseas.79 It was shortly following this
controversial incident and just ahead of former president Jiang Zemin’s visit to Hong
Kong, that Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa claimed that Falun Gong’s activities were
“unacceptable” and “against the interests” of Hong Kong and even labeled the group as
“evil.” Mrs. Anson Chan, former Chief Secretary, was also publicly criticized for allowing
1000 practitioners to hold a conference in a state-owned facility in Hong Kong. Donald
Tsang, who replaced Mrs. Anson Chan, publicly denounced the self-immolation incident.
Regina Ip, Secretary for Security and supporter of the controversial Article 23,80 also called
Falun Gong a “heretical organization.” Such examples demonstrate the various ways in
which senior members of Hong Kong’s Legislative Council helped to extend Beijing’s
campaign into the territory. Plans to introduce the ‘anti-subversion law’, under Article 23,
were also arguably connected to Beijing’s influence and desire to extend the ban.
Following highly controversial political discussions in Hong Kong concerning the new
subversion law, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
questioned its necessity and even suggested that the best way deal with Falun Gong was
to simply ignore it.81 Because of the widespread resistance and protests by Hong Kong’s
democracy movements and citizens against Article 23, the subversion law was never
implemented in Hong Kong and Falun Gong remained a legal practice protected under
the Basic Law.
Despite being protected under the Basic Law, in many ways the Chinese
government has continued to control and limit the Falun Gong movement’s activities in
the territory. The Chinese government appears to have focused such efforts on preventing
practitioners from securing locations to hold large-scale meetings and events in Hong
Kong, while continually monitoring and controlling access to the territory, especially in
terms of denying overseas practitioners’ entry. In general, such controls have made it
impossible for Falun Gong to operate as it does in other places like New York. For
example, the Hong Kong movement cannot organize large-scale reading groups, hold
annual conferences, or host the Divine Performing Arts’ shenyun performances.82
See the Falun Gong produced ‘False Fire’ website: http://www.falsefire.com/ (last accessed November 26,
2015).
80 Article 23 was an anti-subversion security law proposed in 2002 by the Government of Hong Kong, aiming
to criminalize any act of subversion against the Central People’s government. The proposed law caused great
controversy and division in Hong Kong because it denied Hong Kong’s special autonomous legal status as
separate from Beijing. Following an enormous demonstration on July 1 2003, the proposal was dropped.
81 See for example: Nic Carlyle (2002) and ‘UN rights commissioner tells Hong Kong to ignore Falun Gong’,
the BBC Monitoring Service RTHK Radio 3 audio website, Hong Kong, February 6, 2001.
82 The Divine Performing Arts is organized by practitioners of Falun Gong and is under the direction of Master
Li. Shenyun is an organized show that traverses the globe and claims to represent authentic Chinese culture.
All performers are teenage Falun Gong practitioners from around the globe who are trained in New York.
Dance performances often include content and pieces critical of the CCP’s treatment of Falun Gong.
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Practitioners planning to travel from overseas to enter Hong Kong in order to engage in
campaigns have also been denied access on a number of occasions. Presumably under
pressure from Beijing, Hong Kong’s immigration police have focused most explicitly on
denying Taiwanese practitioners’ access to Hong Kong, especially during important visits
by mainland officials, large-scale Falun Gong events, or on important anniversaries, such
as the anniversary marking the 1997 handover of Hong Kong to the People’s Republic of
China. Hong Kong’s immigration department has even admitted to owning a blacklist of
names so as to prevent practitioners from entering the territory and mainland China.83
Such denials of access into Hong Kong were ongoing during my fieldwork period, for
example when 400 Taiwanese practitioners were prevented from entering for the launch
of the Human Rights Torch Relay (HRTR) in March 2008. The movement of practitioners
to Hong Kong and the attempts waged to try to limit them reveal Beijing’s sensitivity over
and concerns about the potential impact that specific Falun Gong meetings and
campaigns will have in the territory. The Chinese state’s attempts to extend the
suppression campaign and their continuing measures to control space and limit
practitioners’ movement into the territory, exposes the limits of the ‘one country, two
systems’ slogan.

Fa lun Gong pra ctitioners in Hong Kong
I was told that the first person to start practicing Falun Gong in Hong Kong was a woman
who had attended one of Master Li’s lectures in Guangdong in 1995. Master Li visited
Hong Kong giving lectures and teaching exercises in parks on May 13, 1995 and July 15,
1996. Following these visits, the Hong Kong Association of Falun Dafa was founded in
1996 and registered under Hong Kong’s Societies Ordinance. Master Li seems to have
only given lectures in Hong Kong one more time, on July 14, 1997. Over the next three
years, Falun Gong grew in popularity to about 1000 practitioners (as estimated by
practitioners I spoke to). However, following the onset of the persecution in 1999, the
numbers dropped considerably to between 200 (committed) and 400 practitioners.84
During my fieldwork in Hong Kong, I met and spoke with a total of 95 practitioners. Of
these practitioners, 65% were female and 35% male, and they varied in age from between
12 and 85 years old, with a mean age of 46 years.85 They had practiced Falun Gong for any

See Nic Carlyle (2002) and ‘Tung says Falun Gong evokes Jonestown suicide’, Reuters News Service, May
22, 2001.
84 During fieldwork, for example, practitioners often estimated that there were around 400 people practicing
in Hong Kong, but that only 200 of these were actively engaged in supporting the projects of the movement
and identified themselves as ‘dafa disciples’. These 200 active practitioners were thus engaged in all practices
and were trying to follow all of the teachings. The other 200 practitioners either just practiced the exercises or
read the teachings, but generally avoided any public projects and exposure.
85 Often I had to estimate people’s ages. I have also not included a substantial number of young children
whose parents were practitioners.
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length of time between one day and 15 years, with a mean average of 7 years. This finding
is very similar to the data collected concerning practitioners in New York. 86
As I did in New York, in Hong Kong I collected data concerning whether
practitioners had first encountered the Falun Gong exercises or the teachings, and
whether this contact had been made through practitioners, public parks, campaigns, or
via other means.

Table 6: Percentage of practitioners who first encountered Falun Gong through
exercises or teachings (New York and Hong Kong)
Exercises

Teachings

New York

55%

45%

Hong Kong

20%

80%

As can be seen in Table 6 above, only 20% of practitioners in Hong Kong had
encountered the exercises first, while a much larger number of 80% had first encountered
the teachings. This finding is significantly different to the data collected in New York,
where there was not such a great contrast. Benjamin Penny (2012: 159) has suggested that
most practitioners enter Falun Gong through the exercises. Although the data collected in
New York seems to correlate with this, the data from Hong Kong shows otherwise. This
difference may relate to the large numbers of non-Chinese practitioners in New York,
whom I noticed, were more likely to begin the practice with the exercises rather than
through teachings. In general, my research highlights the importance of Master Li’s
teachings and books for explaining how people first encounter Falun Gong in Hong Kong,
which appears to be related to the role of family (see Table 7 below).

Table 7: How practitioners first encountered Falun Gong (New York and Hong Kong)
Family

Friends &
colleagues

Park

Event

Advert /
Internet

Other

New York

26%

38%

10%

12%

10%

4%

Hong Kong

46%

28%

18%

0%

4%

4%

The data collected is based on a sample size of 95 practitioners, and has not been subjected to any systematic
sampling or analysis. This number does not take into full account the large number (sometimes into the
hundreds) of overseas practitioners visiting Hong Kong, mainly from Taiwan, to boost numbers for important
and controversial parades. Needless to say, the inclusion of this group would significantly transform the
statistics. Their large numbers also meant that there were at various moments more Taiwanese practitioners
in Hong Kong than any other group.
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It is clear that an overwhelming percentage of practitioners in Hong Kong (74%)
had been introduced to Falun Gong by their family members (46%), or friends and
colleagues (28%), something important to reflect upon in relation to processes of
convincing and incorporation, and given Falun Gong’s heavy investment in public
campaigns. The role of family was indeed 20% higher than in New York. In Hong Kong,
significantly fewer practitioners had encountered Falun Gong practices in parks (18%),
although this was still almost twice as high as in New York, a finding that may result from
the popularity of Qigong and other early morning practices in parks across Hong Kong.
Interestingly, Falun Gong’s public presence in terms of campaigns hardly figured at all in
Hong Kong practitioners’ explanations of how they had first heard about and
encountered Falun Gong: none had been introduced through an event (compared to 12%
in New York) and only 4% had been introduced though advertising or the internet
(compared to 10% in New York.
I now want to describe the practitioners I met in Hong Kong and their stories. For
clarity, I have distinguished practitioners into three different groups: i) mainland China
born (migrated to Hong Kong), ii) Hong Kong born, and iii) overseas practitioners
(visiting or staying temporarily). Based on these distinctions, my data suggests that
approximately half of all of the practitioners I met in Hong Kong were born in mainland
China, and slightly fewer (approximately 40%) were born in Hong Kong. This leaves a
very approximate number of 10% who were temporarily visiting the territory from
Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore, the US, and Western Europe.
Mainland China born practitioners tended to have varying levels of education
and perform different jobs in Hong Kong; they were cooks, housewives, bed and breakfast
owners, some worked in media, one was a famous scientist, and another had even
previously worked for the Chinese state before becoming a practitioner. Some had
experienced other forms of Qigong and religions such as Buddhism and Christianity, both
in mainland China as well as after arriving in Hong Kong. Mainly because of how long
they had lived in the territory, most mainland China born practitioners had started
practicing Falun Gong after arriving. They had encountered Falun Gong practitioners,
practices, and media in Hong Kong’s public spaces or had been introduced by family (as
we saw with Mrs. Chen and Jenny), but also by friends and colleagues. There was also a
number of early middle-aged practitioners who had begun practicing Falun Gong in
mainland China and, since the beginning of the persecution, had migrated to Hong Kong,
often under pressure from family, in order to be in a safer environment. Wang, from the
opening vignette, was one such practitioner, but there were also other female practitioners
(and one man) who had agreed to marry Hong Kong partners in order to avoid
persecution.
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Although most mainland China born practitioners had migrated to and lived in
Hong Kong officially, some of the mainland China born practitioners were only visiting
Hong Kong temporarily for short periods of time, for work and business, to visit family
and friends, but also on dangerous Falun Gong-related missions. I was very interested in
these practitioners’ experiences of practicing on the mainland and crossing the border.
One male practitioner, on a family visit for the Chinese New Year Celebrations, had
practiced Kung Fu and other forms of Qigong until being introduced to Falun Gong by a
friend. After Falun Gong had been made illegal, he continued to practice the exercises and
study Master Li’s teachings alone at home, and although he sought to ‘clarify the truth’
with his family and close friends, he did not engage in any public campaigns in China or
during his visits to Hong Kong because it was too dangerous. However, though cautious,
in Hong Kong he did want to meet other practitioners and share experiences with them;
he even attended a regular practice site in a public park.
I also met a young mainland China born woman at one of the practice sites who
was visiting a friend in Hong Kong and hoping to make some money. Her mother had
introduced her to Falun Gong and, although it was dangerous, both continued to practice
and engage in truth clarification campaigns in China. I also met other Chinese
practitioners who would not appear in public because they were engaged in dangerous
missions to verify information which could have been fabricated by spies working for the
Chinese state and smuggle books and media from Hong Kong into the mainland. Hong
Kong resident practitioners seemed to be suspicious of these temporary Chinese visitors,
as they tried to determine whether they were “real” and “true” practitioners (“zhende
dafadizi) or “spies” employed by the Chinese government to collect information on Hong
Kong practitioners. Similar to the way in which ‘asylum practitioners’ were treated in
New York, such suspect visitors were nevertheless tolerated by Hong Kong practitioners,
sometimes even letting them stay in their homes, as they sought to follow Master Li’s
Buddha Law teachings that explain that compassion should be shown to all people who
come into contact with Falun Gong (even spies and anthropologists), because of the
potential to enlighten them to their predestined relationship with the movement.
Hong Kong born practitioners tended to be middle-aged and elderly (the latter
being mainly women). Before their initial contact with Falun Gong, many had been
seeking a way to slow down the aging process and find a cure for their illnesses and poor
health. Some had previously been Christian, Buddhist, or had embraced beliefs that we
might classify as New Age, but had become convinced of the higher sophistication,
profundity, and truth of Master Li’s teachings relative to them. It was clearly observable
during fieldwork in 2008 that the newest people drawn to Falun Gong were Hong Kong
born and were seeking to cure their illnesses and health problems, a fact that seems to
suggest that practitioners were being successful in presenting Falun Gong in the public
sphere in ways that were compatible with wider claims about Qigong as an attractive
health practice. Not so dissimilar to mainland China born practitioners, those born in
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Hong Kong had also largely been introduced to Falun Gong by family, friends, and
colleagues who were themselves practitioners (as was the case with Mrs. Chen). Many
Hong Kong born practitioners had travelled and worked overseas and performed elite
roles in terms of Falun Gong’s official coordination and its media organizations in Hong
Kong. I also encountered some of these elites in New York while attending the annual
Falun Dafa Experience Sharing Conference in 2008.
Mrs. Soy was a highly educated Hong Kong born woman of between 45 and 50
years of age, who acted as a contact person for the Hong Kong Falun Dafa Association.
She had first encountered Master Li’s teachings after a friend gave her the Zhuan Falun
book. Soon after reading the book and discussing it with her husband, she started the
practice and eventually “converted” to Falun Gong around 1998. Both Mrs. Soy and her
husband came from families with strong connections to Christianity (Mr. Soy’s father was
even a pastor). She described how Falun Gong had proved to her its sophistication as a
Chinese philosophy and practice, and had worked to challenge her faith in Christianity.
The Zhuan Falun quickly provided comprehensive answers to many questions she
and her husband had struggled to resolve through their Christian beliefs. For example,
the Soys had struggled to deal with and understand the sudden death of a close Christian
friend, someone they described as “a perfect Christian.” They explained how Master Li’s
teachings concerning karma had helped them to comprehend and accept what had
happened to their dear friend. As was described in the introduction to this thesis, karma
is described in Master Li’s teachings as a mysterious toxic black substance that
accumulates in the body and self through wrongdoing committed in this life and previous
lives; karma is what causes illness, suffering, and death, but can be eliminated by not
giving up when experiencing pain in the exercises and especially through arduous selfcultivation. For practitioners like Mr. and Mrs. Soy, this conception of karma provided a
new language for understanding bereavement and loss, but also the limits of Christianity,
something that seemed to convince and propel them into deeper levels of commitment to
the practice of Falun Gong.
Another Hong Kong born informant was Ming, a female practitioner in her forties,
who at the time of fieldwork worked as a reporter for the Epoch Times in Hong Kong. In
an interview with me, Ming shared her story about why and how she had first
encountered Falun Gong.
Because my family were Catholics, I was raised in that environment. When I had
difficult times I would pray, you know!? But I never felt comfortable with the
Church. They never answered my questions and I was still looking for something.
But I was still not interested in cultivation and I never thought of myself as
someone cultivating. Of course, when I was young, I always knew that there was
reincarnation [a common cultural belief]. Although at that time I had no words for
that, I just knew that people come back, life comes back. I said to my sister, “When
I come back I don’t want to be human” (laughs). Not long before I discovered
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Falun Gong, I had lived in Canada and was about to leave. The day before I left
for Malaysia I found a book called Reincarnation. I don’t know why but at that time
I was very much interested in New Age books. In Malaysia, I looked after my son
and every day he would be sleeping for three hours and so I read as many books
as I could. Sometimes I would finish reading a book in one day. Then, I think
towards the end of the second year, I was interested in Qigong, but I was never
really practicing Qigong because I heard a lot of bad stories about it, although I
didn’t believe them. But a friend of mine in New York said that there’s one kind
of Qigong that maybe you’re interested in, Falun Gong. So I got a copy [of the
Zhuan Falun] and at that time I already thought I was very knowledgeable in that
area. So it was very hard that night. Although I had already been reading all these
other things but never wanted to practice Qigong, that night I really wanted to
practice Falun Gong! I don’t know why. You know the book was about 300 pages
in Chinese, the Zhuan Falun, and I read it that night! I finished it in one night, then
the other day I read it again. Then I watched the video... and the more I watched
the more I felt uncomfortable and I had a fever and was coughing. Then I coughed
for over two weeks. But of course I didn’t take any medication (laughs).
The two Hong Kong born women described here were both highly educated and,
like many of practitioners described in the previous chapter, came from Christian
backgrounds. Like Mrs. Soy and many other practitioners, Ming had been given Master
Li’s book before practicing the exercises. Similar to Jenny whom I described in the opening
vignette, Ming had been given a copy of the Zhuan Falun by a Falun Gong practitioner she
was personally acquainted with and who lived in New York. Like Jenny, and indeed
many other practitioners I met during fieldwork, she had experienced extraordinary
sensations in the form of coughing and becoming sick, something she later interpreted as
karma being released from her body. As in many cases, such sudden onslaughts of illness
became initiation rites, which were followed by good health and a sense both of the
authenticity of the practice and of belonging to Falun Gong.
Overseas practitioners visiting Hong Kong were generally temporary nonChinese visitors who did not permanently live or reside in the territory. These
practitioners were usually visiting for either personal reasons or they were specifically
motivated to help out with special events and projects. The largest number came from
Taiwan, but also included those from Malaysia, Singapore, Western Europe, and North
America. Although sometimes prevented from entering the territory, many Taiwanese
practitioners tried to visit Hong Kong. Because of the low number of practitioners in Hong
Kong and the large number of campaigns that had been initiated there, Taiwanese
practitioners functioned as an important source of capital for local campaigns and special
events. Taiwan boasts a large number of Falun Gong practitioners able to speak Mandarin
and who live not far from Hong Kong, which meant that they could help boost numbers
for parades and reach and communicate with mainland Chinese tourists visiting the
territory. Most Taiwanese practitioners I spoke to described how they had been motivated
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to come to Hong Kong to assist the movement there by one of Masters Li’s lectures, in
which he urged practitioners to help save mainland Chinese in Hong Kong. For these
Taiwanese practitioners, Hong Kong was understood as a more difficult environment to
practice in than Taiwan (where there are many practitioners and where Falun Gong is
dominantly accepted); it was seen as a frontier in the movement’s global struggle, where
one could have a greater impact in terms of raising awareness about the persecution
among mainland Chinese, but also in terms of testing one’s own physical and ethical
limits of commitment to the many campaigns organized, and one’s endurance and
perseverance under pressure. Hong Kong was therefore also seen as a frontier in an
experiential sense; here, commitment to Falun Gong campaigns became part of a
practitioner’s self-cultivation, where the limits of one’s experiences with emotions and
struggles such as fear and pressure could surface, but also be confronted, as part of giving
up attachments and transforming oneself.
Finally, there was a small number of Western practitioners in Hong Kong. I met
three, all men aged between 30 and 45, coming from Western Europe and the US. All three
had started the practice in other parts of the world and had come to Hong Kong on
temporary visas (usually for three months at a time). These practitioners had often
travelled to and lived in various countries as part of their Falun Gong practice. These nonChinese practitioners had experienced various other Chinese martial arts and healing
exercises in the form of kung fu, shadow boxing (taijichuan), and Qigong, and had also
experimented in other New Age practices. In Hong Kong, these non-Chinese male
practitioners were able to live close to China – a country they were all fascinated by – and
learn Chinese – a language they were all interested in perfecting. They were generally
well-known, liked, and perceived as potentially useful for the movement in the sense that
within Falun Gong’s campaigns targeting mainland Chinese people visiting Hong Kong,
these non-Chinese would demonstrate that Falun Gong is practiced all over the world.
One of these practitioners was Simon, and he became an important informant and helped
to facilitate my access to other practitioners and spaces.

I first heard of Simon during my first visit to Hong Kong. At the end of the
morning exercises at one of my regular practice sites, I had spoken to Mrs. Wong,
a 55-year-old practitioner who often taught the exercises to newcomers and
seemed to be well-known among practitioners. Mrs. Wong told me that the
previous year a Western practitioner called Simon had stayed in Hong Kong,
eventually living with her and her husband for a few months. With unmistakable
fondness, Mrs. Wong described Simon’s daily regime of exercising and giving out
newspapers in the morning, helping out with various campaigns, and spending
long hours studying Master Li’s teachings. It was apparently through Buddha Law
study with Mrs. Wong that he had greatly improved his Chinese language skills.
A few months later, during my second visit to Hong Kong, I met Simon,
who had returned for another visit. Simon was a Western European practitioner
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in his early 30s. Over the course of three months, I met him almost every day and
developed a friendship with him. He shared his story with me and functioned as
an important informant who helped me to communicate with practitioners about
my research and secure a place to live with Mrs. Wong for the last two months of
my fieldwork.
Simon had a long-term interest in religion and especially spirituality, an
interest that had evolved into travelling and eventually into finding Falun Gong
in Malaysia in 2003. He had dedicated his life to a long quest for the truth,
something that had entailed traveling around the world and exploring many
different spiritual practices, in the hope of arriving at some truthful understanding
of his role in the world and the truth of himself and his existence. His search began
at the age of 16, when his father gave him a copy of Herman Hesse’s Siddhartha.87
Simon’s grandfather had owned a printing press and had given Simon’s dad a first
edition copy of the book when he was a young man. This same copy was then
passed on to Simon. After reading about the lifelong wanderings of Siddhartha –
a Brahman’s son who traveled across India with his friend Govinda in search of
religious and spiritual wholeness and enlightenment – Simon saw himself in
Siddhartha’s character. He loved and cherished the book and it formed an
important turning point in his life; he started to imagine a life dedicated to finding
the truth and becoming enlightened.
In his early 20s, Simon delved into books about psychology and mysticism,
written by authors inspired by Eastern philosophy and religion, such as Carl Jung,
Sigmund Freud, Osho, and Krishnamurti. Simon also became acquainted with
Daniel Reed’s work on Taoism and Carlos Castaneda; in fact, he had lived for two
years in Spain with followers of Castaneda’s teachings. However, Simon later
became disillusioned with the books that he read and the people he encountered.
For him, the followers of these practices were hungry for experiences rather than
interested in finding and living a spiritual truth; they were more concerned about
removing themselves from society than contributing to it, and were more wrapped
up in their own egos than caring about others. “Falun Gong is different,” he would
claim, “because it directly targets your heart,” by which he implied that Falun
Gong was not selfish and was about practicing truth and compassion through by
demonstrating it to others in truth clarification campaigns. Referring to Zen
Buddhism and Vipassana, Simon also reflected on the failure and impermanence
of the meditation techniques and retreats he had tried. Although the retreats he
had participated in for anything up to two weeks at a time had induced an initial
great sense of peace and awareness, he reflected how “Each time the world looked
really different, sad and strange, but this would only be for a day or two before
very soon it would be gone; then I would find myself back to the same daily
mundane habits.” Falun Gong was different because rather than simply being an
experience of meditation, it focused on cultivating yourself in your daily life and
increasing your mind and character (xinxing).

This is a classic work by the German author who won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1946. Siddhartha is
often credited as an important book that helped to spread and popularize knowledge about 'the East' and
Buddhism in the West. It is a story of spiritual quest set thousands of years ago in the Indian subcontinent.
Before his renunciation of it, the Buddha's original name had been Siddhartha Gautama.
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As Simon approached his late twenties, he became interested in China,
Taoism, and practices like Taichichuan and Qigong. He loved China and felt more
alive there than anywhere else as he moved around and learned about its history
and spiritual practices. He would travel around with a bag full of books about
Qigong and Taoism searching for local teachers or wise masters. It was during this
time that he first started learning Mandarin and met his Chinese girlfriend, who
would later become his wife. However, Simon again became frustrated by what
he saw as his failed search and lack of progress. He felt that many of his teachers
were arrogant and did not really know what they were talking about. It was
around this time that he decided to return to Europe, making a quick stop in
Malaysia on the way back. When he arrived in Malaysia in 2003, he was feeling
disillusioned and had all but given up on his quest. It was in Malaysia, however,
that Simon first encountered Falun Gong.
He was walking around a park when he met a Falun Gong practitioner at
a practice site who told him that Falun Gong was a very pure form of Qigong.
Despite his previous cynicism, Simon quickly became persuaded that there was
something different, more serious and deep, going on here. The practitioner gave
him a copy of the Zhuan Falun, which he read very quickly from beginning to end.
Simon was astonished, for Master Li seemed to accurately describe every mistake
he had made and every barrier he had bumped into during his long spiritual quest.
For example, Master Li outlines that there are many charlatans teaching Qigong
and specifies that one can only make progress if one chooses a single way instead
of mixing everything up, taking bits from this and elements from that. Simon
immediately realized the book’s value and authenticity and by the time he had
read all of the chapters he had made up his mind to go back to the park the very
next day to practice the exercises. “That night when I went to bed I felt very
excited. I could feel faluns all over my body, so much so that I couldn’t sleep well.”
In the morning, Simon set off for the park, learnt the exercises, and felt their power.
Referring to what had attracted him, he described how he was particularly happy
that nobody had told him to sign his name or join the group; he also liked that it
was free, because he had grown very sensitive, negative, and suspicious about the
tendency of other practices to charge large amounts of money. This convinced him
that Falun Gong was somehow more sincere and genuine than other practices he
had encountered.
Simon spent some time learning and perfecting the exercises in Malaysia
and it was only just before leaving that practitioners told him that Falun Gong was
illegal and persecuted in China. When he returned to Europe he mainly practiced
alone but regularly looked at the official Falun Gong websites for practitioners, for
example minghui (Clearwisdom in English), to find out more about the persecution
and to stay updated with what practitioners were doing in response. One day he
read about the ‘Manhattan Project’ in New York City and decided to go there for
two months to assist in organizing the campaigns, understood through Master Li’s
teachings as ‘clarifying the truth’ about the persecution. He searched the city and
easily found Falun Gong practitioners on the streets and in public spaces. In New
York, Simon met practitioners from all over the world, attended the annual Falun
Dafa Experience Sharing Conference, and helped with various campaigns.
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After leaving New York, he travelled to other countries where he assisted
in campaigns, also as part of his own self-cultivation. For example, he had been to
Taiwan, where he had practiced the exercises and studied Master Li’s teachings
every day. But because everyone already knew about Falun Gong in Taiwan,
Simon felt that his practice there was too easy and that he wasn’t making any
improvements, so he quickly left. Reflecting on how he preferred to be away from
Western Europe and wanted to experience a challenging cultivation environment,
Simon shared how much he liked Hong Kong. He first visited Hong Kong on his
way back from one of his visits to see his girlfriend in China. He immediately liked
the territory, because of its proximity to mainland China and his girlfriend, but
also because of the practitioners he met there and the campaigns he could
participate in. Perhaps partly due to the small number of practitioners, especially
Westerners, he became well acquainted with the practitioners that made up the
local movement, some of whom he even described as being like family to him. At
the Hong Kong frontier to mainland China, he could engage in highly politicized
campaigns, which he understood as fulfilling Master Li’s calls to clarify the truth
to mainland Chinese; he could also cultivate himself more intensively, so as to
expose his attachments and raise his character level (xinxing).
This detailed sketch of Simon provides some useful insights into the history,
motivations, and experiences of non-Chinese practitioners searching for the truth,
practitioners who became engaged in clarifying the truth of Falun Gong to mainland
Chinese at the Hong Kong frontier. There were a number of important experiences and
elements of Master Li’s teachings that made Falun Gong attractive and convincing to
Simon. Although he had first encountered Falun Gong at a practice site, it was through
reading Master Li’s book that an extraordinary experience, again with elements of
physical illness, was induced, which convinced him to try out and then continue with the
practice. Master Li’s teachings also spoke to Simon’s own story of searching, mixing, and
disillusionment in a way that was powerfully convincing and undeniable. Simon found
particularly appealing Master Li’s emphasis on the necessity of sticking to only one
practice, the fact that his practice required no membership and was free, and how
cultivation was something relevant to his everyday life and involved helping others
instead of merely helping himself. Similar to the Taiwanese practitioners in Hong Kong,
Simon preferred to practice Falun Gong at the Hong Kong frontier because he could reach
more mainland Chinese and because it presented a more challenging cultivation
environment that would allow a more thorough and truthful exposure of his attachments
so that he could transform himself more intensely and rigorously.
This section has shown that many of the Hong Kong practitioners I met had first
encountered or been drawn to Falun Gong for similar reasons as the practitioners in New
York: because of health problems, existential struggles, or their searches for the truth.
Many came from religious backgrounds (Christianity, Buddhism) or had experimented
in New Age beliefs and Qigong; in this sense, whether they had first encountered Falun
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Gong in the form of teachings or practices, it was arguably already partly familiar to them
and yet at the same time provoked extraordinary bodily, perceptual, and/or illness
experiences. These extraordinary experiences, in the form of sudden health improvement,
purification, dreams, and sensing faluns spinning around the body, proved the practice’s
power and authenticity. Most of the Hong Kong practitioners had encountered Falun
Gong not through the exercises but rather through Master Li’s teachings. Through books
and DVDs, the teachings had addressed their profound existential questions and
struggles over issues relating to truth and morality, and provided effective and
convincing answers and remedies. These books and media had often been given to them
by people they knew well and trusted, especially family and friends who had themselves
greatly benefited from and been transformed through the practice. Family and friends
were especially convincing to new people, as they often testified, both verbally and by
example, to Falun Gong’s power and authenticity.
It is no coincidence that, as was the case for New York, I encountered people who
were engaged in an existential quest for the truth and who thus became engaged in
‘clarifying the truth’ of Falun Gong to others. Hong Kong’s complicated relationship to
the People’s Republic of China and the low number of practitioners meant that it was a
high pressure environment, a frontier, where people could experience the aims of the
movement and their own personal limits – their abilities, convictions, and commitments
about Falun Gong – with special immanence and a sense of truth. I too was drawn into
this sense of the frontier, as I was pushed to the limit both in terms of my role as an
anthropologist and in a physical and ethical sense. It was at the frontier of my role as a
researcher and my skills in and knowledge of Falun Gong that Wang confronted me with
the ethics of my anthropological ambitions and project. It was at the frontier that Wang
appealed to me to stop wasting time, playing around with low level scientific theories,
and get down to the primary purpose of Falun Gong and my own existence: namely to
give up attachments through self-cultivation. Wang told me that I needed to give up the
PhD to gain legitimate or real knowledge of the truth of Falun Gong. Back then, at the
frontier, I sensed profoundly that she was right.
In Chapter Five, I will expand upon and analyze my own and other practitioners’
extraordinary experiences with the practice of Falun Gong, using Birgit Meyer’s theories
of mediation and ‘sensational forms’, which induce and train aesthetic experiences in the
persuasion and formation of religious senses of connectivity (Meyer 2006, 2008, 2009,
2010). In Chapter Six, I refer to Foucault’s (1983) conception of ‘spiritual exercises’ (ascesis),
and Asad’s (1993) concept of ‘disciplinary practice’ to explore in more detail how
practitioners’ engagements in risky campaigns at the frontier provoked extraordinary
experiences and profound dilemmas, which were understood as cultivation tests and
which led them to realize painfully true desires and characteristics of themselves as part
of a self-transformation process. I will describe how Simon crossed the border into
mainland China armed with Falun Gong media as part of his plan to ‘clarify the truth’ to
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mainland Chinese people, and how this act led to his arrest and consequent confrontation
with his own shortcomings and previous inability to give up certain attachments. I will
unpack further the interesting relationship between clarifying the truth to others and
refining the self in relation to the Buddha Law moral principles. I am particularly
interested in the role of pain and the Falun Gong ethics of commitment.

Exercise pra ctice sites in Hong Kong
Differing from New York, and mainly because of the Chinese state’s restrictions on Falun
Gong activities, in Hong Kong there were no exercise practice sites organized in Falun
Gong rented buildings or in universities. Below, I describe two practice sites located in
public parks, outlining how they differed in terms of the people present and their
organization.
The first practice site was advertised on the Internet and took place seven days a
week, always in the early hours of the morning. At this time of the morning, Falun Gong
practitioners were not alone, because all around them scattered across the park were
various other individuals or groups engaged in early morning exercises. At the heart of
the park, a quiet, small, and enclosed space had been chosen by the main organizer and
formed into a Falun Gong practice site. The space was demarcated by a landscaped bed
of plants and flowers and a number of benches, functioning to create a bounded Falun
Gong space. As if imitating their spatial surroundings, the practitioners formed their
bodies into an inward facing circle, with their backs turned to the rest of the park. The
group consisted mainly of middle-aged and elderly women. An old battery operated
boom box played a cassette tape version of the music instruction at high volume,
producing fuzzy, distorted sounds. This small enclave of people exercising in the morning
did not appear so different to many of the other Chinese practices found in the park, and
was only identifiable as Falun Gong to a knowledgeable observer through the movements
they performed and Master Li’s music instruction. As they stood and sat in the enclosed
space in a circle with their backs to the rest of the park, moving their bodies in sync with
the recorded voice of Master Li, they were subtly creating shared experiences and bonds,
a sense of community as distinct from the other people and groups in the park.
Another practice site was advertised on the Internet but also in local Hong Kong
versions of the Epoch Times newspaper as an evening beginners’ class. In the evening,
Hong Kong’s parks are much quieter than in the mornings. Venturing through the park
at night, I could hear the Falun Gong group before I could see it. Upon entering the park,
I simply followed the sound of the music instruction until I found them. They had chosen
an open and well lit location close to Nathan Road, a main road crowded with evening
shoppers and commuters, some of whom would venture into this part of the park. Not
far from the entrance leading to the main road, I found about twelve people practicing the
exercises – young and old, Hong Kong born and mainland China born, and with varying
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levels of experience and skill. One or two people were obviously new and had been
separated from the rest of the group and were being taught the different movements and
postures by imitating and receiving verbal instructions from an experienced practitioner.
While these new people were taught the exercises away from the others, the rest of the
group followed the music instruction. All had taken off their shoes and placed them neatly
on the ground behind where they stood. They stood or sat on waterproof plastic mats,
which had been placed into neat columns by the main organizer. Their bodies were
grouped together and positioned in evenly spaced columns, which faced head-on into the
open space of the park where people were passing by. At the front and in the middle of
the group was positioned the main organizer. She was very skilled in the exercises and
controlled the high quality MP3 player that played the music instruction loudly and
clearly. Just a couple of meters in front of her, she had also set up a small box with a script
reading ‘Falun Gong’ and ‘Zhuan Falun’, which displayed various flyers, CDs, and DVDs,
all free to take away.

Figure 16. Evening exercise class and regular practice session in Hong Kong

These two different practice sites in Hong Kong show both similarities and
differences, in terms of the time of day and number of days on which they were organized,
the people attending them, and their organization in terms of space and media. Not all of
the practice sites that I visited had the same goal. Some were about proselytizing,
spreading the message and recruiting people, while others were intended more for the
practitioners themselves, especially to deepen the sense of community and the bond
among adherents. The second practice site that I describe above posed a particular
contrast to the first – and indeed most other practice sites I observed across Hong Kong –
because here the exercises were performed in an open part of the park near an entrance
close to a busy road filled with commuters and shoppers. The practitioners in attendance,
but also the passersby, were more diverse and representative of Hong Kong as a whole.
Thus it could serve to introduce Falun Gong to a public arena beyond the confines of early
morning Chinese practices in parks. At the site, various media were displayed and offered
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to passersby. But the practitioners themselves had also been consciously arranged to
communicate with outsiders; for example, by placing the plastic purple mats in neat,
regimented, and forward facing columns, and with the most skilled performers up front,
the organizer of this practice site told me that she was consciously seeking to present
Falun Gong to the world in a particular way. Compared to the first early morning practice
site, where the practitioners formed themselves into an inward facing circle, an exclusive
enclave, at the evening practice site the organization and performance of practitioners’
bodies became part of a more general form of communicating with and convincing
passersby that Falun Gong is open and professional. This demonstrates that through the
particular organization of bodies and media in public spaces, some practice sites in Hong
Kong were being transformed into spaces for communicating with and convincing people
about Falun Gong. Through their participation in the exercises at collective practice sites,
practitioners became part of the performative and mediated means through which Falun
Gong included others and was legitimized in public space. Because of the skillful
organization of the practice site by the main organizer, practitioners were being
incorporated into the ongoing extension of Falun Gong practices of mediation into the
public sphere.
The different media used at the practice sites are also important to reflect upon.
Compared to the old analogue portable stereo playing cassette tapes that was used by the
elderly practitioners at the first site, at the second site a younger practitioner was using
an MP3 player. Unlike the portable stereo, which was large and bulky, required the
cassette to be taken out and turned over during the two-hour session, and had a lower
sound quality, the MP3 player was smaller, played the two-hour session all the way
through, and had a clear and loud sound that was more powerful in provoking
experiences in practitioners but also in terms of reaching passersby in the night. The MP3
player as a material object was less apparent and noticeable, and yet at the same time it
was more likely both to be heard across the park and to provoke powerful experiences.
The introduction of new media (such as MP3 players) was arguably changing the degree
to which people were conscious of media technology as material objects in the organizing
of the exercise sessions and the production of experiences through sound and hearing. In
comparison to older forms of audio technology, new media arguably facilitate a more
immediate relationship between technology and sensation, between Master Li and
practitioners, and between Falun Gong and passersby.

Fa lun Gong ca m paigns in Hong Kong
In an interview with a coordinator of the Hong Kong Falun Dafa Association, I was told
about how difficult it was in 1999 when the Chinese government began its persecution of
Falun Gong in China, and when the campaign had been extended to Hong Kong. The pre1999 era was described as a kind of “honeymoon period” in Hong Kong, an era when 1000
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practitioners practiced freely and usually in private. In 1999, most Hong Kong residents
had never heard of Falun Gong and so simply accepted what they read in Hong Kong’s
newspapers and what they saw on television, namely that Falun Gong was a dangerous
cult. It was a hard time, I was told; there were lots of uncertainties about what was “really”
happening in China, Master Li did not give any teachings explaining what to do, public
opinion was generally against Falun Gong in Hong Kong, and most practitioners
struggled with the disapproval of family, friends, and employers. For many, it seemed as
if the end of times had already arrived.
Despite these uncertainties and the fact that many practitioners gave up the
practice, there was a core number who stepped forward to try and do something, using
whatever skills and time they had at their disposal to contest the dominant opinion.
Almost nine years later, it was clear to me that practitioners in Hong Kong and those who
had travelled from overseas to help, had set up various campaigns across the territory.
The Falun Gong movement had become a staple in several of Hong Kong’s parades, for
instance, especially those opposed to Beijing’s interference in Hong Kong governance, and
also joined thousands of others in the annual commemoration of the 1997 handover of
Hong Kong by the British to the People’s Republic of China. These parades were often
attended by around 200 Falun Gong practitioners from across Hong Kong and were
important occasions for bringing practitioners together into one whole procession
through the streets of the city. They were key events for forming and performing a largescale Hong Kong Falun Gong movement in the public sphere. Falun Gong practitioners
were also active in Hong Kong’s public sphere in another sense, namely through the
organization of various campaigns and media initiated in New York. Below, I discuss
three different examples.

Distributing Falun Gong new spapers in Ho ng K o ng
The Falun Gong movement sought to keep the issue of the persecution alive in Hong
Kong’s media and public spaces in order to influence the views of Hong Kong residents
and commuters. During fieldwork, I observed much time and energy being given to the
daily distribution and circulation of newspapers (such as the Epoch Times) outside of
metro exits and entrances in the early mornings, when Hong Kong is flooded with
commuters. Sometimes this even prevented practitioners from engaging in their early
morning exercises. Every day, approximately 50,000 copies of the newspaper were
printed and delivered to a relatively small number of practitioners located around Hong
Kong. The morning distribution of the Epoch Times aimed to keep Falun Gong in the news,
but it also made possible a more general criticism of the Chinese Communist Party. Apart
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from the Epoch Times, practitioners were also producing and distributing other
newspapers using a variety of names not so easily identifiable with Falun Gong.88
The content of these newspaper articles often focused on criticizing the Chinese
Communist Party’s activities both inside and outside of China, its general violation of
Hong Kong’s Basic Law, and the pressure it exerted over the Legislative Council.
Interestingly, the conflict in Flushing Chinatown in New York (as discussed in the
previous chapter) also made the front pages of various editions of Falun Gong-related
newspapers in Hong Kong, where articles described the interference of the Chinese
embassy and photos showed the brutish and violent behavior of pro-CCP protestors and
their arrests by New York police. Not only were New York initiated newspapers being
distributed in Hong Kong, but also New York news. Since such news made the front page
in Hong Kong, this seemed to emphasize the importance of New York for the movement.
During fieldwork I became involved in the daily distribution of these newspapers
after being invited by Qu, a practitioner I met at the evening practice site I described
above. I would assist four to five other practitioners in the daily organization and
distribution of approximately 1,500 newspapers between 7am and 10am. I was often
instructed by Qu to concentrate, look serious and professional. Just as important, she
would remind me, was to ‘send forth righteous thoughts’ so as to use my Gong power to
eliminate evil interference that might prevent people from taking the newspapers. Qu also
advised me on when I should actually refuse to give out the newspapers and even take
back newspapers from certain kinds of people who attempted to take copies. It is common
knowledge in Hong Kong that recycling companies pay money for old newspapers. There
are therefore many people who collect more papers than they need and there are even
those who organize themselves into gangs to try to collect large numbers of newspapers
from the many newspaper distributors that can be found at metro stops dotted around
Hong Kong. Although the amount of money earned is very little, various gangs of poor
and elderly women wandered the streets and stockpiled old newspapers as a means of
boosting their daily income. It was these poor and elderly women who would sometimes
pass by as many as 10 times to collect a newspaper from the metro exits. Some even tried
to grab stacks of papers if we were not paying attention. For this reason, especially in the
beginning, Qu would keep one eye on me and the other on the newspapers. Sometimes
she would even follow suspicious looking people who seemed to be heading in the
direction of the other exits to see if they were trying to collect papers there as well.
The Epoch Times newspaper was given out every weekday. In addition, a number of other newspapers were
also distributed: Minghui (the only newspaper clearly identified as a Falun Gong publication and given out
on Mondays), Secret China (given out on Wednesdays), and Renminbao (distributed on Fridays). While the
contents and focus of the newspapers varied in a number of ways, all were anti-communist and produced by
Falun Gong practitioners. Following the Sichuan earthquake in 2008 and in the lead-up to the Beijing Olympic
Games, articles focused on criticism of Beijing’s handling of the earthquake, political controls, human rights
violations, and any prophecy or predictions that would suggest that the Beijing Games would fail and/or that
the end of the world was nigh.
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Although the women could sometimes be identified by the fact that they were old and
carried large bags or wheeled trolleys, both I and others found this monitoring,
controlling, and even refusal to give out newspapers very difficult in the early morning
rush. As I will show, the situation also caused a number of problems and conflicts between
practitioners at the metro exit.
Initially it was Chou, a Hong Kong born woman in her early 50s, who became a
focus of criticism concerning her method of handing out the newspapers. She positioned
herself at the side of the sea of commuters as they passed by, but instead of politely
extending her newspapers, Chou would suddenly lunge and retract, lunge and retract,
forcing the newspapers into the faces of each individual as they passed. This was clearly
not the best way of distributing the papers and individual commuters had to overtly
refuse them or avoid her by walking at a distance around her. Chou would also respond
negatively to the elderly newspaper collectors, sometimes snatching the papers out of
their hands and even causing a scene by arguing with them in front of the large numbers
of rush hour commuters or chasing after them. For the other practitioners, her actions
became a focal point of criticism, discussion, and reflection. Most practitioners felt that
the way in which Chou thrust the newspapers forward was impolite and too forceful.
They especially felt that she dealt uncompassionately with the old ladies.
When challenged, Chou’s reaction was defensive and interesting. For Chou, the
newspapers were not newspapers at all but rather precious pieces of gold that had the
potential to clarify the truth about Falun Gong and save sentient beings. Despite their
poverty in this world, Chou described how in taking the newspapers the old women were
taking something that did not belong to them, and were potentially preventing other
people from having the opportunity to be saved. She said that because of such an action,
they could suffer terrible karmic retribution. In this sense, Chou’s severe treatment of the
women was, for her, part of enacting the principles of compassion and truthfulness – she
was being hard on the women to help them realize that taking such precious newspapers
was very serious and dangerous for them. Chou also explained that this action was
especially urgent because time was running out to save people before the end of this era.
While the other practitioners agreed with Chou that every copy of the newspaper, and
especially the sentient being behind every person who potentially received a copy, were
precious, through her actions and attitude she was potentially damaging the reputation
of both the newspapers and Falun Gong. Chou was eventually moved to a less busy exit
and the others sought to better communicate with the old ladies and explain the value of
the newspapers. Some of the practitioners also started to bring their own used non-Falun
Gong newspapers to give to the old ladies. All practitioners reminded each other of
Master Li’s recent lecture given at a New York conference in 2008, calling on practitioners
to search for their own shortcomings rather than to criticize others in their truth
clarification practices. The problem of losing newspapers to the women was attributed to
the personal lack of righteousness of all practitioners at the metro exit.
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The dilemma of how to deal with the gangs of old ladies collecting newspapers
for money also draws attention to the ways in which practitioners were seeking to
interpret and enact Master Li’s Buddha Law principles and teachings in their campaigns
in Hong Kong. The teachings, delivered at the annual conference in New York,
emphasized the urgent need for individual practitioners to correct their own
shortcomings as part of their individual cultivation practice, so as to work together more
effectively to save people before the end of times. This once again exposes an interesting
relationship between ‘clarifying the truth’ and practitioners’ attempts to cultivate the
moral principles of truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance. Through the everyday
challenging circumstances of handing out newspapers in public spaces in Hong Kong,
practitioners were also entering a cultivation environment filled with possibilities for
gaining personal insight into the truth of their desires and shortcomings, which through
Master Li’s teachings they sought to transform in relation to the Buddha Law. The Falun
Gong produced newspapers were understood and valued as gold able to immanently
decide people’s existential destinies and save them from or determine their fate at an
expected end of times judgment. These media were, therefore, inscribed with a sacred
significance of their own, something important for interpreting Falun Gong as a practice
of mediation (as will be addressed in the next chapter concerning Master Li). The
millenarian expectation of the immanent end of the era, a time when everyone’s deeds
and the truth of Falun Gong would be revealed, became intensified in the lead-up to the
Beijing Olympic Games, an event organized by the Chinese government and which many
practitioners in Hong Kong expected would end in disaster. Amidst their attempts to
‘clarify the truth’ in the public arena at the frontier, the immanence of this looming
expectation functioned to push practitioners into new frontiers of experience; it revealed
the truth of their individual shortcomings, and because of the felt urgency to effectively
work together in the distribution of the valuable newspapers in Hong Kong, it facilitated
a renewed sense of purpose and cohesion.

The space f ormally kno w n as ‘the f lat’
‘The flat’ was located in an ordinary apartment building on Hong Kong Island. It was a
basic and humble living space, with a lounge, kitchen, and bathroom, and two rooms
containing a few old metal bunk-beds for sleeping. Although not very large, the flat
functioned as a space where practitioners could sleep, study Master Li’s teachings, and
store Falun Gong hardware and media, which every evening were transported to a
particular tourist hotspot in Hong Kong where a Quit the Part center was maintained.
The first time I visited the flat, I met two practitioners born in China but now
permanent residents in Hong Kong and a number of temporarily visiting practitioners,
including two Taiwanese (staying for two weeks) and a North American practitioner I
will call George (visiting on a three-month visa). George was between 40 and 45 years old.
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He was short and slender but had broad shoulders and carried himself as if he was a man
twice his size. He wore light fitting and comfortable clothes, converse trainers, and a cap
with a Chinese dragon on the front. As George prepared his basic and cheap lunch –
steamed white rice, green vegetables, and tofu – he shared his intimate knowledge of
Chinese martial arts films and explained his lifelong search for the Tao, Way, or truth. As
with Carl in New York and Simon in Hong Kong, I had discovered another male nonChinese practitioner engaged in a quest for the truth. Before discovering Falun Gong,
George had practiced various Chinese and Indian meditative exercises and followed
various dietary regimes. After learning the Falun Gong exercises in the United States,
George had gradually become more involved in the movement, and although he
described it as a very hard and challenging practice he now realized that he had found
what he had always been searching for: a genuine and moral practice. George had
previously lived in Taiwan and Thailand, but had come to Hong Kong after attending a
Law lecture in which Master Li prompted practitioners to go to the territory to help
‘clarify the truth’ and save mainland Chinese people.
At the flat, we studied the Zhuan Falun book. The Law study sessions were
organized after lunch, with one chapter read aloud in Mandarin and English. Although I
read in English, at these reading sessions George sought to listen and read along with the
others in Mandarin Chinese as a means of improving his Mandarin reading and speaking
ability. George described how he wanted to learn how to read the Zhuan Falun in
Mandarin in order to comprehend the Buddha Law as Master Li taught it in its most
powerful and authentic form, but also so that he could most effectively communicate with
and clarify the truth to Chinese tourists in Hong Kong. After reading a chapter of the
book, we would load Falun Gong hardware and media equipment into a taxi waiting
outside the flat and drive to the Peak, a popular tourist hotspot, to convince as many
mainland Chinese tourists as possible to ‘Quit the Party’.
Despite being an important space for Falun Gong in terms of providing living
quarters, conducting Law study, and storing materials connected to the Quit the Party
campaign, the flat was located right next door to the Chinese Consulate in Hong Kong.
From inside the flat, practitioners referred to the Communist headquarters next door as a
place where the evil energy of the Party was strong and could disrupt Falun Gong
campaigns in Hong Kong. Practitioners at the flat often ‘sent forth righteous thoughts’ so
as to use the power of their virtue and Gong energy to eliminate this evil influence. As
part of this process, George had even hung one of the banners from the tourist site outside
of the flat, which read ‘Heaven Destroys Chinese Communism’ (in bold white Chinese
characters against a blue background, see photo below). For George and other
practitioners, the banner was invested with sacred powers able to eliminate the Party’s
interference and thereby help people visiting or passing close by the consulate to become
enlightened to the Party’s evil nature. This was another part of their campaign to save
sentient beings.
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Figure 17. Sign reading ‘Heaven Destroys Chinese Communism’ outside Chinese Consulate in Hong Kong

Hanging on the outside of the apartment block, this banner could be seen from the
main road and from the main entrance of the Chinese consulate, to which it must have
been a great embarrassment and annoyance. Because of its height, the sign could only be
removed from inside the flat. However, it did not last long. After hanging there for only
a few weeks, suddenly the landlord of the flat sent an eviction notice. I recall how on the
day that the eviction notice arrived, George had claimed that it confirmed the Chinese
Consulate’s annoyance at the banner and its power to influence people in Hong Kong. He
had also reflected regretfully on his decision to hang the banner outside the flat; weighing
up the benefits and losses, he admitted aloud that although it must have been seen by a
large number of passersby and visitors to the consulate, the eviction now meant that the
movement was losing an important living, Law study, and storage space. Apart from
being a place for the collective study of Master Li’s teachings, the flat was also a place
where overseas practitioners could reside during their visit while they helped out with
important campaigns, and it was a place for organizing and realizing the ongoing
important Quit the Party campaign. The Falun Gong practitioners did eventually leave
the flat, and this case demonstrates how politicized and impermanent both media and
space were for the movement in Hong Kong.

‘Q uit the P arty’ at tourist sites in Ho ng K o ng
Quit the Party was the most important campaign being organized in Hong Kong at the
time of my fieldwork. The great importance of this campaign seemed to be shaped by the
expectations identified above but also by Hong Kong’s physical proximity to mainland
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China. Although Falun Gong was illegal and suppressed just across the border, in Hong
Kong practitioners could organize themselves legally in public and target large numbers
of Chinese migrants and tourists moving in and out of the territory. While the Quit the
Party campaign was broadly directed at anyone and everyone with the aim of influencing
their general perceptions of the Party (as bad) and Falun Gong (as good), as already
mentioned it was mainland Chinese people in particular who were identified as the most
important because of their membership of the Communist Party. Since the initiation of
the campaign in New York, special attention was therefore focused on this group, as it
was thought that come the end of this era, they would be judged harshly based on their
continuing affiliation with the evil Party, which would soon be condemned and
eliminated from history. In the context of the millenarian expectations sowed by the USbased Master Li, Hong Kong, the former British colony and a new global center of finance,
became an especially important and intense frontier to mainland China, where
practitioners could sense the immanence of Chinese state sovereignty and the end of
times.

Figure 18. The Star Ferry Terminal, Kowloon, and Falun Gong produced CDs and newspapers
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Ferry terminals, bus and train stations, and Hong Kong’s main heritage and tourist
attractions were targeted for the campaign, spaces that connect Hong Kong and China,
where large numbers of mainland Chinese people could be found. At the time of my
fieldwork, Quit the Party campaign centers were operating at a coach parking lot at Mong
Tai Si temple (a large temple frequented by many mainland tourists), a small enclosure
on Hong Kong Island’s mid-level Peak (a place that provides a panoramic view of Hong
Kong), at a bus station very close to an important border crossing between Hong Kong
and the mainland, and at the Star Ferry Terminal (the harbor crossing point connecting
Hong Kong Island and Kowloon). As can be seen in the photos below, the Quit the Party
centers included erected boards displaying images and text critical of the Chinese
government and information about Falun Gong, as well as television screens and stacks
of CDs and Epoch Times newspapers. The Star Ferry Terminal, a busy ferry port that also
acts as a bus station and tourist attraction, was thereby transformed into a Falun Gong
space of convincing.
Below, I will describe the Quit the Party campaign center at the tourist attraction
of the Peak, which was organized daily by Falun Gong practitioners from the flat.
Every evening, large numbers of Chinese tourists would travel into Hong Kong
on buses and stop at the Peak. They came for the panoramic view that the Peak
afforded of Hong Kong’s flashing neon skyline, cut in half by the harbor and
surrounded by cloud-tipped hills. As the tourists disembarked from their buses to
behold the twinkling and breathtaking scene, they were also met by something
that they did not expect: an immediate cacophony of Falun Gong practitioners,
media, images, and sounds directly and openly criticizing the Chinese
government and promoting Falun Gong. This particular tourist space was first
used by a lone practitioner to distribute self-made flyers in 2003, but by 2008 a
number of practitioners manned a comprehensive display of TV screens and
waterproof boards with digitally produced images. The team distributed large
quantities of CDs, newspapers, and the Nine Commentaries book published by the
New York-based Epoch Times newspaper and printed in Taiwan.
The Peak was part of a daily ritual for the practitioners. In the late
afternoon and following Buddha Law study at the flat, equipment (TV screens,
batteries, and fastening straps) and boxes of flyers, CDs, and books would be
packed into a lift and taken downstairs and then tightly crammed into a prebooked taxi waiting outside. After squeezing into the taxi, it was a 15 minute ride
to the Peak. Upon arriving, the display would be set up quickly and with precision.
Large banners reading ‘Falun Gong is Good’ and ‘Heaven Destroys the Chinese
Communism’ were fastened to railings. Batteries housed in plastic crates were
placed on top of cement bollards and two TV screens were plugged in and placed
on top of the crates and fastened in place with adjustable straps, wrenches, and
clips. As a New York produced DVD89 was started and the volume turned up high,
This DVD played either ‘The Nine Commentaries on the Chinese Communist Party’ – a video documentary
outlining a critical history of the CCP from its founding until the beginning of the persecution of Falun Gong
– or, following the 2008 Sichuan earthquake disaster, a video produced by New Tang Dynasty Television in
89
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foldable waterproof corrugated boards were erected around concrete posts and
fastened together. The boards displayed images from the Cultural Revolution and
the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre; there were testimonies of personal healing
through Falun Gong and high quality images of Westerners performing Falun
Gong exercises beside national monuments such as the Eiffel tower and the White
House; images that contrasted starkly with those of the tortured bodies of Chinese
citizens. There were also illustrated images depicting divine beings in robes
rescuing people from the clutches of satanic figures, and former President Jiang
Zemin who seemed to be being swallowed up in Hell. These media were used by
practitioners to clarify the truth.

Figure 19. Chinese tourists looking at Falun Gong poster boards and TVs at the Peak, Hong Kong Island

The Peak was a fascinating space in terms of the media used by the Falun
Gong practitioners, but also because of the shocked reactions of the mainland
tourists. Such a site would be unthinkable across the border in mainland China.
Some laughed at the seeming absurdity of the images and allegations, others
shook their heads in disbelief and suspicion. Some of the tourists placed their
hands over their eyes and ears and refused to look or hear. A number of tourists
were clearly afraid of being seen showing an interest because of the fact that the
touring agencies were often connected to the Chinese state. Many tourists did,
however, read the information boards and watch the TV screens. They were also
forced to listen to the practitioners, who would frequently call out “Falun Dafa
Hao” (Falun Dafa is Good) and “Tuidang bao ping an” (Quit the Party and secure
peace and prosperity, although this is often translated into English as ‘Quit the
Party and be saved’). Practitioners also attempted to distribute newspapers, CDs,
New York that criticized the CCP’s handling of the earthquake. Emotionally evocative music was mixed with
images of children’s hands poking out of rubble and allegations of incompetence, corruption, and denials.
Images were also shown of violent attacks on Falun Gong practitioners in New York’s Flushing Chinatown,
which were said to have been organized by the CCP.
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and books to the tourists. At the time of fieldwork, most attention and value was
placed on the Nine Commentaries book, which practitioners would try to give out
as the tourists re-embarked their buses. It was hoped that people would read the
books and come to understand the uncensored history and evil nature of the
Chinese Communist Party and realize the goodness of Falun Gong. Although
many tourists refused to take the books, or took them and threw them away into
rubbish bins placed inside the buses, the practitioners hoped that many would
read the contents during their time in Hong Kong and consequently reveal the
contents to other mainland Chinese or even take the books back with them when
they returned. Practitioners often engaged in what Master Li has called ‘sending
forth righteous thoughts’, a cleansing ritual aimed at using their Gong power to
eliminate the evil forces with which they competed.
Mrs. Chu was one of the practitioners involved in the campaign at the
Peak. She was 75 years old and had been born in Hong Kong. After spending most
of her life in Australia, she had returned to Hong Kong to help in a missionary
kind of effort to save Chinese people. She was petite and slender with pinned-back
black hair and round glasses that sat slightly askew on her face. Similar to other
practitioners of her age, she wore conservative black trousers and a well-worn
Chinese silk blouse. She had first started practicing Falun Gong 13 years
previously, after a friend had given her Master Li’s book to help with her poor
health. Through her practice she had been healed. Despite being a small-framed
woman of 75 years, and despite the verbal abuse she was sometimes subjected to
by angry or dissenting tourists, night after night she would stand before the large
crowds of people and say in a loud and unwavering voice:
The Chinese Communist Party is against humanity, and now Heaven wants to
eliminate it. It is an evil specter from the West and we should go with Heaven’s
will and protect our lives and safety. You can use pseudonyms to announce your
withdrawal from the Party. Not only do you have nothing to lose, you will also
gain a large amount of good fortune and a wonderful future. You have now
understood the truth. Tell it to your family and friends when you go home. You
will be saving them also.90
Every day there were mainland Chinese tourists who told practitioners
they wanted to quit the Party. The names they gave were filled in on forms and
then later entered onto the Epoch Times website where the global Quit the Party
campaign can be found. According to the website, as of 2012 some 120 million
people had quit the party.91

This was usually said in Mandarin, and sometimes in Cantonese.
These numbers come from the Epoch Times’ website: http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/t/quitting-thechinese-communist-party/ and http://tuidang.epochtimes.com/ (last accessed on December 4, 2012).
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Figure 20. Practitioner armed with Nine Commentaries book trying to convince
Chinese tourists

The Peak was an example of a ‘scenic spot’ – a tourist place where Chinese tourist
agencies often work in cooperation with Chinese state bureaucracies and forms of control
(Nyíri 2006). However, it was also being transformed into a Falun Gong Quit the Party
campaign center. The campaign involved the skilful use of space, bodily performance,
and various material media (TVs, books, signboards, etc.) appealing to multiple senses
such as hearing, sight, and touch. The campaign was framed and presented to the Chinese
tourists in terms of Chinese religious idioms. For example, Mrs. Chu’s suggestion that
people will attain “good fortune” in the future shows an appeal to popular Chinese
religious conceptions and understandings. Through body and media, the Peak was
transformed into a space in which to convince Chinese tourists about the goodness of
Falun Gong and the evilness of the Chinese Communist Party. The practitioners at the
Peak aimed to distribute a particular version of Chinese history to the visiting mainland
Chinese tourists, a version produced by the Epoch Times in New York that distinguishes
between the Chinese Communist Party, China, and Chinese civilization. Such a
distinction is based on a Western democratic understanding that separates government
and nation, a distinction that is often assumed in the ‘one country, two systems’ context
of Hong Kong. The Nine Commentaries book was written and published by the Epoch Times
in New York, printed in Taiwan, and distributed via the Hong Kong frontier to visitors
from the People’s Republic of China. This process shows that the Falun Gong movement
in Hong Kong was engaged in contesting the history of China through campaigns and
media initiated in New York, distributed at the Hong Kong frontier, intended to penetrate
into mainland China.
Mrs. Chu’s plea to the mainland tourists that communism is an “evil specter from
the West” responsible for the destruction of Chinese civilization seeks to draw a dividing
line between the Chinese state and China, and utilizes a religious discourse produced in
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the US. Here an appeal was being made to ‘authentic’ Chinese heritage by a ‘well-to-do’
and unassuming elderly Chinese lady at the frontier. Similar to the discussions in the
previous chapter, I interpret Mrs. Chu’s appeal as an example of Falun Gong ‘mimesis
and alterity’ (Taussig 1993); connecting the US and Hong Kong, the Falun Gong
movement was imitating the Chinese state’s campaign of labeling and de-legitimization
so as to produce a more powerful cultural difference and claim of representing authentic
Chinese heritage. In the campaign approach used at the Peak, the Falun Gong movement
was arguably attempting to invert the roles and logic of state authority and exercise power
over it. Here, practitioners like Mrs. Chu were making the following claim in an appeal to
Chinese citizens: “We’re are not the foreign, corrupting, and polluting element in China.
The Communist Party is, with its poisonous Western originated system. We are the
authentic carriers and guardians of an ancient Chinese tradition. We are the guardians of
truth.” This is arguably what ‘clarifying the truth’ at the frontier is all about: publically
revealing and disclosing the sacred truth of Chineseness and the new world order of the
Buddha Law.
To end this section, I want to discuss two images that were used at the Peak – one
religious, the other a ‘spontaneous icon’ – which were used as a way of disclosing the
truth. The first image was an illustration depicting practitioners saving people from the
clutches of Hell (see Figure 21).92

Figure 21. Religious imagery used in the Peak
campaign
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Image taken from the Epoch Times’ Tuidang website: http://www.epochtimes.com/gb/4/12/4/n737542.htm

(accessed December 12, 2012).
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The image reveals an interesting merging of different religious symbols and forms from
Chinese and Western traditions, and was produced in New York. The image depicts three
practitioners floating in the air, as if descending from above, adorned in robes and
carrying the Nine Commentaries as scrolls; below are a number of evil beings in the form
of devils with horns, and there are human skulls, serpents, and finally we see also Jiang
Zemin (China’s former president and the person responsible for ordering the persecution
of Falun Gong). In between are two Chinese people being pulled down by the evil beings,
while the practitioners can be seen trying to lift them up to Heaven to save them. The
image seems to combine socialist realism with a comic form familiar in China, also used
in the Chinese government’s campaigns against Falun Gong. The practitioners appear as
Tang Dynasty style flying figures, yet they wear what appear to be togas and the image
is very much Christian in the sense of the horned devils and the conception of
practitioners as saviors rescuing Chinese people through the Nine Commentaries. Produced
in New York, such images are neither identifiably Chinese nor Western, and one must
wonder whether they would be recognizable and persuasive to mainland Chinese
tourists.
Another image that I frequently encountered at the Peak and at other Quit the
Party campaign centers in Hong Kong was that of a large stone slab with a sentence carved
into it reading ‘The Chinese Communist Party Collapses’ (see Figure 22).

Figure 22. Chinese characters on rock reading ‘The Chinese Communist Party Collapses’

The image of the stone slab was used on flyers given out to Chinese tourists and
was displayed on large boards mounted at the Peak and in other public spaces in Hong
Kong. The Epoch Times also used the image in various articles, published both in print
editions and on the Internet.93 In one Internet article featuring the image, it is claimed that
the stone was found in a Chinese national park and had actually been reported on by over
100 different media sources in China, but was always censored because nobody dared to
mention the final word – ‘collapses’ – and the fact that the Chinese Communist Party
93

http://en.epochtimes.com/news/7-4-6/53832.html (accessed March 23, 2010).
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sought to hide it.94 In this sense, it was suggested that the slab was being used untruthfully
by the Chinese government in official media to validate the Party’s existence and
persistence. The stone slab – said to be seven meters in length and three meters in height
– was also described as being too difficult to carve into.
The use, display, and circulation of the photo image showing a rock bearing the
words ‘The Chinese Communist Party Collapses’ is an example of acheiropoiete95 or a
‘spontaneous icon’, forms of media that deny the role of the human hand and intention in
their making and appearance; such a claim of not being manmade or constructed culture
functions to establish the authenticity of a particular claim to truth or divine intervention,
(Latour 2004, Van de Port 2011b, Taussig 1993, 2003). The discovery of the stone in a
national park and the claim that it was too large and hard to carve into appeals to the idea
of an accidental discovery and a nature beyond human intention and possibility of
falsification. It is in this sense that the image works to authenticate the claim being made.
Also significant is how the Chinese state was said to be using the stone to authenticate the
Party, but only by concealing the last word; the word that was being truthfully unveiled
by the Epoch Times. It is this aspect of disclosing that which has been concealed that
inscribes the claim with an even greater aura of authenticity. The stone slab aims to
materialize and prove claims that the Chinese Communist Party will be destroyed as a
result of Heaven’s will and judgment.
Clearly, the stone was being used by practitioners as a confirmation of the
expectation that the Chinese Communist Party was doomed to collapse through nonhuman intervention. The irony of this Falun Gong acheiropoiete (and indeed other such
examples that appear as images in various media, including the Internet) is the obvious
fact that we never get to see the real artifact itself in a more immediate sense with our own
eyes. All the same, by claiming to unveil the real truth of a slab located in a space
controlled and used by the Chinese state, the Falun Gong movement sought to convince
Chinese people to quit the Party and to contest Chinese state heritage. This process of
contesting Chinese state heritage being part of a broader attempt by the movement to
contest and undermine sovereignty making processes.

Conclusion
In addition to the previous chapter on New York, this chapter reveals a more broad
process whereby understandings of the transnational Falun Gong movement, the Chinese
Communist Party, and Chinese heritage were all being contested in public spaces in Hong
Kong at the frontier to mainland China. Although other groups have also been targeted
and classified as dangerous enemies of the Chinese state throughout Chinese history,
http://en.epochtimes.com/news/7-4-6/53832.html (accessed March 23, 2010).
Archeiropoiete is a Greek word used to describe artifacts and media that seemingly could not have been made
by human beings, for example miraculous objects like the Image of Edessa and the Shroud of Turin.
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what makes Falun Gong unique is its use of media and its transnationalism to combat this
persecution. Falun Gong emerged at a time when expressions of Chinese religiosity and
Chinese heritage could go global and be organized transnationally as perhaps never
before; a time when Falun Gong could become organized in the US, a safe haven from
where practices and teachings and new forms of Chinese culture could be produced and
universalized on a global scale. In this chapter, I have described how this process is now
being organized via the Hong Kong frontier and sent back into the People’s Republic of
China. Although the Chinese state has sought to maintain a monopoly over sovereign
power through its authority to classify and suppress religion and through its claim of
being the guardian of ‘authentic’ Chinese culture (as discussed in Chapter One and Two),
I have shown how this monopoly was being contested and compromised on the
borderland edges of China in Hong Kong, by the transnational Falun Gong movement
headquartered in New York.
This chapter and the previous one concerning New York provide important
findings relating to the main research questions of this thesis, which concern how
practitioners are incorporated into the movement and engage in contestations with the
Chinese state. We have seen how Falun Gong has taken on a strong public presence
through the performance of bodily exercises and the effective organizing of various kinds
of media in park spaces, busy urban centers, and tourist hotspots. Similar to the ways in
which people were incorporated into the exercises organized at practice sites in public
parks, the movement’s use of mass media (newspapers), but also media in the form of
sign boards, banners, sound, books, etc., all enabled practitioners to communicate with
and convince others about the practice and make claims concerning the persecution by
and the fate of the Chinese Communist Party. This was arguably made productive by
appealing to people’s senses – ears, eyes, bodies, etc. – in order to include them
perceptually and emotively in powerful ‘practices of mediation’ and ‘sensational forms’
(Meyer 2006, 2008, 2011) authorized by Master Li and the New York headquartered
movement. In my analysis, public places were spaces of contestation where opposing
actors – the Chinese state and the Falun Gong movement – used media and claims for
authenticity to compete over people’s bodies and identifications. It became especially
clear in this chapter that practitioners conceived of media and their campaigns as being
sacred and invested with the divine power to wage war with and defeat the evil forces
that sought to interfere with the movement’s mission of clarifying the truth and saving
sentient beings.
In the next chapter, I will build on Chapter three and four, through a more
coherent reference to theories on mediation and aesthetics, where denials of mediation
and claims to authenticity and truth will be discussed in more detail. I unpack how Master
Li has become central for organizing a practice of mediating the Buddha Law and
specifically how practitioners became connected to him and bound together with a sense
of community and belonging, two aspects that are crucial for understanding how the
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movement was being formed. In Chapter Six, I will undertake a more experiential
investigation of practitioners’ experiences of cultivation at ‘the frontier’. As we shall see,
at the frontiers of their physical bodies and cultural worlds, practitioners arduously
battled with their own limitations, desires, and understandings of truth and reality, in
order to face painful aspects of themselves and transform themselves into disciples of the
Buddha Law.
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Chapter Five

Master Li’s Mediation of the Buddha Law:
Aesthesis and Authority in Falun Gong MovementFormations

Although Master Li lives in New York, as a public figure he remains shrouded in
mystery. Through my research I hoped to see and possibly even interview Master
Li. I had met with Carl, an American practitioner involved in coordinating Falun
Gong in New York, who was in direct contact with Master Li. Although Carl
openly shared with me how he had become involved with Falun Gong, the
conversation suddenly changed direction when he wanted to know more about
my research design and PhD. Taking a deep breath, I told Carl about my general
plans for fieldwork while I was in New York. Although he appeared open to me
attending exercise practice sites in public parks, Carl expressed concerns about me
attending Falun Gong reading groups in New York. My plan was to locate
collective reading groups and find out more about the Buddha Law study (Fa xue)
practices taking place there. Because of Carl’s particular concern about my
attending these meetings, I became curious and inquired why my attendance
would be a problem. Carl complained about previous journalists and particularly
students from Columbia University who had wanted to gain access to Falun Gong
meetings so as to “disclose an insider perspective.” These students had wanted
access to Buddha Law study groups but most of all they wanted to attend the
annual New York Falun Gong experience sharing conference so as to see and
potentially interview Master Li. Carl told me how students had even smuggled
cameras into the annual conference in a previous year and had approached Master
Li as he was leaving the main auditorium, something that was considered very
disrespectful and upsetting.
While I was not proposing to join these intimate Law study groups from
the perspective of an adherent, nor as someone interested in exposing Master Li
as a fraud, I was sincere in expressing my respect for Buddha Law study and my
powerful desire to know more about this controversial movement. But I was
clearly treading into a sensitive area. Carl went on to explain that Buddha Law
study was something “sacred,” so it was best that I did not attend. Seeing my
disappointment, he said that my attendance would be a disruption, much like
someone taking photos in a church during worship. Sensing that I was touching
on something sensitive and with the realization that I was in fact brokering my
access to Falun Gong in New York with an important authority in regular contact
with Master Li himself, I tried to tell Carl more about my anthropological
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approach. Looking at me squarely, he exclaimed that my detailed anthropological
note taking and writing about Falun Gong would most likely translate into a
generalization about something that was “sacred” to Falun Gong practitioners. I
could see that Carl was growing more negative about my research by the second,
so I offered to avoid the collective Buddha Law study groups altogether. Although
he initially seemed happy with this suggestion, within a couple of minutes he
retorted with a curious air of sympathy that it was in fact possible for me to attend
the meetings, but only as “a practitioner” or at least as someone who was
“genuinely” interested.
This chapter concerns Master Li’s role within Falun Gong as a practice of mediation,
focusing on how relationships of authority between Master Li and practitioners are
organized through spaces, media, and sensorial experiences. While previous chapters
focused on Falun Gong in public spaces in New York and Hong Kong, this chapter shifts
the emphasis towards the more exclusive and non-public spaces where “sacred” Buddha
Law study practices and the annual experience sharing conference are organized. As we
shall see, these contexts are key for materializing Master Li’s authority and mediating the
Buddha Law, but are also filled with dilemmas and paradoxes as the Falun Gong
movement seeks to maintaining control over “sacred” spaces and boundaries of inclusion
and exclusion in a heavily politicized context in which Falun Gong is labeled an ‘evil cult’.
In this chapter, I aim to identify how a particular Falun Gong practice of mediation is
authorized from New York as a means of enabling the formation of a Falun Gong
movement that is global in its reach. The theoretical concepts of mediation, sensational
forms, and aesthesis are central to this project.
Within the field of anthropology, the concept of ‘mediation’ marks a shift from
symbolic and practice theory towards an emphasis on the materializing processes through
which culture is materially organized (Zito 2008). Through their organization, media are
used as a means of making possible particular religious practices of mediation that shape
people’s senses so as to invoke shared experiences in the formation of religious
communities (De Witte 2008, Meyer 2006: 8, 2009, Stolow 2005: 8). The term ‘media’ is
therefore used in a broad sense – potentially referring to words, objects, incense, bodies,
spaces, symbols, images, sounds, and more (all of which function as interconnected
mediators) – rather than in a general sense pertaining only to ‘the media’ – i.e. television
and newspaper institutions that make up the mass media. Birgit Meyer’s concepts of
‘sensational forms’ (2006: 9, 2009: 13) and ‘aesthetic formations’ (2009) are especially
useful for understanding this broad connotation of how media facilitate the embodied
connections of people to the transcendent and to one another in the formation of religious
communities. According to Meyer, sensational forms are:
relatively fixed, authorized modes of invoking and organizing access to the transcendental,
thereby creating and sustaining links between believers in the context of particular
religious power structures. Sensational forms shape both religious content (beliefs,
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doctrines, sets of symbols) and norms. Including all the media that act as intermediaries
in religious mediation practices, the notion of sensational form is meant to explore how
exactly mediations bind and bond believers with each other, and with the transcendental
(2009: 13).
Scholars often highlight how practices of mediation rely on a process of denying
the fact that mediation is taking place to affirm that one is really being connected to the
transcendental. Tensions often arise between mediation and immediacy when new media
are being considered or adopted (De Witte 2008, Meyer 2006, 2008a, 2009: 12) and in
relation to already established understandings of authority. For example, Marleen de
Witte’s (2008: 88) research on Pentecostalism in Ghana describes the tension between a
form of charismatic authority conceived as an extraordinary gift given by the Holy Spirit
and beyond human agency, and the fact that it is made possible through media
technologies. De Witte argues that “in order for people to perceive the person represented
as indeed a ‘Man of God’ and not merely a ‘man of media’, that is embodying God’s
immediate presence (through spiritual gifts) and not as a media production, the work of
representation has to erase itself” (ibid.). In this sense, ‘the making of charisma’ has to
remain invisible; otherwise, it may come to threaten the sense of authenticity (ibid.: 121).
In a more general sense, Mattijs van de Port (2011b) has also discussed how the denial of
mediation can take many forms, for example by denying the role of the human hand,
through appeals to ‘divine mediums’ that can transmit the divine immediately, and with
an emphasis on the incontestability of bodily experience.
Related to these tensions between mediation and immediacy is the concept of
aesthetics, understood as useful in bridging the disjuncture between the material and
immaterial, between media and sensorial experiences, and between religious authority
and religious followers. Birgit Meyer (2009) has sought, for example, to develop her
understandings of how sensational forms work through particular aesthetic styles so as
to form collectives and convince practitioners of their connection to the transcendent.
Although modern conceptions of aesthetics hinge on Cartesian and rationalist
understandings, which often equate it with the mind, vision, high art, and beauty (BuckMorrs 1992), aesthetics can be approached in the Aristotelian sense of aisthesis – as
knowing through the sensuous body, as a “total sensorial experience of the world” (Meyer
and Verrips 2008: 21, Meyer 2010: 756, see also Morgan 2013). In an attempt to build upon
Benedict Anderson’s (1983) conception of the ‘imagined community’, Meyer (2009) has
formulated the concept of ‘aesthetic formations’. In this concept, emphasis is placed on
both the aesthetic styles and embodied processes through which imaginations materialize
and a sense of togetherness is induced in the continuous formation of religious sensations
of connectivity. Meyer (2010) also speaks of the ‘aesthetics of persuasion’, so as to capture
the aesthetic processes through which religious practitioners are convinced of the truth of
their mediated experiences. Following this emphasis on aesthesis as central to processes
of collective persuasion and formation, a number of scholars have focused on the
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aesthetics of religious authority, something continually formed through media forms,
bodily performances, and practitioners’ experiences (De Witte, De Koning and Sunier
2015).
This emphasis on mediation and aesthesis is connected to academic discussions
about the increasing presence of religion in the public sphere and the role of media,
especially in terms of how they have posed new challenges and dilemmas for religious
authorities. As Birgit Meyer argues, religious authorities are increasingly engaged in a
“continuing balancing act between reaching out and staying apart, between embracing
the world and staying aloof, between addressing and appealing to the public and
imposing some kind of boundary through which believers are set apart” (2009: 21). In his
research on the religion of Candomblé in Brazil, Van de Port (2005a/b, 2011a) shows how
a plurality of actors now use mass media to represent Candomblé in the public sphere,
which has prompted priests to emphasize their own authenticity and initiate campaigns
of awe and the flaunting of mystery in the public sphere.
I find it fascinating that Carl alluded to my presence in Buddha Law study groups
as being similar to taking photos during church worship. This allusion is based on a
distinction between private and public, unmediated and mediated, in which a private
“sacred” space should not be accessed by outsiders nor captured and publicly mediated
to non-practitioners. Although Carl was specifically addressing the issue of an
anthropologist’s access to a “sacred” space, I interpret his concerns in terms of him
confronting similar dilemmas to those mentioned by Meyer and Van de Port, namely
seeking to maintain control over Falun Gong in a hostile environment of competing actors
with their own contesting representations of Master Li. Carl’s appeal to the idea that my
research was the same as taking photos in a church during worship, and indeed his shift
from ‘no access’ to ‘conditional access’ – only “as a practitioner” or out of “genuine
interest” – exposes an attempt to confront dilemmas of distinction between practitioners
and non-practitioners, closed and open boundaries, exclusion and inclusion. These
dilemmas appear most urgently when they pertain to Buddha Law study groups and the
annual conference in New York, and I will show that this is because they are part of a
wider practice of mediating the Buddha Law that hinges on maintaining control over the
means through which Master Li is accessed and presented to the world.
Part one of this chapter introduces the history of Master Li’s authority, describing
the dilemmas posed by his absence from the public sphere, the adoption of new media,
and the Chinese state’s de-legitimization campaign. I show that the New York-based
Master Li is centrally important for understanding Falun Gong as a practice of mediating
the Buddha Law. This practice hinges on a denial that Master Li is a human medium as
well as attempts by the New York-based movement to maintain control over official Falun
Gong media and spaces. In the remainder of the chapter, I aim to examine how
practitioners’ relationships with Master Li are organized through aesthetic forms and
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experiences. In part two, then, I begin by discussing the exercises and official CDs of
Master Li’s Buddha Law lectures so as to unpack how practitioners are connected to him
through media and their own ‘extraordinary’ experiences. In part three, the collective
practice of Buddha Law study is the focus. I describe how chanting practices, the use of
images of Master Li, and the handling of books at group meetings are all part of a regular
process of materializing authority and the Buddha Law in the bodies of practitioners in
private and exclusive Law study groups in Hong Kong. I unpack how this process worked
to connect practitioners to Master Li and each other through the honing of a particular
Falun Gong aesthetics, which is central for enabling what I refer to as Falun Gong
movement-formations. In part four, the organization of face-to-face interactions between
Master Li and practitioners in New York, especially during the annual conference where
Master Li speaks in person. I describe my attempts to negotiate entrance to the annual
conference and the controversy that erupted when unofficial video footage of Master Li’s
sacred Buddha Law teachings were leaked by Chinese Communist agents seeking to
discredit Falun Gong. In a complex politicized context depicted by Chinese state delegitimization campaigns, and where practitioners, journalists, spies, and anthropologists
seek to uncover the ‘real’ Master Li, I show that the movement is seeking to organize and
control the means – the spaces, practices, media, and aesthetic experiences – that make
Master Li a divine medium and the Falun Gong practice of mediation possible. This
process, I suggest, is central for facilitating Falun Gong movement-formations across the
world.

A history of M aster Li in New York
As was discussed in Chapter Two, as Master Li began teaching Falun Gong overseas from
1995 on, he placed increasing emphasis on practitioners studying his Buddha Law
teachings (known as Buddha Law study). A new era was born in which Master Li would
be largely absent from China and the practice would be organized through a new media
form, that of books. It was in this era that Master Li sought to formally codify and
centralize his authority by specifying rules and regulations in his teachings for
practitioners to follow in their own practice and when introducing Falun Gong to others.96
By emphasizing the fact that practitioners are always limited by their individual character
level (xinxing) when it comes to understanding the Buddha Law, and therefore cannot
trust their own understandings, Master Li has secured and centralized his own authority.
This is also facilitated by an emphasis on the fact that there is only one master of Falun
Gong and practitioners should always consider themselves his disciples (dizi). He even
warns practitioners of the dangers of thinking that they could be at a higher level than

These rules appear within the book Falun Gong, for example, in a section entitled ‘Regulations for Falun
Dafa disciples in propagating Dafa and teaching the exercises’ (Li 2001: 161)96 and in the Zhuan Falun (2002:
140-144).
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him. He specifies that practitioners are forbidden from using what they have experienced,
seen, or know when propagating Falun Gong to the public. Practitioners are instructed to
say “Master Li says” or “This is my personal understanding.” Master Li specifies how
practitioners must rely on and refer to Master Li and media connected to him, i.e. books,
audiotapes, CDs, and DVDs. Even if the teachings are translated into other languages (as
they are in his DVD lectures), Master Li’s voice is always simultaneously played in the
background. It is thought that this allows the Buddha Law to be transferred in a pure
form, in order for Master Li’s energy to be distributed without distortion or contamination
by the translator’s karma.97
Master Li has also increasingly portrayed himself as non-human and divine; for
example, by claiming to be the returned Buddha Maitreya,98 and that he is unnamable and
exists outside of the cosmos and this is the reason that he was chosen by the gods to come
down to earth to save both the earth’s people and the entire universe.99 This emphasis
seems to have begun as Master Li toured overseas and started addressing the subject of
other religions such as Christianity (Penny 2012b: 39). Here, Master Li has sought to
preserve his central role as the only authority over the practice and to maintain direct
connections between himself and followers, without any other interfering forms of
authority or mediums. Master Li presents himself as a divinely sanctioned authority, a
nameless medium, able to transmit directly the universal and unchanging Buddha Law.
As mentioned above, other scholars have discussed how, when new media are
implemented, new concerns over mediation or fakery and new dilemmas of authority also
appear, which are confronted through the denial of mediation (De Witte 2008, Meyer 2009:
21). As a response to the dilemmas posed, it would seem that Master Li has transformed
his body and person from a human medium into what we might call ‘a divine medium’
(Van de Port 2011b). As Van de Port (2011b) has described, the denial that the body is a
medium as well as appeals to divine mediums are frequently part of various religious
scripts that seek to assign both the body and mediums a supernormal status so as to
overcome the dilemmas of mediation – for example, the fact that mediums are humans
and media are human made – and so to convince practitioners of the immediacy of their
experience with ‘the real thing’ and the sacred. As described in Chapter Two, since leaving
China and entrusting practitioners close to him to manage things, emphasis was placed
on the importance of Buddha Law study: reading and re-reading Master Li’s teachings
and books. Interestingly, these teachings and books have also been inscribed with a sacred

See, for example, an article appearing on the Clearwisdom website: ‘Only Teacher's Words and Voice Can
Be Used in Audio Recordings of Dafa Scriptures; No Other Recordings Are Allowed ***With Teacher's
Comment***’ http://www.clearwisdom.net/html/articles/2009/11/18/112446.html (accessed May 5, 2010).
98 Buddha Maitreya is the prophesized future Buddha who will teach the pure dharma (Law). In a 1996 Beijing
lecture, Master Li suggests that Buddha Maitreya has imparted to him what he has inherited.
99 See, for example, the lectures given in Beijing in 1996, the Geneva lecture in 1998, and ‘Touring North
America Lecture’ given in 2002. (http://en.falundafa.org/falun-dafa-recent-writings.html: accessed February
2, 2013)
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status, and have thus similarly become ‘divine mediums’. As Falun Gong has relied more
heavily on new media and as it has become universalized, Master Li has sought to develop
an incontestable form of sacred authority and media, which can transmit the universal
Buddha Law immediately.
When Master Li settled in New York, this new form of authority caused a number
of dilemmas in the new context of the US, especially in 1999 when the Chinese state
criminalized the practice and labeled the movement a fake and dangerous ‘evil cult’. Since
July 20, 1999, the Chinese government has engaged in a widespread attempt to
delegitimize Falun Gong through a concerted attack on Master Li and his character. Before
Falun Gong was well-known outside of China, the main medium and authority of Falun
Gong was being defamed as a deceiver, a charlatan, and the leader of a cult.100 It is not
difficult to see that in the context of the Chinese state’s accusations, Master Li’s claims
about himself being a returned Buddha and existing outside of the cosmos could not
easily be made public through the secular mass media outside of the movement; such
claims would be deemed suspect and scandalous to secular and Christian audiences alike.
The dilemma of how to represent Master Li (as a man or Buddha or non-human)
becomes particularly apparent when we look more closely at Master Li in New York in
1999, especially at what he said to journalists and media outlets leading up to the assembly
of Falun Gong practitioners on April 25 in Beijing and following the criminalization and
suppression of the movement starting in July 1999. At this sensitive moment when Falun
Gong was in the international spotlight, Master Li gave a number of interviews with
mainland and foreign press. For example, although not published until May 10, 1999,
Master Li was interviewed by Time Magazine in New York just weeks before the
controversial April 25 assembly in Beijing. After April 25, Master Li referred to the
assembly as a non-politically motivated appeal. However, within a few days of the
Chinese state’s campaign of persecution (beginning July 20), Master Li referred to ‘human
rights’ in his conversations with journalists in New York.101 In New York, Master Li gave
interviews with reporters from English, Dutch, French, Japanese, and Chinese
newspapers and TV stations (for example, the BBC, CBS, and Newsweek).102 Master Li
See, for example, the article: ‘Let’s see how Li Hongzhi tells lies in USA’ (July 3, 1999) from the People’s
Daily Online (http://www.peopledaily.com.cn/english/199908/03/enc_19990803001002_TopNews.html:
accessed March 5, 2010), and ‘Li Hongzhi: The man, his deeds and fabrications’ (February 28, 2008)
published on the website of the Chinese Embassy in the US
(http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/ce/ceth/eng/xnyfgk/t408935.htm: accessed March 5, 2010). See also Benjamin
Penny’s (2000) discussion of Master Li’s biography and how it became a target in the Chinese regime’s
attempts to discredit him.
101 “I really can’t understand what the Chinese Government is doing… I think the crackdown is going to do
damage to the state, do damage to human rights and attract the attention of international public opinion.”
Master Li quoted in ‘Banned Movement’s Head Urges Talks With China’, New York Times, Erik Eckholm,
July 24, 1999: http://www.nytimes.com/1999/07/24/world/banned-movement-s-head-urges-talks-withchina.html?ref=falungong&pagewanted=1 (accessed March 6, 2010)
102 The exact dates are not given so it is not clear if this was prior to or following the July 22 ban. See, for
example, http://hqphoto.minghui.org/photo_high/exhibition/0799DutchTVInterview.jpg (accessed
100
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was also interviewed by Time Asia (with an article appearing on July 2, 1999) and New
York Times Magazine (appearing on July 8, 1999). However, despite his initial willingness
to speak with a large number of journalists and appear in Western media, following his
last interview in August 1999, Master Li completely disappeared out of sight, avoiding all
journalists and giving no more interviews.
What happened? Perhaps one explanation lies in the content of the interviews. In
these interviews, Master Li sought to describe Falun Gong in non-political terms and
downplay his role as an authority, especially following the assembly on April 25 in
Beijing. This was a crucial moment, as Falun Gong was being suppressed and
delegitimized by the Chinese state, and was being brought into the spotlight in New York,
an international stage of visibility that brought Falun Gong to the world’s attention (as
Master Li has himself alluded to practitioners103). However, in interviews with important
investigative journalists, newspapers, and magazines, such as the New York Times, Master
Li was confronted with an impossible balancing act between maintaining his role as the
returned Buddha existing outside of the cosmos (in the eyes of his followers) and a
humble non-suspect religious leader (communicating more publicly to people outside the
movement). This was especially the case when Master Li was questioned about whether
or not he was a man, god, or Buddha, and about his extraordinary theories. To such
questions, Master Li made ambiguous statements, shifting between “I am just a very
ordinary man” to “You can think of me as a human being” and “I prefer not to talk about
myself at a high level because people wouldn’t understand it.” At the end of one
interview, he also shared his theory on aliens, which he suggested were living among
humans.104 These interviews reveal an almost impossible balancing act: between what is
considered the legitimate language of Western journalism in the context of the Chinese
state’s campaign of de-legitimization, and the more extraordinary claims made by Master
Li in his teachings to his followers back in China, in the US, and worldwide. In addition
to concerns about Master Li’s safety, it was now time to be secretive about his exact
whereabouts and to downplay his superhuman status in the practice and his central role
in the organization of the movement.
Although he did completely disappear for five months, on January 19, 2000 Master
Li reappeared in the form of a photograph image published on Falun Gong’s
Clearwisdom (minghui) website. The photo showed Master Li meditating in mountains
somewhere in the US, along with a small text reading: ‘Master Li quietly watching the
world from amidst the mountains after leaving New York following July 20, 1999’.
December 12, 2011). However, as evidenced by a New York Times interview from July 24, 1999, it is clear that
Master Li did give interviews just following the official ban. See:
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/07/24/world/banned-movement-s-head-urges-talks-withchina.html?ref=falungong&pagewanted=1 (accessed March 6, 2010)
103 See, for example, Master Li’s lecture at a conference in Auckland, New Zealand (May 8, 1999).
104 See, for example, an interview with Time Asia (August 2, 1999). See also Time Magazine (May 10, 1999) and
New York Times Magazine (July 8, 1999).
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Despite this electronic reemergence, the subject of Master Li was still sensitive, as some of
his closest assistant practitioners and contact persons refused to discuss him and his
whereabouts with journalists.105 By May 24, 2000, various short articles and comments
written by Master Li started to appear on the Clearwisdom website and then, five months
later, on October 21, 2000, he suddenly reappeared in person at a Falun Gong experience
sharing conference in San Francisco. Following this physical reappearance, Master Li
started regularly attending other experience sharing conferences across the US and
occasionally in Canada. At the conferences, he gave new lectures in person, which were
later transcribed into readable texts and translated into various languages. Along with
other postings and comments, these text versions of what was said at the experience
sharing conferences can be found on official Falun Gong websites and form the essence
of Master Li’s post-1999 teachings, emphasizing how the world has now entered the new
era of ‘Fa rectification’, a period of time in which it is necessary for practitioners to clarify
the truth and validate the Buddha Law to save sentient beings before the looming end of
times. When I conducted fieldwork research, Master Li communicated with practitioners
through official Falun Gong media operated from North America and occasionally
lectures at exclusive events where, as we shall see, access was controlled by the New Yorkbased movement.
The widespread and often polarized representations of Master Li, and indeed
Master Li’s continuing public absence, can be understood as creating a public mystery.
Van de Port (2005, 2006, 2011a) has described the ways in which Candomblé has become
contested in the Brazilian public sphere. In a public field of multiple representations, elites
seek to claim authority over the one and only ‘authentic’ Candomblé through the public
performance of puzzlement and mystery (2004: 19, 2005: 167, 174-175); as Van de Port
suggests, “there is no arguing with something that is beyond comprehension” (2005: 167).
He suggests that this can be understood as a form of ‘bafflement politics’ made possible
through the intentional staging of the mystery of Candomblé to a large-scale public
(2011a: 199, 202). In a similar sense, amongst the multiple and polarized representations
of Master Li, his public absence has arguably become part of the way in which Falun Gong
as a practice of mediation is organized, and indeed part of its ongoing allure and power.
His public invisibility can be understood as part of a form of ‘bafflement politics’ so as to
increase the awe and mystery of both him and the movement. The Falun Gong
movement’s problem is not just how to represent Master Li in a public sphere amidst the
Chinese state’s de-legitimization campaign or even the complexities of cultural
translation; the dilemma also concerns the problem of maintaining control over the media
and spaces that make Master Li’s divine status possible. The movement now controls the

See, for example, a Washington Post article entitled ‘For whom the Gong Tolls’ (February 27, 2000), in which
the author describes the impossibility of getting an interview with Master Li or even getting any practitioners
to speak about him and his whereabouts.
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very means through which Master Li can be accessed and mediated so as to organize a
global practice of mediation from New York.
The Falun Gong practice is now founded on a denial that Master Li is a human
medium engaged in a practice of mediating the Buddha Law. There is a simultaneous
emphasis that all practitioners are limited but can be transformed through the practice
and aligned to the Buddha Law. As distinguishable from Master Li – the only divine
medium – all practitioners are limited human mediums living in a world of illusion and
karma, who can only understand the Buddha Law from their own particular level of
accomplishment, their individual xinxing level. However, through accepting and
becoming a disciple of Master Li, becoming a ‘Dafa disciple’ engaged in an arduous
process of relinquishing human attachments, practitioners can align themselves step-bystep to the transcendent Buddha Law. Through Master Li and by engaging in the
cultivation practice, practitioners can develop and eventually overcome the medium of
their body, transforming it from a human body into a pure Buddha body, a divine
medium, so as to become immediately one with the Buddha Law. In the next section, I
will begin by exploring this process by focusing on how access to Master Li is organized
through the exercises and CDs containing Master Li’s lectures, especially in terms of
practitioners’ transcendental experiences of them; something that I approach as
‘extraordinary’ experiences.

The persua sive power of the extra ordina ry
Building on Max Weber’s ({1922}1978) understanding of charisma as a modern form of
authority based on a mutual relationship and an expectation of the extraordinary, David
Palmer (2008: 70-75) has argued that charisma emerges when a Qigong practitioner
personally experiences Qi energy, an extraordinary experience that confirms a Qigong
master’s claims and viscerally connects a practitioner to the master. David Ownby (2008b:
115-116) has also suggested that Qigong charisma emerges when a practitioner’s health
improves, because this implies that the master has passed an accountability test. In this
section, I am similarly interested in how extraordinary experiences enable the formation
of a visceral connection between practitioners and Master Li in the formation and
confirmation of authority.

Falun Gong exercises and extrao rdinary experiences
In the introduction, I outlined in detail how the exercises are defined by Master Li, how
they are organized through media, and how Master Li suggests that practitioners
organize the exercises in public spaces as a means of enabling people to realize their
predestined relationship with Falun Gong. In Chapters Three and Four, I described how
the exercises were organized in practice sites in public spaces in New York and Hong
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Kong, and how they were often an important way of including new people into the
practice and legitimizing Falun Gong in the public sphere. In both chapters, it was clear
that the exercises induced extraordinary experiences in practitioners.
As we have seen, practitioners learnt and regularly enacted the prescribed
postures and movements over their bodies in coordination with the sound of Master Li’s
voice and the music, which together comprised the music instruction. The exercises
comprise a series of learnt postures, fixed positions, and fluid movements, which are
related to discourses in the teachings and cause either discomfort or relief. For example,
in the second exercise, practitioners form their arms into the shape of the Law Wheel
(Falun), which is formed at different heights in front of and above the torso for seven
minutes at a time. During the strenuous phases of holding the Law Wheel, practitioners
often sway backwards and forwards, their faces sweating (and sometimes twitching) and
their arms shaking, as they seek to withstand the discomfort and fight against the
gravitational pull on their arms and hands. All must try to tolerate the pain until Master
Li’s voice commands the next move. After enduring the pain and discomfort and slowly
allowing the Law Wheel to fall with gravity towards the abdomen, relief and relaxation
can also be observed.
This regular practice of moving and holding the body to the verbal commands of
Master Li, even while strenuous and painful, can be understood as part of a disciplinary
practice for molding the body and self in relation to authority (Asad 1993). Such a
disciplining of the body in relation to the commands of the music instruction also induce
particular experiences, both of the body and the senses. Notice how particular senses or
sense-acts such as hearing and listening are targeted, while seeing and looking acts are
deactivated and tuned out. These modifications of the body impact the body’s sensorium
and people’s perceptual ways of body and self, of being in the world, in new ways.
Practitioners often described sensations – in their arms, their abdomens, or their whole
bodies – of flows of warmth and energy, increased strength and vitality, sudden attacks
of diarrhea or sickness followed by remarkable improvements in health or feeling a
softness of the skin, etc. These experiences were often ‘extraordinary’ in the sense that
they surprised and even amazed the practitioners, because they felt that this was exactly
what Master Li describes as the turning of the Law Wheel (Falun) and cultivation energy
(Gong); they felt that this could not have happened if Falun Gong was fake and dangerous
as the Chinese state claimed. In this sense, similar to Palmer’s (2008) and Ownby’s (2008b)
emphases, extraordinary experiences were considered to be verifications of Master Li’s
claims and thus produced deeply personalized convictions that Falun Gong is authentic
and miraculous. Such extraordinary experiences were induced through the exercise
practices and media such as the music instruction, and I never heard practitioners deny
their role in the making of such experiences. Instead, the exercises and especially media
were invested with the same divine status as Master Li.
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Extraordinary experiences o f M aster Li’s CD lectures
Jenny, whom I introduced in the previous chapter, was a 36-year-old mainland China
born woman. She had had a Christian upbringing, and in her youth had trained as an
Olympic athlete and had even entered a number of high level national sports events.
Jenny had also attended university and had worked part-time as a singer and actress
before her life was turned upside down. A series of misfortunes befell her: she became
pregnant and like many other single Chinese women decided to terminate the pregnancy;
her father and brother died, one from a serious health problem, the other from a drug
overdose; not long after, Jenny became pregnant yet again and instead of getting an
abortion, she migrated to Hong Kong to be closer to her mother who could help her raise
the baby. In Hong Kong, Jenny developed acute anxiety, depression, and serious health
problems, including blindness in one eye. Jenny’s life only started to turn around when
she came into contact with Falun Gong through a family member.
Jenny’s aunt, who lived in New York, came on a family visit to Hong Kong, and
brought with her the Zhuan Falun book and CDs containing Master Li’s early lectures with
her. Jenny became curious because of the great transformation she could observe in her
aunt, someone who had used to be very sick and weak but who now embodied health
and wisdom. Her aunt claimed that Master Li’s book and CDs were more important than
anything else (even eating and drinking) and that they would solve all of her problems.
Although Jenny had heard some of the Chinese state propaganda about Falun Gong and
was suspicious about it, out of desperation, curiosity, and trust in her aunt’s experience,
she decided to read Master Li’s book and listen to his CD lectures. This is how she
described the experience, which I quote at length to convey the sense of urgency,
revelation, and gratitude that came through as she described her dramatic transformation.
When I got home I tried to read the book and listened to Master Li’s lectures on
CD while I did my work around the house. At times I was not really listening to
the CD at first, but after a time I just couldn’t stop listening – even while I was
sleeping. After a few days, after a long sleep I opened my eyes and although my
home was dark I could feel something clean. When I opened my eyes I could see
it was like a god (she makes a blowing noise and moves her hands surging and
rushing forward like air) coming into my home. Like this, something was cleaning.
Just like sun coming into my home… Then I saw [on] the Internet, so many people
[Falun Gong practitioners] in China, the problems they faced, and I felt sad. I
thought I must have cried for two whole weeks. I was just crying and when I was
hungry I would just call and order fast food. I was just crying all the time. Before
I didn’t understand so well, but I understood Falun Gong and Master Li, they were
just like me and my family. I had helped everyone but nobody helped me. It was
the same thing, the same, and so I understood very, very well… So I cried all the
time, even when sleeping, but after one week my third eye (tianmu) opened and I
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could see, I could see with eyes half open, half closed… I didn’t want to open them
because maybe I would lose, I, but I saw the… how can I say? It was like a flower…
how can I say? There were different colors, one red color, then black color, and
then continuing (makes a raa, raaa, raaaa, sound to depict quick and sudden
change). It was just amazing… just like a flower going all into the sky. There were
lots of them. I thought wow! It was beautiful…
For a few days it was always like this, but then I saw a story about
something I did which was bad when I was younger. A few years ago, I had a very
heavy feeling and painful feeling in my heart and I didn’t understand why. If I
would talk with someone for just a few minutes, I wanted to go back to sleep.
Because when I was young something happened with my first boyfriend. We were
going to have a baby and the [unborn] baby was already three months old. At the
time I was in some trouble and because I was young and he did something bad to
me I didn’t trust my boyfriend and didn’t want a future with him. So I didn’t want
the baby either. But the baby was already three months and we just killed the baby.
In China a lot of people do this. When you do this (she hesitates but then imitates
someone holding a screwing object and then raising it up she turns it) you can
already see the baby, you can see its head. I hate myself for this!
So one day I saw a story about this, about my life. I saw a ladder and I ran
up it. I wanted to go up there and see. When I got up there the sky just opened,
like a small doorway, it just opened up to me and I saw my son in there: my baby.
His face, it was different, there were scars on his face from when they terminated
my pregnancy. He was with my brother, because my brother had also died, right?
They were together. Other family members were also there, in the sky, through
that opened door. In my life I am always worrying about death and about them.
Before, in my dreams, before, a long time ago, I always saw a baby following me
and I didn’t know who that was… but it was always my son. So I saw this story
and he is with my brother. I go to him and I say “I am sorry about everything,
about all this. I am so sorry!” He had no shoes so I said to him that I would buy
him some shoes and then I tell him I will take him back with me when my future
is more stable… I said this to him, and “I am sorry. I am so, so sorry”! Do you
know what he said? He said “Mummy, no problem! Mummy you must do better.
You do better, Okay!? That’s already helping me!” Wow! And my brother, he was
also there and I could see that up there in the sky there is a nice building, and it’s
all very fresh, great colors, like in a movie, the star movie, very fresh, everything
is happening there. I know this is not our world…
(Scott: You saw these things with your third eye or you dreamed them?)
I think it was a dream, because after I woke up and I never felt heavy again. Before
I felt heavy and I didn’t know why. Now I feel very healthy and after just one or
two weeks I can see properly again. Before I couldn’t see, I just saw a black thing
which the doctor said would be with me always. But now, just in a short time, my
eye was no problem. Now I can see in my eyes, I can see something like a Falun all
the time (makes a bouncing and turning noise and moves her hands) like this. My
eyes can still see. Like a television, when you change the channel and they have
nothing showing. But still I didn’t trust and believe and I think they are just
dreams. I thought maybe Master Li just wants to control me. So I read lots of the
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books. After I read them I became very happy. Before I was very afraid, but now
even if you put me somewhere bad I don’t care. I am not afraid anymore! So you
understand, right? Why and how I got the Fa (Law) and then after how I felt. After
this I am still very careful to choose and I continue to ask myself why and if I want
this, and the answer is always the same… so I keep choosing Falun Gong.
Jenny’s transcendental experience is narrated through a (by now familiar)
structure that began with her poor health and suffering, shifting to her encounter with her
aunt and her exposure to Master Li’s book and CD, to the resulting personal and profound
experiences, and ending with her becoming a healed, secure, and assertively conscious
person. I find a number of aspects particularly striking about Jenny’s experience, which
are important for understanding how she became convinced about Falun Gong and how
she became connected to Master Li. First is the prominent role of her aunt in introducing
her to Falun Gong and especially in convincing her to give it a try. Jenny observed the
effects of Falun Gong on someone she knew firsthand and intimately. In Chapters Three
and Four, I described how most practitioners had been introduced to Falun Gong by
family members (but also friends and colleagues), people who were trusted and
convincing, people whose lives had been turned around and whose example
authenticated Falun Gong to others. In a sense, then, practitioners themselves became
important mediums of Falun Gong because they introduced Falun Gong to others and
connected them with Master Li.
Second, Jenny’s transcendental experiences were described through reference to
the senses and perception. There can be little doubt that Jenny was deeply touched by her
profoundly extraordinary encounter with her terminated baby; it was an experience that
seemed to engulf her physically, perceptually, and emotionally and convince her about
the truth of Falun Gong. I find it very interesting that Jenny seems to have been persuaded
through the aesthetics of vision and seeing in particular. Notice how her initial depression
and illness resulted in her not being able to see, how her extraordinary experiences were
predominantly visual in form, and finally how, after being healed, she was once again able
to see. First, her blindness created by the black spot prevented her from seeing, but by
reading the book and listening to the audio CD, her apartment became light (and
purified); by looking at Falun Gong websites and reading about the persecution, she had
also cried, even during her sleep (purification of the eyes); she often saw things behind
her eyes, like dots, the colorful flower opening everywhere (which she found hard to
articulate in language) and the turning Falun; she also referred often to (visual) media
technologies such as television and the experiences she described were “like in the
movies” (seeing again); but she also referred to a different perceptive reality that involved
vision and seeing acts. Through these total ways of seeing, Jenny seems to have been
persuaded, and indeed appealed to a Christian conception of revelation, of ‘seeing the
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light’, and to a dominant conception (both in China and the West) that ‘seeing is
believing’.
Thirdly, Jenny herself attributed her transformative experience to her intensive
interactions with the Internet and Master Li’s CD lectures. Jenny’s reference to the
suffering of Master Li and practitioners in China relative to her own is important and is a
theme I will take up more seriously in the next chapter concerning the ethics of asceticism
and commitment. However, for our purposes here it is important how in Jenny’s reference
to the role of Master Li’s lectures, there does not appear to be any tension between media
production and pure experience; indeed, for Jenny, her experiences were directly
associated with her interactions with media and so there is no denial of the role of media
in the production of the experience. Jenny’s aunt’s suggestion that reading the book and
listening to the CDs were more important than eating or sleeping also alludes to this.
However, although these practitioners are more than aware of the centrality of media, the
denial of media could be understood as taking place through an emphasis on the divine
quality of Falun Gong media, a similar emphasis found in other religious practices of
mediation (De Witte 2008, Meyer 2006, 2008a, Van de Port 2011b). In this sense, the Falun
Gong media given to Jenny by her aunt, become sacred media, media I have shown are
connected to the divine medium of Master Li.
Jenny’s aunt’s emphasis on the mortal importance of the media she gave also
sowed a seed of expectation that something extraordinary would happen. This brings me
to a fourth point concerning the ‘extraordinary’ nature of her experience and how this
facilitated her connection to Master Li. Her experience was extraordinary in the sense that
she saw a beautiful flower opening through her third eye, she climbed a ladder up to the
sky (presumably Heaven) and spoke to her dead baby, and she was healed of her illnesses
– things that do not happen under ‘normal’ everyday circumstances. Her emphasis on
how the doctor had said that she would always have eye problems is important here,
because it established the idea that she should not have been healed. These extraordinary
experiences can be seen as fulfilling an expectation that is central for the formation of
charisma (Ownby 2008b, Palmer 2008). This expectation is sowed again and again in
Master Li’s CD lecturers and books; he describes how practitioners will develop their
third eye, which they can use to see into other dimensions. He even specifies that
practitioners will see lots of colors and an opening flower in their meditation, which is
remarkably similar to what Jenny described. Jenny’s direct personal experience of this
entailed the corporeal materialization of this expectation in her perceptual world, which
convinced her about Falun Gong’s authenticity and confirmed Master Li’s power.
Interestingly, Master Li’s teachings do not predict that practitioners will climb into
Heaven and meet deceased relatives. In this sense, Jenny’s experience is not so much
directly related to the expectation sown in the teachings but seems distinctly personal and
thus even more touching and convincing. Indeed, much of her experience was given
shape by her subconscious sense of wrongdoing, pain, and suffering, which appears to be
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closer to Christian notions of Heaven and forgiveness for sins than to the Buddha Law
teachings. Since Jenny was raised a Christian, it seems possible from this to deduce that
practitioners’ histories of socialization and discipline in other religious traditions may also
shape their encounters and experiences with Falun Gong.
I want to end with a final note on Jenny’s closing suggestions that she still had
some doubts and sought to investigate and test the practice further, despite the power of
her experiences. This emphasis seems to highlight the limits of her extraordinary
experiences in convincing her about Falun Gong and Master Li. Her emphasis on choice
is also important, for it suggests that we should seek better ways of theorizing why and
how practitioners choose to discipline themselves. I will discuss this more in the next
chapter concerning the ethics of pain and commitment in Falun Gong cultivation.

The a esthetics of Ma ster Li’s a uthority a t B uddha La w study
m eetings
In a passage entitled ‘Melt into the Fa’,106 Master Li states that:
[r]eading the books more and studying the books more is the key to truly elevating yourself.
To put it more simply, as long as you read Dafa, you are changing; as long as you read
Dafa, you are elevating. The boundless content of Dafa plus the supplementary means—
the exercises—will enable you to reach Consummation.
In this piece, written in 1995, Master Li began emphasizing the central importance of
studying his teachings in a practice that he refers to as ‘Law study’ (i.e. ‘Buddha Law
study’), so that practitioners can elevate themselves towards the end goal of
consummation.
Law study in Hong Kong was considered an essential aspect of a practitioner’s
everyday practice. Most often, practitioners would read the Zhuan Falun book for at least
two hours a day, some spending up to eight hours a day. Law study is governed by a
number of rules outlined by Master Li in the teachings. Master Li specifies that when
studying one should not seek or pursue specific chapters or paragraphs, nor consciously
try to search for answers to specific problems. One should simply read the book from
beginning to end with an open heart and a clear mind and let the Law enlighten you.
Although translated into various languages, the teachings should be preferably consumed
in Mandarin Chinese. As discussed in Chapters Three and Four, although many
practitioners were first introduced to Falun Gong through Master Li’s teachings – for
example, through finding them online or being given a book by a family member, friend,
or colleague – the spaces where collective Law study meetings actually took place were

See ‘Essentials for further advancement’: http://www.falundafa.org/book/eng/jjyz74.htm (accessed
December 10, 2013)
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not important for how they had first encountered Falun Gong. The main reason for this is
the fact that regular collective Law study groups were not organized in public spaces like
parks and tended not to be advertised on the Internet.107 They were generally private and
exclusive spaces reserved for practitioners.
Ownby (2008b) and Palmer (2008) have emphasized how since the publication of
the Zhuan Falun and the shift towards an emphasis on Law study and sharing experiences
in 1995, Master Li was able to travel overseas while maintaining connections to mainland
China. While Ownby (2008b: 80) suggests that this emphasis on books points towards a
seeming replacement of Master Li as the central figure and persona in the charismatic
relationship, Palmer (2008) has referred to the seeming transfer of Master Li’s aura from
his body to the books (see also Penny 2012: 111). Penny also discusses how, for
practitioners, the Zhuan Falun is “no ordinary book” because “[n]ot only does it proclaim
the teachings of Master Li, it also carries the power of those teachings in the ink and paper
of the physical object that practitioners carry in their hands” (2012: 99-100). In this sense,
just as Master Li is claimed to be a ‘divine medium’, so too are his books claimed to be
‘divine media’ able to transmit the pure and universal Buddha Law to the world of
humans.

The aesthesis o f Go ng at M rs. Wo ng’s place in Ho ng K o ng
As confirmed by many practitioners, there were no large-scale Law study groups (or
conferences) in Hong Kong because of the difficulties in finding and securing a large
enough space, mainly due to the exertion of political pressure by the Chinese state in the
territory. It was also suggested to me that most practitioners were simply too busy to
attend collective Law study sessions, because they were too busy organizing the many
campaigns operating around the territory. It was clear that this absence of regular largescale Law study groups meant that an important mechanism for forming a Hong Kong
Falun Gong movement was being disrupted. In this context, Law study was usually an
individual activity or was collectively organized in a practitioner’s home. This was the
case with Mrs. Wong.108 Below are some field notes where I describe and reflect on my
experience of Law study at Mrs. Wong’s place.
Simon invited me to drink Chinese tea at the guesthouse where he was staying, a
place owned and run by a Falun Gong practitioner I will call Mrs. Wong. Mrs.

There were only a couple of exceptions to this, one being an organized regular study session especially
aimed at overseas Chinese people that took place in one of New York’s Chinatowns. This group was
advertised on the Falun Gong New York (Mandarin version) website and was mainly attended by what
practitioners referred to as ‘asylum practitioners’.
108 In a very small number of cases I noticed that practitioners engaged in small-scale Law study groups at a
regular practice site in a park and another at a tourist hotspot. I therefore found some evidence of practitioners
engaging in Law study in public spaces in Hong Kong, something that I did not see in New York.
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Wong’s place was in an apartment block not so far away from the park practice
site. After being prompted by Simon to take my shoes off in the doorway, I selfconsciously walked with measured steps through the hallway until I was
immediately struck by a large painting on the wall. The painting depicted a group
of about thirty wise and noble emperors, queens, and sages with halos around
their heads, who seemed to be descending from Heaven to the human world. They
wore beautiful Tang Dynasty style silk robes, cloaks, and headdresses in various
colors and stood on large lotus flowers, which seemed to glide across the surface
of the dark and turbulent sea. They were enlightened beings who carried ancient
scrolls and strange weapons in their hands as they ventured down to earth as part
of a sacred vow to one day save sentient beings in the end of times. They were
Dafa disciples as they were at the beginning of time before being corrupted by this
world of illusion, karma, and suffering.

Figure 23. Painting of emperors, queens, and sages at Mrs. Wong's place. ‘The Oath’, painted by North American based
practitioner Chen Xiaoping.

Following Simon through the hallway and past a number of rooms, he
explained how the apartment had been transformed into a guesthouse. The rooms
were basic and small. Simon’s room contained just enough space for a bed, a small
cupboard for clothes, a shelf for his Falun Gong books and a couple of EnglishChinese dictionaries, and a small table with a teapot, bone china teacups, and a
selection of teas. We sat in the small space on the floor and after a few cups of tea
were invited to join Mrs. Wong for dinner. Simon led me back through the hallway
to a dinner table near the kitchen, where Mrs. Wong was waiting. Below a framed
traditional Chinese text version of lunyu – the preface that opens the Zhuan Falun
book – we all ate steamed white rice, vegetables, and pork. After dinner, we drank
Chinese pu-erh tea and Mrs. Wong described how she had first encountered Falun
Gong.
Mrs. Wong was 55 years old and had been born in Fujian province on the
mainland. She had been raised a Buddhist, and had migrated to Hong Kong nearly
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30 years earlier when she had married a Fujianese man. Along with her husband,
Mrs. Wong had raised two children, one of whom was studying in Australia at the
time of fieldwork. One evening in 1998, she had taken a stroll with her husband
and had ventured across a park in Kowloon. It was a dark, rainy evening and they
were surprised when they encountered some strange but captivating music.
Following the music, they found a small group of people exercising in a small
sheltered space in the far corner of the park. Mrs. Wong was immediately curious
and went over to take a closer look. Noticing her, one of the practitioners
approached Mrs. Wong, told her about the practice, and offered to teach her the
exercises there and then. As she held her body in the prescribed postures, Mrs.
Wong immediately felt the Falun, Law Wheel, turning in her arms and abdomen.
She was also given a copy of the Zhuan Falun book.
She was so excited and gripped by the book that she couldn’t sleep at night
and stayed up until 3am reading it. She described how her mind and heart had
exploded open (kaixing), allowing her to understand the true (zhende) meaning of
her suffering (tongku). As if unsatisfied and struggling to give words to her
profound experience of the book, she repeatedly made hand gestures, opening
and closing her hand in front of her chest, and then imitated hugging the book
against her chest. Mrs. Wong repeatedly proclaimed in soft tones over and over
again, “Falun Dafa Hao” (Falun Dafa is Good), “Zhen, Shan, Ren Hao” (Truthfulness,
Compassion, and Forbearance are Good), and “xiexie shifu” (Thank you Master).
In those moments, as she repeated again and again her gratitude for Falun Gong,
as the pu-erh tea took effect, and as I looked into Mrs. Wong’s round and serene
face, her soft and lovingly spoken words seemed to flow over and around me.
Closing my eyes, my ears began to glow and I was touched by her words.
Straightening my back and sitting more upright in my chair, I felt my face relax
and my mind clear, as it did sometimes during the less painful moments of the
exercises in the park.
I eventually moved into Mrs. Wong’s place, where I lived for the last two
months of my fieldwork. Since I was already walking a tightrope between
studying practitioners as an anthropologist and becoming a practitioner myself, I
felt uneasy at the prospect of living with dedicated Falun Gong people. However,
I needed to move and also considered it a good opportunity to stop hiding from
and fearing getting too close. Moving into Mrs. Wong’s place turned out to be a
very productive way of gaining access to Falun Gong practitioners and their
everyday lives, but it was also challenging. Within a few hours of moving, I
realized that I was entering a new phase of my fieldwork and that the experience
would change me; for agreeing to move into her house meant that I would have
to monitor my behavior 24 hours a day and live as they did. Before, I had mostly
interacted with practitioners at practice sites or in the spaces where various Falun
Gong campaigns were organized, always retreating home afterwards. Now that I
lived with them, I also followed the same daily regime as they did. We would
wake up before 6am so as to perform the ‘sending forth righteous thoughts’
cleansing ritual, a ritual that takes only 15 minutes but must be performed at the
exact times of 6am, 12pm, 6pm, and 12am. In addition to this was the morning
distribution of Falun Gong newspapers at metro stops, assisting in various
campaigns organized around Hong Kong, the two-hour daily regime of exercises
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(which we mostly did in the evenings), and at least two hours a day of Law study
(although ideally one should spend as much time as possible devoted to this). I
generally slept less than six hours a night and, especially at first, found the days
tiring and intense; it took me a few weeks to adjust to the schedule and indeed the
new intensity of my interactions with Mrs. Wong and Simon. But over time I
gained insight and personal understandings into Falun Gong practitioners and
their lives, which would have otherwise escaped me. My time at Mrs. Wong’s
place also provided insight into the discipline of the practice and the role of Law
study among adherents in terms of forming community.
Not far from the dinner table in Mrs. Wong’s place was a modest
adjoining room of sixteen square meters, which functioned as the Buddha Law
study room. Despite the fact that Mrs. Wong lived in a modestly sized space with
her husband and daughter, she had dedicated an entire room to the study of
Master Li’s teachings, which she spent between two and eight hours a day reading.
Upon entering the room, the first thing I noticed was Master Li, since I
immediately came face–to-face with him. Directly opposite the door and at the end
of the room hung a large colorful image of Master Li. Set against a sky blue
background, he sat confidently and powerfully in the lotus position overlooking
the entire room. Adorned in his saffron Buddha robe, which draped off and
exposed one of his shoulders, and performing hand sutras, Master Li seemed
approachable and compassionate. Set against the end wall of the Law study room,
the large image seemed to embody indestructible authority and compassion.

Figure 24. Image of Master Li at Mrs. Wong's place
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Below Master Li and standing on the mantelpiece, offerings of fruit had
been placed and incense burnt. Beneath Master Li’s gaze, a wooden table and
stools were positioned in the middle of the room. The room was clean and narrow
with a table taking up most of the space and providing seating for approximately
10 people. At the other end of the room (opposite Master Li), a large bookcase was
filled with an impressive and extensive library of Falun Gong books, mostly gold
colored Mandarin books of various sizes, which seemed to glow with the same
power and energy as Master Li.
Often beginning from as early as 4 o’clock in the morning and sometimes
spending as many as eight hours a day, Mrs. Wong would sit in the room and,
after lighting incense and bowing three times to Master Li, she would study his
teachings. Every day, I (and often Simon as well) was invited to study Master Li’s
books and lectures with her. Mrs. Wong would read from huge collector’s editions
of Falun Gong books. They were large and heavy hardcover gold colored books,
sometimes containing finely illustrated drawings of divine beings. Carefully
placing a book on the table, Mrs. Wong would open it to its first page and after
conjoining her hands (heshe) to the photograph of Master Li would turn through
the pages, running her hand down along their surfaces and gazing endearingly at
the contents. Throughout the day and for as long as she could muster the energy
and strength, she would study the teachings. We usually read together after
dinner. As midnight approached, Mrs. Wong’s husband would often fall asleep
and I would sometimes watch Mrs. Wong fight against her heavy eyes and
nodding head, which would refuse to obey her attempts to stay awake and
continue.
During the daytime, other practitioners would also visit Mrs. Wong to
study the teachings in her home. Sitting around the table in the study room, the
teachings were read aloud in a slow chant for hour upon hour before the watchful
gaze of Master Li. As we continued, the chanted words became more and more
synchronized and the sounds would echo around the room and seemed to bounce
off the walls. During intensive study, sometimes redness of face and elation could
be observed in those present. Like Mrs. Wong, the other visiting practitioners also
treated their books with care and admiration. However, they wielded smaller
pocket-sized copies, which they carried with them everywhere they went and
always kept in protective cloth or plastic bags. I was warned about how I should
look after my books, never marking or folding the pages in any way. Some
practitioners told me that the book was more precious than I could imagine and
how they had seen the words in the books shining like gold. Others described the
Zhuan Falun as a large energy transmitter, which increasingly purified them. I
often felt warmed and energized during and after Law study in Mrs. Wong’s
room; sometimes I also sensed the gravity and power of Master Li’s words as they
emerged from my lips and resonated with those of the others and the close walls
of the room.
Mrs. Wong had first encountered Falun Gong at a practice site near her home and,
after being taught the exercises, had experienced the extraordinary sensation of the
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turning of the Law Wheel. After being given the Zhuan Falun book, she experienced many
more extraordinary sensations, for example of her mind and her heart exploding open.
Clearly, her encounter with Falun Gong had been an extraordinary experience which, like
those discussed above, had connected her to Master Li and help explain why she stuck to
the practice. In focusing on Mrs. Wong’s Law study room in particular, I have shown that
practitioners would dedicate large amounts of time and effort to the practice of chanting
Master Li’s teachings aloud and how they handled and cherished the books in particular
ways, all under the large watchful image of Master Li himself.
In Chapters Three and Four, I described how Falun Gong practices were being
organized in public spaces, but also how Master Li was largely absent from public view.
Although he was audibly present through the music instruction, which contained his
instructing voice in Mandarin, especially in a visual sense and in politicized campaigns
Master Li was not to be seen, and his role was covered up. However, in the exclusive
private space of Mrs. Wong’s Law study room, I was confronted with a large image of
Master Li wearing a Buddha robe. He seemed to command the room and below him his
teachings were being chanted aloud. In his conception of the ‘sacred gaze’, David Morgan
(2005: 3) has described how seeing is a historically and culturally specific act that can
invest an image and a viewer with a spiritual significance that sustains particular manners
and habits (see also Stengs 2008). The use of portraits is not alien in Chinese culture; for
example, Mao’s portrait was hung in people’s homes and was treated as a sacred object
(Goossaert and Palmer 2011: 187/8) and portraits are also common within Chinese
Buddhism. Master Li’s image and the practice of seeing invoked by it can be understood
as part of a complex history of visual aesthetics. Considering the many hours that Mrs.
Wong spent studying his teachings and tenderly handling the books below his image, and
how she would often gaze at Master Li and praise and thank him with obedience and
gratitude, the image was part of a more general embodied practice of devotion and
aesthetics regarding Master Li’s authority. I also noted how Mrs. Wong always bowed to
the image as she entered the room and burnt incense below it. Interestingly, Master Li
specifies in his teachings that practitioners should not worship his image or burn incense.
When I questioned Mrs. Wong about her ritual of worship, she claimed that she did it
partly out of habit – as it was common in the Chinese Buddhist tradition she had been
raised in – but mostly out of her overwhelming sense of gratitude and love for Master Li.
Rather than being simply an image on the wall in Mrs. Wong’s room, the image made
Master Li present.
It was below this image that practitioners engaged in Law study. This was not
simply the reading of Master Li’s teachings but involved chanting Master Li’s Buddha
Law teachings aloud with others. Such recitation and chanting practices have a long
history in Chinese Buddhism, dating as far back as the divided South and North dynasties
(386-589) (Chen 2010: 1). Still today, recitation practices form the basis of various Chinese
Buddhist monastic chanting practices (Fan Bai), which are often combined with music
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(Yinyue) that functions to prepare the mind for meditation, verify doctrine to adepts
through their tangible experiences, and facilitate collective commitment (ibid.). Through
chanting Master Li’s teachings aloud, practitioners made the contents of the books not
only audible and present, but fomented a sense of collectivity among those present.
Master Li spoke through us, and we spoke as one. Harmonizing our voices and chanting
together also fostered a meditative, trancelike state, one of relaxation and dedication,
where I felt keenly aware of my surroundings and the limits of my body, while my ego
seemed to melt away. The teachings became sensible. The vibrations of our voices
resonated with Master Li’s image, other bodies, the walls of the room, and induced
physical sensations of warmth and elation. Here I got a taste of the aesthetic process
through which practitioners connected to Master Li and to one another, materializing his
authority and ‘clarifying the truth’ of the Buddha Law.
Images and the design of books can be understood as operating as forms of
‘material agency’ that discipline the eyes and other senses (Stolow 2010). I am interested
in how such media operate within Falun Gong practices of mediation and make possible
a particular aesthetic form and style of sensing. Jeremy Stolow (2006, 2010) has described
how religious texts often have an important material dimension, which is central for
understanding how they work within a wider practice of mediation. He describes how
many of the books used in the Jewish tradition are large and heavy special edition books
bound in leather, all important characteristics for shaping what is being read and how it
is experienced by religious practitioners. For example, by looking at, smelling, and
handling large and heavy leather-bound books, people are made to sense, through vision,
smell, and touch, the scale and gravity of the book and therefore what is being read. The
leather book cover also enables a blurring of boundaries between the book and the skin
of the hands, making them a part of the bodies of practitioners.

Figure 25. Cover design of the Zhuan
Falun book

While Falun Gong’s books were not made of leather, their material dimension is
important to reflect on. The books were golden yellow in color and because many had
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transparent plastic covers with a shiny surface, they seemed to shine and glow to the eyes.
Some of the books were made from less shiny materials and were bound in more natural
and worn materials, which seemed to invest them with a more antique quality. The latter
included the larger and heavy collector’s editions containing the illustrations, which only
Mrs. Wong would handle and touch with tenderness and awe. We also saw how other
practitioners treated their own books differently to normal books, such as by carrying
them in protective covers or plastic bags and never marking the pages. In many ways, this
manner of handling the golden books, treating them as if they were more valuable than
gold, invested them with sacred significance and transformed them into sacred media.
The way in which the large number of books were organized into an impressive library
on one side of the room also shaped the aesthetics of the books and the space; as I
commented above, to someone who was being disciplined on a daily basis in the room,
the books seemed to glow with the same powerful energy as Master Li’s image.
Practitioners even mentioned how the words shined like gold and the Zhuan Falun book
itself was like an energy transmitter of Gong.
Within Falun Gong practice, Gong is a supernormal form of energy awarded to
practitioners for their efforts in cultivation. It forms a Gong column above the head, the
height of which is relative to practitioners’ achievements in giving up attachments and
raising their character level (xinxing). As one acquires more and more Gong, Master Li
also mentions that the body is transformed from an ordinary body into a body of highenergy matter, a Buddha body. The acupuncture points of the body slowly open wider
and wider until the whole body begins to glow with energy and becomes directly aligned
with the Buddha Law. In this way, a practitioner’s body goes through a process of
metamorphosis from a normal body to a sacred medium of the Buddha Law. Although
Gong energy is said to not be directly observable in this dimension, through Law study
practices in Mrs. Wong’s Law study room – by chanting the teachings aloud, and through
embodied interactions with images of Master Li and the touching of books – Gong became
materialized in the form of sensations in practitioners’ bodies.
In many ways, Gong functioned as a sort of effervescent glue of social cohesion,
in the sense of Durkheim (1912), connecting practitioners to Master Li and to one another.
In Mrs. Wong’s room, Law study can be understood as a particular ‘sensational form’ –
an authorized mode of organizing access to the transcendental and sustaining links
between practitioners (Meyer 2006, 2008a, 2009). This induced ‘Gong sensations’ and
honed a particular Falun Gong aesthetic style of togetherness in Hong Kong. Much like
Master Li’s image (including the posture of his body, the saffron orange and blue colors,
etc.), this aesthetic style was energizing and purifying, like golden light, powerful like a
mountain, supplicant and obedient like a Dafa disciple. In this sense, Law study at Mrs.
Wong’s place was part of an aesthetics of authority, binding practitioners to the overseas
Master Li. Aesthesis is central for giving religious authority form and shape (De Witte, De
Koning and Sunier 2015) and persuading practitioners of the truth and authenticity of
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their experiences of connection with the divine (Meyer 2010). Mrs. Wong’s study room
was part of a wider process of enabling and sustaining particular sensorial relationships
of authority between practitioners in Hong Kong and Master Li in New York. This shared
aesthetic style was also central for facilitating aesthetic formations (Meyer 2009), what I
call Falun Gong movement-formations.

Law study groups in New Yo rk
During fieldwork in New York, I learned of and attended various collective Law study
groups that functioned to form collectives of feeling and experience of Falun Gong’s
aesthesis in a similar way to that of Mrs. Wong’s study room.109 The Law study groups I
heard of and attended were small-scale and held in the private and intimate spaces of
practitioners’ homes. There was a Mandarin group in Manhattan Chinatown, a Russian
language group near Brooklyn’s Brighton Beach, an African-American group in Brooklyn,
a Korean group and Latin American group in Flushing, and various other English
language groups scattered around New York. The small groups often corresponded with
local exercise practice sites, in terms of the neighborhoods they were situated in and the
ethnicity and language of the practitioners. The main practitioner organizing the Law
study groups tended to be an experienced practitioner who was also connected to the
various Falun Gong campaigns and media organizations in New York. There were also
approximately four larger-scale collective Law study groups organized on different days
of the week; this included a large-scale meeting on Friday nights in a large office building
in Flushing Chinatown, and meetings at the media headquarters of the Epoch Times
newspaper and the New Tang Dynasty Television network held on other days. These
larger collective Law study meetings were attended by approximately one hundred
practitioners each time, who travelled from various neighborhoods across New York and
were diverse in terms of ethnicity and language. Practitioners would chant Master Li’s
teachings aloud and afterwards experience sharing sessions were held, usually
concerning practitioners’ experiences of ‘clarifying the truth’ in New York and how it had
contributed to their individual cultivation. Key representatives from the Epoch Times and
New Tang Dynasty Television station were often also present, updating practitioners on

The reader may be wondering about my focus on Law study groups, especially given Carl’s specifications
and reservations regarding my access to these “sacred” practices. Although I initially avoided Law study
groups, as my research progressed I felt more and more compelled to attend them; this was because the
practitioners I met at the exercise practice sites in Hong Kong and New York consistently emphasized the
necessity of collective Law study as part of the practice and invited me to them. Although I initially declined
such invitations, as my research continued I decided to start attending the Law study groups. As I became
more and more immersed in the Falun Gong movement (especially after my encounter with Wang in Hong
Kong), Carl eventually even granted me permission to attend the annual conference (which I will describe
below); whether I was attending as a ‘social scientist’ or out of ‘genuine interest’ was a distinction that had
become increasingly difficult to determine and somewhat irrelevant.
109
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important projects and appealing to them for more commitment to help Master Li save
sentient beings in and from New York.
At these large-scale meetings, which were attended by people close to Master Li
in New York, Master Li felt more proximate and the aesthesis of Falun Gong were
magnified. Lectures by Master Li that have been published on the Internet show that he
has even attended and spoken at these Law study meetings held at the buildings of the
New York-based Epoch Times and New Tang Dynasty Television. Such unexpected visits
seem to invest these Law study spaces cum media institutes (and New York more
generally) with a sense of sacred importance and immanence in the imaginary of
practitioners in New York and overseas. In the next section, I will focus on how
practitioners from all over the world ventured to New York to meet Master Li. I describe
how access to him was organized and controlled in New York and how this process was
related to the mediation of Buddha Law and Falun Gong movement-formations.

M a ster Li’s m ediation of the B uddha La w in New York
For many practitioners I met, Master Li was a great mystery. This mystery was part of
what initially made them either suspicious of Falun Gong or even attracted them to the
practice; it was this mystery that engaged them in attempts to verify the authenticity of
Master Li and Falun Gong more generally. Many practitioners, like Jenny above,
described how they were initially suspicious of Master Li and did not trust him. There
were some Chinese women I spoke to who did not struggle in this way, but simply
accepted Master Li as a father figure. But non-Chinese Western male practitioners in
particular often struggled to accept Master Li’s authority and become a Dafa disciple.
Practitioners responded to these suspicions and doubts by seeking to test and validate the
teachings and practices themselves; part of this testing included increased practice of the
exercises, Law study, experiments in cultivating themselves, attendance at conferences,
and visits to the US in the hope of meeting Master Li in person. I met many practitioners
in Europe, Hong Kong, and Taiwan who shared with me their desire to go to New York
to see and hear Master Li lecture at the annual conference or even to meet him in person
at a place referred to as ‘the Mountain.’ In New York, Master Li could be seen, heard, and
felt in ways that bypassed normal and everyday forms of interaction. There was therefore
a seeming desire for practitioners to experience Master Li in a more physical and
immediate sense, in the hope of going beyond mediation and interacting immediately
with “the real” Master Li. It was especially the movement’s organization of this “real”
Master Li (the movement’s mediation of immediacy) that I explore further below.
Since 2007, Master Li has only appeared in person at the Washington and New
York annual experience sharing conferences. Although Master Li did also occasionally
lecture at the Law study meetings held in the buildings of two Falun Gong media
organizations in New York, these two large annual events presented the most likely
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opportunity to see and hear Master Li as a physical person. Master Li was also said to
interact with practitioners at the Mountain, a place located somewhere in Upstate New
York, where he was said to reside along with his wife and daughter and approximately
100 practitioners.110 Visits to the Mountain were being organized by the New York Falun
Dafa Association around the time of the annual conference in 2008. The practitioners I met
who had managed to visit described the beauty of the statues and architecture, and when
pushed, their interactions with Master Li himself. Most had seen Master Li, although they
had not all managed to meet him directly. A number had met him, however, and even
shook his hand. Such physical encounters with Master Li were emotionally charged
events, sometimes provoking uncontrolled fits of crying, great fear of Master Li, or were
significant moments when once and for all their doubts had been removed. Using the
metaphor of being an amateur musician, one practitioner described his relative feeling of
inadequacy when proximate to Master Li.
As can be seen, the most physically proximate contact with Master Li had become
the exclusive privilege of Falun Gong practitioners in New York. One must be known in
order to gain access to the spaces and events controlled by the movement there. In order
to meet with Master Li in a proximate sense, at the conference in New York or at the
Mountain, one must be ‘a practitioner’, someone who has been disciplined in Falun Gong
practices and who has shaped an aesthetic style and corpus like that discussed above.
Surely this history of discipline shapes how people experience their more physically direct
interactions with Master Li in New York. Law study groups at Falun Gong’s media
organizations, the annual experience sharing conference, and the Mountain are places and
contexts that are not open to outsiders and are inscribed and imbued with an aura of
exclusivity and awe able to seduce practitioners across the world. In this sense, New York
had become a center of significance, pilgrimage, and power in the imaginary of Falun
Gong practitioners across the world.
I myself was also drawn into the conception that New York was an important
center for the Falun Gong movement. As I became more and more immersed in the
movement, I became fascinated by Master Li and wanted to gain access to the New York
conference or the Mountain. I sensed that being in the same room as Master Li, seeing him
as he delivered his new teachings at the annual conference, would help me reach some
clearer understanding of Master Li and Falun Gong more generally.

Following three months of fieldwork in New York and then three months of
fieldwork in Hong Kong, I had returned again to New York. For the second time,
I sat opposite Carl, this time at a collective training evening for a group of male
practitioners who performed a dragon dance at Falun Gong events. I had been
These were practitioners who were engaged in the ongoing construction and maintenance of the Mountain,
as well as those engaged in designing and making costumes and/or training for the Divine Performing Arts
world touring shenyun show.
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invited to the training session by a practitioner called Mark, whom I met at an
exercise practice site in Manhattan. In a rented studio space in Manhattan, led by
Carl and along with eight other non-Chinese men, we had trained hard, doing
press-ups, sit-ups, and stretching exercises before practicing the dragon dance
with a large colorful puppet Chinese dragon. The training session was a good
opportunity to get to know these men better and I interpreted my invitation and
access as a sign of their seeming acceptance of me.
At the training session, Carl told me that he had spoken to Jeff, another
practitioner I regularly practiced the exercises with and whom I had asked about
the possibility of getting a ticket for the annual experience sharing conference. Carl
voiced his concerns and asked me directly, “Are you a researcher or a
practitioner!?” I explained that I still planned to write my PhD thesis, but was also
seeking to cultivate myself through the practice. I explained my personal struggles
with the split identities of ‘researcher’ and ‘practitioner’, and even described how
I had suffered from Wang’s assertion that I should give up the PhD. Nodding his
head thoughtfully, Carl seemed to understand my predicament and replied that
nobody expected me to be instantly perfect, that everybody takes time to
comprehend and put into practice Master Li’s teachings. Although he mentioned
how over 5,000 practitioners were expected and reiterated the scarce availability
of tickets, Carl agreed that he would try to arrange a ticket for me. He nevertheless
additionally cautioned me that if Master Li chose to attend and speak at the annual
conference (something that Carl said still wasn’t certain or possible to verify), I
should not under any circumstances attempt to approach him, take photos or
record video of him, as other students from Columbia University had done so
disrespectfully in the past. Carl also requested that if I was allowed to attend, I
could not write about what happened inside the conference. He then described
how he sought to follow Master Li’s teachings, emphasizing that Falun Gong is
open and compassionate to all the world’s people, whoever they are. Carl referred
me back to Jeff, who was one of the organizers of the conference, and told me that
he would reserve a ticket for me and would contact me soon…
One hour before the conference was due to begin on May 24, 2008, Jeff
called me to disclose the, until then, secret location of the conference. In a New
York accent and with a tone of stoic seriousness, he gave the name and address of
the conference center and instructed me to dress formally and bring my passport
ID. Rushing to the conference center, I was just in time to meet Jeff outside the
main entrance, where I was given a ticket that had my name printed on it. At the
doorway to the conference hall, security personnel checked tickets and IDs, and
some people were searched. I entered the large conference complex…
…One month after the conference, Master Li’s new Buddha Law teachings
had been transcribed into written texts and were published on Falun Gong’s
official Clearwisdom website.111 However, what was interesting about this year’s
This textual version of Master Li’s speech appeared initially in Chinese and then a few days later in English,
Japanese, Korean, French, Spanish, German, etc. It appears in Chinese script because it was articulated by
Master Li in Mandarin Chinese, and thus translations always refer to and are taken from this original text.
The use of Chinese and particularly Mandarin as a medium is interesting for various reasons, which I feel are
necessary to mention here briefly. There is, for example, an allusion to a hierarchy implicit in Falun Gong
teachings concerning Chinese as the most pure and best form as a medium for communicating the Fa (Buddha
111
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publication of Master Li’s annual Buddha Law lecture was the fact that the
‘question and answer session’ that had followed the lecture had been omitted,
something that surprised and confused some of the practitioners I spoke with.
Even more confusing and surprising was when, a few days later, an ‘unofficial’
version of both Master Li’s Buddha Law lecture and the question and answer
session appeared on various non-Falun Gong websites and platforms, such as
Youtube and Boxun. The version that appeared on these non-Falun Gong websites
seemed to have been unofficially recorded using a video camera and taken from
one of the large screens used to show a rerun of Master Li’s speech and question
and answer session at the end of the conference.
The editors of the Clearwisdom website responded with an urgent call
(dated June 28, 2008) appealing to all those present at the conference to think and
provide any information about any suspicious people they might have seen using
video cameras. They also released a similar message the same day that read: “In
recent days these fake scriptures have made their way to some areas in China. We
hope that Dafa disciples, especially those in Mainland China, will not be moved
or interfered by these despicable tricks on the part of CCP agents.”
As can be seen, the annual experience sharing conference in New York was not
open to all; rather, access hinged on a number of aspects and processes. If I had not
practiced the exercises regularly with people like Mark and Jeff at practice sites and if I
had not met Carl and shared my struggles with him through the idiom of Falun Gong
practices and ethics in the way I did, I seriously doubt I would have been granted a ticket.
Although trying initially to dissuade me, Carl’s decision to allow me to attend the
conference hinged on the question of whether I was a ‘social scientist’ or a ‘practitioner’,
and on the sincerity of my intentions. In granting me permission, Carl seemingly
acknowledged that distinctions between ‘practitioners’ and ‘non-practitioners’ are fluid,
and perhaps felt that ultimately only Master Li could judge whether or not I was worthy.
Master Li is the main authority and his Buddha Law teachings emphasize that
practitioners should cultivate compassion in their relationships with others, who despite
being lost in illusion are still sentient beings with either a predestined relationship with
Falun Gong or the ability to be enlightened to the Buddha Law. I was able to access this
sensitive and sacred event because of the value that the movement places on an ethics of
inclusion and compassion and the possibility that I had a predestined relationship with
the practice. I was not allowed to take photos and my entire access depended on the
agreement that I would not write about what happened inside the conference. If I were to
write about what had occurred in the meeting, not only would I be betraying Carl and
other informants, it would also be a betrayal of the movement, by communicating against
their will what Master Li did and said to others outside the movement. I would thus be
Law). In this sense, Master Li has claimed that he chose Mandarin Chinese as the medium for communicating
the Fa because of its profoundness and capabilities. For this reason, many non-Chinese believe that it is
necessary and preferable to read and study the teachings in Mandarin, and thus attempt to learn the language,
often through study of the Zhuan Falun with mainland Chinese people.
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compromising and publically exposing a process that the New York-based movement
sought to control: the sacred process of Master Li’s mediation of the Buddha Law.
Even after being granted permission to attend the conference, it was clear that
there were many potential boundaries, either preventing or controlling my access to it.
For example, I was only given last minute notice about the event’s time and location, and
I required a named ticket and my passport. Inside the conference, Jeff sat with and
watched me the entire day. And I was not even seated in the same room as Master Li
during his speech! I had been given a ticket for a seat in an adjoining room, from where I
watched and listened via a video screen. All of these measures reveal the high degree of
protectiveness and care enacted by the New York Falun Gong movement to manage
Master Li’s public image and disseminate his message. The movement was careful to
control who could gain access to the conference, because it was one of the few occasions
when it was possible for so many disciples from all over the world to view, hear, and be
proximate to Master Li’s body, to get beyond the distance created by media, to experience
a more immediate relationship with Master Li. It was one of those sensitive moments
when Master Li would appear in person and mediate the Buddha Law to practitioners;
and not only to those in the auditorium, because the lecture was transcribed and plugged
into the world via the Internet. There was also another reason for this concern, however,
related to the potential that Master Li and his words could be accessed by people against
the movement and publicly reinterpreted and misrepresented by them.
We saw that a controversy erupted over the fact that Master Li’s delivery of the
Buddha Law teachings had been accessed and released outside the control and official
media of the movement, an act described as having been committed by the Chinese state
as part of a plot to intentionally tarnish Falun Gong and confuse practitioners. This was
not an isolated case, as similar examples of the Chinese state’s interference – and indeed
the Clearwisdom editors’ warnings to practitioners about them – can be found on many
Falun Gong websites.112 This case was especially embarrassing and concerning, however,
because the official version released by the Falun Gong movement had omitted the
question and answer session, and now a more ‘complete’ version was being made public
through agencies and media outside of the movement; most serious of all, by people
There are a whole series of similar cases that could be mentioned here, all of which tend to be reported on
by people who refer to themselves as the ‘Clearwisdom editors’, occasionally with a small remark by Master
Li himself. For example, there was an apparent case where someone obtained the name of Master Li’s
daughter, which is described as an attempt “to deceive and poison the minds of Dafa students who have
attachments” (posted on the Clearwisdom website on January 17, 2008). There was another case where Master
Li’s master, “The true Falun Holy King,” came out on the mainland in an attempt to try to collect signatures
to recruit 48,000 disciples. This too was described as a case of interference by rotten demons and part of the
persecution as carried out by CCP special agents (posted on October 20, 2005). Another example concerned
allegations that Master Li was receiving money from individuals. The editors’ response claims that those who
believe such lies need to let go of their attachments and stop being deceived (posted on October 16, 2008).
What all of these examples share is the way they concern Master Li and mainland China. Such examples
reveal how the Internet is being used to mediate relationships, authority, and truth claims between New York
and mainland China.
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accused of being agents working for the Chinese state. What I find particularly interesting
about this ‘unofficial’ release of Master Li’s question and answer session is the way in
which the video recording was defined by the editors as “fake scripture” and a
“maliciously fabricated counterfeit.” The question that arises for me here is this: If the
video is of Master Li and contains the contents of what he “really” said at the conference
– arguably more real and complete than Falun Gong’s own released version on the
Clearwisdom website – then what is it that makes the video fake and counterfeit? The
answer to this question, I suggest, concerns the fact that the unofficial release was
recorded from a screen projecting a rerun of the live event, and in sense was a mediation
of a mediation, of a mediation; more important is the fact that Master Li and his words
had been (supposedly) captured and remediated by the Chinese state through their own
agencies and media. Such cases were particularly sensitive because they violated the
centrally important monopoly over mediating Master Li maintained by the New Yorkbased movement, something that it sought to safeguard and control in its continuing
consolidation of authority and the making of a sacred medium in New York. Building
upon the aesthetic style of togetherness that is honed in Law study groups every day
across the planet, the annual conference was a key performative event for facilitating
Falun Gong movement-formations on a global scale.

Conclusion
This chapter describes the construction of Master Li’s role in the organization of Falun
Gong as a practice of mediation and the importance of practitioners’ aesthetic experiences
for shaping relationships of authority and collectivity. We have seen that Falun Gong is a
politicized aesthetic process involving various actors and stakeholders struggling over
the means to access and mediate Master Li. These means include discourses, images,
symbols, practices, media, and spaces, which the movement seeks to organize and control
in terms of people’s access to them and their (re)presentations and mediations of Master
Li in New York. Following Birgit Meyer’s (2009) conception of ‘aesthetic formations’, we
can now see how exercise and Law study practices, and especially the annual conference,
are part of a general mediated, performative, and experiential process aimed at honing a
particular aesthetic style of authority that is central to Falun Gong movement-formations
across the globe.
This chapter shows how, differing from the exercise practices in public parks,
collective Law study practices and the annual experience sharing conference were
organized in exclusive private spaces where the Buddha Law was being materialized. In
many respects, as access became more limited and exclusive, Master Li became more and
more accessible and proximate to practitioners in terms of their capacity to connect to him
through official Falun Gong media and experience him with a multitude of senses, and
even touch him in some instances. I am tempted to argue that Falun Gong can be
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understood as a practice of mediation hinging on a gradient of people’s access and
proximity to Master Li. This practice begins with ‘Master-Li-as-absence’ (in mass media
and the public sphere), extends to ‘Master-Li-as-media’ (through the exercises and Law
study, etc.), and ends with ‘Master-Li-as-person’, where one can exclusively sense him in
the most proximate, total sensorial and immediate way.
Of course, there is no such thing as an unmediated interaction with Master Li, as
practitioners have already been disciplined within the practice, but what is perhaps of
more interest is the fact that there was a desire among practitioners to get closer to him in
a physical sense, whether to verify his existence or overcome their doubts. Although I
have not collected any direct interviews to verify, my gut feeling is that, for practitioners,
Master Li is an important physical and material embodiment of the Buddha Law
principles of truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance, whether materializing through
official media or direct meetings with the man himself. Whether Master Li is a sacred
medium or not was something I never managed to verify; this is also not my intention
here in this chapter. I have instead focused on how, through the movement’s control over
how Master Li is accessed and sensed, New York as a place was being transformed into a
sacred center of authority for mediating the Buddha Law and facilitating Falun Gong
movement-formations across the world. The leaked mediations of Master Li speaking at
the annual conference in New York struck a sensitive chord because they transgressed the
monopoly claimed by the movement in the heart of its mediation capital, New York.
I have shown that, similar to other religions researched by anthropologists, the
Falun Gong movement is being confronted with tensions concerning distinctions between
practitioners and non-practitioners, private and public, closed and open boundaries, and
between mediation and immediacy. Master Li has become a central authority and
medium for organizing practitioners’ connection to the transcendent Buddha Law. I have
described the media used to make this possible and how they were controlled by the New
York-based movement. There is of course an irony here in the sense that Master Li denies
being a mediator and instead claims to be a pure transmitter, able to distribute the Buddha
Law. Master Li’s exercises and books had similarly been inscribed with the same kind of
non-human qualities; they were described by Master Li and practitioners as sacred
practices and media. I have provided some insight into how this process worked, for
example through the handling of official designed books in Mrs. Wong’s Law study room.
More could be said about the design and styles of Falun Gong’s media and aesthetics here,
for example images of Master Li and the use of design and color on Internet websites and
books (shown in Introduction); I have noticed for example that yellow and gold are
important colors, often used to inscribe media and bodies with a sacred aura; both colors
are culturally significant in China and in Buddhism and their role is important for the
processes of stylizing authority and shaping sensations I have identified.
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While Master Li and his books were rendered able to directly transmit the Buddha
Law to others, practitioners were understood as always being limited humans engaging
in self-transformation, aspiring towards the non-human sacred. Here, very different to
Master Li, practitioners’ bodies and selves were not denied but were instead emphasized as
self-evident limited mediums; they were part of a very human but developable condition
that should be worked on in order to potentially achieve a Buddha body through the
merger – completely and immediately – of the practitioner with the sacred Buddha Law.
In the next chapter, I will focus more on this emphasis on the long-term discipline
of the limited human body and self, which is understood in the movement as the practice
of self-cultivation, i.e. refining the human character in relation to the sacred Buddha Law
principles of truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance. I will focus particularly on the
role of pain and commitment for explaining how practitioners transform themselves in
relation to the truth of the Buddha Law.
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Chapter Six

Asceticism of Commitment:
The Ethics of Pain and Truth in Falun Gong SelfCultivation

Zhan was a 40-year-old mainland Chinese man from Guizhou province. In the
past he had worked for the Chinese Communist Party and some members of his
extended family were employed as police and government officials. Zhan began
his practice of Falun Gong back in 1994 in mainland China. During our interview,
he showed me photos of himself standing with other practitioners, many of whom
had gone missing or had been tortured in prison since 1999. Zhan was shocked
when the government banned Falun Gong, a decision he simply could not fathom
or equate with his own experiences with the practice. During the persecution he
faced constant pressure and danger, but still he continued his practice, something
that resulted in him losing his job and coming to the attention of the police. When
the police were sent to try to get him to renounce his practice of Falun Gong, he
told them that Falun Gong was good and that he did not agree with the
government’s decision to ban it. Despite the pressure, Zhan remained committed
to the practice. Then one day, senior police officers – one of which was a relative
of his family and a local high-ranking government official – came to his house and
demanded that he stop the practice and sign a letter renouncing Falun Gong. The
situation was becoming increasingly unbearable and yet, surrounded by officials,
relatives, and close family, all of whom were putting pressure on him, he shook
his head in defiance. Raging with anger over the potential harm that Zhan was
causing both to himself and to the family, his eldest brother punched him in the
head, knocking him to the floor. His mother broke down, fell to her knees, and
begged him to give up his practice, for her and for the family’s sake. In an
interview with me, Zhan described in English why he had written and signed the
letter renouncing Falun Gong and, with great regret, why it had been the wrong
thing to do.
Zhan: At that time, because my mum had always treated me well, she did
everything for me and I never returned this to her, so I feel that I owed her a lot.
So I still had some sentimentality. So I wrote down a little bit, just to pass the
moment (looking at me and nodding). Yes, but, it’s wrong (looking away again).
At that time I was really clear that it was wrong to do that, but actually I just
couldn’t bear it anymore. Actually, your ability to forbear, you just cannot. Say
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you can carry maybe 5 kilos or 200 kilos, but then you are given over 500 kilos.
You couldn’t bear it. So at that time you just want to pass the moment. It’s a really
painful experience for me. Afterward, the whole night I couldn’t sleep. I was
sleepless… (silence)
Scott: Why didn’t you want to give up?
Zhan: Nobody can. I thought I would sacrifice myself. I thought maybe I could
take a step back but it was impossible for me to do that. I would sacrifice for it. I
was searching for so many years. This is what I was looking for. I think it was
really an emergency situation, really, on my xinxing [character level], and later I
thought it’s not true, just ambiguous. Last year of course I thought, as a Dafa
disciple, actually I shouldn’t have done that. It’s really not good, ridiculous. I
should not, no matter what happens. I have cultivated for years, so I should know.
Some practitioners, they would make a mistake, but for me it was different. I
understand and that’s why it’s difficult and I cannot forgive myself. But of course
in the bottom of my heart I knew I would never give up.
Scott: You wanted to ease your mother’s suffering?
Zhan: I just couldn’t bear it anymore. You feel not good because you didn’t pass
the test, but actually no matter what happens, you shouldn’t. I didn’t pass the test.
Actually no matter what happens, you shouldn’t do this because you are doing
the right thing, right? Even if your mum kneels down in front of you and asks you
to do a bad thing, should you do it? No!
Zhan’s story offers a sense of the ethics of pain and commitment in Falun Gong cultivation
and a practitioner’s experiential encounter with the hard edge of state sovereignty
operating in circumstances of exception. Zhan describes the magnitude of the pressure he
experienced, something that pushed him beyond his capacity to forbear, and which led
him to renounce Falun Gong. His metaphor of being overloaded with weight captures the
physical materiality of his overwhelming experience and the impossibility of his situation.
In the context of the state’s campaign of suppression, Zhan’s renunciation of Falun Gong
likely saved him from further police harassment, potential imprisonment, and – given the
fact that thousands of practitioners have been killed in China – perhaps even saved his
life. What I find particularly interesting therefore is the fact that Zhan describes his
experience as both a physical and moral test related to a Falun Gong conception of never
giving up; something that is part of what it means to be a Dafa disciple, a disciple of the
Buddha Law. Although his renunciation probably saved him from further persecution,
Zhan experienced it as wrong in a moral sense, something that filled him with deep regret
and shame.
Zhan’s perspective exposes what might be called a particular ethics of pain that is
mediated through the Falun Gong moral principle of forbearance. Here, pain is
understood as part of the process of forging a body and subject that ideally does not give
up on Falun Gong cultivation when confronted with pain and suffering. Even when
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confronted with state persecution in mainland China, a disciple of the Buddha Law
remains committed to Falun Gong and the Buddha Law principles no matter what. Zhan’s
experience reveals what I refer to in this chapter as the asceticism of commitment.
Although Zhan offers perhaps an extreme example of a mainland Chinese
practitioner’s firsthand experience with Falun Gong cultivation in the context of
persecution, his story presents a window to understand the cultivation experiences of
practitioners in a more general sense. Within the Falun Gong movement and practice, an
important relationship is drawn between mainland Chinese practitioners confronting the
hard edge of Chinese state sovereign power (like Zhan and many others, some of whom
have been tortured and even murdered, and have thus become martyrs) and Chinese and
non-Chinese practitioners outside of China. In this chapter, I trace how pain in the practice
of Falun Gong – in the exercises, in experience sharing sessions, and in everyday contexts
understood as clarifying the truth – is an essential part of individual cultivation, and
something that is intimately linked to the political situation in mainland China. So far, I
have not investigated in depth how asceticism and ethics, rituals and the everyday,
embodied practice and subjectivity, are interrelated in what is understood as the central
practice and purpose of Falun Gong cultivation – the arduous practice of giving up
attachments so as to transform oneself into harmony with the universal Buddha Law. As
we shall see below, all practices can be understood as ascetic exercises to train bodies of
commitment – physically, mentally, and ethically – and to mold disciples of the Buddha
Law who (ideally) will not give up on Falun Gong even when confronted with pain,
doubts, fears, and police brutality. I also explore how these exercises of commitment are
authorized as a crucial rite, through which one can gain access to the truth about oneself
and the moral principles of the Buddha Law, and indeed how they are linked to the
movement’s mediations of persecution, torture, and mainland martyrdom.
In some of his last lectures and interviews given at the University of California at
Berkley in 1983, not long before his death, Foucault described how the ancient Greek word
askesis or ascesis had the connotation of being an art of living that required training and
practice. These ‘spiritual exercises’ were ancient techniques of self-care and self-mastery
that prepared the autonomous individual to confront the world ethically and aimed at
establishing a particular relationship between oneself and truth (Foucault 1983: 370-372).
In this sense, truth always had a price – it could not be accessed without the appropriate
ascesis and training; for example, one could not be immoral and access truth (ibid.). This
classical Greek conception of ascesis, ethics, and truth became appropriated and
transformed in Christian asceticism, to become part of technologies of the self, aimed at
renouncing the self and detaching from the world (Foucault 1983, 1988). For example, the
classical notion of parrhesia (‘to speak one’s mind’), which had the connotation of an
exercise of ethical truth telling, even when to do so placed one in a risky situation and
could even lead to death, became incorporated into Christian rites for renouncing sins. In
his interviews with anthropologists, Foucault described how ascesis lost most of its
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independence and autonomy to pastoral power (1983: 370). Although there were some
groups who sort reaffirm autonomy through resisting this transformation of ascesis into
pastoral power (1983: 370), asceticism became most dominant and entailed adepts
becoming docile and renouncing themselves to authority (1988).
Later, both ascesis and asceticism were greatly impacted by Renaissance thinkers.
Descartes for example deviated from ascesis when he emphasized that direct evidence
was an adequate modality for knowing truth; it was, therefore, in the Renaissance that “a
nonascetic subject of knowledge” and truth was born (ibid.: 372). For Foucault, ascesis
and asceticism were largely replaced by new more dominant disciplinary technologies of
governmentality, what Foucault called Biopower. Foucault’s conception of Biopower
encompasses the increasing prevalence of modern technologies of governance aimed at
forming docile bodies through micro self-disciplinary forms of surveillance and
punishment (Foucault 1975). Biopower seeks control over bodies and all aspects of life; it
creates a different kind of docile subject, one with a relationship to truth that is no longer
based on physical-moral training but can be established by the impure and immoral
through evidence (Foucault 1983: 372). Biopower was different to ascesis and asceticism
therefore in the sense that it was created and maintained through new forms of
knowledge which prioritized evidence and scientific methods.
Although greatly influenced by Foucault’s work, Talal Asad (1993) is also critical
of Foucault’s conception that Christian asceticism led to a renunciation of the self. He
emphasizes instead that asceticism was more of a disciplinary means for reforming the
immoral self into something else. In this sense, for Asad, asceticism did not mark so great
a break from ascesis as Foucault suggests. By tracing a genealogy of Christianity, Asad
suggests that medieval Christians enacted an assortment of practices that authorized and
organized self-administered acts of discipline, something that he calls ‘disciplinary
practices’: “programs for forming or reforming moral dispositions (that is, for organizing
the physical and verbal practices that constitute the virtuous Christian self), in particular,
the

disposition

to

true

obedience”

(ibid.:

130).

Asad

continues

that

the

“formation/transformation of moral dispositions depended… on a particular program of
disciplinary practices… they aimed to construct and reorganize distinctive emotions –
desire, humility, remorse – on which the central Christian virtue of obedience depended”
(ibid.: 134). Through his conception of disciplinary practices, Asad seeks to problematize
the relationship between discipline and self, between physical and ethical discipline, and
between ritualized behavior and the everyday mundane (ibid.: 2).
For Asad, the self-administration of pain functioned to produce truthful
discourses about the self or to make monks respond to authority in particular ways, but
it was also part of the conditions through which particular potentialities could be built
and honed. For these reasons, Christian ritual concerned discipline, authority, and power
(ibid.: 83-84). Self-inflicted pain was a way of participating in Christ’s suffering and a
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metaphysical process for establishing the truth of one’s sinfulness to others; it was part of
a confessional rite, allowing higher powers access to the most intimate and interior
architectures of the self, parts of the self that could then be remedied in the construction
of a more virtuous Christian.
Asad points out how asceticism, especially self-inflicted pain and practices of selfdebasement, have now come to be seen as scandalous and uncivilized in secular
modernity (ibid.: 2, 2003, 2004). Nevertheless, his conceptions of the relationship between
ritual and the everyday, physical and ethical, and the reconstructing of the ethical self,
have been adopted by Saba Mahmood (2001) and Charles Hirschkind (2006) in their
research on modern day Muslims in Egypt. For the Muslim women that Mahmood
interviewed, for example, Islamic prayer (salat) was “a key site for purposefully molding
their intentions, emotions, and desires in accord with orthodox standards of Islamic piety”
(2001: 828, 833). Here, practitioners engaged in self-directed disciplinary action so as to
develop capacities and a particular kind of ethical person through conscious training
(ibid.: 837-8, 844). Charles Hirschkind (2006) has similarly shown how perceptual skills
and capacities were consciously being honed by his respondents through media such as
cassette sermons so as to cultivate a particular ethics of listening in everyday life. He
shows how the religious tradition of Islam in Egypt is grounded and dependent upon
these ethical sensory capacities (ibid.: 2, 43-44).
These thoughts are immediately relevant for an understanding of Falun Gong.
Foucault’s ideas concerning historical shifts from ancient techniques of ethical training
and self-mastery (ascesis) to asceticism and pastoral power, to mass-governmentality and
Biopower are potentially useful for interpreting transformations in ancient Chinese
exercises and cultivation traditions, particularly following the imperial encounter.
Differing to scholars who have approached Falun Gong as a technology of the self (cf.
Palmer 2007, Van der Veer 2014), and therefore concerning the renunciation of the self, I
understand Falun Gong cultivation as a form of Chinese ascesis, a spiritual exercise, and
asceticism, which practitioners engage in a world of sovereign power and Biopower.
Wang’s claim that to understand Falun Gong I needed to give up the PhD, might be
understood as exposing a Chinese conception of ascesis and asceticism: the narrow
economy on truth she referred to was organized via Falun Gong training and hinged on
an understanding of an ascetic subject of knowledge. Looking at Zhan’s experience, Falun
Gong is rather more like ascesis or parrhesia: one chooses to use one’s freedom to engage
in spiritual exercises and align the self to truth as an ethical practice, even in the face of
great risk, perhaps even death. Falun Gong is arguably not a technology for renouncing
the self in the way that Foucault suggests for medieval Christianity. Nor can it be
understood as a Buddhist asceticism for renouncing the self. As Benjamin Penny (2012a:
178) has observed, in Falun Gong the self is preserved and nurtured, something that is
quite different from Buddhist conceptions of renouncing the self so as to reach a state of
non-being and nirvana.
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Falun Gong might be approached as an assembly of physical-ethical ascetic
practices aimed not so much at the renouncing of the self but rather at the renouncing of
attachments, so as to mold dispositions and reformulate the self, to make disciples of the
Buddha Law, in a similar way to how Asad (1993) has observed. In this chapter, I analyze
the Falun Gong exercises, experience sharing, and truth clarification practices as spiritual
exercises and disciplinary confessional rites used by practitioners to train the body and
self, and indeed mold them relative to the Buddha Law morals, principles which are
epitomized in the high-level suffering and commitment of mainland Chinese martyrs who
have overcome Chinese state torture. As we shall see, although practitioners were not
always successful in adhering to ascetic ideals and principles (like Zhan), their
humiliating failures to make commitments were understood as exposing ‘attachments’
and thus functioned to reveal the truth of their painful human limitations and
shortcomings, which through further practice were in turn remolded into remorse, duty,
humility, certainty, and the Buddha Law moral principles of truthfulness, compassion,
and forbearance.
The chapter is split into five parts. Part one describes and contextualizes Falun
Gong’s emic conception of pain within academic discussions and Chinese culture. This is
carried out so as to define the concepts but also to provide a culturally sensitive frame
within which Falun Gong’s own emic understandings of pain, asceticism, and
commitment can be interpreted. Section two focuses on describing the Falun Gong
exercises at the practice sites, particularly how they became disciplinary practices that
authorized the self-infliction of pain, and how they were used to develop the abilities of
perseverance and will power. Section three describes how practitioners shared
experiences about their successes and failures in the cultivation practice. Section four
concerns practitioners’ engagements in campaigns understood as ‘clarifying the truth’,
whether in the form of ‘coming out’ to do something about the persecution or making
very risky border crossings on the frontier between Hong Kong and mainland China.
Mainly through interview data, I focus therefore on how the exercises, experience sharing,
and truth clarification practices became part of a self-disciplinary confessional rite for
bringing to the surface hidden attachments related to immoral aspects of the limited self,
which were remolded and optimized in relation to the Buddha Law ethics as outlined by
Master Li. Central here, as we shall see, is the relationship between asceticism and
commitment relative to the most idealized and authentic embodiments of commitment
enacted in mainland martyrdom. Finally, in section five, I focus on these most politicized
and dangerous examples of truth clarification, in the form of direct encounters with
Chinese state police, torture, and murder. In particular, I explore how, during my
fieldwork in the post-1999 era, images of these persecuted mainland Chinese practitioners
were being presented on official Falun Gong websites as high-level examples of
commitment. The presentation of these images by the movement depicts such
practitioners as martyrs who have crossed the boundary between human and divine and
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have therefore achieved consummation. I explore how these images are simultaneously
mediations of the transcendent Buddha Law and subversions of state sovereignty.

Contextua lizing pain in Fa lun Gong
Pain is frequently defined as a physical sensation in the body that causes suffering or
distress. Somewhat different to definitions of pain, suffering is often defined more in
terms of mental and emotional distress. In the distinction between pain and suffering,
there is therefore a clear Cartesian split between the body and mind, material and
immaterial. In academic literature, it is frequently emphasized that there is no universal
and pure experience of pain, nor any language or concept to adequately capture, describe,
or represent it. Because pain is personal, private, and non-sharable, it seems to present a
problem in terms of representation and the potential for empathy, discussion, and
intervention (Arendt 1958, Geroux 2005: 22, Scarry 1985, Sontag 2004). Much like the
conception of ‘the Real’ in Lacan’s philosophy – that which always disrupts the agreeable
fabrications of fantasy in the ‘imaginary’ and the ‘symbolic’ orders – pain is in an
experiential sense always a foreign body lodged inside of us, something that invades our
flesh (Eagleton 2009: 141-143). Deviating somewhat from this philosophical and
existentialist understanding of pain, social scientific research focuses more on how pain
is clearly talked about, used, shared, and represented in social and political contexts,
especially social pain or suffering (Kleinman, Das and Lock {2004} 1997). Here, pain and
suffering are culturally determined; for example, verbalized experiences of pain are often
idioms through which mental, political, and existential suffering can be deciphered
(Kleinman 1992: 174). Pain is both an existential experience and a social and political
phenomenon related to the ongoing constitution of the social and cultural world
(Kleinman 1992, Kleinman, Das and Lock {2004} 1997: xi-xii).
In various religious traditions across history, ascetics have engaged in (self-)
inflictions of pain as a means for attaining higher spiritual planes and absorption into the
transcendent (Eskildsen 1998). As described above in relation to medieval Christianity,
such ascetic practices can also be understood as disciplinary practices that have now
become increasingly scarce in an era of secular modernity that considers them
“uncivilized” (Asad 1993: 2, 2003). Although self-inflictions of pain were prominent in
many religious traditions and societies in the past, pain has undergone a process of
secularization as states and other secular institutions have sought to define, measure, and
use pain and suffering for various purposes. Pain and suffering have been rendered
illegitimate and even scandalous, a terrain in which legal and medical institutions
intervene and from which they attempt to protect people (Asad 2004: 296). Pain has now
become part of the governing policies and terror of political dictatorships (Kleinman, Das
and Lock {2004} 1997), as well as the torture techniques used by nation states to maintain
their sovereign power (Agamben 1998, Asad 2003, 2004, Foucault 1975, Hansen and
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Stepputat 2003, Mbembe 2003). The secularization of pain by modern states is all about
the construction of a particular kind of secular and passive body-in-pain, a body taught
to naturally avoid and fear pain, and one that is loyal to the nation.
There are of course traditions and groups that continue to use and value pain for
varying purposes, in ways that deviate from the state’s use and dominant secular
understandings of it. For example, techniques of pain are still used within various rites of
passage (Turner 1969), an example being the Guayaki Indians of Columbia who mark and
inscribe societal values onto and into each other’s bodies through painful scarification
practices (Clastres 2000). Saba Mahmood (2001: 838-4, 2005) has described how within
Egyptian Islamic piety movements, pain is part of an active means for molding and
honing particular virtues and forms of personhood. In addition to tattooing, adolescent
auto-mutilation (‘cutting’), and (extreme) sports, pain is also prominent in birthing
practices and sadomasochism, the experiences of which cannot be measured or
understood as passive but rather as suggestive of a more complex conception of the body
in pain, a body that is relational, contextual, and participatory (Asad 2003: 84-89, 2004).
As Asad suggests:
[a]lthough the living body is the object of sensations (and in that sense is passive), its
ability to suffer, to respond perceptually and emotionally to external and internal causes,
to use its own pain in unique ways in particular social relationships, makes it active. Many
traditions therefore attribute to the living body the potential to be shaped (the power to
shape itself) for good or ill (ibid.: 89).
Historically, Chinese cultural conceptions of pain are in many ways similar to
Mahmood’s and Asad’s above emphases concerning the uses of pain and the active bodyin-pain. In the Chinese language, pain and suffering are understood as active processes,
the body being not so much a fixed thing but rather something that comes into being. The
Chinese word for hardship and suffering is chiku. Chiku is made up of two characters: chi
(to eat) and ku (bitter, hard, painful). Taken together, chi and ku mean ‘to suffer’, yet also
imply the connotation of ‘eating suffering’ and thus of an active process of facing pain
and consuming it in the nourishment of body and self. The top part of the character for ku
(苦) actually means ‘grass/plant’, while the bottom part means ‘ancient’; together, then,
there is a connotation that pain is both natural and exists at the base or roots. The Chinese
word ren, apart from its most literal translation as ‘forbearance’ or ‘endurance’, also means
pain and suffering in its own right and has become a popular expression in the Chinese
language. The character for forbearance (忍) is also composed of two parts: the top part
means ‘edge of a blade’ and the bottom part ‘heart’. The character therefore depicts a
“knife poised over a heart,” which has the connotation of a continuing threat or possibility
of violence (Schwarcz {2004} 1997: 143).
Asceticism is evident within various Daoist schools, and became more prominent
as Daoist ideals of longevity and immortality encountered Buddhist transcendence, for
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example in conceptions such as karma and enlightenment (Eskildsen 1998, Ben 1998). Selfinflicted hunger, pain, and violence are evident therefore in both Buddhist and Daoist
ascetic practices (Goossaert 2002, Yu 2012). Asceticism in China was not limited to religion
but was also evident in foot binding. Angela Zito (2007) has explored how foreign
missionary movements that were against the practice of foot binding in China imposed
the notion of a Western religious and medical body, a victimized and passive body-inpain, over a particular Chinese historical and cultural body. Zito analyzes the two
different bodily conceptions in terms of a Western “body-taken-for-granted” (which later
became the Western secular and human rights body we know today) and a Chinese
“body-coming-into-being” (a fluid body emerging through discourses, rituals, and
practices) (Zito 2007: 3-4).
The modern Chinese state must also be understood as engaging in the above
mentioned secularization of pain, based on a secular body-in-pain, as part of its efforts to
secure its sovereign power. Maoism was an ideology of scientism and populism, which
led to the most devastating examples of moral-political violence and social suffering in
Chinese history (Tu {2004} 1997). While violence was a central part of Mao’s political
campaigns, he also adopted the notion of forbearance as a means of resisting the
continuing threat of imperialism and in calling for self-sacrifice to the Party (ter Haar
2002). In this sense, forbearance became part of a secular moral cultivation system
popularized by Mao to the whole of Chinese society (Goossaert and Palmer 2011). The
social devastation caused by Maoism lingers on in the collective memory, posing the
continuing problem of de-Maoification and healing in post-Maoist China (Tu {2005} 1997,
Kleinman 1985). Although personal and societal distress as a consequence of the Maoist
era can be expressed indirectly through the idiom of bodily complaints and the pursuit of
medical help (Kleinman 1985: 429) or through spontaneous bodily and emotional release
in Qigong (Ots 1994), enduring hardship has become a popular moral practice and mode
of suffering in China (Das et al. {2004} 1997: xiv, Schwarcz 1996, {2004}1997).
In the practice of Falun Gong in the post-Mao era, forbearance is a valued moral
principle thought to facilitate a practitioner’s assimilation to the Buddha Law, which leads
to consummation. As I have already noted, the exercises vary between fluid and static
movements, which are either relaxing or energizing; but they also require the adoption of
painful standing and sitting postures that cause the experience of pain. In the Zhuan Falun,
Master Li advises practitioners that despite their desires to ‘give up’ on the exercises, they
should tolerate physical discomfort (Li 2002: 105, 127). Master Li emphasizes how
forbearing pain eliminates bad karma (yeli),113 a material substance that exists in the body
as black matter as the consequence of moral transgressions in this life and previous lives.
All forms of pain and suffering – whether physical pain in the exercises, illness, problems
Karma is often conceived of as dark matter in the body that causes pain and suffering. It should be noted
that differing to some forms of Buddhism, Master Li defines karma in a negative sense. There is therefore no
such thing as good karma.
113
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in one’s personal, family, or professional life, physical abuse and injustice, even death
itself – are all manifestations of karma that should be accepted and faced with forbearance
by a practitioner as a way of paying back one’s karmic debt and acquiring virtue (de).
This emphasis on forbearance, on not giving up when encountering physical pain
in the exercises, is also expanded to not giving up when confronting mental suffering as
part of the cultivation practice. Falun Gong cultivation is a practice of giving up
attachments (zhizhuo); these include behaviors and thoughts that are identified and
understood as unhealthy and immoral, but are indeed by definition very difficult to give
up. By accepting and facing these manifestations of karma, instead of avoiding and
seeking comfort away from them, practitioners can eliminate karma, raise their character
level (xinxing), and be rewarded with the much prized cultivation energy (Gong). Master
Li (2002) has noted that although enduring physical pain in the exercises is difficult, it is
through cultivation that one is really put to the test because cultivation concerns mental
suffering, which is in actual fact much harder than physical suffering.
In Tempering the Will (Li 1996: 1), for example, Master Li writes:
To consummate yourself, reaping Buddhahood / Let joy be found in hardship / Physical
pains count little as suffering / Indeed, cultivating mind is hardest / Each and every barrier
must be broken through / And everywhere does evil lurk / Abundant troubles rain down
together / All to see: Can you pull through? / The world’s miseries endured / One departs
the earth a Buddha.
In this poem, Master Li names pain in various ways: as ‘hardship’, ‘physical pain’,
‘suffering’, ‘troubles’, ‘miseries’. In the Chinese version, chiku (‘to eat suffering’) is used,
but this active connotation of suffering is lost in the English version through the use of the
word ‘hardship’. There is a clear emphasis on the forbearance of (physical) pain, but also
of mental and social pain (suffering), as a means of cultivating oneself and reaching
enlightenment. This emphasis is also evident in the Zhuan Falun. Master Li describes, for
example, how one should endure being kicked and slapped across the face; here, despite
suffering physically and mentally through humiliation and ‘losing face’, if a practitioner
withstands the situation as a test, it offers a great opportunity for giving up attachments
and achieving merit. Emphasis is also placed on how it is especially difficult to cultivate
in the modern world because, after many cycles of reincarnation, people have
accumulated large amounts of karma and have drifted further away from the Buddha
Law moral principles. Modern society is said to have reached its lowest moral point and
will soon be destroyed; before this time, practitioners should seize the moment to cultivate
themselves so as to reach enlightenment.
Such ideas are apparent in various expressions of religious and millenarian
movements throughout history, and therefore resonate with symbolic vocabularies and
repertoires present in Chinese culture and history. However, Master Li’s emphasis on
tolerating being slapped across the face appears particularly akin to Christian
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conceptions, arguably popularized through Chinese translations of the New Testament
(Penny 2012a: 174-5, ter Haar 2012). Penny also refers to other Christian influences in
Falun Gong, evidenced in lectures given by Master Li overseas concerning Jesus Christ
(2012b). This developing Chinese/Christian conception of forbearance has in many ways
been affirmed and become transformed since the illegalization and suppression of the
movement in China (Fischer 2005, Penny 2012a: 175-179). For example, in an article
addressed to practitioners both in China and overseas, published on the Clearwisdom
website in 2000 and entitled ‘Going beyond the limits of forbearance’, Master Li said:
Forbearance [ren] is not cowardice; much less is it resigning oneself to adversity. Dafa
disciples' Forbearance is noble; is the manifestation of beings' magnificent, indestructible,
and diamond-like solidity; its tolerance for the purpose of upholding the truth; and its
mercy toward and salvation of beings who still have human nature and righteous thoughts.
Forbearance is absolutely not the limitless giving of free rein, which allows those evil beings
who no longer have any human nature or righteous thoughts to do evil without limit. With
Forbearance, one can give up everything for Truth.114
In this article, Master Li affirms the quality of forbearance as being noble and concerning
truth, confronting a seeming tension between the feeling of doing nothing about the
persecution and doing something. Although this tension is partly resolved through an
appeal to the other core moral principles of Falun Gong – i.e. showing mercy (compassion)
and upholding truth (truthfulness) – as a means of offering salvation to the world’s
people, the article also marks the beginning of an era in which Master Li interprets the
Chinese government’s persecution of Falun Gong as a central feature of the cultivation
practice.
The article was followed shortly after by the introduction of new practices
emphasizing the necessity to ‘clarify the truth’ about Falun Gong; namely, that it is a safe
and moral practice, not a dangerous ‘evil cult’ as the Chinese state has labeled it, while
simultaneously bringing attention to the persecution. Master Li suggests that these
practices are part of a means for communicating with the world’s people about Falun
Gong, but also a way of saving them – or saving ‘saving sentient beings’, as Master Li
refers to them – before the coming judgment of what he calls ‘Buddha Law rectification’.
In ‘Towards consummation’115, an article published on the Clearwisdom website on June
16, 2000, Master Li suggests that what is happening in mainland China are “tests”
arranged by high-level beings to facilitate opportunities for giving up human
attachments. While the evil of the world will soon be judged and eliminated, how
practitioners choose to react to their individual tests will determine their future position
and whether or not they will reach consummation. Master Li says that those practitioners
on the mainland who have faced the most arduous tests (undergoing torture and death)
have “displayed in the human world the true manifestation of Dafa, and at the same time
114
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have consummated their own most magnificent positions.” Such an emphasis values the
acts of martyrdom of mainland practitioners as being at the top of a hierarchical system
of physical, mental, and ethical abilities in terms of commitment; martyrdom becomes
part of the extraordinary commitment of those who are willing and able to forbear
Chinese state torture and reach consummation.
Oskar Verkaaik (2004) has argued that practitioners of the Muhajir Qaimi
movement, an Islamic religious movement in conflict with the Pakistani state, engaged in
acts of sacrificial violence as part of a modern search for authenticity and completion of
the self. Within this movement, resistance was a transgressive act, where imprisonment
was considered an initiation rite and becoming a victim of state violence translated into
being an authentic follower. Verkaaik describes how sacrificial suicide was conceived as
part of a renunciation of the superficial social world, the final death of the lesser self, and
the final liberation of the authentic self. Although Falun Gong practitioners have never
engaged in violence against the Chinese state – indeed, it is always the Chinese state that
has used violence against practitioners – we can detect a similar interplay between
transgressive acts and authenticity in martyrdom. As we shall see in section five below,
mainland martyrs become high-level authentic examples of disciples of the Buddha Law
overcoming all limits of human attachments and mediation.
This section has shown how in Falun Gong, the conceptualizations of pain and the
body are very different as compared to those of secularism and sovereign power. The
forbearance of pain is understood as part of an active process of commitment that enables
practitioners to transform themselves towards the truth of the Buddha Law, and is even
exalted in contexts where practitioners must overcome state torture in acts of mainland
martyrdom. By describing Master Li’s teachings on ancient Chinese philosophy and
practices regarding the ethics of pain, I identify how an active/fluid body-in-pain (in the
context of Falun Gong) and a passive secular body-in-pain (as endorsed by the nation
state and through Biopower) differ and collide. In the remainder of this chapter, I continue
to build on this emphasis so as to show how ascetic spiritual exercises are appropriated
by practitioners as part of their individual endeavors towards self-transformation.

“Don’t giv e up! P a in is good!”: Forbeara nce in the Fa lun Gong
exercises

Autho rizing pain in parks
As discussed in Chapters Three and Four, park practice sites were important public spaces
and social contexts where practitioners met together to practice the exercises and teach
them to new people. Through the main organizers who operated the MP3 devices
mediating Master Li’s music instruction, parks were transformed into practice sites:
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spaces for practitioners to regularly engage in the exercises, but also used to include and
incorporate others. Painful experiences were provoked in the bodies of those present
through their adoption of the exercise postures; this was coordinated by the music
instruction, which determined how and when the painful postures would be adopted and
for how long. At practice sites, new people would always learn the exercises with another
practitioner, often the experienced practitioner who was organizing the site, through
verbal commands and imitation. Through their organizing and teaching of the exercises,
and by deploying and referring people directly to Master Li’s teachings, not to mention
their own embodied ability to sit in the authorized postures for the prescribed amount of
time, experienced practitioners functioned as part of the way in which pain became
organized, and indeed how an ethics of forbearance became authorized and enforced.
Because most people nowadays have learnt to avoid painful experiences, the example of
dedicated practitioners following the music instruction can be understood as part of a
technology for authorizing the self-infliction of pain and honing the ability of forbearance.
It was especially newcomers who would struggle with and complain about the
difficulty of the exercises, in particular the second standing exercise and the fifth exercise
where one is expected to fold the legs into the full lotus position and sit still for one hour.
The fifth exercise seemed to push many people to their limits, exposing their shortcoming
in terms of posture and ability. Often, they individually complained or asked someone
directly about the exercises after the sessions had ended; in response, I frequently heard
practitioners referring to Master Li’s teachings, advising new people that despite their
seemingly natural reaction to give up, they needed to learn to endure the discomfort and
pain. Many newcomers struggled to form their legs into the prescribed lotus position and
instead had to begin by simply sitting on the ground, or if possible sometimes with just
one leg mounted on top of the other. Despite not adopting the full lotus position, these
postures were nevertheless not without discomfort, and slowly, through effort and pain,
new practitioners would mold their muscles and legs into the prescribed position. Most
could not follow and complete the session as mediated by the music instruction for the
prescribed hour and would give up and leave early. Over time, however, they sought to
improve on the length of time they could withstand the pain before being forced to give
up. I frequently observed registers of pain: arched backs, twitching legs, drooping arms,
grimacing faces, lines on faces, sweat, and even swelling feet. Immediately after the music
instruction had marked the end of the exercise practice, some practitioners would screw
up their faces as they untied their legs, while others could be heard gasping for air, either
out of desperation or with relief. As the photo below shows, the ability to withstand pain
differed between inexperienced and experienced practitioners, the latter being able to sit
for the entire hour in the full lotus position with no observable physical signs of pain.
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Figure 27. Practitioners engaged in the fifth exercise in a park in Hong Kong

My time with Falun Gong practitioners revealed the extent to which some pushed
themselves to make progress and develop their ability to tolerate pain. At one practice
site, there was a mainland Chinese woman whose practice would regularly result in
swollen feet. In fact, her feet became so swollen after the final hour-long fifth exercise that
she would struggle to get her shoes back on. She would often have to sit and wait for some
time before being able to hobble away. At times I marveled at how, despite the seemingly
obvious registers of pain, practitioners were physically and mentally able to continue for
the entire one hour session. I shuddered when I heard stories in Taiwan about
practitioners who had asked others to securely fasten their legs into the full lotus position
with rope and then leave them alone in a closed room for one hour; they would have been
unable to uncross their legs, even if they had wanted to. Apparently, some even fainted
during the hour long session.
There were also limits to how far people pushed themselves. Noticing my own
attempts, some practitioners advised me not to push myself too hard and even speculated
that it was perhaps harder for Westerners because they had never sat in the full lotus or
on the floor as Chinese children did. For more experienced practitioners, however,
explanations like “it is harder for Westerners” were interpreted as excuses and
misinterpretations of the teachings; they reminded me that pain was a manifestation of
karma and had nothing to do with being a Westerner. Another practitioner asked me,
“Why worry so much about your feet, legs, and body? You cannot take them with you in
the next life.” In New York, I once told an organizer of a practice site how much the
evening’s practice had hurt, and in a thick New York accent he responded with a reference
to paying off my karmic debt: “That’s great, you’ve gotta make your mortgage
payments!” The utterance of these discourses by skilled practitioners at practice sites
functioned to objectify pain as a manifestation of karma and authorize its endurance by
others as part of a purifying ritual. During the exercise sessions, these skilled and
experienced practitioners often sat still, with straight backs and serene faces, looking
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unmovable and extraordinary. These practitioners were embodied examples of
forbearance to be aspired to.

Re- teaching my bo dy about pain

“Ahhhh! What is this!?” I call into the depths of myself. As my whole body jerks,
taking in a gasp of air, my eyes open and fragmentary imprints of the outside
world enter. I see an experienced practitioner, sitting in front of me, her back
straight and legs folded and locked into the lotus. She looks unmovable and
invincible. I also see other practitioners, not so experienced, with bent bodies and
struggling like me. I see the concrete slabs of the park and a momentary and
fragmented imprint of the neon orange hum of Hong Kong’s city glow at night.
Suddenly, Master Li’s voice instructs “Jiyin” (conjoin the hands). Fighting against
my pain, I straighten my back and drop my hand to meet the other in the new
position. Still half an hour left to go…
We all sit still, our eyes shut. The music is soft and ambient and yet inside
there is pain and internal struggle. My eyes quickly open and then close
themselves again as another surge of biting pain invades my body. “Oh God, this
is grim!” I fight against my body’s voice, which urgently screams “Uncross your
legs! Stop the pain!” In desperation, as my mind races and with the irritation of
sweat and mosquitoes on my skin, I try to take control, to regulate my breathing,
to focus and relax. I think about Master Li’s teachings emphasizing that ‘pain is
good’ and is a manifestation of karma that should be tolerated and eliminated so
as to purify the body and raise the character level (xinxing). If a practitioner wants
to make progress they should not give up! I start to inspect my experience of pain.
It feels like my knee bones are being twisted and are about to break from the
inside. There is also that familiar tearing and splitting stretch in my groin.
However, most alarming, my heavy and throbbing feet are swelling and numb.
Not for the first time, the urgent thought invades my mind: “What if I never feel
them again!? Will I be able to walk?”
As I panic, my mind races and I lose my breath, and I urgently unlock my
legs. As I place my numb feet one by one on the ground, my body rejoices in its
victory and relief. Yet I can’t help but feel disappointment at not being able to
endure the pain until the end. Again, I couldn’t do it. I gave up!
In a sense, my experience of ‘giving up’ was an embodied response made by an already
disciplined body, which had been taught by Western secular society to always avoid and
fear pain. One only has to think of the hand that suddenly jolts away in response to the
accidentally spilt boiling water, the unintentional dropping of the precious cup that
smashes on the ground. Like this body’s response, my own body would respond similarly
to the exercises. My struggle with pain can be understood as a reaction to pain but also a
process of re-teaching the body about pain, an arduous process of two different bodies
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meeting in one person. My body was one that had been taught that pain is bad and should
be avoided, a passive body-in-pain or a secular and fixed Western body, as discussed by
Asad (1993, 2003) and Zito (2007). My struggle resulted from the fact that this learned
body had entered a space where a very different cultural emphasis on pain was being
realized, a space where pain was being authorized in terms of its potentiality, as an
experience that could be confronted and tolerated in the formation of a different kind of
person. This was a space that conceived of a different body, an active and fluid body-inpain, a body-coming-into-being.
My painful experiences were merely aspects of a struggle between these two
bodies, a rite of passage requiring me either to give up or to confront my body’s learned
reactions to avoid pain and re-teach it to interpret and respond to pain in a new way. The
fact that this process was taking place among other practitioners and in a public space is
important to emphasize, because this visibility is part of the technology through which
one is forced to become aware of and confront one’s limited ability relative to others – to
other practitioners, to mainland martyrs, and to Master Li the divine medium – with
respect and humility. This process can be understood as an embodied example of a
confessional rite, described by Asad (1993) as a disciplinary practice through which one
exposes one’s impure and immoral self to authority and reforms it to a higher moral
example. During the painful exercises practiced in public parks, no longer can one hide
one’s limited corporeal ability and self; rather, it is revealed and exposed, trained and
retrained, over and over again.
Looking through my fieldwork notes, especially my own personal reflections, it is
clear to me that the exercises had become equated with an aspect of myself that I was
sensitive about: my masculine identity. At times, the pain was so bad that I seemed to
disappear down into the depths of who I was. It was in the depths of my body-in-pain
that I was forced to confront this sensitivity, an uneasiness that was related to my father.
My father was a kung fu practitioner and my brothers and I had often watched Bruce Lee
films with him. Bruce Lee was my father’s idol and became the embodiment of
masculinity to aspire to in our household. I was the youngest and physically weakest
among my brothers. As a tall, skinny, and shy boy with glasses, growing up I was unsure
of my body and masculine self. I also became afraid of pain and violence. It was this
masculine aspect, one largely hidden from the adult me, which became touched and
exposed again and again during the depths of my pain in the exercises. It was this aspect
of my masculine self that was poked at and tugged by the humiliating experience of not
being able to do it. As my fieldwork progressed, I sought to forge a new body and persona,
someone I experienced at the time as more masculine and powerful, someone called
Deiyashan. By enduring the remorseless early morning cold winter winds at Brighton
Beach in Brooklyn, New York, and by continuing to practice the exercises despite the
burning heat or heavy rains in Hong Kong, I felt a sense of accomplishment, hardened
inside and masculine. It was through my forbearance of pain and hardships during the
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exercises in the parks that I confronted myself, and Deiyashan – the spiritual warrior –
increasingly took shape.

M o lding convictio ns and senses o f duty
Moy was a Taiwanese practitioner who had begun her practice of Falun Gong in
Taiwan in an attempt to heal her illnesses. Moy described how she had initially
struggled with pain in the exercises and how, after reading Master Li’s teachings,
she had felt a great sense of relief because finally someone had explained to her
why she suffered and what she could do about it. In our interview, Moy described
her experiences with pain in the exercises and how she would attempt to improve
on her endurance time. The following description is in her own words.
In the first one year, I just did one leg. And after I went to practice in the park, I
think just before that I had already started to practice with two legs. The first time
[I managed] for just three minutes and I felt that I couldn’t breathe. But then the
next time I told myself to try a little longer. So the next time it was five minutes
and then more… When I went to the practice site, there was one practitioner and
he was very nice. One day he asked me to practice the meditation with him, and
then whenever I wanted to give up and let go he would tell me “Keep it, don’t let
it go! Don’t give up! Pain is good!” (laughs). That’s the first time and then after
that it was becoming easier. Before I could cross my legs for only several minutes,
but then I moved to one hour because of him (laughs). He encouraged me. He
asked me, “Does it hurt more than your headache?” Because at that time I was
having a headache every day and it was very painful. I said no, it’s not that painful,
and so I could tolerate it.
You know, since I was little I am always nice and always smile at people. I
don’t know why. Maybe because sometimes I don’t know how to respond and I
think smiling is a good way or the only way (laughs). So people like me but then
it’s also really hard for me because whenever I encounter some struggles or
difficulties I usually give up. Or I don’t do it and move on to other things. Yeah,
but this time I did it! So I was very surprised that I could tolerate it for one hour
(laughs). So this showed me part of myself, because I don’t like this part of me:
that I quit easily when I have difficulties. I was very worried about this part,
because it meant I would never do anything. I would never achieve anything if I
kept going this way. Actually, when I started to translate news into English for the
Epoch Times, when I started to do that every other week or every other month, I
had that feeling that I want to quit. I can’t have any focus, I can’t do it. But now I
never think that way anymore. I am also an editor for the news and I quit doing it
for one month. But during that month I felt terrible. It’s like it’s my duty. I didn’t
do my duty.
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This fragment exposes an interesting relationship between asceticism and commitment.
Moy describes her difficulty in practicing the Falun Gong exercises and how she was
“helped” and “encouraged” by another experienced practitioner, who deployed a rereading of Master Li’s discourses on karma by saying “Don’t give up! Pain is good!” Of
particular interest to me is the fact that through her struggles with the exercises, Moy was
also able to identify and become consciously aware of an important aspect of her personal
character that she was ashamed of and wanted to improve upon. As she described, in the
past she would always “give up” when things got hard in her daily life, something she
deemed a negative and inhibiting personality trait, related to never being able to achieve
anything in her life. Much like my own personal struggle with masculinity, this shows
that Moy’s physical toleration of pain was experienced by her as related to a mental and
ethical aspect of her everyday limited self, a self that she reformulated in relation to Falun
Gong’s Buddha Law morals.
My interview with Moy reveals a similar relationship between physical pain and
ethics as between the ritualized exercises and her everyday sense of self. Through the help
of the experienced practitioner at the practice site and her regular engagements in the
exercises, Moy seems to have inflicted pain on her body as part of a self-disciplinary
means of consciously molding a new body and persona in relation to Falun Gong’s moral
standards, particularly the notion of forbearance. The exercises enabled her to develop
abilities not only in a physical but also in a mental and ethical sense, something that was
clearly articulated by Moy as an ethic of perseverance and personal will power. As she
recalled, “This time I did it!” Moy exceeded her own expectations of herself and revealed
her potentiality to herself and others. The relationship between ritual and the everyday,
the physical and ethical, as emphasized by Asad and others, is also apparent in Moy’s
experiences of working at the Epoch Times newspaper, where her suffering and embodied
desire to give up was identified as a violation of a sense of duty. In short, Moy was talking
about the exposure of her lack of physical and ethical abilities in forbearance as being
interrelated with her sense of duty and obligation, which she had developed and
improved upon through dedication and commitment.
During fieldwork, I regularly spoke to other practitioners who, like Moy, were
concerned and even embarrassed by their performance of the exercises and their lack of
commitment to the movement. They often interpreted their inabilities in the exercises as
related to moral transgressions in their relationships with friends and family in their daily
lives, or attributed them to a general lack of commitment to the practice, especially their
failure to help to clarify the truth about Falun Gong. In this sense, pain and self-abasement
in the exercises were intimately related to practitioners’ ethical conduct outside of them.
As in Asad’s disciplinary practices, pain and humiliation became part of a confessional
rite of exposure to others so as to renounce the limited self and reconstruct a more ethical
self, an increasingly committed Buddha Law disciple loyal to Master Li and more
immediately aligned to the Buddha Law.
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‘Experience sha ring’ a s a disciplina ry confessiona l rite
In the context of monastic life in medieval times, Asad (1993: 140, 143) has shown that
speech was a disciplinary rite involving a rhetoric of renunciation that was part of the
construction of a self-policing function; it was “a dialogical process by which the self
makes (or fails to make) itself in a disciplined way” (ibid.: 143-4). The rhetoric of
renunciation therefore provides “a new vocabulary by which monks themselves can
redescribe, and therefore in effect construct, their memories in relation to the demands of
a new way of life” (ibid.: 144). Whether in the form of Buddha Law study groups, at largescale conferences, in online articles and chat forums, or indeed in my own engagements
in experience sharing and during interviews, I argue that ‘experience sharing’ can be
similarly considered a part of the disciplinary practice of a Falun Gong practitioner; a
confessional rite for exposing shortcomings and engaging in self-making via the Buddha
Law teachings. In this section, I describe an example of this that I witnessed at a Buddha
Law study group in New York.
I learnt about the reading group from the organizer of the exercise practice site
that took place in the same neighborhood. For weeks I had visited this practice site down
in the far south of Brooklyn at Brighton Beach, where, along with an elderly Ukrainian
born woman called Natalia, I would brave the unrelenting icy winds that swept across
the beach in the early mornings. Natalia, the organizer of the practice site, was a very kind
and caring woman. She would often ask if I had been reading Master Li’s Zhuan Falun
book and would seek to tell me about the persecution in China and how it had been
extended to Russia, where she sometimes travelled to help organize annual Falun Gong
conferences. As a regular at the practice site, Natalia began to tell me about a weekly
reading group she attended with a group of other women. One week she asked me if I
would like to join them.
I attended this Buddha Law study group close to a predominantly Russian and
Eastern European neighborhood in Brooklyn. The Law study meeting was organized in
the home of a highly educated Russian woman who had been part of an underground
spiritual movement in Russia, but now lived in New York and practiced Falun Gong. As
I entered the hallway of her large and comfortable house, I could not help but notice the
quantities of Russian language Falun Gong flyers, newspapers, books, and banners stored
there. I was led into the kitchen where three middle-aged Russian women sat around a
table that stood against some bookshelves decorated with Russian ornaments and a
number of photos of Master Li. The women placed their Zhuan Falun books neatly on the
table and sitting upright read Master Li’s teachings aloud. Most of the women read from
Russian versions, while I read from an English version.
After reading an entire chapter without a break – a task that took approximately
90 minutes – the women discussed their interpretation of what had been read as part of
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an experience sharing exercise. They shared the problems they had encountered in their
cultivation over the previous weeks and it quickly became apparent that all of the women
differed in terms of their years of practice, experience, and knowledge of the teachings
and their involvement in the movement. One of the newer women described a number of
struggles she had in accepting some of the teachings and even specified her doubts about
Master Li. In response, the homeowner emphasized that such struggles and doubts
resulted from karma and over time would be removed through more study and
cultivation, as the practitioner gave up attachments and raised her character level. In this
sense, the homeowner acted as both an organizer of the study group and an authority in
the interpretation of the teachings to someone who was less experienced.
The sharing of experiences also touched on the theme of communism. One of the
more experienced women shared how she had acted immorally in the past week. In a
conversation with another migrant from Russia, she had advised him to lie on an
application for a job. She expressed her disappointment in this “slip” and how it had
exposed to her the way in which she still continued to think and act like a communist. She
described how she had grown up in the Soviet Union during the height of communist
ideas and propaganda, which had indoctrinated her and still informed her mentality and
unconscious habits. She described how ‘it’ was still inside of her, but how through Falun
Gong she had become conscious of it and sought to remove it.
It was following the intensive chanting of Master Li’s teachings at Buddha Law
study groups that experience sharing most frequently took place. As discussed in the
previous chapter, these Buddha Law study meetings worked to materialize the Buddha
Law teachings and Master Li’s authority as part of a process of incorporating practitioners
into Falun Gong movement-formations. These meetings also drew people together as a
group, as part of a larger (global and transcendental) community. At the Buddha Law
study group in Brooklyn, when practitioners shared their personal experiences it became
clear how they consciously and actively embraced the Buddha Law and fellow Falun
Gong practitioners, opening up about intimate aspects of their lives and selves. Indeed,
in this experience sharing session people described their experiences with cultivation,
especially their personal doubts, struggles, and moral transgressions. This resembles the
confessional rite as discussed by Asad (1993), a process through which the self speaks
truthfully about and discloses the self. In the context of Buddha Law study groups and
Falun Gong practice, practitioners’ confessions constituted an important part of narrating
a new self into being. Practitioners identified their individual doubts or painful
shortcomings and re-described them through the immediately accessible moral language
of Master Li’s teachings. It is particularly striking how communism became identified as
a kind of foreign wedge ingrained in the self of the Russian practitioner mentioned above,
something that caused her to commit painful and humiliating transgressions, but which
could be removed through further Falun Gong cultivation as part of the formation of a
new self, a disciple of the Buddha Law. This particular woman’s desire to remove
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communism from herself also raises interesting questions about how practitioners might
seek to remove political ideologies that dwell in the body and self through spiritual
practices like Falun Gong; likewise, it raises questions about whether or not Chinese
practitioners were engaged in a similar exorcising of Chinese communism from their
bodies and selves through Falun Gong.

Self- tra nsform a tion through com m itm ents to ‘cla rify ing the truth’
In this section, I describe and analyze the Falun Gong ‘truth clarification’ practices as
disciplinary practices concerned with self-transformation. Similar to the exercises and
experience sharing – which we have just seen can be analyzed as confessional rites that
expose the limited capacities and immoral aspects of the self so as to transform them
through Falun Gong – clarifying the truth enabled people to face and overcome painful
and immoral aspects of their lives and selves. Similarly, in clarifying the truth, the
exposure of practitioners’ shortcomings was part of a disciplinary rite for remolding the
body and self in relation to the moral principles and values cherished by the movement
and exalted in the commitment of mainland martyrs.

Co ming o ut to ‘clarif y the truth’ in Ho ng K o ng
As discussed in the introduction, the practice of clarifying what Falun Gong ‘really’ is –
namely a positive self-cultivation practice quite different from the Chinese state’s claims
that it is a dangerous ‘evil cult’, and indeed that it is a movement that is being violently
persecuted – is articulated in Master Li’s post-1999 teachings as a necessary aspect of the
Falun Gong cultivation practice. Clarifying the truth also concerns proselytizing about
Falun Gong in a more spiritual sense. I find Chen’s (2005) assertion that Falun Gong
practitioners are clarifying both ‘the truth about’ and ‘the truth of’ Falun Gong useful. In
Falun Gong practice, clarifying the truth is understood as part of a profound and
immanently urgent proselytizing process of saving sentient beings before the end of
times. As discussed in Chapters Three and Four, in New York and Hong Kong this
practice has taken the shape of setting up various media and other related projects,
adopting human rights discourses, organizing Quit the Party campaigns, and contesting
the Chinese state’s authority over Chinese heritage.
In this section, I focus on analyzing practitioners’ experiences of truth clarification
campaigns and show how they sought to cultivate ethics through them, and thus
transform themselves. I heard many stories of practitioners who had suffered as a result
of ‘tests’, such as whether or not to openly identify themselves with a movement defined
as an ‘evil cult’, whether or not they had time to dedicate their weekends to yet another
public campaign, or whether or not they should stick to their practice despite conflicts
with family, colleagues, and friends who maybe felt disgruntled about the
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transformations taking place in the person they once knew. In this sense, the practice was
extended to their daily and social lives, with clarifying the truth being intimately coupled
with the arduous ethics of commitment we have already discussed above.
As a particular example of clarifying the truth, Ming’s experience of ‘coming out’
to clarify the truth in Hong Kong for the first time is particularly interesting. Ming was a
Hong Kong born practitioner who had practiced Falun Gong for 10 years.

Okay, so after I had cultivated for about a year we came back to Hong Kong, and
soon I had my second baby. That was when the persecution started. But at that
time I wasn’t quite really sure what had happened. Of course I always believed in
Falun Gong and there was no doubt in my mind. But at first I didn’t really care. I
thought, as long as I can keep cultivating I don’t care. I guess Master had saved
me a year’s time to take care of the baby. I went for a whole year without doing
anything… Nothing! Then the next year, in August 2000, I had karma, well it
appears like karma. I had a really bad time and was aching all over my body. And
then just a few days after this I bumped into a practitioner giving out flyers… I
think everyone was trying to figure out what to do (laughs). And then one day I
was cooking and this question came to me: “If you were tortured, would you
continue to cultivate?” And I thought, “Well, I am not sure what I would do if I
was tortured, but to me a world without cultivation would be meaningless.” As
long as I thought of it like this, the question never came back to me. It was like…
(pause) how to say… I had already made my decision…
But the first time I came out and clarified the truth it was very meaningful.
We did the morning exercises and one practitioner came to me and said, “We have
this activity in the evening.” You know, Master said, my rough translation, “There
is no free lunch when Dafa is being persecuted in China.” We are practitioners and
so we have to come out! Anyway, that afternoon I went to Ocean Park with my
husband and children. When I went I saw lots of advertisements. One said, ‘Every
decision affects one’s whole life’ and then the other, ‘Are you ready?’ (laughs).
And then during the trip to Ocean Park I just had to tell my husband that I needed
to go to that meeting in the evening. He was like, “Okay, then you take the baby
with you!” The baby was very young and so I would carry him around with me. I
remember saying goodbye to my husband and [older] child… because this was
the first time I had ever done anything like that! I was a law abiding citizen and I
had never done anything and I didn’t know what would happen to me because
there was already a lot of horrible stories about what had happened to
practitioners in China. And so I kissed them goodbye and said, “No matter what
happens, I love you always… just remember that!” It felt like I was doing
something really important (laughs).
Notice how in this vignette, a relationship was drawn between Ming’s dilemma
and the Chinese state’s torture of practitioners across the border in mainland China,
something that even made her ethically question what she would do if she was tortured
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and whether she would give up her cultivation practice. Other practitioners also drew
this kind of relationship; for example, in the previous chapter Jenny remarked on how in
the depths of her despair she had identified with the suffering of mainland Chinese
people, and even with Master Li. The point I want to emphasize here (and in more detail
below) is that practitioners’ experiences of committing to clarifying the truth as part of
their individual self-transformation were intimately connected through discourse and
media to suffering practitioners and martyrs in China. For Ming, it was in the context of
her own sudden suffering, the dilemma posed by the invitation to clarify the truth about
the persecution and a reflection on how empty her life would be without cultivation that
she began to talk about the first time she had felt the urge that she had to do something.
She also referred to Master Li’s statement about there being “no free lunch” while other
practitioners are being persecuted, which suggests that the urge derived from her
interactions with the teachings and her suffering due to her sense that she was not
fulfilling her duty. We must therefore seek to understand how relationships between
suffering and duty, asceticism and commitment, come about and how they can help to
explain why and how practitioners become incorporated into truth clarification practices
and the movement more generally.
The notion of ‘coming out’ as used by Ming is particularly interesting. It was an
act of transgression that she experienced as liberating and which was related to the
formation of a new and improved self. The concept of ‘coming out’, perhaps most familiar
in the sense of ‘coming out of the closet’ as a homosexual, is based on the idea of finally
breaking through the illusions of an imposed social expectation and identity, a difficult
and irreversible disclosure of what is experienced as a real self to the world. This
conception of coming out also bears some similarity to narratives of conversion, common
in the Christian tradition, which might be relevant considering Ming’s Christian
upbringing. For Ming, ‘coming out’ took the form of a feeling that she just had to come
out and do it, an urge that entailed confronting her identity and the expectations placed
on her by her husband and society as a female and a mother, but also as a good law
abiding citizen. Ming’s experience of coming out to clarify the truth was also a
transgression that was potentially risky and dangerous; engaging in clarifying the truth
and being publicly identified as a Falun Gong practitioner was a significant risk for many
practitioners in Hong Kong, especially in the early period of the persecution, where just
across the border people were being arrested and tortured. In going against her husband’s
expectations, as well as those of ‘normal’ citizens in Hong Kong, and even facing danger
and uncertainty, Ming’s urge to ‘come out’ must be understood in relation to the
fulfillment of a competing ethical expectation of Falun Gong, namely a sense of
forbearance and duty understood as central for aligning to the Buddha Law.
Ming described her transgression as a “memorable” experience, like she was
doing something really important, which raises interesting questions about the content of
practitioners’ experiences – i.e. excitement, release, liberation, etc. – and how these
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experiences are shaped in relation to the moral principles of Falun Gong. In ‘coming out’
to clarify the truth, Ming engaged in a risky and potentially irreversible process involving
a transgression of her prescribed gender, marital, and citizenship roles (which constitute
who she is, how she should act and feel, how she is treated by others, etc.) as a means of
molding a more ethical self. This process also involved reflection and a conscious choice
on her part to commit to Falun Gong – despite the expectations of others – so as to
continue her self-cultivation. It is perhaps important to note how, at the time of our
interview, Ming had separated from her husband and had become a dedicated
practitioner, committing all of her time to Falun Gong truth clarification campaigns in
Hong Kong. Clarifying the truth can be understood as part of a disciplinary confessional
rite for molding a new form of personhood, a commitment made in the self-formation of
a loyal disciple of the Buddha Law.

Western practitioners going to China to clarif y the truth
In January and February 2002, several non-Chinese practitioners from mainly North
America and Europe travelled to China to clarify the truth. Sometimes in small numbers,
at other times in larger groups of up to 35, they congregated on Tiananmen Square and
unfurled banners reading ‘Falun Gong is Good’. Most often they made it to Tiananmen
Square but were quickly arrested, with some practitioners being beaten by police in the
square and while in custody.116 In a series called Coming For You, available on Falun
Gong’s pureinsight website,117 a North American practitioner called Dolnycky Zenon
details his experiences leading up to and following a trip he and others made to China.
Zenon describes how he wanted to give Chinese people the chance to know the truth
about the persecution and show them that they should not have bad thoughts about Falun
Gong. He also describes how he initially experienced fear and doubts, yet how, after
overcoming these feelings, he successfully unfurled a banner on Tiananmen Square and
experienced a sudden powerful rush of Gong energy and felt compassion for all sentient
beings. In this sense, his truth clarification practice was arguably part of an act of
transgression that provoked a powerful transcendental experience and formed part of the
process through which he cultivated himself into a more courageous and certain disciple
of the Buddha Law.
Simon, a Western European practitioner whom I met in Hong Kong, and who had
helped me come into closer contact with practitioners such as Mrs. Wong, also ventured
to China to clarify the truth. Like Zenon, this action functioned to expose various fears
and moral transgressions in himself that he sought to reformulate through his practice.
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See for example: http://www.pureinsight.org/node/2124 (accessed March 14, 2011).
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Although in his practice of Falun Gong Simon had easily given up drinking beer and
smoking cigarettes, he had struggled with various other attachments that were not so easy
to give up. As Simon reminded himself, “We are still humans, not gods… I have been a
human for so many lives now so I can’t just stop these things. It’s like a cat that wants to
keep scratching.” Some of the first attachments he struggled to give up were related to
Master Li’s teachings concerning not mixing Falun Gong with other practices and
doctrines.118 Simon struggled to give up these other influences, because in the past he had
always been in control of making his own connections between various philosophies and
practices and had come to distrust religious authority. Giving up this attachment and
surrendering to Master Li’s teachings so as to become his disciple, had therefore always
been challenging for him.
Simon preferred to live and cultivate himself overseas, but sometimes he had to
go back to his home country for a while, usually for financial reasons, to work and save
more money. He would reflect on how travelling enabled him to escape his ordinary way
of life and prevented him from being caught up in the mundane routine of work,
friendships, and family that lowered his character level (xinxing). When he was at home
he would live with his parents, where his mother usually controlled things and cooked
for him. It was a bit too comfortable. Simon also struggled with the kind hospitality of
Taiwanese practitioners, who interfered with his desire to give up attachments and raise
his xinxing. Like other Taiwanese practitioners, Simon preferred Hong Kong because
there were more opportunities to clarify the truth there and it was a more difficult and
thus productive cultivation environment for him to work on himself and give up
attachments.
Simon’s decision to clarify the truth across the border in mainland China was his
own idea. On one of his visits it dawned on him how easy it would be to clarify the truth
to let lots of Chinese people know the truth about Falun Gong and thus save them. It
seemed like the right thing to do, both ethically and in terms of his own personal life and
spiritual development. Noticing his own positive personal changes, he felt enthusiastic
about spreading the word of Falun Gong. After being granted a visa in Hong Kong, he
planned a trip and collected Falun Gong flyers, newspapers, books, and CDs. At a train
station in Hong Kong, he had met and initially travelled with a French woman, because
he felt it made him look more natural and like an ordinary traveler. As he crossed the
border, he performed the ‘sending forth righteous thoughts’ purification ritual to help his
journey and protect him from any interference. This ritual did not work, something that
Simon attributed to his lingering attachments, which he only became fully aware of and
willing to give up after he and his girlfriend were arrested and imprisoned in China.

Master Li specifies that practitioners should choose only one way and not mix different practices,
something that he says is guaranteed to mess up the body and prevent any serious progress or improvement.
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At various locations dotted around Southern China, Simon distributed the
contents of his bag, dropping off materials in cafes, telephone boxes, and any place he
thought they would be found and read. He had only been in the country a few days when
he was approached by “spies” who pretended that they wanted to learn more about Falun
Gong or would ask him if he could teach them the exercises. Simon immediately realized
that they were not being sincere, and suspected that they were undercover police sent to
monitor his activities. But he nevertheless decided that he had nothing to hide and that
this was a challenge to his commitment to Falun Gong. On the night of his arrest, he and
his girlfriend were sleeping in bed in their hotel room. The hotel owner knocked at his
door and told him he had a telephone call. When Simon opened the door, 15 police agents
flooded into his room. They searched the room and found his bag filled with Falun Gong
materials. Simon and his Chinese girlfriend were both taken into custody, and held
separately in different parts of the prison. In prison, the police wanted to know who had
given him the Falun Gong materials, and whom he knew inside mainland China, as well
as in Taiwan and the US. Although he felt intimidated by the police interrogation, he told
them he could only talk about his own experiences of Falun Gong. He admitted to them
that he had sent three postcards to a particular province in China asking people not to
persecute Falun Gong. The police seemed happy with this confession and treated it very
seriously. Although his own interrogation was initially manageable, his girlfriend’s arrest
in particular was a source of anxiety for Simon because she was Chinese and he did not
know how she would be treated. Although she was not a practitioner herself, he had seen
on Falun Gong websites how mainland female practitioners had been raped and so he
feared for her safety. The police had in fact played on these concerns and had used them
against him to place him under more pressure, by not telling him that she had in actual
fact already been released.
The experience proved to be an enormous cultivation test, of commitment and
trust. In the context of his imprisonment and uncertainty, Simon experienced shame and
doubt. He described how he had felt ashamed about his girlfriend’s arrest, because deep
in his heart he knew it was connected to his failure to treat his relationship with her, and
with women in general, correctly. Master Li teaches that practitioners should not have
sexual relations until they are married and it seems that Simon had not been following
this very strictly. In the context of being arrested and imprisoned on the mainland, Simon
was made to feel the pain of these attachments, and attributed his reluctance and failure
to remove them as being responsible for placing him and his girlfriend in danger. It was
because of this attachment that in prison Simon began to doubt whether Master Li would
protect him and his girlfriend. He felt that they would be persecuted and was
overwhelmed by pressure and fear that he struggled to forbear. After two and half days
of detention, Simon was released and deported from China. Since then, his name has been
entered on a blacklist and he cannot enter the country. Simon’s apprehension and
imprisonment were interpreted and experienced by him as resulting from his failure to
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give up attachments and follow Master Li’s teachings correctly. If he had followed the
teachings, he would not have faced any problems. It was after this exposure of his
attachments that Simon decided to ask his girlfriend to marry him, seemingly as a means
of rectifying his shortcomings.
In the experiences of Simon and others, there is a seemingly complicated
relationship between action and intention, where practitioners arguably act because they
are disciplined in Falun Gong, but also seek to consciously discipline themselves through
their truth clarification projects. Simon’s venture to China can be understood as part of a
disciplined response to do the right thing, but also as part of a means by which he sought
to improve himself. In our sharing sessions, Simon confessed his transgressions and
expressed regret and shame about what had happened. Through the moral language of
Falun Gong, his humiliating experience had become a cultivation test that functioned to
expose many of his attachments, things that he had hidden from himself and others, and
concealed inside. Through his experience of arrest, through the exposure of his
attachments to himself and others, this formed an opportunity for him to improve himself,
to allow the moral principles access to the hidden corners of his self so as to better cultivate
himself and raise his character level. In this sense, clarifying the truth does not only
concern the act of presenting Falun Gong in a favorable light as part of the process of
proselytizing to others, but must also be understood as part of a self-disciplinary
commitment process through which practitioners like Simon engaged in a confessional
rite so as to clarify the truth of their self and transform themselves into better disciples of
the Buddha Law.
Simon’s narration of his experience of arrest takes on a kind of confessional format,
which is important to reflect upon and consider in relation to the practice of experience
sharing discussed above. Indeed, in the interview fragment with Zhan used to open this
chapter, but also in the accounts of Moy, Ming, and now Simon, we can clearly identify
stylized confessions that relate to not being able to forbear pain and pressure, or to a lack
of duty or violation of the moral principles cherished by the movement. These interviews
were conducted in the later stages of my fieldwork, when I too sought more and more to
share my own experiences and struggles (such as with Wang). Such ‘interviews’ thus
became ‘experience sharing’ sessions. Rather than merely producing a story about what
had happened to the practitioner with whom I was speaking, the outcomes of these
interviews must also be understood as disciplinary speech acts in themselves. Through
my interviews, practitioners thus engaged in disciplining and remolding themselves into
moral disciples of the Buddha Law, taking their humble place relative to Master Li and
the Buddha Law.
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The ethics o f obedience and pro tectio n
Building on Simon’s account of his experience of doubt over whether he would be
protected by Master Li because of his failures in self-cultivation, I now turn to the case of
another practitioner who shared with me how she did experience such protection. Zhu
was a young Chinese woman who had been practicing Falun Gong in mainland China for
over 13 years. Beginning in her early teens, she had started practicing Falun Gong for
health reasons, as had many others in her home town, where Falun Gong developed
rapidly. When the movement was illegalized, she did not know what to do because there
was no word from Master Li and the Chinese media broadcast documentaries and
warnings about the dangers of the practice and stories of local arrests. When Master Li
finally reemerged with new teachings, she was glad she had ignored the TV campaigns
and had continued her practice at home. Through other practitioners in touch with Falun
Gong overseas, Zhu learnt how to break through the firewall and access Master Li’s
teachings on the minghui website. In these teachings, she learnt that the persecution was
a test of forbearance and that practitioners should respond by ‘clarifying the truth’
through contesting the state’s claims that Falun Gong was a fake and dangerous ‘evil cult’.
Although she initially wanted to escape the mainland, Zhu had come to understand that
she had an important role to play in China, and thus gave up on the idea of leaving.
It was hard to practice in China. At her local bus station, the police had even
resorted to trying to identify practitioners by asking everyone to stand on an image of
Master Li before they could board the bus. Luckily she was never made to engage in such
a practice, which would have presented her with a dangerous test, because a committed
practitioner like her would never be able to disrespect Master Li in this way. When I met
Zhu, she had become part of an underground network of practitioners stretching across
southern China. Under very dangerous circumstances and with the protection of night,
she regularly engaged in distributing leaflets concerning the persecution and that
prompted people to quit the Chinese Communist Party. Zhu had also become a smuggler,
delivering important information from mainland practitioners to those across the border
in Hong Kong, and when she returned to the mainland she often brought various Falun
Gong-related books and media with her. Despite my initial impression of her as a young
and shy Chinese woman, as our interview commenced it became apparent that Zhu’s
experiences in China and her regular and dangerous border crossings had molded her
into a hardened and experienced practitioner who had learnt to trust her instincts and
lead a very disciplined and pious life as a means of guaranteeing Master Li’s protection
and her own survival. I asked Zhu about her motivations and if she was ever afraid when
she crossed the border.

Zhu: I just do the right thing. No need to say too much. I don’t think these things.
I just can. If I have chosen the right position then I will be okay.
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Scott: How do you know your position is right?
Zhu: If I do things according to what our Master said, it will, everything will
change. Master says you must get over your pursuits and always wanting things
that are not yours. If you let it go then anything which should be yours will be
yours. Being scared is one kind of pursuit, just like being happy is. If I can let it go
then things will change for the better. I will give you an example, because
sometimes when I travel around Hong Kong, sometimes I want the mainland
people to know about Falun Gong and so I will want to take things back with me
to the mainland. If the customs find these I will be under arrest. So I must let go of
my pursuit then I will be okay and they cannot open my bag…
Zhu’s border crossings were not the acts of a person making rational decisions in
terms of wanting to clarify the truth, nor indeed of someone who wanted anything at all.
As she remarked herself, “I don’t think” and “I must let go of my pursuit.” Instead, she
described her actions as an embodied ethical endeavor concerned with obediently taking
the right position in accordance to what Master Li says and trusting in his protection. Her
dangerous border crossings were a test of her commitment, a moral test related to
becoming aware of, confronting, and finally giving up her personal pursuits and
emotions. Her protection hinged on passing these tests of her moral commitment. For
example, when making the risky border crossings, having fear or the incorrect intentions
could potentially lead to her arrest and place her in mortal danger. The border crossings
were therefore part of a physical and ethical process of cultivation; everything would be
okay, she told herself, if she could manage to renounce her fears and pursuits, because
she would be acting from the position of Master Li and the Buddha Law he transmits.
While this kind of surrendering acceptance of authority might be interpreted
negatively by Western secular people outside of the movement, it is important to
contextualize this stylized submission to authority, which seems to go against the grain
as cherished in liberal discourse. For the Muslim women that Saba Mahmood (2001, 2005)
studied, for example, submission to authority was valued as a form of emancipation, in a
way that deviated from dominant secular conceptions of freedom, commonly understood
in terms of individualism and autonomy. Falun Gong practitioners’ submission to Master
Li must likewise be understood emically and contextually. This necessary part of the
practice was experienced by practitioners as liberating, in the sense of what it made
possible: a consciousness of and liberation from painful and limiting attachments that
shackled them to their desires and the illusions of this world, the very things that blocked
them from certainty, knowledge, dignity, and the truth.
For many of the practitioners I met, submitting to Master Li’s authority and
committing to the practice was an ongoing conscious choice. Instead of habitually
avoiding problems or running away in the pursuit of other distractions, such a submission
had enabled them to overcome their fears and confront with dignity very painful aspects
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of themselves and moments in their lives. They had been able to uncover a painful truth:
namely, that being an immoral human lost in delusion is a pitiful existence, and that the
world is in disorder and heading for disaster. Here, submission to Master Li was a sane
acceptance of their human limits and of their failed attempts in an insane past; it was
crucial in order to be rid of the self-will and attachments that caused themselves and
others suffering; it was a necessary means for guaranteeing certainty and protection in a
world of increasing uncertainty and moral disorder. Submission to Master Li and the
Buddha Law, translated into individual power in the complex personal and social worlds
in which they had struggled and lived. The process was experienced as a transformation
from being a passive victim of desires and a world of illusion into becoming an agent of
one’s own destiny and a moral practitioner aligned with the cosmic order and at the
frontier of a new world. These disciples of the Buddha Law, people who did not give up
even when their minds told them to and who remained committed to following Master
Li’s Buddha Law teachings, were essential for upholding the survival of an ancient and
sacred spiritual practice, which the Chinese state was seeking to eliminate.

The ethics of m ainla nd m a rty rdom
In this section, I focus on martyrdom as both a practice and media form that is crucial for
our understanding of Falun Gong cultivation. In Falun Gong, it is said that one reaches
consummation through rigorous self-cultivation when one has cast away all limiting
human attachments in a final merging with and returning to the authentic self. This final
(re)merging can be understood as an overcoming of all mediums and confines of the self,
when one ceases to be human and melts into the non-human Buddha Law, when one
becomes divine. In this sense, the trajectory of the practice is all about attempts to
overcome mediation and the dream of immediacy: where an authentic self and the Law
of the universe become one, merging in the sacred. Ironically, the only examples of Falun
Gong practitioners who have reached this sacred state of completion are those who have
sacrificed themselves through mainland martyrdom, acts that (as we have seen) Master
Li himself values as the ultimate high-level test of forbearance. Arguably, all practitioners
engaging in Falun Gong practices cultivate themselves within this configured hierarchy
of ability and accomplishment; something that, for most overseas practitioners, will
always be beyond their reach.
This makes me wonder about the examples of truth clarification that I have
described above. What if Zhu, for example, had actually been caught at the borderlands
of Chinese law and the Buddha Law, as Simon or Zhan had been? Would she have given
up under pressure? What if she had refused to give up the practice? What if she had been
imprisoned and tortured and had still refused? What if, as was the case with Wang’s aunt
and many other disciples of the Buddha Law in China, she would have remained
committed to the practice and had not given up – would she have still been alive to tell
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me her story? Probably not. Instead, she may have been reincarnated or returned to her
true self, though regarding this we would never know for sure. What we possibly would
see in this world would be a mediated image of Zhu’s tortured body as a Falun Gong
martyr circulating on Falun Gong websites, as either a victimized body evidencing the
Chinese state’s immoral human rights violations or as an authentic and high-level
practitioner who had immediately become aligned with the Buddha Law.
From their overseas headquarters in New York, the Falun Gong movement sought
to bring attention to the penal measures, abuses, and torture that Chinese practitioners
have suffered in China. The movement has become effective in uncovering and
communicating evidence of state sponsored abuse in the form of testimonies and images
of arrests, beatings, torture, organ harvesting, and the consequent deaths of over 3,500
practitioners in China. Collecting evidence, organizing and analyzing it, and rendering it
understandable to various audiences (state agencies, journalists, NGOs, students, and
academics) has been coordinated most effectively via the New York-based Falun Dafa
Information Centre. From this database, practitioners can also access images and use them
in their public campaigns. Such images show the suffering bodies of mainland Chinese
Falun Gong practitioners. They provide photographic evidence of the disfigured bodies
of victims subjected to beatings and torture, often with accompanying claims that such
violence was directly ordered by the Chinese leadership and is a violation of universally
recognized human rights. These graphic images and photos expose the victimized bodies
of practitioners in China.

Figure 28. Images of the victimized bodies of Falun Gong practitioners in China

Because sovereignty is based on a state’s willingness to enact violence over its
citizens’ bodies (Hansen and Stepputat 2003), one might analyze these images in terms of
the formation of Chinese state sovereignty. However, the images are being exposed by
the Falun Gong movement, not the Chinese state; they are also being exposed alongside
criticisms of the state and claims of human rights violations. More importantly, on more
remote websites, other images – less accessible to the public and to my knowledge never
appearing in public campaigns – can be found that seem to offer another interpretation of
state violence, one which is closer to Falun Gong’s emic understanding of pain and
commitment. For example, emic conceptions of martyrdom are identifiable in paintings
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made by practitioners in the US that can be found on official websites (as shown below).
The painting on the left shows a female prisoner being beaten to death by three male
policemen.119 Notice how she is surrounded by golden light and even has a halo around
her head. The image on the right similarly reveals the active body-in-pain, even in the face
of state abuse and incarceration. It is a media form that depicts and facilitates an
experience of the final victory of Falun Gong over state persecution, the final merging of
a mainland Chinese practitioner with the divine medium, Master Li, in a final overcoming
of the human body and the making of a divine medium in China.120

Figure 29. Paintings of the martyrdom of mainland Chinese Falun Gong practitioners

Particularly in the second painting, we witness a practitioner engaged in the most
horrible cultivation test of all, that of resisting giving up Falun Gong in the face of looming
death. And yet, at the imminent moment of death, this practitioner casts his head to the
side – perhaps in a final moment of desperation, possibly of doubt, or even out of
obedience to Master Li – to find the extended and radiating hand of Master Li engulfed
in golden energy, whose light slices through the darkness of the grim cell. It would seem
that at the moment of death, this practitioner is being touched by the far reaching and
sacred hand and Gong energy of Master Li. Here we have a conception that the essence
of completion and a sacred merging with the Buddha Law can be realized through a final
self-effacement of the material human body; here is the final edge of the material merging
with the immaterial, a Falun Gong transcendent. Images such as this one also materially

‘Unwavering Spirit’ painted by Zhong Qi Yao. This painting is based on the story of Chen Zixiu, a
Chinese practitioner who was tortured to death in 2000 for refusing to give up the practice, who also
features in (Pulitzer Prize winner) Ian Johnson’s article Deadly Exercise, for the Wall Street Journal in 2000.
120 ‘Uncompromised Courage’ (2004) painted by Kathleen Gillis, a US practitioner. In an interview she
describes how she began to practice Falun Gong in 1998. After seeing an image of Chengjun Liu – a Falun
Gong practitioner who was tortured to death for his part in a TV hacking in 2002 – on the Internet, and
inspired by a Christian sculpture, she decided to make the painting.
http://www.pureinsight.org/node/2502 (accessed December 20, 2014)
119
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bridge a transnational gulf between the US-based Master Li and acts of mainland
martyrdom. It offers a final completion of Master Li’s authority over the sovereign power
of the Chinese state, a final unveiling of the truth of Falun Gong, of the victory of good
over evil, of the sacred over the secular. The image collapses distinctions between pain
and redemption, mediation and immediacy, between Chinese state sovereignty and
Master Li, between mainland China and New York.
Comparing these paintings with the above photographic images reveals how the
Falun Gong movement is engaged in two different representations and aesthetics of
bodies-in-pain. The first and most widely and publicly appearing body is a passive bodyin-pain – a human rights body violated by the external force of Chinese state violence and
tyranny and mediated through realistic photography. The second body, which appears
less publicly but is clearly apparent in Falun Gong teachings and practices and some
artworks made by practitioners in the US, is an active body-in-pain, part of an engaged
cultivation of a body and persona of commitment leading to enlightenment. The tension
between these two bodies seems to have been confronted by using different visual
mediums: photography for the public/victim body and art for the active body. Emic
understandings of martyrdom within Falun Gong tend not to figure in public campaigns
and media, possibly because to do so would be considered scandalous in secular societies
such as New York and Hong Kong.
I contend that these images of torture, and especially the paintings of martyrdom,
also provide further insight into processes of mediating the transcendent, as well as into
how overseas practitioners are being incorporated into Falun Gong movementformations. Brian Axel (2005) has investigated how images of martyrdom circulating on
the Internet enable the formation of subject positions and a globally dispersed Sikh
diaspora. For Axel, the martyr is a figure who chooses death rather than to renounce faith,
someone who becomes a witness not only to the truth of the Sikh faith but also to death
itself (ibid.: 144). Axel argues that martyr images mediate between life and death, the lived
and not lived, the experienced and not experienced, and how through their circulation on
the Internet such images are crucial in forming the Sikh diaspora. Martyr images
circulated on the Internet can be considered as functioning in the same way as all media
forms in practices of mediation and aesthesis as they facilitate the formation of religious
communities (Meyer 2006, 2008a, 2009). For Axel, widely dispersed Sikhs are formed into
a movement through both images and the limits of experience – what has not been
experienced – namely death. Axel coins the term ‘diasporic sublime’ as a means of
delimiting in particular the unexperienced and unimaginable aspects of martyrdom and
its central function in diaspora formation.
Through their circulation, images of state torture and paintings of martyrdom
have arguably become part of the way in which Falun Gong is organized as a practice of
mediation connecting people to the transcendent; they are part of the way in which
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globally dispersed practitioners are incorporated into movement-formations. Through
being valued by Master Li as high-level examples of commitment, in acts of martyrdom
the practice of cultivation seems to meet its mediated limit and cross over into a
transcendent sublime, the limit and point at which the immaterial and sacred world
begins and which cannot be experienced or imagined by human beings. Although I would
agree that the harsh reality of torture and death at the hands of a violent state are, to a
certain extent, unimaginable and ‘inexperiencable’ to others in the way that Axel seems
to suggest, I have described how Falun Gong practitioners inflicted and endured physical
and social pain on themselves in the exercises and in their truth clarification practices.
These processes must, I contend, be understood in relation to Falun Gong mediations of
the persecution, particularly the images of torture and martyrdom. While medieval
Christian valorizations of pain were understood as part of a believer’s participation in
Christ’s suffering (Asad 1993: 125), in Falun Gong practitioners’ experiences of pain
during the exercises, their attempts at cultivation, and their truth clarification activities,
they arguably participate in the suffering of mainland Chinese practitioners facing torture
and crossing from the realm of the human into the divine. In this sense, torture is arguably
not so unimaginable and inexperienceable as Axel contends. Indeed, Falun Gong as a
practice of mediation is arguably about organizing sensations between practitioners’
experiences of pain and those of the martyr. In the opening vignette of this thesis, Wang
described how instead of giving up on Falun Gong, she had left her work, friends, and
family in China and had moved to Hong Kong. She also referred to her aunt’s refusal to
give up the practice of Falun Gong in the face of torture. These examples of commitment,
even when confronted with state violence, configured and belittled my own fears and
struggles with pain in the exercises and my thoughts of giving up my attachment to the
PhD. They configured my own attachments, but also touched and connected me
physically, mentally, and socially to a Falun Gong ‘asceticism of commitment’. This
connection of practitioners’ experiences of pain with martyrdom is central for
understanding how practitioners are incorporated into Falun Gong movementformations.
Having argued this much, I now find myself hesitating. What am I actually saying
here? Am I glorifying martyrdom in this chapter? What about academic humility or
common respect for those practitioners who have been executed by the state? Surely, these
tortured mainland Chinese people’s experience with torture must have been horrific. I am
concerned that my analysis might be interpreted negatively on moral grounds by Falun
Gong practitioners and academics, secular and humanitarian groups, and individuals.
Yet, surely, behind the ethical concerns of those working to intervene in the human rights
violations in China is a particular conception of a fragile and mortal human body, a
secular universal body, which can be reduced to an existential ground zero through state
violence. It is a fearful body-in-pain that can always be disciplined and potentially
destroyed by the secular state when it decides on the finality of death. Don’t we all wonder
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what actually happens in those final moments when crossing the threshold between life
and death? The faithful, the doubters, the agnostics… who really knows for sure?
Certainly not me!
Speculating on mainland Chinese practitioners experiences with torture or if there
is life after death, whether we reincarnate or simply die, is way beyond the scope of this
thesis. My point is rather that the Falun Gong movement is engaged in a particular
mediation of the mysterious crossing between life and death, a mediation made possible
by and rooted in a conception and experience of the body and pain that is quite different
from that of the secular state. The conceptions of karma and reincarnation are of course
fascinating here, as they mediate different conceptions of pain and death. Pain and death
are understood as active, participatory processes, full of purpose and a part of life, and
thus they open up possibilities for alternative human actions and subjectivities to those
upheld by secularism. Rather than remaining distinctly separate from one another,
humans and divine beings merge together, a scandalous process that violates Christian
and secular conceptions and (thus) the foundations of the modern world. Martyrdom can
be understood as a source of major concern and embarrassment for the secular state,
something that is therefore a great source of power for movements like Falun Gong.
Through images like the one showing Master Li’s intervening hand radiating Gong light
at the threshold of life and death, Master Li arguably becomes the medium of a form of
power greater than Chinese state sovereignty, which practitioners across the world are
engaged in cultivating by working on their bodies and selves.
Seeking to answer the question of why Christ’s resurrection is so powerful in
establishing a universal and incontestable truth, Alain Badiou (2003) notes that the
impossible event (where a man defeats death) does not sustain itself as a truth in itself but
rather as a truth process. This truth process is made possible first by making the claim,
but more importantly through fidelity to the claim’s declaration. Because St. Paul made
his claim without hesitation, doubt, or regard for the consequences, it became a ‘pure
event’ that was convincing to others on a universal scale. This conception of truth process
– as fidelity to the declaration – opens up many possibilities for understanding how Falun
Gong claims and truth clarifications become convincing in the world. These examples of
commitment in the face of state persecution are also truth processes similar to Badiou’s
emphasis. Overcoming the horrific experience of incarceration and state torture, giving
up attachments to the body and one’s life for Falun Gong, is arguably the most powerful
declaration of Falun Gong truth. These truth events are made possible through
commitment to Master Li and the Buddha Law; they are part of a universal register of
persuasion and authentication.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I have drawn attention to the ascetic dimension of Falun Gong practices,
and especially the practice of cultivation described in the teachings as a selftransformative process of giving up attachments so as to align oneself to the universal
Buddha Law. I have highlighted how practitioners sought to train and develop physical
and ethical skills in forbearance, commitment, and self-inquiry and to reformulate their
subjectivities through an authorized system of self-disciplinary practices, which were
always rooted in a transnational context of Master Li authority and state persecution. I
have noted that this process of self-reformation hinged on an encounter between a secular
body-in-pain and a Falun Gong body-in-pain, with their different understandings and
valuations of pain, life, and death. I would argue that the cultivation practice and Falun
Gong’s body-in-pain are centrally important for unpacking how the highly politicized
Falun Gong movement contests the persecution and subverts Chinese sovereign power,
and more particularly how the practice of self-cultivation is appropriated and experienced
by practitioners.
I have approached the cultivation practice as a self-disciplinary process of selfreformation hinging on an ethics of pain and truth, what I have called the ‘asceticism of
commitment’. I understand this as the painful work and arduous commitments that one
must make in order to gain access to the Buddha Law, with the highest level and most
authentic example of which is (dis)embodied in the action/form of mainland martyrdom.
It is this asceticism of commitment that practitioners engage in when they seek to endure
the painful postures of the exercises, when they share the painful truth of their experiences
of human shortcomings with other practitioners, or when they dedicate themselves to
clarifying the truth to non-practitioners. It was this asceticism of commitment that Zhan
(from the opening of this chapter) felt he had violated and dishonored when he signed
the paper renouncing the practice as he was confronted by family and police. It was the
same asceticism of commitment that Wang (from the opening introduction to this thesis)
appealed to when she called on me to give up the PhD and commit to my cultivation so
as to gain true knowledge and understanding of Falun Gong. Similar to Foucault’s
spiritual exercises (ascesis) and Asad’s disciplinary practices, (practitioners’) arduous
commitments can be understood as functioning to establish a relationship between body,
self, and truth in a world dominated by Biopower and the secular state. The painful ethics
of commitment defined what it meant to be an authentic disciple of the Buddha Law and
enabled the development of skills, capacities, and abilities that were crucial for upholding
the movement and authenticating Falun Gong to outsiders.
The asceticism of commitment also emphasized practitioners’ understanding of
their discipline in their painful and risky endeavors as an active and conscious choice, as
an action of self-discipline. I have shown that this agentive role in commitment making is
crucial for understanding how Master Li’s practice of mediating the Buddha Law and the
aesthesis of authority discussed in the previous chapter gained more intimate access to
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practitioners’ inner worlds of emotions, desires, and senses of self. I have sketched how
self-discipline enabled practitioners to experience the Buddha Law principles in a deeply
personal and social sense, invoking all aspects of their body, senses, sense of self, and
everyday life. I discussed, for example, how through participation in the exercises, in
study groups, in social engagements with non-practitioners, in political contestations, and
in interacting with images of martyrdom, the Buddha Law moral principles of
truthfulness, compassion, and forbearance came to be experienced (and thus
materialized) in the form of determination, empowerment, humility, remorse, freedom,
certainty, etc.
This demonstrates the necessity of better investigating how mediation practices
and aesthetic forms operate and become productive outside of the context of ritualized
worship, in the everyday social interactions and lives of religious adherents. It also
demonstrates the necessity of better conceptualizing the role of people’s agency when
they discipline themselves within wider practices of mediation and aesthetic forms. I
argue, therefore, that the asceticism of commitment is an important self-disciplinary
practice operating within Master Li’s wider practice of mediating the Buddha Law. It is
part of the materializing process through which authority, ethics, and truth become
productive over the bodies and selves of people in a more total sensorial/social way of
being in the world. It is an important contribution to our understanding of how
practitioners become bound to Master Li and to one another, how they are incorporated
into Falun Gong movement-formations.
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Conclusion

Disciples of the Buddha Law

In this conclusion, I describe my developing research process and shifting focus,
beginning with my starting questions, moving through the analysis of the fieldwork
data, and ending with the formation of my main arguments concerning the Falun Gong
movement. My aim is to reflect on and evaluate my contribution to debates on the
politics of Chinese transnational religion and heritage, and to anthropological research
on religion, media, aesthetics, and self-discipline.

Sta rting questions a nd proposa l
Before I began my PhD fieldwork, I had already conducted three months of
anthropological research on Falun Gong in Holland and London as part of my Master’s
thesis (2005). This research had revealed the central role of the body within Falun Gong
practices and the fact that, in addition to overseas Chinese, an increasing number of nonChinese people were becoming part of the movement. My Master’s thesis showed that the
exercises were an important entry point for people, especially non-Chinese, to become
interested and engaged in the Falun Gong practice of self-cultivation. I was, however, still
left with the puzzling question of why and how these people decided to become part of
such a heavily politicized Chinese religious movement that was being labelled an ‘evil
cult’ and suppressed by the Chinese state. I was also left wondering about Falun Gong in
other countries. These observations led to the idea to study Falun Gong’s practices and
political campaigns on a more interconnected and overarching transnational and global
scale.
The focal point for the PhD research was to explore how and why overseas
Chinese and non-Chinese practitioners were being incorporated into the Falun Gong
movement, as well as its contestations with the Chinese state, in New York, Hong Kong,
and Taipei. From previous interviews with practitioners and what I had read online, these
three cities appeared to be important locations for the movement. New York was the home
of Master Li, a figure who had for many years been shrouded in mystery. I had many
questions about his role in the movement, how practitioners viewed him, and how
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relations between them and him were organized. Regarding Hong Kong, I had read that
Falun Gong was legal there, but politically speaking very sensitive, mainly because of the
Chinese state’s political influence in the territory. I was therefore curious to investigate
the movement’s practices and public campaigns in Hong Kong, and to discover whether
there were any cross-border relations with practitioners in mainland China. Finally, I
made the decision to conduct research in Taipei because I had read that the city boasted a
large number of practitioners and that the movement enjoyed widespread public
acceptance. I expected to find interesting comparative findings between all three cities,
but also to uncover connections that linked them together with mainland China, so as to
get a more detailed and broad view of the movement. During the writing up of the
chapters, I ultimately decided not to write about the movement in Taipei because of
limited data as well as time constraints.
In addition to the insights gained during my previous Master’s fieldwork, the
questions I asked for this PhD research were also based on existing literature, which had
helped to develop my research focus and prepare for fieldwork. I studied the history of
Chinese religion and what had been published at the time about Qigong and Falun Gong.
I also studied anthropological research on globalization and transnationalism, and
especially research on the anthropology of religion and the body; mainly debates within
symbolic (Douglas 2002{1966}), phenomenological (Csordas 1990), and post-structuralist
approaches (Asad 1993, Mahmood 2001, 2005). Just before my research began, I also
started reading about recent anthropological research on material approaches to religion,
especially focusing on the use of media in religious practices of mediation (Meyer 2006).
It was clear that there was little existing research that brought academic writings on the
history of Chinese religion, Qigong, and Falun Gong into conversation with
anthropological theories on transnational religion, the body, and media. I sensed that the
anthropological research I was reading would provide new analytical insights into the
Falun Gong movement and its conflict with the Chinese state. Moreover, given its
increasing presence overseas and reliance on global media, Falun Gong struck me as an
interesting case with which to contribute to the aforementioned theoretical debates within
the anthropology of religion.
My reading of the history of Chinese religion pointed to how boundaries between
religion and the state in China have often been ambiguous and fluid. However, in times
of social and political upheaval, the imperial and especially the modern state has sought
to apply a Western conception of religion so as to solidify categories of distinction
between orthodox and heterodox, official and condemned, so as to target and use violence
against groups that it has interpreted as dangerous. Falun Gong has been interpreted as a
contemporary example of this pattern (c.f. Chen 2003a/b, Ownby 2003a/b, Palmer 2007,
Ter Haar 2002): the movement managed to grow exponentially in liberalizing post-Maoist
China under the state-backed nationalist phenomenon of Qigong, until it was interpreted
as a threat, labeled an ‘evil cult’, and violently suppressed. I wanted to better
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conceptualize such relations between religion and state through discussions on
transnational religion and state sovereignty (Duara 2003, Hansen and Stepputat 2005,
2006). This, I expected, would show that religious groups such as Falun Gong are
interpreted as dangerous because they pose a threat to state hegemonies over what is
considered authentic Chinese heritage as well as sovereign power.
Although some research had already been conducted on Falun Gong overseas,
when I began my PhD in 2006 there was still very little anthropological research based on
extensive fieldwork and contact with practitioners in multiple locations, especially not
with non-Chinese. There had been no clear attempt to grapple with the significant fact
that from 1996 onwards, and especially since the state began its campaign against the
movement in 1999, Falun Gong had become a religious movement based overseas, a shift
that had important implications for our understanding of the movement’s conflict with
the Chinese state as well as its transformation more generally. While little research could
be conducted in mainland China, the existing literature I read on Falun Gong overseas
provided only fragmentary details on the movement’s practices, media, or practitioners.
There had been little attempt to analyze how Chinese bodily practices, such as those of
Falun Gong, have been important in terms of enabling the movement’s growth overseas.
There was also little detailed data on practitioners concerning their backgrounds and
motivations for beginning and continuing the practice. There was especially little data
available on non-Chinese practitioners, with most research tending to downplay their role
as insignificant or marginal. Finally, it appeared that there was still much that could be
learned about the Falun Gong case by applying anthropological theories on
transnationalism, the body, and media.
Transnationalism theory derives from attempts to capture how the state develops
new forms of nationalisms so as to keep overseas subjects disciplined, identified with, and
loyal to the nation (Ang 2004, Basch, Schiller and Blanc 1995, Ong and Nonini 1997, Van
Der Veer 2004, Wang 1993). The academic research on transnationalism that I studied
revealed how national/ethnic religions spread overseas through migration flows in ways
that bypass the nation state and forge complex networks and connections across the
planet (Guest 2003, Hepner 2003, Levitt 2003, Vasquez and Marquardt 2000, Vertovec
2000, Weller 2003). Research on ethnic religions that have been carried over to the US in
particular pointed to how transnational religion has been undergoing a process of
transformation and universalization. Several dimensions are highlighted in the literature:
the frames used to communicate with outsiders and fit in legitimately in the public sphere
(McLaggen 2002, 2005); the changing organization and ‘formats’ of religious practices and
the changing ethnicity of members in relation to the distribution of roles and functions
within religious communities (Komjathy 2004, Reed 2001, Seigler 2006, Yang and Ebaugh
2001). These studies offered sensitizing concepts to better conceptualize the Falun Gong
movement overseas, particularly in the US. They also provoked fresh questions
concerning how the movement might be transformed and universalized in different
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settings, and how such processes relate back to the conflict with the Chinese state and the
Chinese nation.
Conducting fieldwork in multiple locations logically followed this theoretical
emphasis on transnationalism. New York and Hong Kong are global cities, important
places – or hubs – for organizing and understanding wider globalization processes
(Sassen 1991, Van der Veer 2004). Most importantly for this research, they both have
complicated historical and contemporary relations with the Chinese state. Multi-sited
research on Falun Gong promised to yield interesting comparative findings and facilitate
a broader understanding of Falun Gong as a transforming and interconnected
transnational and global religious movement. It was clear that more empirical research
on Falun Gong practitioners, spaces, and media in New York and Hong Kong could also
potentially provide case material for theorizing about Chinese transnationalism and
globalizing religion more generally.
Another important methodological component was my choice to adopt an
experiencing and sensing participation approach (De Witte 2008, Ots 1994: 134, Schipper
1993{1982}, Stoller and Olkes 1987, Zarrilli 1998). Such a phenomenological approach to
doing fieldwork research derives from anthropological attempts to overcome the ocularcentric assumptions implied by the participant observation method. The emphasis on
experiencing and sensing allows the researcher to gain firsthand embodied experience of
practices with the whole body, senses, and persona, so as to produce rich and valid data.
It recognizes that different cultures have different ways of experiencing the body and
senses, and invites a reflexive approach to doing research on religion.
This method tied in well with my research question of how practitioners are
incorporated into a transnational movement through their bodies and experiences of selfdiscipline. As mentioned, I had studied research on embodiment (Csordas 1990) and selfdiscipline (Asad 1993) in order to grapple with the fact that Falun Gong does not have an
official definition of membership, and thus practitioners do not convert to Falun Gong as
one does, for example, to Christianity. Asad’s writings on pain were particularly
interesting, especially as it had become apparent during my Master’s fieldwork that the
Falun Gong exercises induced experiences of pain in practitioners; forbearing hardships
and suffering also received an important emphasis within Master Li’s teachings
concerning giving up attachments in the practice of self-cultivation. I was curious to
investigate the potential role of these practices and discourses on pain and suffering in
the incorporation of practitioners into the movement, as well as in terms of the
contestations with the Chinese state.
Although only partially integrated into my theoretical framework before the
fieldwork, mediation theories – especially Birgit Meyer’s conception of mediation and
‘sensational forms’ (2006a) – made me aware of the important material dimension of
religion: that media could be approached both in terms of mass media as well as in the
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general sense of objects, spaces, bodies, or anything that functions as a medium or
connects people to the transcendent or each other. My initial encounters with theories on
mediation therefore prompted me to focus more on media and material artifacts during
my fieldwork research.
By bringing my readings into conversation with the Falun Gong case, it became
increasingly clear that what was missing in the research on both Falun Gong and
transnationalism more generally was a focus on the complex ways in which nationally
and ethnically diverse people across different locations are being disciplined and
connected together. What was needed was a sharper, more refined focus on the role of
self-disciplinary practices and media in this politicized process. The working hypothesis
that presented itself was that the connecting process would probably not operate in terms
of identities, but rather by emotively incorporating people through their bodies and
senses into the movement and its conflict with the Chinese state.

Contesting tra nsnationa l Chinese religion a nd herita ge
Master Li’s move overseas and the role of media have figured in debates seeking to
understand how Falun Gong has globalized and why it came into conflict with the
Chinese state (Bell and Boas 2003, Chen 2003b: 520, Duara 2003, Palmer 2008, Perry 2001:
170-171, Ownby 2008a: 164, Perry and Selden 2003: 17-18, Tong 2002). However,
anthropological approaches to religion and media (De Witte 2008, Eisenlohr 2012, Meyer
2006, 2008, Van de Port 2005, 2006, 2011a, Zito 2008) have offered a more refined analytical
approach to media – as mass media but also as media more broadly, as well as practices
of mediation – which has helped me to better interpret why and how the conflict with the
Chinese state developed. Together with my fieldwork findings, this has enabled me to
contribute to discussions on Falun Gong and the politics of transnational religion and
heritage.
In Chapter Two, I traced how CDs, DVDs, MP3 players, books, etc. were adopted
within the practice of Falun Gong between 1992 and 1996. In addition to Master Li’s move
overseas, these media were crucial for centralizing his authority and transforming Falun
Gong into a transnational practice. This practice was based on a conception that the
overseas-based Master Li was the only medium and authority able to directly transmit
and connect Chinese practitioners to the transcendent Buddha Law. The practice of
mediating the Buddha Law included an emphasis on an ancient Chinese conception of
self-cultivation, in which a practitioner physically, mentally, and ethically cultivates the
Buddha Law moral principles in all relations and aspects of social life. This practice did
not presuppose the assumptions about religion held by Chinese intellectual elites and the
state – which are largely based on Western secular distinctions between private and
public, internal and external, etc. – that was first implemented in China at the beginning
of the twentieth century. Of central importance here was the fact that this Falun Gong
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practice was being practiced by millions of Chinese people in a national public and media
sphere dominated by Chinese intellectuals and the Chinese state, with particular
assumptions about religion and its ‘correct’ place within official categories and the
territory of the Chinese nation.
Indeed, discord began when, beginning in 1996, intellectuals (mostly religious
leaders and scientists) began to impose their own radically opposing interpretations on
Falun Gong. These interventions are reminiscent of the treatment of other religious
groups throughout Chinese history (as discussed in Chapter One), especially
transnational groups that wished to connect directly to the Heavenly power but which
were deemed dangerous by intellectuals and thus labeled and violently suppressed by
the state (Duara 2001, 2003, Ter Haar 2002). Especially considering that these critical
interventions by intellectuals outside of the movement were being made alongside the
use of historically loaded and official state labels (such as that of ‘evil cult’) and amplified
through the official state-owned mass media, we can begin to see more clearly how the
conflict between Falun Gong and state leaders developed. Chinese intellectuals and
eventually also the central leaders in Beijing sought to position themselves between
millions of Falun Gong practitioners, the overseas based Master Li, and the sacred Buddha
Law. The nationwide claims that they made but also the media they used were in stark
opposition to the personal and embodied experiences of millions of Chinese Falun Gong
practitioners, and indeed to how the practice was authorized as a sacred practice of
mediation. Viewing the conflict in this way helps to shed light on why mainland Chinese
practitioners were so offended and sought to contest first the intellectuals’ and later the
central state’s claims and media. It sheds light on why, since the start of the state’s
suppression campaign in 1999, overseas Chinese and non-Chinese practitioners have
invested so heavily in setting up their own counter mass media in New York and Hong
Kong. It also helped me to interpret the sensitivity and guardedness of my research
interlocutors that I encountered in the field; highly alert to improper and unauthorized
interpretations of the practice, practitioners resisted the presence of yet another
intellectual and scientist planning to write about them.
Fieldwork provided important comparative insights into practitioners and
practices, and indeed transnational connections linking New York and Hong Kong
together and with mainland China. The practitioners I encountered were diverse in their
national and ethnic identities, and many had previous experiences with other forms of
spirituality and religion in the form of Qigong, Buddhism, and Christianity. Especially
surprising was the number of Christians who had been drawn to and finally become a
part of the movement. Most overseas Chinese and non-Chinese practitioners tended to
share remarkably similar motivations for beginning the practice – health and moral
concerns, and a search for meaning, certainty, and truth. All shared a general sense of
either disappointment or disenchantment with religion, spirituality, and science,
especially when it concerned issues such as sincerity, morality, and truth claims. They
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practiced Falun Gong because it worked for them. It improved their health. It allowed
them to confront their painful histories, and navigate through unmanageable individual
desires, emotional struggles, and turbulent relationships. Falun Gong also enabled them
to bring their bodies, minds, and lives into coherence and accord with the moral principles
of the practice. It enabled them to live with an increasing sense of certainty and freedom
in the context of modern urban environments, experienced as saturated in confusion and
illusion.
As I described in Chapter Three, most of the overseas Chinese and non-Chinese
practitioners that I encountered in New York had first encountered Falun Gong’s
exercises in public parks. Subsequently, they had come to dedicate their time, energy, and
skills (linguistic/practical) to introducing others to the movement and contesting the
persecution of Falun Gong in public spaces. In these ways, they translated Falun Gong
into understandable and legitimate frames and forged transnational connections with
other parts of the world. My data shows that the overseas Chinese practitioners were also
more diverse than previously thought; for example, I discovered that there were younger
and newly migrated Chinese who were becoming engaged in the practice in New York,
and some with an illegal immigration status were even becoming involved with Falun
Gong in the hopes of securing asylum in the US. Furthermore, rather than being marginal
and insignificant, non-Chinese practitioners were increasing in number and were
important in terms of including of non-Chinese, translating Falun Gong texts into
multiple languages, forging and maintaining transnational connections to countries
across the world, and setting up political and media campaigns. I showed that New York
had become a global headquarters for the Falun Gong movement, a city where a wide
assortment of media and campaigns contesting not only Falun Gong but also Chinese
heritage had been initiated. Moreover, these media and campaigns were connected to
other parts of the world, and ultimately were orientated towards mainland Chinese and
mainland China. Many of the media campaigns made claims that Chinese communism
was a foreign ideology being imposed onto a rich ancient Chinese civilization, and that
the Chinese Communist Party was a foreign imposter and an evil cult.
As I described in Chapter Four, fieldwork research in Hong Kong showed that the
practitioners I met (mainly migrated Chinese and Hong Kong born) had first come into
contact with the practice through family and friends distributing Master Li’s teachings,
rather than by encountering the exercises in parks (as in New York). Mainly because of
influence and pressure from the Chinese state, Falun Gong practitioners in Hong Kong
struggled to find permanent spaces and organize campaigns on the scale that was possible
in New York. Because of the low number of adherents, the Hong Kong movement often
relied on overseas visitors (especially Taiwanese) to help out with local campaigns, for
examples tourist sites and parades. The media and campaigns I observed in Hong Kong
were the same as those initiated in New York. There was also cross-border contact
between practitioners in Hong Kong and those living and practicing in mainland China.
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While New York functioned as the movement’s global headquarters, Hong Kong had
become an important frontier to mainland China, where similar contestations over truth
claims and Chinese heritage could be extended into the mainland territory.
Together, Chapters Three and Four revealed that Falun Gong is an overseas-based
and universalizing transnational Chinese religious movement, but one that upholds a
strong connection to China. This continuing orientation is coherent with the idea that
Falun Gong is a “rooted universalism” (Weller 2003). My findings contribute to an
interpretation that the overseas Falun Gong movement is engaged in an important
transnational practice of competition with the Chinese communist state; from New York
and via Hong Kong, the movement translates ancient Chinese traditions into more
universal idioms of culture and inclusion, while simultaneously contesting the Chinese
state’s hegemony over the definition and articulation of Chinese religion and heritage.
The fact that the ethnically diverse US-based movement was contesting Chinese religion
and heritage through media and anti-communist campaigns organized via Hong Kong
and directed towards mainland China reveals an important transformation of the
movement since the beginning of the persecution in 1999. The movement had become a
major player in the media production of Chineseness, and was overtly anti-imperialist,
specifically anti-communist. For the practitioners I met, the Chinese communist state’s
claims and mass media were understood as vehicles for evil spirits and forces. Their own
counter-claims and mass media were, by contrast, ‘truth clarifications’ and ‘validations of
the Buddha Law’, which were invested with sacred power to not only eliminate these
interfering influences but also to convince and save sentient beings across the world but
most especially in China.
The Falun Gong movement’s universalist promotion of Chineseness and anticolonialism resembles the spiritual nationalisms that promoted Chinese civilization in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century (Van der Veer 2014). Although not necessarily
anti-colonialist, the popular redemptive societies identified by Prasenjit Duara (2001) in
the Republican era also promoted Chinese civilization in their philanthropic endeavors to
save the world. What is of course quite unique to the Falun Gong case is the fact that the
movement is exiled and headquartered in the US, and in the post-1999 era of persecution
targets not Western or Japanese imperialists in its anti-colonial campaigns but rather the
modern Chinese communist state itself. While the modern Chinese state translates ancient
traditions such as Confucianism into the present day and continues to regulate religion
so as to secure claims to Chinese civilization and maintain sovereign power, this highly
politicized process is now being contested by the overseas-based transnational Falun
Gong movement. From New York and via Hong Kong, the transnational movement now
seeks to accomplish a final exorcism of communism and the Party from Chinese
civilization and China. This process is crucially important for understanding how the
New York-based transnational Falun Gong movement seeks to secure its own claims to
authenticity and immanence, and indeed how it competes for people’s bodies and
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loyalties in China as well as globally. It is essential for understanding how people are
being incorporated into the movement in New York and Hong Kong.

Fa lun Gong m ediation a nd aesthetics
In this dissertation, I have referred to mediation theories so as to better grasp how the
Falun Gong movement came into conflict with the Chinese state and how religion and
heritage are being contested transnationally. Mediation theories were particularly useful
in analyzing how Falun Gong was organized as a practice of mediating the Buddha Law,
or what might be understood as a practice of incorporation. I argued that Master Li and
media connected to him are centrally important for understanding this process. Although
Master Li was never directly identified with or appeared in the above mentioned public
campaigns and media – indeed he was enshrouded in mystery – my findings reveal that
within the practice of Falun Gong itself, Master Li was everywhere: it was his voice that
guided the exercises, it was his teachings that practitioners studied and chanted aloud
from books, it was his image that hung on the walls of practitioners like Mrs. Wong. In
other words, Master Li’s presence and authority were organized through official media
(in the form of MP3 recordings, books, and images) and practitioners’ sensorial
experiences thereof. Master Li was in many ways a centrally important medium and
person for organizing and materializing the transcendent Buddha Law. As I discussed in
Chapter Five, particularly striking here was the discrepancy between the obvious
presence of media for organizing practitioners’ relations with Master Li on the one hand,
and claims that Master Li is a pure transmitter of the Buddha Law, alongside ambiguities
concerning whether or not he is human, on the other. Similar denials of the mediated
character of religious practices and authority have been reported by other anthropologists
(De Witte 2008, Meyer 2006, 2008a, 2009, Van de Port 2004, 2006, 2011b), and I share their
view that such denials can be interpreted as part of a process of reasserting claims of
immediate contact with the divine and for maintaining authority. I have shown that in
the case of Falun Gong, such claims were reinforced, and sacred authority consolidated,
through controlling how Master Li was accessed in New York and through seeking to
maintain a monopoly over the mediated process through which sensorial relations
between him and practitioners were organized.
Meyer’s (2009, 2010) more recent emphasis on aesthetics as aisthesis was
particularly useful in pushing my analysis further so as to understand how practitioners
are connected together and persuaded through their shared senses. Understood as “our
total sensory experience of the world and our sensitive knowledge of it” (Meyer and
Verrips 2008b: 21), this Aristotelian conception of aesthetics is said to operate within
religious practices of mediation and to enable the formation of religious senses of
collectivity, or what Meyer (2009) calls “aesthetic formations.” It also persuades adherents
that they are being immediately connected to the divine, which makes Meyer (2010) speak
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of an “aesthetics of persuasion.” This theoretical emphasis helped me to analyze more
precisely how Falun Gong exercise sessions, collective recitation practices, and the
handling of books at Dharma/Law study (Faxue) groups worked to provoke extraordinary
experiences and mold shared sensations, which persuaded practitioners about the
authenticity and power of Master Li and the practice. These particular Falun Gong
stylized sensations connected practitioners to Master Li and to one another in the
formation of Falun Gong collectives, or what I call Falun Gong movement-formations.
This formulation of the Falun Gong movement as a process represents an important shift
in my research question and approach. My analysis suggests that practitioners were not
incorporated into the movement. Rather, they were being incorporated, through practices
of mediation, into particular embodied experiences of the Law Wheel (Falun) and
cultivation energy (Gong) and sensations of virtue, humility, commitment, conviction, etc.
that make Falun Gong movement-formations possible.
Although mediation theory was critically important in allowing me to better
conceptualize my main research question so as to better grapple with my focus on Master
Li, media, and the incorporation of practitioners, the Falun Gong case also showed the
ways in which mediation and aesthetic theories are lacking. For example, mediation
theories were insufficient to fully capture how the Falun Gong movement was being
contested transnationally and globally. Mediation theories also posed the risk of
exaggerating the force of media, and thus rendering people as passive bodies that are
seductively induced into active practices of mediation and sensing. There was a potential
risk of overlooking the fact that people – with already established capacities of sensing
and already suspended in complicated personal, social, religious, and political
relationships – consciously reflect, make choices, and are active in their self-discipline and
incorporation into movements like Falun Gong. Although aesthetics seems to be an
important additional concept to mediation theories, it did not allow me to capture how
practitioners actively engaged in Falun Gong as an everyday moral practice in selfdiscipline, so as to transform themselves in conformity with the Buddha Law. It also did
not allow me to conceptualize a crucially important ethics of pain and truth that lies at the
heart of Falun Gong’s most important practice, self-cultivation. It is here, in particular,
that the post-structuralist works of Foucault and Asad were essential in allowing me to
analyze the practice of self-cultivation, which was crucially important for better
understanding how practitioners became incorporated into Master Li’s practice of
mediating the Buddha Law and collective styles of sensing.

Fa lun Gong cultiv ation: spiritua l exercise (a scesis) a nd disciplina ry
pra ctice
Foucault’s (1983) conception of ascesis as spiritual exercises and Asad’s (1993) ideas about
disciplinary practices were particularly relevant for locating Falun Gong self-cultivation
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practice within a broader framework of analysis. Foucault’s and Asad’s theoretical ideas
provided a crucial guide when analyzing how practitioners engaged in what has become,
especially since the beginning of the Chinese state’s campaign of persecution, an
increasingly ascetic practice of self-cultivation. As I explored in Chapter Six, in Falun
Gong cultivation, practitioners did not so much renounce the self – as in Foucault’s (1988)
conception of how Christian asceticism operated as a technology of the self within
pastoral power – but rather sought to train capacities (in forbearance) in order to renounce
their ‘attachments’ so as to transform and align their bodies and selves to the moral
Buddha Law. This training and self-cultivation process was shown to be evident in Falun
Gong’s exercises, in experience sharing groups, and even in the ‘truth clarification’
campaigns practitioners organized in public spaces. As with Mahmood’s (2001, 2005)
emphasis on how Egyptian Muslim women consciously molded, through the technical
action of prayer, their intensions, emotions, and desires in their everyday lives according
to orthodox standards of Islamic piety, these Falun Gong practices were part of an active
and conscious training and self-discipline through which practitioners sought to cultivate
body and self in all aspects of their everyday relations and lives.
I identified how the self-cultivation practice might be viewed as a “confessional
rite” (Asad 1993) through which practitioners identified their human shortcomings – their
immoral intentions, thoughts, and actions – so as to expose, share, and renounce them as
attachments. I showed that the practitioners’ arduous attempts to commit to the
abovementioned practices pushed them to their physical, mental, emotional, and ethical
frontiers, and often resulted in painful experiences of defeat, humiliation, fear, and doubt.
It was, however, by admitting and sharing their human shortcomings with other
practitioners at practice sites, study groups meetings, and experience sharing sessions, as
part of the cultivation practice, that practitioners renounced attachments and
reformulated their experiences into the dispositions of humility, remorse, and trust, and
indeed the Buddha Law moral ideals cherished by the movement. It was through this
arduous process that practitioners were being disciplined and committed to the
movement.
The value of Foucault’s and Asad’s approaches to religious discipline
notwithstanding, their theories did not capture the transnational political context of the
movement, just as they had little to say on the widespread prevalence of media (images,
CDs, DVDs, MP3 players, books) that I observed. For example, I could see the link
between mainland acts of martyrdom (as high level examples of ability and commitment)
and practitioners’ experiences of pain and ethics in New York and Hong Kong, but felt in
need of a theory of mediation that could help to explain how such links come into being
and with what effects.
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A sceticism of com m itm ent
This thesis shows that it is fruitful to combine research on mediation and aesthetics with
the theories of Foucault and Asad. Mediation theories (De Witte 2008, Meyer 2006, 2008,
2009) were especially useful for analyzing the role of media and sensing for inducing
collective experiences and styles of sensing in the exercises and recitation practices.
However, they were less useful than the theories of Foucault and Asad in capturing the
everyday self-disciplinary process through which individual practitioners trained and
developed capacities and dispositions valued by the movement, whether this be within
the painful exercise practices, in sharing experiences at study groups, or in the
movement’s more politicized and public contestations with the state. Mediation theories
were especially useful for investigating how Falun Gong practices and media combine to
connect people’s bodies and senses to the transcendent and each other in the formation of
the movement. Foucault and Asad provided avenues for exploring asceticism and selfdisciplinary practices, and indeed what is understood as the main aim of the practice, selfcultivation. Here, self-cultivation concerns not so much connecting but rather
disconnecting from other practices, media, and relations; it involved renouncing desires,
sentiments, and habits so as to redevelop physical and moral capacities that were essential
for accessing truth and indeed upholding Falun Gong as a particular highly politicized
religious tradition.
By combining both strands of theory, I have been able to identify and describe the
workings of the ‘asceticism of commitment’, a conception that best captures how the
practice of self-cultivation operates within Master Li’s practice of mediating the Buddha
Law and incorporates practitioners into Falun Gong movement-formations. The
asceticism of commitment can be understood as Falun Gong’s embodied ethics of pain
and truth, which transformed practitioners into humbled disciples of Master Li and the
Buddha Law. I understand the asceticism of commitment therefore as an arduous
physical, mental, and ethical exercise in commitment training that reorganized relations
between a practitioner’s body, self, ethics, and truth, and simultaneously with Master Li
and the Buddha Law. The asceticism of commitment was crucial for allowing Master Li’s
authority and the Buddha Law moral principles access to a practitioner’s most intimate
interiorities of body, emotions, and sense of self. This self-disciplinary process involved
actively committing to Master Li’s Buddha Law teachings and practices in the everyday
worlds in which practitioners lived, including their social relations with other
practitioners, family, friends, society, and government. Committing to Falun Gong in
modern secular societies and urban cities such as New York and Hong Kong, in a highly
politicized context where the Chinese state claims that the movement is an ‘evil cult’ and
persecutes practitioners, created arduous, testing, and risky situations and contexts. It was
especially perilous for people confronting arrest by the police in mainland China.
Through this process practitioners were again and again painfully confronted
with their physical, mental, and ethical shortcomings and limits – the undisputable fact
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that they were humanly incapable of living up to the extraordinary expectations and
standards of the Buddha Law. In this sense, mediation was not so much denied – as it was
with Master Li, the divine medium – but was rather emphasized and directly attributed
to the human attachments and limits of the individual practitioner’s body and character.
Yet, despite being made to sense this painful truth, practitioners also simultaneously
sensed their potential progress within the wider practice of mediation. This practice
promised a metamorphosis of the human body into a high energy Buddha body – a divine
medium – and a final overcoming of one’s limited human mind and character so as to
become immediately one with the Buddha Law and return to the True Self. As I argue in
Chapter Six, the only existing material expression of this final immediate access to the
Buddha Law, and subsequent merging with the divine Self, occurs in paintings depicting
mainland Chinese practitioners who remain committed to Falun Gong even under the
most gruesome circumstances of state violence and torture. I argue that these images of
practitioners willing and able to cross the dividing gulf between life and death, represent
crucially important attempts to depict and materialize Falun Gong transcendence and the
Buddha Law. As media and ideals, they mediated and configured practitioners’ pain
sensations, their abilities, commitments and shortcomings. When practitioners across the
world tried to hold their arms above their heads in the form of the Law Wheel or sit for
one hour in the full lotus position despite the pain; when Master Li’s teachings were
chanted aloud hour after hour, fighting against fatigue; when a practitioner shared with
honesty her painful shortcomings and failures in living up to the Buddha Law; when a
practitioner tried to commit to clarifying the truth out of compassion for the lost sentient
beings of this world; when a practitioner resisted listening to the voice inside that said
“That’s enough pain” or “This is insanely risky, what if…?” and instead committed to
Falun Gong; in all these instances, practitioners were molding their bodies and characters
in a context of the persecution and especially relative to the image and ideal of mainland
martyrdom. It is therefore fruitful to understand the asceticism of commitment as part of
a materializing process and aisthesis through which Master Li’s authority and the Buddha
Law become experienced as more immediate and truthful in the bodies, minds, and
everyday lives of practitioners across the world.
It was this asceticism of commitment that Wang sought to endorse when she called
on me to give up the PhD. Wang claimed that Falun Gong could not be understood from
the outside as an intellectual exercise but only through self-cultivation. This emphasis
echoes Foucault’s (1983: 370-371) claims that, before the European Renaissance, truth
could not be accessed without ascesis – i.e. not by a non-ascetic and immoral subject of
knowledge. For Wang, giving up the PhD would be part of an essential act of ethical
training that would guarantee insight and knowledge into the truth of Falun Gong. Giving
up such an attachment would have been an ascetic exercise, leading to the irreversible
loss of my job, income, prestige, and future in academia. It would have been part of a
commitment making exercise and self-disciplinary act of renouncing intention, making
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me into a more humble and committed disciple of Master Li. My own struggles with pain
in the exercises and Wang’s reference to the tragic torture and death of her aunt in
mainland China were also significant here. They facilitated and made material
physical/ethical lines of transnational connection between me, Master Li, and the martyr;
they configured my own limited abilities relative to the divine medium in New York and
the divine medium of the martyr in China. My personal sensation of wanting to give up
the PhD was a sudden moment of uninhibited flow and sense of immediacy with the
cultivator inside of me (Deiyashan), with other practitioners, and with the power of the
Buddha Law. In addition to Wang’s claim to have known me in previous lives, I got a
taste of being part of a sacred collective of righteous sentient beings crossing the passages
of time and returning to their true homes in the moral Buddha Law.
By combining these findings with theories emphasizing how sovereign power is
formed through violence (Hansen and Stepputat 2005, 2006) or through the more
dispersed distribution of Biopower (Foucault 1983), I have begun to unpack how Chinese
state sovereign power is subverted and questioned by the Falun Gong movement.
Anthropological theory on sovereignty shares an interesting similarity with mediation:
both concern the mediation of the transcendent. In Hansen and Stepputat’s theory, the
state mediates human relations with pain and death in the most horrifically material way
imaginable, making mortality the most dominant and universal transcendent. In my
analysis, Falun Gong transgresses the state’s claimed monopoly on this process of
mediating death. While the state claims the right to violently strip its enemies down to
desperate, passive, and painful ‘bare life’ (Agamben 1998) – a conception based on a
natural, fixed, and passive notion of a body-in-pain – for Falun Gong martyrs, state torture
becomes an active rite of passage for merging with the Buddha Law, and ‘bare life’
becomes the divine Self. The ability of mainland Chinese Falun Gong practitioners to
overcome Chinese state violence is arguably an important source of anxiety for the
Chinese state; it is also a source of great power for the overseas-based movement. Perhaps
the asceticism of commitment enables the Falun Gong movement to question and seek to
contest/monopolize state sovereign power? Perhaps it is part of a process of undermining
which facilitates a bypassing of state sovereignty so as to tap into the Heavenly power
(once mediated by the emperor). If so, this power is now being wielded and distributed
by Master Li and his disciples of the Buddha Law.

Further resea rch
This thesis has shown that the overseas-based Falun Gong movement is a competing actor
in a highly politicized process of translating Chinese traditions and restoring Chinese
civilization, a position made possible in the current era of intensifying globalization and
which is threatening to the Chinese state. Here, there is surely more space for
investigating further the role of particular mediation practices and spiritual exercises, and
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the styles of sensing they make possible, in other contexts, investigating why and how
they are interpreted as dangerous or targeted by states in their anti-cult and anti-terrorism
campaigns. While the state seeks to secularize or eliminate divergent conceptions and
valuations of pain, human life, and mortality – such as those embodied in the asceticism
of commitment – religious groups such as Falun Gong seem to emphasize and use them
as sources of self-transformation, ethics, and power.
Further research could explore whether the asceticism of commitment is of
analytical use when interpreting other religious traditions, especially those actively
engaged in struggles with the Chinese state and/or other states. I would be interested to
see whether the asceticism of commitment is of use when analyzing Chinese Christian
groups in the People’s Republic of China, especially unofficial groups that face stiffening
controls and persecution (Madsen 2010), and where one would assume asceticism and
commitment would be important sources of religious experience, conviction, and
resistance. Is the asceticism of commitment useful for understanding other contemporary
religions, for example Islam, which is currently facing hostility in the US and Western
Europe? Does ascesis – something described by Foucault (1983) as an autonomous ethical
exercise for accessing truth that became annexed by pastoral power but not without
resistance from groups claiming autonomy – offer anything new comparatively or
heuristically speaking when interpreting other historical examples of Chinese exercises
and groups, especially those with a problematic relation with the state and seeking
direct/immediate access to the transcendent? Does the conception of ascesis offer anything
for interpreting other examples of anti-colonialisms and other forms of spiritualty that
translate and restore ancient exercises as part of safeguarding nationalisms and declaring
the inner spiritual Self a sovereign territory? Do Foucault’s ideas on ascesis, asceticism,
and Biopower, help us better conceptualize and understand why Western people living
under regimes of Biopower, are drawn to contemporary translations of ancient exercises
and traditions from globalizing China (and India)?
Related to this question, it would be interesting to further explore how ‘karma’
and ‘reincarnation’ – discourses that are becoming increasingly global in their reach and
implication through universal spirituality – equip people with new means to confront
their modern struggles and predicaments. As I have described, a number of the Falun
Gong practitioners I encountered had previously been Christian before being drawn to
Falun Gong. When they had been active Christians, they had not been able to understand
why they had to suffer and why good people died. Master Li’s teachings explaining that
karma can be derived from previous lives quickly addressed such existential struggles
and uncertainties. This seems to suggest that karma and reincarnation can be used to
bridge the grey areas where religions such as Christianity seem to fail. Arguably, such
discourses provide new ways of understanding illness, pain, and death, new ways of
imagining identities and experiencing history and the future, and new ways of conceiving
of human relations with the divine. Discourses such as reincarnation, for example – which
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presuppose a continuing self that can disembody at death and somehow re-embody
across the ages – connect people within longer chains of significance that go beyond the
everyday mundane, beyond their current identities, belongings, and circumstances,
enabling them to sense history (and possibly the future) with increasing immediacy and
intensity. Here, gender, ethnic and national identity, not to mention family, kinship and
social relations, are rendered relatively insignificant in their importance within this
lifetime, at least in relation to the deep-rooted timeless kinship-like obligation that people
feel towards movements such as Falun Gong.
These discourses – which compete for people’s bodies and incorporate them into
movements such as Falun Gong – appear to have found fertile ground among Chinese
people, who wish to connect to their history and their ancient civilization, much of which
was destroyed during the Mao era. The idea of reincarnation is also relevant in terms of
facilitating non-Chinese people’s experiences of connection to Chinese religion and China,
and no doubt smooth over the ethnic irony of them having a hand in the media production
of ‘authentic’ Chinese heritage.
Non-Western and non-Christian concepts such as reincarnation could also be seen
as an opportunity for developing anthropological approaches to religion. In Falun Gong,
practitioners are not so much humans that become aligned with the presence or truth of
a separate and external transcendent god; they are rather humans who return to the truth
of the Self and what they Truly are, namely divine. In this sense – and not so dissimilar to
other, Buddhist and Hindu, traditions – there is a non-dualist conception of truth and god,
where humans are actually divine beings currently stranded in the suffering body and in
modern societies of illusion. Within Falun Gong practice, practitioners are divine beings
that uncover the truth of the divine self and liberate it from human cultural and political
imprisonment.
This conception of truth and divinity is, needless to say, very different from and
indeed in competition with dominant secular and liberal conceptions that separate
humans and the divine into neat categories. It is very different from the predominantly
Christian religious groups that have been researched by most of the anthropologists I
have referred to in this thesis. In Falun Gong an inner-transcendent divine is already the
natural ground of the self that is waiting to be excavated and realized through effort and
toil. This may well be understood in mediation theories as a denial of mediation – denial
that the body is a medium and that practitioners are human. Although I have analyzed
Falun Gong as being similar to other religions in its tendency to deny mediation processes,
especially in relation to Master Li and the aim of the practice, future research could better
reflect on and sensitize such claims relative to cultural and emic understandings, as well
as histories of colonialism and secularism.
For Falun Gong, there is arguably not so much a denial of mediation but rather a
different cultural way of understanding what media and human beings are, and what is
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possible. This makes me wonder whether we should better explore what is meant by and
entailed when we refer to this notion of denial. I still cannot help but feel that the emphasis
on denial too easily overlooks and dismisses ancient religious traditions in ways
reminiscent of European imperialism, the Christian mission, and the modern Chinese
state. Which cultural assumptions and forms of power do we refer to and reproduce
regarding media, the body, and human life when we adopt such an understanding of
denial? Further research could better explore the significance of these crucial differences,
something that I am not convinced I have managed to successfully address in this thesis
on Falun Gong.
Perhaps the reader of this dissertation is still wondering about what happened to
the most important lesson I drew from Wang: that I could only understand (the truth of)
Falun Gong by giving up this PhD. I do not claim that in my analysis I have solved the
essential challenge of Wang’s appeal. In many ways, I still feel that my experience, and
indeed the significance, meaning, and power of what Wang said to me, escapes
acknowledgement and capture in this thesis. However, the fact that this PhD has been
completed shows that I did not take her lesson literally. Indeed, despite my experience of
the power of her claims during fieldwork, I had to give up my struggle with her lesson so
as to commit to finishing this PhD. The fact that I did complete it does not mean that I aim
to silence her voice. Rather, it means that I am still wavering between, and indeed am
unable to bridge, what appear to me today to be two irreconcilable paradigms.
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